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1ifAbstract (Limit 200 words) 
The World Standard Catalog lists imagery acquired by Landsat 3 which has been
 
processed and input to the data files during the referenced period. Information
 
such as cloud cover and image quality is given for each scene. The microfilm
 
roll and frame on which the scene may be found is also given.
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SECTION 1 - STANDARD CATALOG
 
MONTHLY CATALOG 
The 	coverage contained in the monthly Standard Catalog is divided into two parts. 
Part 	1 contains a com­puter generated listing organized by observation identification number (ID) and by sensor. Part 2 provides
a 
computer listing of observations organized by latitude/longitude and by sensor.
 
A. 	Observation Identification Number (ID)Listing
 
Observation IDnumbers are listed in sequential order from smallest number to largest. 
Associated with
each IDnumber in the list ispertinent information about that observation. A sample catalog page with 
a description of each data item is shown in Figure 1-1.
 
B. 	 Latitude/Longitude Listing 
This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizes them 	bycoordinates using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this listing
will be sorted first by latitude, and within latitude by longitude. The latitude/longitude listing is

arranged in the following manner:
 




0-90 degrees South; 0-180 degrees East and 0-180 degrees West 
C. SAMPLE OBSERVATION ID AND LATITUDE/LONGITUDE FORMAT 
STANDARD CATALOG
07/21/78 
 LANDsAT S RBV SENSOR 005:57 ® 0 (D ® FROM o/1/78 TO OS30/S 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER 
 QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTIRECENTER MICROFILM MICRO
IO DATE U /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE ,. LONGITUDE 
_ ROLL " FR. 
3003303423 04/28/78 147 
 42 452 D 52.66 115.28 10 30
3003303425 04/28/78 147 43 0 0 10 E E E E 26.03 N 091.41 E 390002 21
452 D 53.02 113.29 0 10 20 0 0 
 F E E E 24 .60 N 091.03 E
3003303432 04/28/78 147 390002 2544 452 D 53.34 111.27 10 10 0 
10 20 E E E E 23.17 N 090.66 E 390002
3003303434 04/28/78 147 45 452 D 29
53.60 109.22 40 30 50
3003303441 04/28/78 147 46 452 D 40 60 E E E E 21.72 N 090.29 E 390002 33
53.82 107.15 30 60 30 
 20 10 E E E E 20.27 N
3003314041 04/28/78 089 91 E 390002 37
4 47 458 D 54.08 104.78 70 70 80
3003314043 04/28/78 4 48 70 70 E E E E 18.81 N 065.35 W 390002 41
458 D 54.19 102.68 60 60 60 80 70 E E E E
3003315411 04/28/78 22 32 459 D 17.37 N 065.71 W 390002 45
47.05 132.90 0 0 0 
 0 0 E E E E 40.28 N 084.91 W 390002 49
 
Description of Data Items 
1. Date of catalog listing 4. RBV and ISS microfilm roll and image position on roll2 Period during which imagen uas processed 5. Date of entry3. Observation ID 6. Cloud cover in %total is shown for the 4 combined RBV sub-scenes and 
for each sub-scene (A, B, C, D) individually.
7. Orbit numrber
 
00 3 03423 8. Latitude and longitude at obsevation center9. Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center 
r10. nunber an F = Fair, E = Excellent, M1= Missing. AnyImage quality, P = Poor,the Quality colunn xali represent a "X' code (see page 4 for 
Tens of seconds (5th character) "J"codes).Minutes of hour (3rd & 4th characters) 11. Path/Row - Wqorld frame reference system
Hour of Day (1st & 2nd characters) 12. D = davtime coverage 
fDay since launch (2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th char.) 
m6Satellite number (1st character)
 




08/30/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
15 42 FROM 03/06/78 TO 07/31/78@ 0 	 @ 9 ® @ a@ @ @ ®D 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLN 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 aLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3008717271 07/19/78 40 38 1213 D 60.81 101.66 0 FEE NO MCLL LXlL 31.62 N 113.43 W 390008 622
 
3008719033 07/22/78 58 21 1214 D 52.16 143.56 10 REEE NO OCGLL LLLL 55.65 N 129.60 W 390010 330
 
3008719035 07/22/78 58 22 1214 D 53.03 141.46 10 FIRV" NO mCLL TaL 54.26 N 130.39 W 390010 331
 
3008719042 07/22/78 58 23 1214 D 53.86 139.34 10 NO O=flL LLL 52.87 N 131.15 W 390010 332
 
3008719044 07/22/79 58 24 1214 D 54.65 137.20 70 NO COCLL LIlL 51.47 N 131.86 W 390010 333
 
Description of Data Items 
1. 	 Date of catalog listing 4. 10V and MISS microfilm roll and zmage position on roll 
2. 	 Period during whid imagery was processed 5. Date of Entry 




30087 	 7. orbit nmbter 
8. 	Latitude and Iongitude at observation center 
9. 	Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center
 
10. Image quality: P = Poor, F = Fair, E = Excellent, M = Missing. Any 
Tens of secods (5th character) nmer in the Quality oolunn will represent a "J"code (see page 4 
minutes of hour (3rd & 4th characters) for "J"cos)., 
Hour of Day (ist & 2nd characters) 11. MSS Data Mode: "C" indicates that the spacecraft signal compression 
Day since launch (2nd,3rd,4th,Sth char.) mode was used to acluLre bands 4, 5 and 6; "L" indicates that all 
m Satellite number(lst character) 	 bands were acquired in the linar mode. 
12. 	MSS Image Gain: "" indicates that all bands were acuired in low 
gain node; '1"indicates that bands 4 and 5were aoqu'red by the 
spacecraft in the high gain mode. 
13. 	Path/Rcw - World frame reference systm 
14. 	Day/Nite Spcl: D = daytime coverage
 
N = nighttime coverage (band 8 only)
 
S = 	twilic.ht coverage (Sun elevation is between 
0 and 20 degress.)
15. 	CC4/CCM quality: CCM indicates that a color ccpsite master ensts fa= 
that image. CCM quality indicates the quality of the color cmposite
 
master (P=-Poor, F=-Fanr, E-Excellent).
 




J-0 = M = missing images on archival film product.
 
J-l = images on archival film fail criteria because of photographic problems such as processing 
chemical spots or stains. 
J-2 = 	electron beam recorder problem evident on archival film product including: 
more than 21 line drops and/or greater than 25% of image area affected;
electron beam recorder image correction failure causing image breakup; 
sync lock loss; banding; window pane; false start of scan code; and data shifts. 
J-3 = spacecraft attitude parameter change rate exceeds normal limits.
 
J-4 = ascending node (night) band 4-7 images on archival film or tape products (i.e., no 
discernable image data on bands 4-7); band 8 data available. 
J-5 = archival film bears emulsion defects which are supplier related; e.g., paint chips 
from film spools, film blisters, emulsion tears due to lack of adhesion.
 
J-6 = partial image produced on film because of data problem; film is correctly annotated.
 




J-8 = spacecraft data tape damaged; cannot regenerate digital product.
 




SECTION 2 - MICROFILM
 
2.1 GEN\ERAL 
The Image Processing Facility produces a 16mm microfilm inventory of imagery processed during the
 
referenced month which is organized for convenient use with the Standard Catalog. The following Refer to Documentinformation applies ohly to Standard Catalogs produced after December of 1977. 

NTISUB/C/139-012 for catalogs produced prior to January of 1978.
 
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data can contain U.S. and non-U.S. segments. 
Each set of microfilm images is in correspondence to a Standard Catalog, except for "J" coded images images.
which are not microfilmed, and can be used in conjunction with the catalog for selecting desired 
A maximum of 1000 images representing one or more complete Archival rolls is contained on one roll of 
16mm X 100 feet of microfilm. Because the microfilm images are intended to provide a sumnary of the 
data available, only Landsat 2 MSS Band 5 and Landsat 3 REV (cameras 1 and 2) and MSS Bands 5 and 8 
are reproduced. 
2.2 INTERPRETING THE CATALOG PRINTOUT 
a four digit frame count.Microfilm roll numbers contain six digits, follo~ed by 
The first digit designates the satellite. Example: 3-90001/0002 is a Landsat 3 roll. The second 
digit will always be a 9 to designate combined U.S. and non-U.S. coverage. The remaining 5 digits 
before the slash are used to sequentially number all microfilm rolls prepared within each satellite 
group. Example: the first roll of microfilm generated for Landsat 3 is numbered 3-90001/0002. The 
four digit number following the -roll number designates the frame location number of the scene. 
Example: The second frame into the roll, described above, reads 3-90001/0002. 
2.3 16rm MICROFILM ROLL FOPMT 
The beginning of each roll of 16mm microfilm contains 3 information frames followed by the imagery frames. 
The first frame states START OF REEL and contains the microfilm roll number. The second frame contains 
a 3x3 density array targetinformation about ivhere the roll of film was produced. The third frame is 
which is used as an internal quality 
control check.
 




FRAME I FRAME 2 FRAME 3 FRAME 4 THRU X 	 NEXT TO LAST 
STARTEN OF REEL ATO
 
ROLL NUMBER FRAME IIMAGERYI
 
Figure 	2-1 Microfilm Roll Format 
2.4 	 MICROFILM IMAGE FOPMkT 
Each microfilm image contains all of the original annotation information plus two rapid search aids 
a numbering system to help the user quickly reach the desired scene. See Figure 2-2.	 
and 
IMAGE 	 BAR 
AREA 	 CODE
 






Figure 2-2 Microfilm Image Format 
6 
2.5 	 USER SEARCH AIDS 
digit number.The User Search aids are the bar code indexing system, the document mark, and the four 
A. Bar Code Indexing System
 
The Landsat microfilm images have been annotated with visual bar code lines to the right of the film advances
each frame. The visual bar code lines graduate-up the edge of the screen as 











[ 1-49 ] 
DIMENSIONS ON IDENTIFIES LANDSAT 3 IMAGES 
16m FILM 900-949 
FIGURE 2-3 BAR CODE INDEXING SCALE 
7 
To utilize this system, a user must generate a bar code indexing scale to attach to the face
 
of his viewer. The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the magnification

of his viewer. Landsat imagery ismicrofilmed at a reduction ratio of 5.75X. To determine
 
the overall length of a bar code indexing scale required for the users' microfilm viewer,
 
multiply 9.45mm (14 bars and 13 spaces, each .35mm in height) by the viewer lens enlarge­
ment factor. Multiply .35mm by the viewer lens enlargement factor to determine the 
individual bar and space heights on the bar code indexing scale.
 
B. The Document Mark
 
The LANDSAT microfilm images have also been annotated with a document mark at the base of each
 
frame. This type of encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and 
counting capability or an odometer. To use the document mark encoding retrieval system, the
 
film will have to be placed in a cartridge. \hen the cartridge is placed in a reader which
 
contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image is
 
obtained from the Standard Catalog (columns 17 & 18-Microfilm Roll and Frame) and either 
punched on the keyboard or read via the odometer as the film advances. Using a reader con­
figured for rapid search and retrieval, the film advances and the frames' document marks are 
counted by means of a photosensing light. hen the appropriate number has been counted, the 
reader stops and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer 
requires the user to monitor the odometer as the film advances and stop the advance of the film 
in the vicinity of the required frame. (See Figure 2-4.) 
2 6 
Figure 2-4 Document Mark Size on 16mm Microfilm
 
8 
SECTION 3 - LANDSAT 3 CYCLES
 
DAYS SINCE DAYS SINCE
 
LAUNCH CALENDAR DATE LAUNCH CALENDAR DATE 
CYCLE CYCLE BEGIN END BEGIN 
 END BEGIN END BEGIN END 
FIRST 10 DAYS 001 010 6 Mar 78 15 Mar 78 
1 011 028 16 Mar 78 2 Apr 78 
2 029 046 3 Apr 78 21 Apr 78 
3 047 064 22 Apr 78 8 May 78
 
4 065 082 9 May 78 26 May 78
 
5 083 100 27 May 78 13 Jun 78
 
6 101 118 14 Jun 78 1 Jul 78
 
7 119 136 2 Jul 78 19 Jul 78
 
8 137 154 20 Jul 78 6 Aug 78
 
9 155 172 7 Aug 78 24 Aug 78
 
10 173 190 25 Aug 78 11 Sep 78
 
11 191 208 12 Sep 78 29 Sep 78
 
12 209 226 30 Sep 78 17 Oct 78
 
13 227 244 18 Oct 78 4 Nov 78
 
14 245 262 5 Nov 78 21 Nov 78
 
15 263 280 22 Nov 78 9 Dec 78
 
16 281 298 10 Dec 78 27 Dec 78
 
17 299 316 28 Dec 78 14 Jan 79
 
18 317 334 15 Jan 79 1 Feb 79
 
19 335 352 2 Feb 79 19 Feb 79
 
20 353 370 20 Feb 79 9 Mar 79
 










GOJIARO SPACE F.IGHT CENTEF 
LANDSAT 1'AGE PROCESSING FACILITY 
IJFJRkAT13N PRODJCTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM 




LAVDSAT 5 R3V S:VSOR 





?ATi 1Od QRUIT DAY/NITE SUN 









2UALITY DICTJRr CENTER PICTURE CENTER 





3003719585 10/08/78 53 15 99 9 21.06 157.60 20 NA NA 30 10 M 'I E 3.99 N 138.17 1 390042 1 
33003719591 10/08/78 5 IS 99 a 22.11 15G.19 30 40 40 s0 10 E E F E 62.64 V 139.43 w 390042 3 
3303719594 10139/73 ,3 17 99 D 23.15 154.86 80 80 70 90 90 F E E 61.27 V 140.57 W 390042 7 
adOOT70000 10/08/73 s8 is 99 D 24.18 153.30 100 100 100 i00 100 f E E E 59.89 N 141.61 w 3,0042 11 
60037213P5 10/03/73 13 1ni 15.77 166.42 90 90 130 130 100 c E F E 70.53 V 155.53 A 399342 19 



























E E s E 











301)2152iI 10109/78 19 34 14 1 3 o.4 110.85 30 NA NA 50 40 ' 4 E £ 37.91 N 0B1.35 y 390041 6S4 
3013215253 I100/78 9 35 14 1 D 60.62 108.16 10 10 10 20 20 C E £E E 36.54 v 031.80 4 390041 S65 
3513?152553013)152S 13/:3/7310/02/73 1913 ;37 14?1L4? 33 60.7S60.34 105.33132.54 "050 409; 335 9040 4020 r1 - E 75 C 1 33.1233.69 NV 032.25032.&9 * 4 39103900 11 67C674 
601)215264 10//780 9 '3 14?7 0 69.5 099.81 60 60 70 90 30 E E E E 32.28 N 083.1' W 390041 78 
301)215271 11/39/7q 13 39 141 0 60.79 097.04 80 90 70 50 50 £ E E £ 30.5 V 083.n 4 390041 682 
3J11321527 10/08179 15 4) 142 1 60.7 094.29 60 100 90 70 90 £ r E E 29.42 N 033.P5 d 39)C&1 636 
301)713331 10/03/73 )4 32 14 1 D 59.30 114.46 L'0 90 30 90 90 E r F E 40.05 V 037.79 W 3900P41 590 
3U13715534 10108/78 24 35 1491 0 60.18 111.76 P0 90 90 90 90 r 7 £ £ 3S4 N 038.28 W 391041 694 

























= E F c 













3013815565 10/08/79 5 7 1505 2 57.32 127.15 -0 90 90 912 0 F E F E 47.07 N 086.57 4 3901 773 























S : E E 







































E - E: 









3J13315592 10/08/78 ?5 33 1505 n 40.17 111.51 20 10 10 30 30 E C 38.55 V 089.73 d 390041 794 
313515595 10/08173 ?5 34 1535 D 60.38 108.77 60 40 50 30 80 r E 37.13 N 090.20 W 3g00t1 8oo 
3J13)16024 10109/73 26S 7 1519 1 57.3 1Z7.30 0 10 ?0 9 0 E £ 5 47.?3 V 0O37.3 4 390041 B04 
3U1091S03)







































3013916035 10/03/78 S 33 1519 3 59.07 119.72 40 40 30 30 30 F E E C 42.94 V 089.62 390041 16 



























r E E E 













3D1fl1O' 1 0/01/7; 2S 34 151. 3 63.33 IOR.97 80 90 20 0P 70 r ! ! 37.26 ', 071.41 w 5P0i 832 
ARC'IiVAL 1'1A1E REDORT -ARCHIM 
STAN)ARD C4TALOG 
12/13/78 LAN)CAT 3 R3V S:VSOR PA;: 2 
jo:5 F53 10/01/73 TO 10/31/78 
u3S: vATIOV rNTR 
1) 3TC 
P&T <0, ORIT UAY/'JITL SU% 







QUALITY PICTURE CENTCR 
A S C D LATITJD: 
ICTURE 2ENTR 
L3VSITUDE 
1C 4 F:, 
RI__ 
MICRO 
I91lSO660 10/98/73 ?S 35 1519 0 60.49 los.2' 70 50 70 30 50 E E E C 35.b4 N 132.07 4 393041 R36 
3u10915052 19/00178 6 36 1511 2 50.53 133. 45 60 60 60 i3 70 r E E - 34.43 N 032.53 d 3910:z 340 
6u1)916055 10108/78 2 37 1511 0) 60.51 100.69 90 60 40 40 70 E E F E 33.02 V 092.9? W 39O004 944 
a01)315271 10/28/79 ?5 33 151' ? 60.58 097.94 40 20 30 5o 6O r 7C 31.55 V 093.40 W 3930 s34 P 
3911915074 10/0R/78 ' 93 151 j 60.47 095.21 60 80 70 50 30 c E C Z 50.14 V 093.81 9 35)0! 352 
5317138173 10/09/73 1 5 33 379 5 54.ZB 117.35 30 40 10 30 10 E 7 E C 31.93 v 024.23 E 39D001 710 
3017116401 10/08/78 14 5 239" 0 24.55 185.06 100 100 100 100 100 E 2 EF 76.68 N 064.50 V 390e41 '14 








































50175 3072 I100/73 1)7 73 2402 40.03 056.77 0 0 0 0 0 E E F C 18.71 S 137.98 E 39004: 729 
3d17323074 10/08/73 117 74 ?4)2 39.35 055.97 0 0 0 0 0 E £ C 20.16 s 137.62 7 39034I 733 
.5j17631475 10/07/78 1?3 25 4k- 3 44.12 142.54 30 40 10 70 10 P C F E 50.30 N 127.05 392041 255 
5317S214b1 





























,17;13422 10107/75 3 3 ?452 0 22.93 1h5.52 30 0 60 %t NA E E 4 M 76.69 N 01q80 d 391-i 267 
30176171'2 10107/78 39 53 2454 0 48.06 1'4.97 10 10 NA NA NA E 2 m m 43.39 V 108.18 d 393C0 269 
3j17S17134 10/07/73 35 31 ?454 3 8.33 133.2b 10 NA NA 10 10 4 9 F r 41.97 V 198.71 * 3932'1 273 
3j17S17PZ1 10/07/78 5) 3) 454 49.57 131.5 0 10 10 0 0 E CE 40.55 V !09.22 4 390091 272 
3u17S17203 10/07/78 3' 33 2454 0 50.27 129.78 0 0 0 0 0 F E E E 59.12 N 109.72 v 390041 276 
3017617210 10/07/79 59 34 2454 50.54 127.97 0 0 0 0 0 F E v E 37.73 N 110.21 4 39a0 1 280 
3517617212 10/07/7B 5 3 154 D 51.53 126.11 0 0 0 30 0 FE E £ 36.28 N 1I0.67 4 394. 204 
3u17117215 10107/73 59 6 2454 C 52.17 124.21 50 70 50 30 60 E E 34. S5 N 111.12 4 3900. 2F& 
3017617221 10107/78 39 37 2454 0 52.72 122.26 20 20 50 0 10 F E E E 33.43 N 111.56 4 390041 P-2 
3u17617224 10f07/7 59 33 5 4 0 53.24 120;27 D 0 0 0 10 E E E C 31.95 N 112.00 A 39004' 296 
313015575 10/07/78 ?5 27 2509 3 44.33 140.94 20 40 40 20 10 F E E F 47.53 N 086.44 A 3900fl 1 
331315561 10/07/73 25 23 2509 5 45.40 1 9.42 10 10 10 10 10 - r E £ 46.12 , 087.04 A '90041 5 
50130155R4 10/07/73 ?5 29 2539 2 45.25 137.97 10 10 10 1O 30 E E F C 44.71 V 937.6! W 302i 



























E E E C 













3t1301S002 1307/73 ?5 33 253 : 49.33 131.31 0 10 10 0 0 E C E C 38.99 V 099.68 a !31n41 25 
3010916004 I0107/73 25 34 250q 0 50.09 129.57 10 10 10 20 10 E E E F 37.56 N 030.15 W ''0041 29 































E E E E 














3013317422 [0/67/73 45 3) 510 3 47.09 136.26 10 40 10 0 0 E - F C 43.22 V 114.00 d 390041 49 
36130174?4 10/07/7R 43 31 512 3 41.33 13 4.4 0 1 10 0 D E E E 41.RD \ 114.5, . 392041 53 
3013317431 10/07/7B 43 12 2510 6a . 3 132.98 0 0 0 0 i E E E E 40.37 %) 115.05 . 390041 57 
ARCHIVAL IAGE RE'ORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD C4TAL)S 
12/15178 L4NOSAT 3 RV SENSOR pA37 5 























ad13017433 10/07/73 .3 35 2510 D 49.39 131.26 0 0 0 20 10 E E E 39.95 V 115.54 W 390041 61 
3013217440 10107/70 f5 34 2510 0 50.10 129.54 10 20 0 20 0 F C E E 37.53 N 115.04 v 3900O1 65 
3013017442 10107/73 k3 35 2510 D 50.77 127.75 10 10 20 10 20 E gEE 36.10 N 116.50 W 399041 59 

























E CE Z 















































30131150'? 10/07/78 2S P9 ?523 D 45.938 138.21 20 10 10 20 40 E C £ 7 44.69 % 039.05 V 390041 
3a13116045 10107/78 25 30 ?523 3 15.31 136.55 70 50 30 70 80 E C C E 43.27 V 089.60 M 390041 97 























F £E E 











3013116063 10107/78 ? 34 5 ' D 49.35 130.01 0 10 0 10 10 E E E C 37.35 V 091.57 4 39041 115 
311311;O IA'/07/7B ' i '52 D 90.53 12E.25 30 40 10 r0 20 L E E C 36.13 ' 092.03 k 390041 :17 
3u13116072 10/07/7 ? 5 ?523 9 51.18 126.43 8) 90 30 91 90 F E E E 54.71 %1 092.8 * 530011 121 
3013115074 10107/78 '6 37 ?523 9 51.79 124.57 60 90 90 90 80 C £ E r 33.28 N D&32.. 393011 *25 
3513116081 10/07/75 ?8 33 5 3 D 52.3 122.67 70 90 50 90 40 r E EC 31.8 '4 0N.3s 4 99001 i29 
3L13115083 10/07/78 25 39 52? 0 52.88 120.72 30 70 20 5D 10 E C C £ 30.43 K 33.77 W 3900941 i1 
541 117455 1007/7B 11 27 25 D 44.25 141.22 10 10 10 10 10 F £ E E 47.48 N 113.72 V 390041 :37 
3013117471 10/07/78 14 23 5 4 D 45.13 159.72 10 10 10 30 10 F E E 46.U07 V 114.31 390041 141 
3013117474 10/07/79 44 23 25?' 0 45.98 138.19 10 10 10 10 30 C C E 44.64 N 11'.ao W 390041 1'E 
3L11117440 10/07/73 14 30 25?' 3 4;.32 136.62 20 0 so t 10 E.L E 43.22 4 115.4 a 390041 1:9 
3013117483 10'07/78 14 31 2524 L 47.&2 135.02 20 30 10 40 10 E E E E 41.80 N 115.97 k 390041 153 
3013117445 10107/78 44 52 5Z4 48.40 133.38 40 50 30 70 40 F E F £ 40.37 N 116.48 4 390041 157 
3313117492 10107/7B 4 55 2524 9 49.15 151.70 40 50 40 50 40 F C E E 35.95 N 116.98 W 39001 1S1 
3j11174a4 10/57/7- I 34 ?5 4 D 49.36 1 9.9R 20 40 20 30 10 E : E 37.52 4 117.45 390041 165 
3013117501 10/07/78 U 35 524 n 50.54 12P.21 20 50 10 20 10 C C C E 36.09 N 117.91 V 391041 169 

























E E E E 













3013216101 10107/78 27 29 2537 D 45.70 138.56 10 30 0 3 10 C E E E 44.70 N 090.48 d 390041 195 
3013216103 10/07/78 27 30 2557 D 46.i4 137.91 0 0 0 0 0 £E E E 43.28 N 091.02 390041 189 
3013216110 10107/7B T 31 2557 11 47.55 15.43 0 0 1 0 1 r E £ 1l.5 V 091.55 . '90041 193 
3313 15112 10107/73 ?7 32 2557 0 45.14 133.51 0 0 10 10 0 C E C C 40.43 N 092.05 W 390041 197 
301321&115 10/07/7S 7 33 )557 D 48.39 132.15 0 I 0 0 0 E E E C 39.01 v 092.53 4 390041 201 
3013 16121 10107/78 ?7 31 ?557 0 49.52 130.45 20 10 10 0 10 E C E E 37.58 N 095.05 y 390041 205 
3013216124 10(07/7B ?7 35 2537 0 50.31 128.70 q0 50 20 s0 50 E E CE 35.14 N 073.50 w 390041 ?C9 
SI3?15130 10/07/78 ?7 3 ?537 9 50.95 126.91 20 10 50 10 40 C C £ C 34.G9 V 043.95 W 3900oi 213 
5l13 175 1 10/779 45 2; 2553 0 43.01 143.94 40 NA NA 40 50 M I C C 44.9s v 114.50 3590041 217 




12/13'78 LkNOSAT 3 R3V SrJSOR PAGE 4 





P T RO4 OR9IT DAY/NITE SJN/ SPCL ELEV SUN AZIM % TOTAL CLOJD A 3 :OVER C 0 DUALITY PICTJR: :ENTER PICTJRE CENTER A A C 0 LAT1I ) MIGROfILM MIC4OI 
3u13217523 10/07/78
3





















E E F E 











3013?1753 10/07/78 45 29 253& r 45.S7 138.59 20 30 20 30 10 E E E E 44.63 N 116.32 4 390041 227 
3013 17515 10/07/78 )5 30 ?53S 46.51 137.05 10 30 10 20 10 E E E E 43.27 N 116.87 W 390041 231 
3013217541 10107/7B 45 31 2538 0 47.33 135.47 10 20 10 20 20 E E E E 41.84 V 117.40 d 390041 259 
3013217544 10/07/73 45 3 ?538 0 43.11 133.85 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 40.41 4 117.90 V 390041 239 
3013217550 10/07/73 k5 33 538 D 43.37 132.19 10 10 10 20 10 5 F E E 38.99 v 118.39 W 390041 43 
3jl321755' 10107/78 %5 34 ?538 D 49.60 130.50 30 30 20 30 60 E E E 3 7.7 N 318.87 w 39004I 247 
3uI3217555 10107/73 45 53 o l 50.29 129.75 ?0 20 50 10 10 E r E E 36.14 N 119.34 390041 251 
3413317575 10/07/78 45 2S i552 D 42.70 143.36 20 40 10 40 10 E E E E 48.93 N 115.96 U 3q04I 300 
S31331759 10107/7B 4S 27 2552 0 43.62 141.91 10 20 10 10 10 E r 5 5 47.51 N 116.58 v 390041 304 
301a3175'4 10107/75 4; 23 2552 C 44.52 140.44 10 20 10 30 10 E E E - 46.10 N 117.17 W 392041 30E 
351a317591 10/07/75 4; 2? ?552 D 45.59 138.91 20 20 30 30 30 E E E E 44.43 v 117.75 4 390041 312 
3u13317593 10/07/78 46 30 2532 0 45.24 137.41 40 30 40 40 60 E E E E 43.26 N 118.29 V 390041 514 
301313000 10/07/79 46 31 '532 47.36 135.85 30 43 30 43 10 r E E 41.E4 N 118.82 4 390041 320 
3jI331903 10t07/78 4; 3? 255? D 47.15 134.25 10 20 10 2 10 E E E F 40.40 N 119.33 d 3)0041 324 
3013913025 10107/78 %S 33 255P c 48. 132.61 30 30 30 10 80 E5 -E 3S.97 N 119.b2 d 99041 32e 
3dI38!011 10/07/78 46 34 ?552 9 49.35 130.93 70 30 90 SD 100 E F E F 37.55 V 120.30 4 390041 3Z2 
3013313014 10/07/73 1 35 ?52 0 50.a; 129.20 90 90 130 90 100 F E F ; 36.13 N 120.77 W 590041 33 
3b1331800 10/07/78 i 35 552 D 50.72 127.43 100 100 100 103 100 F E E E 34.70 N 121.22 W 390041 340 



























C F F F 











6313419070 10/08/78 47 3* Z556 D 49.11 131.36 90 80 100 90 90 E F F r 37.52 N 121.75 w 393041 743 
3015418072 10/08/78 17 35 56 n 49.82 129.65 90 90 90 90 90 r v z 3S.13 N 122.20 W 593041 75 
3&13514325 10/01178 12 2 2578 S 15.13 203.29 100 100 130 100 100 E E E E 79.44 N 015.77 W 390041 344 
3u1515281 10/01/78 30 31 2579 D 46.34 136.57 10 30 20 10 10 E F E E 41.R3 N 095.89 w 590041 53h 
3Df35162A4 10101/78 30 32 2579 0 47.55 135.01 0 10 10 3 0 r r E 7 40.41 N 096.40 a 390041 540 
3J1351S293 10/01/78 50 13 2579 D 48.13 133.40 0 30 0 0 0 E E E E 38.97 N 096.89 9 3041 544 
3013531293 10/01/7B 50 A4 5T9 D 48.39 131.76 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 37.53 N 097.37 J 39D041 548 
3013516295 10/01/78 50 35 ?579 0 4 .SI 130.07 0 0 0 0 0 E E 0 0 36.09 N 097.8? 1 390041 552 
3013518092 10/01/78 43 26 2530 0 42.99 143.95 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 48.91 N 118.83 W 390041 5i4 
30135180-5 10/01/73 43 27 2530 D 43.02 142.53 70 80 90 60 70 E EE E 47.50 N 119.46 W 392041 559 

























E E E E 






















































3b1521305 10/01/78 34 14 258P 1- 29.68 161. 7 80 90 90 9 80o P E E 65.'" \: 159.23 d 390041 570 




12/13178 LANOSAT 3 R3V SENSOR PASE 5
 
0a: 39 FROM 10/01178 TD10/31/78 
O3SERVATION ENTRY PATI 3O4 ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD £DVrR QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTrR MICRO:ILM MICRO 
1) DATE 9 /SPCL ELEV AZI' TOTAL A B C D A 8 C D LATITJDE LONSITJOE RDLL FR 
5 3 1
3u13 21 2 10101/76 34 15 ?582 D 30.78 159.86 80 80 80 80 90 E E E E 64.24 N 160.59 U 390041 582 
3b13521314 10/01/73 34 13 ?5S2 D 31.37 158.25 80 90 3o 90 90 E E E E 62.87 v 161.84 V 390041 586 
3013523350 10/01/73 132 64 2583 0 50.71 072.78 20 10 10 20 50 CE EE 05.68 S 148.27 E 90041 356 
301352335? 10/01/73 10? 65 533 0 50.04 071.25 30 20 50 20 30 E - EC 07.12 S 147.94 r 390041 360 
6013523355 10/01/78 132 65 2583 D 49.34 069.75 10 20 20 20 10 E E E E 08.55 S 147.99 E 390041 364 
3013513400 10/01/78 132 75 2533 D 40.BO 058.41 60 80 90 20 70 E E E E 22.95 S 144.04 E 390041 568 
3l 057.50 10 143.67 E 372
3013523402 10/01178 1]2 77 ?533 9.35 10 10 NA 30 E 2 E E 24.39 S 590041 
3313523425 10/01/73 !)2 73 2533 D 3R.34 056.84 60 40 50 90 90 E E E C 25.Rk S 143.2q 390041 375 
3013 53411 I0/01/78 132 79 2583 D 37.33 056.14 100 100 100 100 100 E r E F 27.27 S 142.89 E 390041 379 
3013523414 10/01/78 132 80 25B3 D 35.31 035.48 90 100 90 90 90 F E F E 28.69 S 142.50 E 390041 383 
3J13632572 10/08/78 15 54 ?555 D 55.07 091.65 60 IA NA 80 90 M M E E 03.79 N 100.00 E 3900 1 856 
3013602575 10/09/78 133 55 ?555 D 54.35 039.53 90 100 70 130 90 C E E E 07.34 N 099.6 C 390041 858 
3al3 13070 10/08/78 246 30 ?591 45.41 138.51 40 50 30 40 50 E E £ r 43.33 N 045.12 J 390041 862 
3013513072 1008178 4& 31 2591 0 46.25 137.03 60 60 80 70 60 E E E E 41.90 N 045.65 W 390041 866 
3j13513075 10/OS/7 ?4 3? 2591 1 A7.37 135.45 70 90 30 70 50 C E r 40.43 v 046.14 390041 370 
3013514534 10/15178 13 31 592 D 46.25 16i.97 90 90 90 100 90 F E E E 41.86 N 071.46 6 393042 202 
3131S4510 10/25/79 13 32 2592 0 47.03 135.42 s) g0 30 39 30 E C Z E 40.43 V 071.97 4 593042 206 
3013SI315 10/01/78 5] 25 2593 0 41.81 144.21 100 100 100 100 100 E E E E 48.91 N 094.46 V 390041 ) 0 
33131S5322 10/01/79 51 27 2593 n 42.75 142.81 30 50 70 10 10 E E E E 47.49 N 095.09 W 390941 594 
3j10316324 10/01/78 51 23 2533 D 43.S5 141.39 0 10 0 10 0 E E E r 46.07 v 095.69 W 390041 598 
3013S15331 10/01/78 31 29 2593 D 44.55 139.94 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 44.65 N 096.26 4 390041 602 
30135I633 10/01/78 31 30 2593 D 45.42 138.46 0 0 10 10 0 E E E E 43.22 N 016.80 W 390041 636 
5313516340 10/01/78 5! 31 2593 3 45.27 136.95 0 0 0 0 0 E E C 41.80 v 097.33 W 390041 S10 
3013616342 10/01/78 31 32 2595 0 47.09 135.40 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 40.38 1 097.84 d 393041 614 
3j13515345 10101/78 51 33 2593 0 47.38 133.81 0 0 0 0 0 E£ E 38.95 N 096.33 V 390041 618 
313515351 10/01/78 31 34 2593 D 48.54 132.19 3 0 0 0 10 C E E E 37.51 V 098.80 4 390041 622 
301351354 10/01/78 51 35 ?593 D 49.37 130.52 0 0 10 10 0 E E E C 36.08 N 099.26 W 390341 626 
3013516350 10/01/73 31 3S 2593 2 50.07 128.80 60 50 20 90 80 E E E C 34.65 N 099.71 4 390041 630 
3313516353 101/78 31 37 2593 0 50.73 127.04 70 80 70 90 70 E E E E 33.21 N 100.15 1 390041 634 
3013523431 10/08/78 133 8? 2597 0 35.05 054.56 40 10 10 70 80 C E E E 31.55 S 140.25 C 390041 374 
3013703004 10/08/78 1l9 43 ?599 0 55.19 105.30 90 100 100 100 90 E E F E 17.45 V 100.66 E 390041 878 
3013703010 10108/78 139 *9 2599 0 55.31 103.13 90 100 90 100 90 F E E E 16.02 N 100.30 E 390041 882 
30137)3013 10/08/78 159 52 ?539 D 55.38 100.94 50 90 30 50 50 C C C E 14.58 N 099.95 E 390041 586 
3013703015 10/08/78 139 51 2599 D 55.39 098.76 70 90 90 90 40 E E EC 13.23 N 99.60 E 390041 890 
3013703022 10/08/78 139 52 2599 0 55.35 096.59 80 100 70 90 60 E E E E 11.67 N 099.25 E 390041 894 
3013703024 10/08/78 139 53 2599 0 55.2& 094.44 70 90 50 30 60 r E E E 10.22 N 098.91 r 390041 898 
3013733031 10/08/78 139 54 ?599 ) 55.11 092.30 80 90 30 90 80 C - CE 08.79 V 098.57 E 390041 902 
3013707591 10/08/78 193 21 ?602 n 35. 4 151.26 £0 70 30 S0 60 C E E = 55.94 N 036.bb 390041 476 
313)1140 10/08/78 122 26 2612 D 41.39 144.62 70 qO 70 9 0 60 E E E E 3qj V 114.96 C 390041 480 
3013031147 10/08/78 1 2 27 ?612 n 42.33 143.25 50 60 40 50 50 E E F E q7.48 V 154.35 E 390041 484 
AIRCIhI ,A L ,.MASGE R.apRT-,ARCH,1f 
12/13178 
STANDARD CATALOG 
LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 6 
30:39 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OSrRVATION ENTRY 
ID DATE 












QUALITY PICTURE CENTER, PICTURE -CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
A R C D LATITJDE - - LONGITJJE RODLL F. 

















S. 31S502 10/03/79 
3313916505 10/08/73 




































































































4f.° 5 145.12 
41. 1 143.77 
42.74 142.39 

























































































F F F F 
E F E E 
E E c E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E Z F 
E E E E 
2 9 2 D 
2 P 2 D 
2 P 2 P 
2 P 2 P 
2 P 2 F 
2 ' 2 M 
2 D 2 P 
2 P F E 


































































































































































F E E F 
2 M E E 
E F E 2 
E 2 E E 
E E E E 
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5010)233 10/01178 13S 33 2644 50.54 127.22 50 100 10 130 20 E E E E 31.86 V 022.80 E 390041 432 
301i9010141 10/01/78 214 5S 645 0 54.b9 090.34 60 90 30 30 80 F E E E 05.90 V 009.63 W 393041 436 
3U19010144 10/01/78 ?14 
3ul9315181 I0/1/78 17 
3019020162 10/08/78 71 
3019320165 10/08/78 71 
S3330 06171 1OS/t8 I1 
3U130 0174 10/01/79 71 
3019100025 10(01/78 1)7 









































































E E E E 
E E E F 
E E E E 
F E E E 
E E E E 
F P E E 
E E E E 





































12115178 LANOSAT 3 RSV SENSOR PAGE 7 
00:40 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
33:1VATION EVTRY 4k1 104 OIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER aUALITY PICTJRE CENTER PICTJRE CENTER MICROZILM MICRO 
10 DATE /ISPCL ELEV AZUM TOTAL A 8 C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR 
3019100034 10/01/78 137 64 253 D 51.G5 075.48 100 100 100 100 100 E F E E 05.69 S 141.10 E 590041 450 
3013103041 10/01/73 1)7 63 ?653 D 51.04 073.84 70 90 90 50 80 E E E E 07.13 S 140.76 E 390041 454 
3013108241 10/01/78 197 25 2658 D 40.34 145.61 70 90 70 100 50 E E E E 48.89 N 027.48 E 390041 45 
5019101285 10/01/73 197 37 2658 D 49.65 129.42 10 NA NA 20 10 M I E E 33.28 N 021.77 E 390041 462 
3019117033 10/01/78 55 33 26.3 0 46.53 135.93 10 NA NA ?0 10 M ' E E 38.95 N 105.48 d 390041 642 
3019117035 10/01/78 55 34 2653 D 47.34 134.40 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 37.53 N 105.95 W 390041 644 
3019117042 10101178 35 35 663 0 48.12 132.82 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 36.11 N 106.42 4 390041 649 

























E r E E 











3b1920326? 10101/78 1 4 41 669 0 52.90 122.75 90 100 190 130 90 E E E E 27.55 N 096.13 E 390041 464 
3019208343 101/78 198 37 2672 0 49.43 129.88 70 90 80 90 20 E E E E 33.25 N 020.34 E 390041 468 
3D19208350 10/01/78 133 35 672 9 50.12 128.18 30 80 50 20 20 E E E E 31.82 N 019.92 E 390041 472 


























E E E E 









3013220282 10/03/78 T3 15 2675 0 2B.28 160.98 70 70 70 130 60 E E E E 64.21 N 144.82 W 3900D42 43 
33192 0284 10/08/78 73 16 2679 D 29.38 159.43 80 90 30 90 90 E E E E 62.85 V 146.08 4 39004? 47 
519333321 12/15/78 15 41 53 D 51.R2 123.29 60 NA NA 70 50 M M F E 27.54 N 094.70 E 340042 210 
3519303323 1015/78 135 4 2633 D 52.37 121.42 70 70 70 30 70 F E Z P 26.11 N 094.31 E 390042 212 
3019307075 10115/78 131 65 2655 D 52.62 078.57 NA NA NA NA NA 4M9 M 04.21 S 035.32 E 0 a 
3019307082 10/15/7/ 131 84 635 T) 52.08 076.82 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 05.S5 S 034.98 E 390042 216 
3319337084 10/15/78 13 1 '5 2635 D 5151 075.14 10 10 10 30 10 E E E E 07.10 S 034.65 E 390042 220 
3019307091 10/15/73 131 61 '635 0 50.30 073.52 50 30 40 70 80 E E E E 08.55 S 034.31 E 390042 224 
3019307093 10115/78 131 67 26B5 n 50.25 071.96 50 40 60 70 40 E E E E 09.09 S 033.97 E 390042 228 
3019310290 10/15/78 217 50 2657 ) 55.13 105.27 80 NA 90 30 80 2 E E E 14.57 N 011.88 d 390042 232 
301931521? 10/15/78 0 3 2630 D 20.02 176.01 90 100 100 90 70 E E E E 73.29 N 055.01 w 390042 235 
30133203?2 10/15/78 71 II 2693 0 23.42 168.42 0 0 0 0 0 E E E r 69.50 V 139.84 W 390042 239 
3019320325 10/15/78 74 12 2693 D 24.55 166.58 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 63.20 N 141.71 W 390042 243 
3019320331 10/15/78 74 13 693 D 25.88 164.50 20 10 20 10 70 C E E E 66.88 N 143.39 W 390042 247 
301323334 10/15/78 74 14 ?693 0 26.91 162.76 80 70 90 90 100 E E E E 65.53 N 144.90 d 390042 251 
3019401480 10/15/78 158 25 ?696 D 38.48 147.67 NA NA NA NA NA 4 14'4 50.29 N 127.04 E 0 0 
3013401432 10115179 1?3 26 36 0 39.47 1465.39 70 90 30 90 40 E E E E 48.89 N 126.40 E 193042 255 
3019403375 10/15/78 1A5 41 697 0 51.54 123.82 80 90 B0 90 90 E E E E 27.54 N 093.23 E 390042 259 
3019403382 10/15/79 1 6 42 2697 D 52.20 121.97 90 100 90 90 80 E E E r 26.09 N 092.85 E 390042 263 
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12/1 3178 LANOSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE B 
DO: 40 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
03SrRVATION ENTRY PATH R04 ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD ZOVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER, 1CTUREtCENffER MIC*OF1LM MICifl, 
Il DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A 8 C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDF ROLL 
3019417175 10/22/78 3 2S 2705 D 39.24 146.60 10 10 30 10 F E E E 48.91 N 105.93 W 390042 549 
3019417181 10/22/78 39 27 2705 D 40.22 145.32 0 0 0 0 0 F E E E 47.49 N 106.55 w 390042 553 
3019417184 10/22/78 59 23 2705 0 41.18 144.02 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 46.08 N 107.14 W 390042 557 
3019417190 10122/78 30 29 2705 D 42.13 142.70 0 0 0 0 0 F F F £ 44.66 N 107.71 W 390042 561 
3313417193 10/22/78 19 30 7705 0 43.06 141.36 0 0 0 20 10 F F E E 45.24 N 108.P6 W 390042 565 
3019417195 10/22/78 39 31 2725 D 43.95 140.00 10 20 10 10 10 F E E F 41.81 V 108.78 W 390042 569 
3019417202 10/22/78 59 32 2705 D 44.84 138.59 20 30 10 30 20 F F F E 40.38 N 109.29 w 390042 573 
3ul)417204 10/22/78 35 33 2705 ) 45.70 137.15 40 70 20 70 20 P F P F 38.96 N 109.78 W 390042 577 
3319417222 10/22/78 59 37 2705 3 4B.87 131.00 30 30 30 30 30 E E E C 33.24 N 111.62 W 390042 581 
3u19417225 10/22/78 39 38 ?705 D 49.59 129.34 30 30 40 40 E E E E 31.82 4 112.04 W 390042 585 
5u19503440 10122/78 147 42 2711 D 52.00 122.60 40 40 30 50 40 E E E E 26.13 N 091.41 E 390042 307 
3i1503443 10/22/78 147 43 ?711 3 52.5A 120.72 50 50 50 70 50 E E E E 24.67 V 091.02 E 390042 311 
3019503445 10/22/78 147 44 2711 1 53.04 118.79 50 50 20 90 40 E C F C 23.23 N 090.64 E 390042 315 
3019503452 10/22/78 147 45 2711 9 53.49 116.83 50 80 80 20 40 E E E E 21.80 N 090.28 E 390042 319 
319510400 10/22/78 lq 49 2719i 54.41 138.7? 10 NA NA 13 10 2 2 E E 15.98 V 014.40 d 390042 323 
6019515322 10/22/78 22 7 2714 S 18.12 179.2B 90 100 130 90 100 E F E r 74.48 V 054.87 W 390042 325 
3 195154?2 10/15/78 22 31 2719 0 43.70 140.31 50 30 30 70 80 E E E E 41.00 N 084.41 W 390042 283 
3019703533 10/08/78 119 42 2759 3 51.54 123.69 40 VA NA 50 40 M M E F 25.09 V 088.55 E 390042 99 
3f137333;3 10/08/79 1)9 43 2739 L 52.21 121.83 20 30 20 20 E E E - 24.6S N 088.16 E 390042 101 
3019707144 10/08/78 135 24 2741 U 36.37 149.79 20 NA 30 40 10 2 F E E 51.70 N 046.03 E 390042 105 
3019715435 10/08/78 ?q 7 7746 F 17.33 179.53 70 80 100 30 90 E E E E 74.48 N 057.70 W 390042 108 
3313715553 10108/78 ?4 35 7746 0 44.57 135.43 30 40 30 30 50 E7 EE 36.11 N 099.21 w 390042 112 
3ul9715540 10/08/78 ?4 35 746 3 47.38 133.92 40 40 30 70 30 E E E E 34.69 V 039.65 W 390042 116 
301971556 10/08/78 24 37 2746 D 48.15 132.37 50 70 40 50 E E E E 33.26 N 090o.08 39P02 120 
3 197155S5 10101/78 14 3 ?746 B 48.390 150.78 G0 70 SO S5 s0 E E E E 31.81 N 090.50 w 390042 124 
3019713571 10/08/78 24 39 2746 0 49.62 129o14 40 50 40 40 40 E £ E E 30.35 v 190.91 w 390042 128 
30 3715574 10/08/78 74 40 2745 D 50.30 127.45 20 20 20 20 20 r E E r 28.q1 v 091.32 W 310042 132 
301971735C 10108/78 42 26 2747 0 39.25 147.47 100 100 120 133 100 F E E E 48.92 4 110.22 4 390042 136 
3019717355 10108/78 42 27 2747 0 39.?4 146.23 100 100 12 100 100 E E E E 47.50 N II0.84 w 390042 140 
$019717155 10/08/7B 42 28 2747 0 40.23 144.97 100 100 100 100 100 E E E E 46.08 N 111.44 W 390042 144 
300§7173S? 10/08/78 %2 29 ?7;7 0 41.11 453.70 100 100 100 100 100 E E E E 44.6 N 112.01 Q 390042 148 
3319717354 10/08/78 )? 33 2747 0 42.14 142.41 90 100 90 100 90 E C F £ 43.24 V 112.56 W 190042 152 
3019717371 10/08/78 4? 31 ?747 D 43.06 141.09 90 1010 100 100 90 E E E C 41o82 N 113.04 W 390042 156 
3319717373 10/08/78 42 32 747 3 43.97 139.73 50 90 50 30 E E E E 40.39 V 113.59 v 390042 150 
S0197173h0 10/08/78 42 33 ?747 44.35 138.5 40 70 ?0 50 20 C E E E 38.9G N 114.08 W 390042 154 
3019717582 10103178 1? 34 2747 D 4i77--J36.93 0 10 10 0 0 E E C E 37.53 N 144.56 4 390042 168 
6019717385 10/08/78 42 35 2747 D 46.55 135.47 0 0 0 0 0 E E E 56.13 N 115.01 A 390042 172 
3bl3717391 10/08/78 I? 3S 2747 0 47.35 133.94 0 0 0 0 0 E E E C 34.6s N 115.46 V 390042 176 
3019717394 10/08/78 42 37 2747 D 48.13 132.42 0 0 3 20 0 E C F E 33.23 V 115.90 4 390042 180 
5019717400 10/08/78 42 33 2747 D 48.38 130.83 10 10 0 40 10 E E E " 31.61 N 116.33 V 390042 Ib4 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 R3V S:NSOR PAGE 9
 
01:40 F13M 10,01173 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION LNTRY PAll ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
13 DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C 0 A R C D LATITUDE LONGITUDF ROLL TR 
3019720545 10/03/78 73 10 2749 0 20.71 171.20 80 80 30 90 90 F E E E 70.83 V 143.42 W 390042 51
 
3019720552 10/0g/78 73 11 ?749 D 21.87 168.98 50 70 70 50 10 F E E E 69.55 N 145.51 W 390042 55
 
301)720554 10/08/78 13 12 2749 D 23.01 166.96 10 40 I0 10 10 E E E E 59.25 N 147.57 W 390042 59
 
30197 0561 10/08/78 78 15 ?749 D 24.15 155.12 20 10 10 40 30 F E E - 66.92 N 149.05 W 333042 63
 
3u19720563 10/08/78 73 14 749 D 25.28 163.41 60 50 60 70 80 F £ £ E 65.58 V 150.b7 W 390042 67
 
3019720570 10/08/78 78 15 2749 D 26.41 161.81 60 80 60 90 40 E E E E 64.22 N 151.96 W 390042 71 
301R720572 10/08/78 78 15 2749 D 27.53 160.30 50 50 40 30 80 E E E F 62.86 V 153.2P W 390042 75 
3310721281 10/08/78 73 90 ?749 0 30.58 053.62 100 VA NA 100 100 2 2 E E A2.85 S 172.35 E 590042 18 
301?7?3090 10/08/78 6 64 750 0 36.76 056.18 80 10 90 90 70 F E E E 34.34 S 149.45 E 390042 190 
3019723092 10/08/78 98 85 2750 9 35.73 055.63 60 80 30 10 80 F E E E 35.76 S 149.00 E )90042 1q4 
3019723055 10/08/78 96 86 2750 0 34.59 055.13 80 90 SC 90 90 F F E E 37.18 S 148.54 E )90042 198 
3019834012 10/22/78 150 42 753 5 51.46 124.25 40 40 40 60 40 E E E 26.08 N 087.11 E 390042 329 
331504014 10/22/78 150 43 2755 0 52.04 122.41 40 30 50 60 40 E E E E 24.65 N 086.73 E 390042 33 
301)307305 10/22/78 136' 4 755 D 54.55 110.66 0 30 0 0 0 E E E E 15.99 N 032.90 E 390042 337 
3019321004 10/05/78 79 13 ?7S3 3 20.94 171.28 70 90 S0 70 90 E E E C 70.82 N 144.90 W i90042 79 
3319321010 10/09/73 79 11 276.3 D 21.50 169.09 60 90 s0 90 10 E £ CE S9.53 v 147.00 W 390042 p3 
3010981013 10/08/78 79 12 2753 22.64 50 50 60 7 E N 8 393042 371 157.07 70 30 E E G8.23 18.96 
3iU1)521015 10/08/78 79 13 276 2 23.79 165.25 20 10 30 10 40 E E E E 66.91 v 150.53 4 130 42 91 
3019521022 10/08/78 79 14 ?763 O 24.92 163.54 50 40 50 10 30 E E E E 53.57 N 152.04 W 390042 q5 
3319900371 10/22/78 115 3k 2765 [) 45.33 137.50 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 37.57 N 140.70 E 390042 341 
30199)0574 10/22/7B 125 35 2765 D 46.17 136.06 80 90 90 30 90 C E E E 36.15 N 140.25 E 390042 345 
3019330380 10/2?/'8 115 36 2765 0 46.q9 134.58 90 90 100 90 0o £ F F 34.72 N 139.78 E 390042 349 
6019934120 10122/78 151 54 ?767 0 55.55 10a.65 10 10 10 10 10 E E 08.80 N nl .36 E 30062 353 
5019904123 10/22/78 [51 55 2767 0 55.36 098.50 30 30 10 70 10 E E E I 07.36 N 081.03 E 390042 357 
3019904125 10/22/78 151 55 2767 D 55.32 096.36 20 50 10 10 lo E E E C 05.92 N 080.69 E 390062 361 
3019916064 10/15/78 6 34 2774 0 45.19 137.68 30 60 20 50 10 E E E E 37.51 N 091.61 d 190042 257 
3019916070 10/15/78 2& 35 2774 D 46.04 136.25 10 10 10 20 10 E E E E 36.07 N 02.08 W 390042 2P1 
3013G16073 10/15/78 !S 3;. 774 D 46.87 134.78 20 30 10 30 10 E E E E 34.63 N 092.53 W 3q00o42 295 
3B19916075 10/15/78 ?6 537 2774 D 47.67 133.27 10 20 10 30 10 E E E E 33.20 N 092.96 W 390042 259 
3019915082 10/15/78 6 35 2774 D 48.43 151.72 60 70 20 80 80 E E E E 31.77 N 093.39 V 390042 303 
3023000405 10/22/78 116 29 2779 0 40.43 144.47 30 50 36 30 40 E E E E 44.69 V 141.83 E 39004? 365 
3020000412 10/22/78 116 30 2779 D 41.41 143.21 30 30 40 40 30 E E E E 43.27 N 141.25 E 390042 36q 
3023D30414 10/22/78 116 31 2779 0 42.35 141.93 20 20 0 30 50 E E E 1.85 v 140.75 E 390042 373 
332302223 10/22/78 154 25 2750 D 36.45 149.30 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 E 0 50.31 N 118.44 E 390042 377 
332334172 10/22/73 152 55 2751 D 55.26 103.50 30 90 20 30 10 0E CE E 10.24 N 080.26 E 390042 379 
3020004175 10/22/73 152 54 ?731 D 55.34 101.34 20 10 20 10 50 E E E C 08.79 V 079.92 E 33202 353 
3020004181 10/22/78 15 55 ?731 D 55.)7 099.19 20 10 40 I0 30 E E E 07.34 4 079.59 E 390042 3A7 
3020100473 10/22/7B 117 31 2793 0 42.05 142.26 10 10 S0 10 20 E E E E 41.83 v 199.20 E 390042 391 
3J23190475 10/22/78 117 32 2735 2 42.'S 140.97 18 10 I1 10 10 EE E 40.41 V 138.78 r 33002 395 
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QUALITY PICTURE CENTERPICTJRE CENIER 






3u23116145 10/08/78 28 26 2802 D 36.98 148.50 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 48.86 N 090o.14 390042 403 
3023116151 10/08/78 ?3 27 2802 D 38.30 147.32 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 47.45 V 090.76 W 390042 407 
5023116154 10108/78 ?8 23 802 D 39.00 146.12 0 10 0 10 10 C F E E 46.03 N 091.36 W 390042 41 
3023116160 10/08/78 ?8 29 2802 a 39.99 144.91 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 44.61 N 091.93 4 390042 415 
5023116163 10/08/78 28 30 2802 0 40.95 143.67 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 43.19 N 092.50 J 390042 419 
3023115165 10/08/78 ?S 31 2832 D 41.91 142.41 0 0 0 10 10 E E E E 41.76 N 093.02 W 390042 423 
3023116172 10108/78 ?8 32 802 1' 42.84 141.13 10 20 10 30 10 E E E 40.33 v 093.53 w 390042 427 
3023116174 10108/78 ?3 33 2802 D 43.75 139.81 20 30 10 50 10 E E E E 38.90 v 094.02 W 390042 431 
50231161 1 I10/8/78 23 34 802 D 44.; 138.45 70 90 70 80 70 E V E E 37.A7 V 094.50 d 390042 435 
6023116183 10/08/78 23 35 2802 D 45.31 137.06 80 90 80 90 90 E E E E 36.05 N 094.95 W 390042 439 
3323115204 10/08/78 8 40 2802 0 49.44 129.46 50 20 60 70 70 E E E E 28.86 N 097.10 W 390042 443 
332)116210 10/08/78 ?3 41 280' D 50.13 127.80 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 27.43 N 097.50 4 390042 447 
302)232074 10108/78 118 213 2808 N 00.00 303.73 0 0 0 0 0 H M E 5 36.77 V 075.77 4 390042 451 
3023202081 10/08/78 118 211 2808 N 00.00 304.25 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 38.23 N 076.29 W 390042 453 
3023214380 10/0A/78 1 3 215 0 38.57 1;6.43 0 qA NA 0 0 u - E 45.0Q V 0;6.97 d 390042 4 7 
3323214383 10/08/78 11 P9 ?815 2 39.65 145.23 0 0 10 0 0 E E F E 44.65 N 057.54 4 3900D4 459 
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3023216215 10/08/78 ?9 29 816 3 39.63 145.26 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 44.66 N 093.37 W 390042 475 



























E C E E 













5023215233 10/08/78 29 33 2816 0 43.43 140.23 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 38.94 N 095.44 4 390042 491 
3023216235 10108/78 29 34 816 0 44.33 138.89 0 10 10 10 0 E E E E 37.52 V 095.91 a 390042 495 
3023215242 10/08/78 ?9 35 816 D 45.20 137.52 20 20 10 30 40 E E E 7 36.09 N 036.38 W 390042 499 
6020302133 10/08/78 119 210 2822 N 00.00 303.47 0 0 0 NA NA F E M M 36.70 N 077.21 W 390042 503 
3023302135 10/08/78 119 211 2822 N 00.30 304.01 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 38.13 N 077.68 a 390042 505 
3020302442 10/08/78 137 36 2822 0 45.93 136.30 0 NA NA 10 0 2 4 E F 34;68 V 108.25 E 390042 509 
3023314432 10/08/78 12 27 2829 2 37.34 147.89 20 NA NA 30 10 M H E Z 47.46 N 067.79 W 390042 511 
3023314435 10/08178 12 28 2829 D 38.39 146.72 10 30 10 20 0 E E E E 46.04 N 068.39 4 390042 513 
3023314441 10/08/78 12 29 2829 D 39.35 145.53 0 0 0 10 10 E E E E 44.63 N 068.96 W 390042 517 
3023314444 10/08/78 12 32 ?829 0 40.33 144.33 10 10 10 10 20 r r r r 43.21 N 069.51 V 390042 521 
5023314450 10/08/78 L2 31 ?8?9 3 41.30 143.10 20 10 20 30 50 E E E E 41.76 N 070.04 390042 525 
3023323431 10/08/78 132 76 ?354 D 46.21 064.92 NA NA NA NA NA 4 M M M 22.91 S 144.03 C 0 0 
30,203 23403-10/,08/78- 1292 77-- -8 3A 0 45.36. 063.81- 10- 10 10 ' 30- 20, E C-E E 24.34-S 143.66 E 390042 529 
3020523410 10/08/78 102 71 2834 0 44.49 062.77 10 20 20 0 0 E E E F 25.77 S 143.27 E 390042 533 
302)323412 10108/78 132 79 2834 3 43.60 061.7h 10 10 10 30 20 E E E 27.19 S 1'2.87 E 390042 537 
30 33?3415 10108/78 1)2 P3 2834 3 42.68 060.86 60 90 20 90 '0 E E E E 2P.62 S 142.47 r 390042 541 
3023323424 10/08/78 132 62 2834 D 40,80 059.19 70 100 80 60 50 F E E E 31.48 S 141.66 E 90042 545 




LkVOSAT 3 R3V SENSOR 
FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
PAGE 11 
OBS:RVATION ENTRY PATH ROJ ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
13 DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A 8 C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL 
3020402573 10/21/78 15 
3022402580 10121/78 153 
3a21415071 [0(21/7B 2%S 
3023413073 10/21/78 ?45 
5023413080 10121/78 a45 
3020423405 10/21/78 133 
3020423412 10/21/78 103 
3022423414 10/21/78 1)3 
3023423482 10/21/78 133 
3023503005 10/22/78 159 
3023503011 10/22/78 159 
3022503014 10122/78 159 
3023503020 10/22/78 139 
5020503023 10/22/78 159 
3020533025 I0/?/78 139 
30n35 305? 10f22/78 159 


























































































































































E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E F E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E F E 
E E F 
E E E E 

























































































































































































































































F E E E 
E E E E 
E E E F 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E C 
E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E EE 
E E E E 
E E E E 
M 4 F 2 
P F F E 
o r 2 r 
E E E E 





































































































































E E E E 
E ! E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
E E E E 
27.49 N 
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12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 RRV SENSOR PAGE 12 
00:40 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31178
 
OdSERVATION ENTRY PATI 309 OUIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER, PICTURt 9ENTER MICROFILM MICRO
 
I[, DATE /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C 0 A B C D LATITUDE LONGITJDE " bLL PR
 
3023616442 10121/78 33 23 2872 0 37.37 147.57 10 0 0 30 10 E E E E 46.02 N 098.56 w 390042 795 
5023616445 10/21/78 53 29 ?872 D 38.39 146.43 10 30 10 10 10 E E E E 44.58 V 099.12 1 390042 799 
3022S16451 10/21/78 53 3) ?572 D 39.39 145.26 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 43.15 N 039.67 W 390042 803 
3023816454 10/21/78 33 31 2872 D 40.37 144.08 0 0 0 0 0 F E E E 41.73 N 100.20 W 390042 807 
3023515460 10/21/78 35 32 28T2 0 41.33 142.87 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 40.32 N 100.71 4 390042 811 
3022O54S3 10/21/78 33 33 ?872 D 42.28 141.63 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 58.93 N 101.20 W 390042 815 
3&2)613274 10/21/78 51 25 ?373 0 37.35 147.60 30 20 30 40 40 E E E E 46.01 V 12q.10 W 390042 819 
3u23816350 10121/7B 35 ?s 2900 0 34.62 150.33 90 80 100 130 100 F F F E 48.e4 N 100.19 d '90042 823 
3022816552 10121/78 35 27 990 0 35.S7 149.25 100 100 100 100 100 F E E E 47.42 N 100.81 W 390042 827 
3020816555 10/21/78 35 23 ?900 a 36.70 148.14 90 100 100 90 100 E E E E 46.00 v 101.40 W 390042 831 
3u23815561 10121/78 35 29 900 0 37.73 147.02 70 80 g0 S0 70 F E E E 44.58 N 101.96 W 390042 835 
6u2)815564 10121/73 35 30 ?90q D 38.74 145.89 80 90 60 93 90 E E E E 43.17 V 102.51 4 190042 839 
7
Su2381G5 0 10/21/78 35 31 990 D 39.73 144.75 60 90 30 50 A F F F E 41.75 N 103.04 W 390042 843 
5022316573 10/21/73 35 3? ?900 0 40.71 143.55 0 10 0 10 0 E F E E 40.32 N 103.56 W 590042 847 
502)316575 In/21/73 15 33 900 D 41.57 142.35 0 0 0 10 20 E E E C 38.90 N 104.09 4 193042 951 
3U2131638? 10/21/79 55 34 930 D 42.61 141.11 20 30 50 10 10 1 E E C 37.47 V 104.53 W 390042 355 
30208165e4 10/21/78 35 35 2900 D 43.53 139.84 0 0 0 0 0 E E E C 36.03 N 105.00 W 30004? 359 
3320315591 10/21/78 53 36 900 44.45 138.53 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 54.60 N I05.45 w 390042 5;5 
5J2351S593 10/21/78 15 37 2930 D 45.31 137.18 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 33.16 V 105.89 w 390042 867 
3023517000 10121/73 55 35 2900 ) 46.18 135.80 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 31.73 N 106.32 W 390042 871 
3b23817002 10/21/78 35 39 ?900 0 46.98 134.36 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 30.30 N 106.75 W 390042 875 
3023908290 10/22/78 1)7 37 ?02 D 45.09 137.52 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 33.23 N 021.80 E 390042 58s 
3023917004 10/22/78 55 25 ?914 0 34.26 150.60 0 0 0 0 0 E E F E 4S.37 4 101.59 1 53043 BA 
3023917011 10/22/78 36 27 2914 0 35.1 149.52 0 0 0 10 10 E E E E 47.45 N 102.22 W 390043 A8 
3020917013 10/22/73 35 28 2914 356.35 148.43 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 46.04 V 102.81 4 390043 92 
3023917023 10/22/78 56 29 2914 0 37.38 147.33 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 44.62 N 103.39 W 390043 96 
3023917022 10/22/78 35 30 2914 0 38.40 146.21 0 0 0 0 10 E E E E 43.20 N 103.94 w 390043 100 
3023917025 10/22/78 56 31 ?914 0 39.40 145.07 0 0 10 0 0 : C E E E 1.7T N 104.46 4 S90043 134 
3u20917031 10/22/78 5 3? 2914 0 40.38 143.90 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 40.35 V 104.9A 34 393n43 103 
3020917034 10/22/78 36 33 2914 D 41.34 142.71 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 38.93 N 105.47 W 390043 112 
5023917040 10/22/78 36 34 2914 f2 42.29 141.50 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 37.53 V 105.95 4 390043 116 
3023917043 10/22/78 IS 35 2914 D 43.22 140.25 0 0 10 0 0 F E E E 36.05 N 106.41 W 390043 120 
3023917049 10/22/78 56 35a 914 0 44.13 138.95 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 34.63 N 10S.87 w 3R3043 124 
3u23917052 10122/78 IS 37 2914 D 45.01 137.62 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 3.23 N 107.31 d 370043 128 
3020917054 10/22/78 5S 33 ?914 D 45.98 136.25 20 30 20 50 10 E E E E 31.77 V 107.75'W 390043 132 
30)10,05r,84 .10/22,/78 .1;2 38 ?921 r) 45.74 .136.49 0 10 0 0 0 F E E C 31.79 V 071.52 E 390042 593 
302105090 10/22/78 1S2 39 921 0 46.58 135.07 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 30.35 N 071.10 E 390042 997
 
6021008344 10/22/73 13a 37 923 3 44.33 137.93 0 10 D 10 0 E E E E 33.23 V 020.1 E 330042 601 
3021 08351 10/22/78 138 3B 923 D 45.70 136.54 0 0 0 0 0 E E F F 31.79 N 019.9? E 390042 605 
3021125142 10/22/78 1;3 33 ?935 0 45.45 136.93 0 NA NA 0 0 M 4 1 E 31.81 V 070.09 E 390042 609
 
0




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 R3V SENSOR PAGE 13­
00:41 FROM 10101/7B TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PT-r ROd ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER aUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
IH 0ATE v /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR 
3021105144 10/22/78 1;3 33 2935 D 4.630 135.54 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 30.38 4 069.67 E 390042 611 
3021105151 10/22/78 1;3 43 2935 D 47.12 154.11 0 0 0 0 0 E F E E 23.95 N 069.26 E 390042 615 
3021107080 10/22/78 181 63 2936 D 55.06 090.05 40 30 50 30 60 E E E E 04.17 S 035.31 E 390042 619 
3021107083 10/22/78 L31 64 2936 D 54.81 088.02 40 50 30 S0 30 E E F E 05.61 S 034.97 E 390042 623 
3021107085 10/22/78 131 65 '936 D 54.50 086.04 30 60 30 30 10 E E E E 07.03 S 034.63 E 390042 627 
3021107092 10/22/78 131 65 ?936 D 54.15 084.10 20 10 10 10 90 E E E P 08.49 S 034.29 E 390042 631 
3021107094 10/22/78 181 67 2935 D 53.75 032.21 10 10 20 10 10 F E E F 09.93 S 033.99 E 390042 635 
3021110291 10/22/78 217 50 2939 D 53.53 117.25 20 0 10 40 30 E P E P 14.55 N 011.88 w 390042 639 
3021113574 10/22/78 2 55 2940 p 55.17 107.17 90 90 NA NA NA E 2 2 2 07.35 V 065.23 d 390042 643 
3021115322 10/22/78 ?0 34 2941 0 41.72 142.17 Go 70 90 50 50 E E E E 37.49 N 083.00 W 390042 644 
3021115324 10/22/78 20 35 ?941 0 42.56 140.95 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 36.D V 033.47 W 390042 648 
3021115331 10/22/78 20 36 2941 D 43.58 139.69 10 10 10 10 10 E E E F 34.63 N 083.92 W 3900k2 652 
3021115333 10/22/78 20 37 2941 0 44.49 138.40 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 33.20 N 084.35 W 390042 656 
3021115340 10/22/78 20 38 ?941 D 45.36 137.06 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 31.78 4 * 084.77 W 390042 660 
3021117124 10/21/78 58 27 942 D 34.47 150.00 90 90 130 90 90 EE -- 47.39 N 105.11 W 390042 879 
3021117130 10/21/78 5S 28 2942 p 35.72 148.93 - 60 80 30 62 40 E E E E 45.98 N 105.70 4 390042 883 
3021117133 10/21/78 53 29 2942 0 36.76 147.85 50 60 50 S0 30 E E E E 44.55 4 106.26 W 390042 887 
3021117135 10/21/78 55 3J 942 D 37.79 146.75 50 60 40 50 50 E E - 43.13 IV 105.81 4 390042 891 
3021117142 10/21/78 53 31 2942 D 38.30 145.64 20 20 70 10 10 E E E E 41.71 N 107.33 W 390042 895 
3021117144 10/21/78 33 32 2942 0 39.79 144.51 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 40.29 V 107.85 W 390042 399 
3021117151 10/21/78 38 33 2942 D 40.77 143.34 0 0 0 0 10 E E F E 38.85 N 108.35 W 390042 903 
3021117153 10/21/78 35 34 2942 0 41.73 142.15 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 37.43 N 105.83 4 390042 907 
3021117160 10/21/78 53 35 ?942 2 42.;7 140.93 0 0 0 0 0 r E 5z 36.03 v 109.30 w 390042 911 
3021117162 10/21/78 33 3 2942 D 43.59 139.67 0 0 0 10 10 E E E E 34.5s N 109.76 W 391042 915 
3021117165 10/21/78 38 37 2942 a 44.49 138.38 10 10 20 10 10 E E E E 33.13 N 110.20 W 390042 919 
3021117171 10/21/78 33 33 ?942 2 45.37 137.04 0 10 0 10 10 E E E £ 31.69 N 110.62 W 390042 923 
3021120323 10/22/78 T; 11 2944 S 16.52 170.43 50 90 so 40 10 E E E 7 69.40 N 139.87 W 390042 664 
3021120330 10/22/78 74 12 2944 S 17.79 168.54 10 0 10 10 30 E E E E 68.10 N 141.73 390042 568 
3021120332 10/22/78 74 13 ?944 S 18.95 166.81 30 10 20 20 70 E E E E 66.77 N 143.39 W 390042 672 
3021120335 10/22/78 74 14 2944 0 20.12 165.23 80 80 90 90 90 E E E F 65.44 N 144.89 U 390042 676 
3021120341 10/22/78 74 15 2944 D 21.27 163.76 90 90 90 100 90 E E E F 64.10 N 146.26 i 390042 680 
3021120344 10/22/78 74 I 944 0 22.42 162.38 90 100 100 90 90 E E F E 62.73 N 147.52 W 390042 684 
3021122152 10/22/73 R2 12 945 S 15.42 172.53 90 100 130 130 90 E E E E 70.71 N 163.60 w 390042 68B 
302112155 10/22/78 92 11 2945 S 16.59 170.43 50 90 40 70 10 E E E E 69.43 N 165.70 W 390042 692 
3021201481 12/22/78 125 25 2947 D 32.54 152.06 90 90 90 90 80 E E E 5 50.06 N 126.91 E 390042 696 
3021201483 12/22/78 flB 2S '947 0 33.61 151.01 50 80 50 30 40 E E E C 48.65 N 126.27 E 390042 790 
3021205203 1D/22/79 1 4 39 ?949 D 46.15 135.78 0 0 0 NA NA E F 2 2 30.19 N 068.18 E 390042 704 
3021207135 10122/78 132 63 2950 D 55.13 090.44 60 NA NA 40 90 2 2 F F 04.35 S 033.84 E 390042 706 
3021207141 10/22/78 132 64 2950 0 54.88 0B8.41 60 70 90 50 60 F F E E 05.80 S 033.51 E 390042 708 
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12/15/78 LANDSAT )' MSS SENSOR PAGE 15
 
00:43 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATIN ENTRY PATH 0J OReIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN V CLO QUALITY C1M CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
I) DATE /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3001315283 1OfO8/78 20 30 10 0 38.03 139.25 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 081.03 W 390038 423 
3001315290 10/08/78 20 31 IO 0 38.89 138.03 10 FEEL NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 081.55 W 190038 424 
3001315292 10108/78 ?0 32 130 0 39.74 136.80 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 082.06 w 390038 425 
3001315295 10/08/78 20 33 180 D 40.58 135.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 092.55 w 390038 q26 
3001315301 10(03/75 20 54 180 41.35 131.26 10 EElE No CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 083.03 w 390038 427 
3001315304 10/08/78 20 35 180 f) 42.13 132.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.2 N 083.50 6 390038 428 
3001315310 10/08/78 20 3S 180 0 42.38 151.62 0 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 093.95 W 390038 429 
3001315313 10/08/78 20 '7 180 43.51 130.25 0 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 55.0? N 0P4.59 a 590038 430 
3301315315 10/08/78 20 33 10 44.51 128.85 10 rEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 084.82 W 390038 431 
60013153?2 10/08/78 20 39 180 D 44.98 127.42 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 V 085.25 'd 390038 632 
3001315324 10/08/78 20 40 150 fl 45.52 125.95 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 085.65 .J 390018 '33 
30052 0363 10/04/79 75 11 45 3 26.00 165.00 0 N3 L L 59.23 v 141.85 j 0 0 
3005220570 I0(04/78 75 1? A48 2 27.00 153.00 9 ND L L 67.94 N 143.50 W 0 0 
6003220372 10/04/79 75 13 448 D 28.00 181.00 10 NO L L 86.63 N 145.12 V 0 
3005220375 10/04/78 75 14 448 0 29.00 159.00 10 E NO L L 65.29 N 146.58 W 0 0 
3005220381 10/04/78 75 13 448 D 31.00 151.00 50 NO L L 63.93 N 147.93 'a 0 0 
3305 20384 10/04/78 75 il 448 0 32.00 156.00 90 ND L L 62.58 N 149.15 W 0 0 
3003270390 10/04/73 75 17 4i3 0 33.00 154.00 90 NO L L 61.21 N 150.29 4 0 
3005220393 10/04/78 75 18 q48 0 34.o0 153.00 70 NO L L 59.84 N 151.33 w 0 0 
3003220395 10/04/78 75 19 448 0 35.00 151.00 40 £ N3 L L 58.48 N 152.30 W 0 0 
3005220402 10/04/78 75 20 448 V 56.00 150.00 NA 9 N) L L 57.09 N 153.22 W 0 0 
3011037363 10/29/78 138 33 1528 D 60.55 098.05 NA MMMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 31.62 N 034.28 E 0 0 
3011007552 10/29/78 138 83 1528 S 19.81 042.29 20 EFEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.05 S 017.93 E 390038 2' 
3011010474 10/29/78 223 1 1530 U 32.15 210.25 90 EEEED NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.97 N 046.53 E 390038 30 
5011011592 10/29/78 223 125 1530 V 00.00 149.46 NA" 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.96 S 146.35 W 0 0 
3011012305 10/29/78 241 1 1531 0 32.15 210.20 NA 66660 NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.97 N 020.72 E 0 0 
3011014141 10/29/78 8 1 1532 0 32.14 210.25 90 22220 NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.99 N 005.07 'd 9 0 
3011022040 10129/78 81 137 1536 N 00.00 201.31 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 66.54 S 013.41 r 0 0 
3011023460 10/29/78 9 134 1537 V 00.00 193.70 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 70.43 S 006.92 W 0 0 
5011223463 10/29/78 59 135 1537 N 00.00 196.41 AA 44440 ND CCCLL LLLLL 59.17 S 008.96 w 0 0 
30110 3465 10/29/78 93 135 1537 N 00.00 198.91 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 67.88 S 010.77 V 0 0 
3011023472 10/29/78 99 137 1537 * 00.00 201.29 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 66.56 S 012.1p w 0 0 
3011101010 10/29/78 117 6& 1538 D '40.10 049.18 30 EEEED NO COCLL LLLLL 08.65 S 126.13 E 390038 31 
3011117562 10/21/78 45 24 1548 0 55.45 134.41 30 EEEE: NO CCCLL LLLLL 51.48 N 114.67 W 390039 490 
3011117563 10/21/78 46 25 1548 0 55.15 132.09 70 EEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 50.08 V 115.35 3 49190039 

3011117570 10/21/78 45 26 1548 D 56.51 129.73 E0 EEFED NO OCCLL LLLLL 48.67 N 116.00 W )90039 492
 




12/1 3/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 16
 
0o:47 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
08S:RVATI0N ENTRY PAuq ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CC MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
1) DATE 9 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAkME
 
3011117572 10121/78 46 27 15§8 0 57.42 127.32 80 EEFEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.26 N 116.60 W 390039 493
 
6011117575 10/21/78 46 2a 1548 0 57.39 124.85 90 EEFFO NO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 45.85 N 117.19 W 390039 494
 
3011117581 10/21/78 45 29 1548 D 58.50 122.32 80 EEFEG NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.43 N 117.76 W 
 390039 495
 




 46 31 1548 0 59.35 117.15 NA MMMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.60 N 118.82 4 0 0
 
3011117593 10/21/78 45 32 1548 0 59.71 114.50 NA MM4MO NO CCCLL 
LLLLL 40.18 N 119.33 W 0 0 
3011117595 10/21/7B I5 3S 1548 5 60.00 111.79 10 EEEEO '4D CCCLL LLLLL 38.75 N 119.83 W 390039 497 
301111500? 10/21/78 46 14 1548 6 109.06 0 EEEEO0.22 NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.34 N 120.30 6' 390039 498
 
3011118004 10/21/78 IS 35 1548 
 f 60.33 10631 0 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.91 v 10o.76 W 390039 499
 3011118011 10/21/78 46 35 1548 0 60.48 103.55 0 EEEEO 
 NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.48 N 121.20 W 390039 500
 
3015722145 10/09/78 92 10 2192 0 34.77 166.34 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 164.03 W 390038 
 511
 
30157?2152 10109178 32 11 132 3 35.84 163.85 NA 2M22 N3 CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 1656.05 14 0 0 
3013722204 10/09/78 92 24 2192 D A8.3 139.15 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 179.28 E 0 0 
301&114124 10/09/78 6 37 2243 0 55.38 114.62 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 N 064.16 W 390038 612 
301S114131 10/09/78 6 3R 2243 0 55.70 112.36 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.58 N 064.51 W 390038 613
 
301;114163 10/09/78 6 45 2243 0 55.29 093.55 NA 2222 
 NO CCCL LLLL 20.15 N 067.81 W 0 0
 
301;114170 10109/76 S 47 2243 D 56.12 091.34 
 NA 2224 NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N 068.20 W 0 0
 
3016215574 10/22/78 25 27 2258 D 49.53 
135.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.7P N 086.54 W 390038 52
 
3016215510 10/22/78 
 25 28 2258 D 50.28 133.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 087.12 W 390038 653 
3015215583 10/22/78 25 29 2238 D 50.99 131.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 087.68 V 390038 664 
301I215585 10/22/78 25 50 2258 D 51.67 129.38 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 088.23 6 39003e 55 
301;115592 10/22/79 is 31 225q 0 52.31 127.42 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 Q 083.75 W 390038 666 
501;215594 10/22/78 75 32 2258 0 52.91 125.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 v 0B9.29 W 390038 - 567 
3015216001 10/22/78 ?5 33 2258 D 53.47 123.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 089.75 W 390038 668 
3015215003 10/22/78 25 34 2258 D 53.98 121.31 20 ECEE N0 CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 090.21 W 390038 669 
501&216010 10/22/78 25 35 ?25S 0 54.46 119.19 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 090.67 W 390038 670 
3015216012 10/22178 25 35 2258 0 54.88 117.02 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 091.12 a 390038 671 
3015216015 10/22/78 i5 37 2258 ) 55.25 114.83 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 091.56 w 390038 672 
3015215021 10/22/78 is 33 2258 0 55.39 112.58 60 EEFT N) CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 092.00 d 390038 673 
3016216024 10/22/78 25 39 2258 D 55.87 110.31 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 092.41 W 390038 674
 
3015216030 10/22/78 25 40 ?258 D 55.09 108.03 90 
 LEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 092.81 W 390038 675
 
30152210O2 10/01/78 79 10 2261 D 33.33 166.69 NA E222 NO 
 CCCL LLLL 70.52 N 145.37 W 390038 731
 
3015221005 10/01/78 79 11 2251 D 34.39 164.26 60 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 59.23 N 147.40 q 390038 732
 
3012?1011 10/01/78 79 12 22;3 C 35.45 162.00 20 EECE NO CCCL LLLL 57.93 V 149.22 V 90038 733
 
3015;21014 10/01/78 79 13 ?261 
 D 35.52 159.87 70 tEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.60 N 150.84 4 390038 734
 
3,01'S221020 10/01/.7 79 14 >261, D 37.5 1,57..47 Q,0, EEE NO CCCL LLLL Sr.27 N 152.30 W 390038 735 
3016221023 10101/78 79 15 ?261 0 38.59 155.94 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 592 N 193.65 W 390018 736 
331;221025 10/01/78 79 15 2251 n 39.60 154.11 40 EESE NO CCCL LLLL 52.57 N 154.87 W 390038 737 
501S22103? 10/01/78 79 17 ?2S! IN 40.0 152.32 70 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.21 N 156.01 W '90038 7383015221034 10/01/78 19 19 2251 D 41.58 150.98 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.84 N 197.06 W 39003? 739 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 17 
00:49 FROM 1001/t78 TO 10/31/78 
03SERVATION ENTRY 
I) DATE 










C^4 CCM MODE GAIN 




CUTR LONG ROLL 
9ICFLM 
FRAME 
3d15221041 10/01/78 79 19 2251 0 42.54 148.87 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 58.46 N 158.03 4 390038 740 
301&I143 10101178 79 20 2251 0 43.49 147.17 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.08 N 158.93 W 390038 741 
3015221050 10101/78 79 21 2261 D 44.42 145.47 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 159.78 W 0 0 
301;818150 10/08/78 9 2; ?343 0 47.17 138.56 NA E22F NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 120.35 W 390038 219 
3015918152 10108178 %9 27 2343 0 47.99 136.87 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 120.97 6 390036 220 
3015819155 10/08/78 19 23 2343 0 48.77 135.14 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 V 121.56 W 390038 221 
3015813151 10108178 49 29 2343 0 49.53 133.39 NA MRMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 V 122.12 W 0 0 
3015531164 10/08/78 49 30 ?343 D 50.25 131.59 NA 'Mm9 NO CCCL LLLL 41.04 N 122.67 W 0 0 
U1581S170 10108178 49 31 ?343 ) 50.94 129.75 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 123.19 w 390038 222 
301&813173 10/08/78 49 3 343 D 51.60 127.85 30 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 40.21 V 123.70 W 390038 223 





































































531;957593 10/29/78 1)3 





























3015908002 10/29/78 193 



























301;908011 10/29/78 193 25 2351 a 47.04 138.70 40 EEEE NJ CCCL LLLL 48.67 M 033.13 v 390039 56 
3015908013 10/29/78 13 
3015908020 10/29/78 193 




















































































































































































































































































































LANDSAT 5 NSS 




OoS:RVATION ENTRY PAri ROl ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 'iICFLM 
ID DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45878 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ., ROLL ,FRAYE 
301&936425 10/08/78 52 39 2356 D 54.90 113.97 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 102.43 W 390038 445 

































3016918204 10/08/78 50 25 2357 0 46.90 138.87 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 121.78 W 390038 1 
301918213 10108/78 50 27 ?357 D 47.72 137.19 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 122.40 W 390038 2 
301918213 10/08/78 50 23 ?357 0 48.52 135.47 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 123.00 V 390038 3 
38S918220 10/08/78 30 29 2357 D 49.28 133.73 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 123.56 4 390038 A 
3016918222 10/08/78 50 30 2357 0 50.01 131.97 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 124.13 W 340038 5 
3015918225 10/08/78 50 31 2357 2 50.70 130.15 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 124.63 W 390038 6 
321521404 10/29/78 38 10 2359 D 31.07 167.41 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 155.4? w 390039 52 
3016921410 10129/7B 35 1I ?359 D 32.17 165.01 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 157.49 W 390039 G4 
3016921413 10/29/78 36 !2 2359 D 33.25 162.79 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 159.27 W 390039 89 
5015921415 10/29/78 35 14 a359 0 34.31 160.75 80 EEEE '40 CCCL LLLL 66.63 N 180.91 w 390039 66 
30169 1422 10/29/78 3S 2 2359 D 35.36 158.83 90 EEEE No OCCL LLLL 85.32 N 152.39 W 39039 67 
30169 14?4 10/29/78 35 15 2359 0 38.40 157.00 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.96 N 163.73 W 390039 56 
3G6921431 10/29/78 8 1S 2359 D 37.43 155.25 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.61 N 164.96 W 350039 69 
5016921433 10129/78 36 27 2353 f 38.45 153.52 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.24 N 156.10 V 390039 70 
3017134434 10/05/78 1h9 20 377 0 43.06 148.83 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 0B6.28 E 390038 7 
31104440 10/08/7B 139 21 ?377 0 42.02 147.26 90 EFaE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 055.A5 E 390038 b 
3017120110 10108/178 70 15 2386 0 35.80 157.26 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 63.96 N 140.77 W 390038 9 
3017120112 10/08/78 70 I 2386 D 36.84 155.51 50 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 62.60 N 142.00 W 390038 10 
3017120113 10/08/78 70 17 239 D 37.36 153.82 10 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 81.23 N 143.12 W 390038 11 
30171?3593 10108/78 1)6 63 ?368 D 44.59 081.19 NA MSMS NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 141.38 r 0 0 
3017123595 10/08/78 135 69 2388 D 43.68 060.13 50 MCEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 140.84 E 390038 12 
3017290002 10/08/78 156 70 2388 0 42.74 059.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.40 S 140.50 E 390038 13 
3017220004 10(08/78 128 71 2338 0 41.79 058.19 10 EE5E NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 140.14 E 399038 14 
3017200011 1008/78 I2 72 2398 0 40.32 057.30 NA 22EE No CCCL HiLL 17.27 S 139.78 E 390038 15 
3017200013 10/08/78 136 73 2388 D 39.53 056.47 0 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 139.42 Z 390038 16 
3017 00020 10108/78 106 74 2388 D 38.32 055.68 0 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 139.06 E 390038 17 
3017200,022 10/08/78 125 73 2398 D 37.79 054.95 0 FEE! NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 138.69 E 390038 16 
3017200025 10/0j/78 13 75 388 0 36.76 054.27 i0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 S 138.31 E 390038 19 



































3017201270 10/68/78 124 30 2389 0 49.46 132.77 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 129.71 E 390038 23 
301720127,2 10/08/78 124 31 ?389 ] 50.18 131.00 10 EEFE NO CCgL LLLL %1..8 N .29.tA- F 390038 24 
356r7'f1275 r0V/'a8'7897r 8 2389 D 56.T 129.i7 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 128.68 E 390038 25 
3017101201 10/08178 114 33 ?389 2 51.31 127.32 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 36.79 N 128.20 E 390038 26 
3017203074 10/08/78 142 24 2390 0 44.50 142.78 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 107.56 E 390038 27 




LANDSAT 3,* MSS SENSOR 
FROM 10101/78 TO 10/31/78 
PAGE 19 
OBS7RVATION ENTRY PATH RO ORBIT OAY/NITE SUN SUN % CL3 QUALITY CZ i CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 4ICFLM 
1O DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3017203081 10/08/78 142 25 39O 0 45.39 141.20 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 106.88 E 390038 28 
3017304551 10/07/76 151 20 2405 D 40.44 149.25 20 EE E NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 083.40 E 390038 357 
3017304553 10/07/78 151 21 2405 0 41.41 147.70 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 082.96 E 390038 358 
3017304560 10/07/78 151 22 2405 0 42.36 146.15 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 081.76 F 390038 359 

































3017304574 10/07/78 151 25 2405 D 45.95 139.8B 0 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 078.97 E 390038 363 
3017304580 10/07/78 161 27 2405 0 46.80 13a.26 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 078.36 E 390038 364 
3017304583 10107/78 151 23 2405 0 47.62 136.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 077.78 E 390038 365 
3017308211 10/07/78 137 13 2407 9 39.43 150.84 NA ESEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 032.75 E 390038 36 
3017308214 10/07/78 137 20 ?407 0 40.40 149.28 50 EEEE NJ CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 031.83 E 390038 367 
3017401365 10/07/78 1?6 25 2417 0 45.71 140.16 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 46.70 N 129.18 E 390038 368 
3017401371 10/07/78 126 27 2417 D 46.56 133.55 s0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 128.55 E 390038 369 
3017401374 10/07/78 1 S 28 2417 0 47.39 136.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 127.95 F 390038 370 
3017401380 10/07/78 106 29 2417 9 48.19 135.25 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 127.58 E 390038 371 
3017401383 10/07/78 126 30 2417 D 48.95 133.55 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 126.84 E 0 0 
3017401385 10/07/78 1?6 31 2417 0 49.8 131.81 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 124.33 E 390038 37? 
3017401392 10/07/78 125 32 2417 '1 50.38 130.04 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 125.83 E 0 0 
3017401394 10/07/78 12; 33 2417 0 51.05 128.20 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 V 125.34 E 39003A 373 
3017401401 10/07178 125 34 2417 D 51.69 126.32 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N '124.87 E 390038 374 
3017401485 10/07/78 126 55 2417 0 53.94 081.89 NA FFFF NO CCCL 'PLL 07.22 N 116.85 E 309038 375 
3017401492 10/07/78 126 56 2417 0 53.48 079.96 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.78 N 116.51 E 390038 376 
3017401514 10/08/78 1 5 6? 2417 D 49.87 069.79 40 EF2E NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 114.51 E 390038 224 
3017401521 10/08/78 1?5 65 2417 0 49.14 068.32 40 EF2E NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 114.19 E 390038 225 
3017401523 10/08/78 126 64 2417 0 48.37 066.92 30 EF2E NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 113.85 E 390038 226 
3017401530 10/08/78 126 65 2417 0 47.58 065.58 NA MMMm N3 CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 113.51 r 0 0 
3017401532 10/08/79 1 ? 66 2417 D 46.76 064.31 NA MM$m NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 113.17 E 0 0 
3017415244 10/09/78 19 30 2425 D 48.30 133.77 NA EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 079.6? V 39038 274 
3017415250 10/09/78 19 31 24 5 0 49.53 132.04 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 080.14 4 390038 275 
3017415253 10/09178 19 32 2425 0 50.24 130.27 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 080.64 W 390038 276 

































3017415271 10/09/78 19 35 2425 D 52.72 122.75 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 082.51 W 390038 280 
3017415273 10/09/78 19 37 2425 ) 53.24 120.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 082.95 *4 390038 281 
3017415280 10/09/78 19 33 ?425 9 53.71 118.70 10 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 083.37 V 399038 2S2 
3017415282 10/09/79 13 39 ?415 D 54.14 116.63 10 E EE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 083.79 U 390038 2B3 
3017415285 10/09/78 19 40 2425 0 54.53 114.52 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 084.20 W 0 0 
3017420270 10/08/78 73 1? 2429 D 31.50 163.42 90 EEPM NJ CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 140.61 9 39003b 76 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
 
STANDRD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 20 
00:49 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
u5SERVATION ENTRY PkT1> SOl ORBIT BAYINITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 'M7CFLM 
10 DATE 9 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTI LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRA4E 
3017420272 1W0UB/70 73 13 2428 D 32.69 161.40 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 N 142.25 W 390038 77 
3017420275 1008178 73 14 2428 D 33.75 159.51 70 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 V 143.72 W 390038 78 
0173420281 10/08/78 73 15 2428 D 34.91 157.72 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 63.94 N 145.06 ' 390038 79 
3017420284 10/08/78 73 16 2428 9 35.86 156.01 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 62.58 V 146.29 W 3q03P R0 
3017420290 10/05/78 73 17 2429 D 36.39 154.36 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 147.42 W 390038 81 
3017422092 10/08/78 91 10 2429 D 29.40 167.92 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 70.52 4 162.58 W 390038 32 
3017422095 10/08/78 =1 11 2429 0 30.49 165.59 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 164.61 3"038 83 
3017422145 10/08/78 91 23 ?429 0 42.76 145.D8 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 178.56 WJ 390038 8q 
30174 2151 10/08/78 91 24 2429 0 43.69 143.54 NA M$9M ND CCCL LLLL 51.51 V 179.28 V C 0 
3017508363 10/08178 13) 23 ?435 0 47.04 137.34 30 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 023.33 E 390058 449 
3017508365 10/08/78 19 29 2435 0 47.85 135.70 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 022.76 E 390038 450 
3017508372 10/08/78 199 30 2435 D 49.62 134.02 30 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 022.22 E 3038 &31 
3017508374 10108/78 199 31 2435 0 49.37 132.31 NA EMEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 021.69 E 390038 43P 
3017510183 10108/78 217 25 ?436 0 44.45 142.12 20 FEEE No CCCL HHLL 50.08 N 000.61 w 390038 453 
30175107B5 10/03/78 217 25 ?436 45.3 140.56 20 tEEE NO CCCL H-LL 48.67 V n01.29 a 390039 454 
3017510192 10/08/78 217 27 ?436 D 46.19 138.93 10 EEEt N3 CCCL HHLL 47.26 N 001.86 W 350038 455 



































3017510224 10/08/78 217 55 2456 0 52.00 125.04 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 35.92 N 006.05 W 39003b 458 
3017510230 10/08/78 217 36 2436 0 52.57 123.12 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 34.50 N 006.50 W 0 0 
3017514043 10/08/78 2 72 ?438 D 41.71 058.46 NA 222M NO CCCL LLLL 17.27 S 071.03 W 0 0 
3017514050 10/08/78 2 73 ?439 0 40.74 057.57 NA MNES NO CCCL LLLL 18.71 S 071.39 W 0 0 
3017522151 10/88/78 92 10 ?413 D 29.05 158.03 90 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 70.52 N 164.02 V 390038 159 
3017601541 10/22/78 1 9 40 ?445 0 54.31 115.36 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 119.49 E 390038 476 
3017601543 10/22/78 128 41 2445 D 54.66 113.23 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 119.04 E 390038 677 
3017501550 10/22/78 129 42 2445 0 54.97 111.07 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 V 118.65 E 390038 673 
301760155? 10/22/78 1 8 43 ?445 D 55.22 108.88 30 2E2E NO CCCL LLLL 24.q7 N 118.26 F 390038 679 
30176b1555 10/22/78 1?9 44 2445 D 55.42 106.69 NA E22E NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 117.88 E 390038 680 
3017601561 10/22/78 128 45 2445 0 55.57 104.48 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N 117.51 E 390038 681 
3017801564 10/22/78 1 3 4S 2445 0 55.66 102.27 40 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 20.16 q 117.15 F 390038 682 
3017G01570 10122/78 128 47 2445 D 55.70 100.05 40 EE2E N3 CCCL LLLL 19.73 N 116.79 E 390038 683 
3317501573 10/22178 1 9 49 2445 D 55.58 097.853 70 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 116.45 E 3"0038 584 
3d17601575 10/22/73 129 43 ?445 0 55.62 095.63 70 EE2E ND CCCL LLLL 15.8E N 116.08 E 390038 685 
3017602031 10/22/78 129 62 ?445 0 50.22 070.78 80 EE2E NO CCCL HLL 02.87 S 111.65 E 590038 6Sf 
30175a03,03 1.012/78 1 8 63 ?44,5 D 49.50' 069,.27 40 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 111.31 E 390039 687 
3017502040 10122/78 18 64 ?445 0 48.76 057.83 60 EEME N3 CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 110.9q r 390038 658 
3017622043 10/22178 129 65 2445 9 47.99 066.46 60 MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 110.64 F 0 0 
3017622045 10122/78 128 66 44; E 47.19 065.16 NA 6MMM N CCCL HHLL O8.E3 S 110.31 E 0 0 
3017605213 10/15/78 164 42 ?447 D 54.95 111.18 NA M4M4 NO CCCL H-LL 25.91 N 067.02 E 0 0 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE RE'OlT -ARCHI 
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CNTR LONG ROLL 
ICFLM 
FRAME 
3017605215 10/15/78 154 43 ?447 D 55.20 109.00 NA MIMM NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 066.64 F 0 0 
3017505222 10/15/73 IS4 
3017607221 10/15/78 162 
3017510241 10/15/78 218 
3017610244 10/15/7B 218 
3017610250 10/15/78 218 
3017610253 10/15/78 213 
3017610255 10/15/78 21B 
Bu17610262 10/15/78 218 
3017510280 10115/78 18 



































































































































3017610285 10/15/78 ?I1 
3017$10291 10/15/78 ?13 
3017611573 10/15/78 235 
3017613404 10/15/78 2 
3017613411 10/15/78 2 
3017613413 10/15/78 2 
3017613420 10/15/78 3 
3017615415 10/15/78 21 
5017515422 10/15/78 ?1 
3017615424 10/15/78 21 
3017708450 10/15/78 231 
3017708453 10/15/78 ?21 
3017708455 10/15478 211 
3017708462 10/15/78 201 
30i7708464 10/15/78 231 
3017708471 10/15/78 2)1 
3017708473 10/15/78 ?)1 











































































































































































































































3017708482 10/15/78 231 
3017708485 10/15/78 211 
3017708491 10/15/78 2)1 





















































3017710302 10/15/78 219 
3017710305 10/15/78 219 
3017710334 10/15/78 219 
3017715480 10/15/78 2 
3u17715483 10/15/78 2 
3017715485 10/15/78 22 




























































































ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
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00:50 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
U SERVATION ENTRY 
ID DATE 
PATH R0d ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN 





QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN 
45678 QLTY 45678 45678 
PICTURE PICTURE NICRQFILM 




3017932053 10/22/76 151 25 2487 0 44.a6 141.69 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 122.00 E 390038 690 
3017902050 10/22/178 131 27 ?487 D 45.14 140.17 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 121.39 E 390038 691 
3017902062 1022/78 131 28 2487 D 46.00 138.63 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 120.81 E 390038 692 
3017302055 10/22/78 151 29 2497 0 46.33 157.05 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 44-4 N 120.25 E 390038 693 
3017302071 10/22/18 151 3 ?457 47.63 135.45 70 EEEE 4 CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 119.70 E 39003A 694 
3017902074 10/22/78 151 31 ?487 D 49.41 133.79 90 iEEE ND CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 119.18 E 390038 695 
3017902080 10/22/78 131 32 2487 D 49.16 132.10 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 118.67 E 390038 696 































3017902094 10122/75 151 35 ?457 U 51.32 124.30 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 116.80 E 390058 700 
3017902101 10/22/78 151 37 2457 D 52.39 125.00 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 116.37 E 390038 701 
3017902103 10/22/78 151 33 2437 D 52.92 121.05 10 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 115.95 E 390038 702 
3017902110 10/22/78 151 































3U17902115 10122/78 151 41 2487 0 94.24 114.96 10 EE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 114.79 E 39n038 705 
3D17900121 10/22/78 131 42 2487 0 54.59 112.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 114.54 E 390038 706 
3317932124 10/22/78 11 43 2487 0 54.8B 110.73 40 LECE NO CCCL LLLL 24.4B 4 113.96 E 393036 T07 
60175D2133 10/22/78 151 44 247 D 55.13 108.57 30 £EEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 113.58 E 390038 708 
3U17902133 10/22/78 151 A5 2487 0 55.32 106.59 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N 113.21 E 0 0 
3017902142 10/22/78 131 47 2487 D 55.55 101.98 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 1R.73 N I12.48 E 0 0 
3017902144 10/22/78 151 48 2437 0 55.59 099.77 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 112.12 E 390038 709 



































30179021S0 10/07/78 151 56 2487 0 53.96 082.91 VA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 05.77 N 109.35 E 0 0 
3017902182 10/07/78 151 57 ?47 D 53.52 081.00 90 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 04.33 N 109.01 E 390038 378 
3017902165 lO107/78 131 5 ?4S7 D 53.05 079.11 s0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.89 N 108.67 E 390038 579 
3017902191 10/07/78 131 59 2487 0 52.53 077.31 NA 2MM4 NO CCCL LLLL 01.45 N 108.34 E 0 0 
3017902194 10/07/78 151 60 2487 0 51.97 075.58 NA MMmm NO CCCL LLLL 00.01 N 108.00 E 0 0 
3017902200 10107/78 151 61 2457 0 51.57 073.90 VA M4M N3 CCCL LLLL 01.42 S 107.67 E 0 0 
3017902203 10/07/78 151 62 ?457 D 50.7q 072.29 NA 4mMM NO CCCL LLLL 02.86 S 107.33 0 0 
3017902205 10/07/78 151 63 2487 D 50.06 070.75 NA MM~m N3 CCCL LLLL 04.31 S 107.00 E 0 0 
301790221? 10107/'8 131 64 2487 0 49.35 069.26 NA MMm9 NO CCCL LLLL 09.75 S 106.66 F 0 0 
3017902214 10107/78 131 65 ?487 0 48.1 067.84 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 S 106.33 E 0 0 



































3017908575 10/29/78 ?33 24 249] 0 42.36 144.75 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 020.12 F 390036 39 
30179085R1 10/29/78 2)3 2i 2491 1 43.23 143.26 NA MM4M ND CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 019.4% £ 0 0 




12/13/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 23
 
00:50 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PArH ROU ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45675 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
301708584 10/29/78 233 26 2491 D 44.19 141.76 NA 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 018.80 E 0 0
 
3017908590 10/29/78 233 27 ?491 D 45.07 140.25 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 018.18 E 0 0
 
3017908593 10/29/78 203 23 2491 D 45.92 138.71 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 017.58 E 390038 36
 
3017908595 10/29/78 233 29 2491 D 46.75 137.15 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 017.01 E 390038 37
 
301790900 10/29/78 723 33 ?491 0 47.58 135.55 80 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 016.46 E 390038 3B
 
3017914164 10/29/78 6 48 2494 0 55.43 104.52 40 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 067.83 W 390058 39
 
3017914171 10/29/78 6 47 2494 D 55.53 102.33 30 FFEF NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 088.20 V 390038 40
 
3017914173 10/29/78 6 43 2494 0 55.57 100.12 40 FFEF NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 048.56 W 390038 41
 
3017925053 10/29/78 36 7S 2499 D 39.00 056.53 50 FcEv NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 S 152.64 E 390038 42
 
3017925060 10/29/78 ?S 77 ?499 0 38.01 055.81 40 FFEr NO CCCL LLLL 24.45 S 252.27 E 390038 43
 
3017923062 10/29/78 96 78 2499 D 34.98 055.13 50 FFEF No CCCL LLLL 25.88 S 151.88 E 390038 44
 
3017923065 10/29/78 36 79 2499 0 35.94 054.50 40 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.31 S 151.50 E 390038 49
 
3017323071 10/29/78 38 80 2499 D 34.99 053.92 20 FEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 151.09 E 390038 46
 
3017923074 10€29/78 36 81 2499 0 33.82 053.38 50 FrEr NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 150.69 E 390038 47
 
3017923080 10/29/78 9S 82 a499 D 32.75 05 .90 70 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 150.27 E 390038 48
 
3017923083 10/29/78 96 83 2499 D 31.67 052.45 90 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 149.84 E 390038 49
 
3013000462 10/29/78 114 70 2500 4 082.05 10 FFEF NO CCCL 14.39 S 129.01 E 390038 50
4.69 HHLL 
3018005445 10129/78 15 43 ?503 D 54.75 12.42 s0 EEFE No CCCL HHLL .24.48 N 060.08 E 390038 51 
3013305452 10/29/78 1; 44 2503 0 55.01 109.27 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 060.50 E 0 0 
3013005454 10/29/78 158 45 2503 D 55.23 107.09 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 060.13 E 390038 52 
3013007272 10/08/78 136 A1 2504 D 54.08 i15.66 0 MEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 035.85 E 390038 85 
3013007274 10/08/78 136 42 2504 D 54.43 113.58 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 035.46 E 390038 88 
3013037281 10/08/78 136 43 504 D 54.74 111.45 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 4 035.07 E 0 0 
3015U37304 I0/08/7B 135 49 ?50 D 55.55 098.36 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 032.89 E 0 0 
301307413 10/08/78 186 75 2504 0 40.11 057.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 S 023.93 E 390038 87 
3013007415 10/08/78 1356 75 2504 D 59.11 056.65 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 S 023.56 E 0 0 
5013007422 10/08/78 135 77 2504 D 38.10 055.90 NA MVII NO CCCL LLLL 24.45 S 023.18 E 0 0 
3013014223 10/01/78 7 46 2508 D 55.36 105.14 NA M6MM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 089.29 W 0 0 
3018014225 10/01/78 7 47 2508 D 55.47 102.94 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 089.66 W 0 0 
3013014232 10/01/78 7 45 2508 D 55.53 100.75 NA MMMI NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 070.01 W 0 0 
3013014234 10/01/78 7 49 2508 0 55.54 098.55 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 V 070.36 W 0 0 
301314241 10/01/78 7 50 2508 D 55.49 098.37 140 EE22 NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 070.71 W 390038 530 
3013014243 10/01/78 7 51 2508 0 55139 094.20 10 EE22 NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 V 071.06 W 390038 531 
3013014250 10/01/78 7 52 2508 D 55.23 092.05 10 EE22 NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 071.40 V 390038 532
 
3013314252 10/01/73 7 53 ?508 D 55.02 089.94 NA 2222 V3 CCCL HHLL 20.09 N 071.75 W 0 0
 
3013014255 10/01/78 7 5 ?508 D 54.76 087.85 40 EE22 NO CCCL HHLL 08.G5 N 072.09 W 390038 533
 
3013014261 10/01/78 7 55 2508 0 54.45 085.81 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 072.43 W 0 0
 
3013015575 10/08/78 25 27 2509 0 44.'5B 140.67 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 088.54 g 390038 As
 
3213015592 10/08/73 5 23 ;509 0 45.55 139.15 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 087.13 W 390038 89
 
3013313534 10/08/78 5 29 2509 D 48.40 137.59 20 EEEE NO CCCL LULL 44.48 N 00+7.70 W 390038 90
 








 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN 
 SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE 
 GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM.
 
ID DATE V /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG 
 'fROLL 'FRAME
 
3013015591 10/08/78 25 30 2509 0 47.22 136.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 
N 088.25 W 390038 91
3013015593 10/08/78 25 31 2509 D 48.01 134.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 41.62 N 088.76 W 390038 92
3015015000 10/08/78 ?5 32 2509 0 48.77 132.75 40 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 49.20 N 089.26 W 390038 93
3013016002 10/08/78 ?5 33 ?509 D 49.49 131.04 10 FEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 38.77 h 089.75 d 390038 94
 3013315004 10/08/73 ?5 34 2509 0 50.19 129.30 
 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 090.21 W 390038 95
301301S011 10/08/78 5 35 2509 0 50.86 127.51 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 35.92 N 090.67 W 390038 96
3013015013 10/08/78 25 3S 2509 D 51.48 125.68 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 
 091.11 W 390038 97
 
3013016020 10/08/79 25 37 2509 0 52.07 123.80 80 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 4 091.54 W 390058 98
3313316022 10/08/78 25 33 2509 0 52.63 121.87 50 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 091.97 W 3q0038 99
3013015025 10/08/78 25 39 D 53.13 119.89
2 5 0 q NA MM'M NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 092.40 W 0 0
3018321004 10/01/78 79 10 2512 0 27.32 168.58 
 30 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 70.51 N 145.37 W 390038 534
3013021010 10/01/78 79 11 2512 D 28.42 166.30 40 E222 NO 
 CCCL LLLL 59.24 N 147.40 W 390038 535
301321013 10/01/78 79 12 512 D 29.52 154.20 30 E222 NO 
 CCCL LLLL G7.94 N 149.22 W 390038 536
3013021015 10/01/78 79 13 2512 0 30.61 162.26 10 E222 
 NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 N 150.85 W 390038 537
301302102' 10/01/78 79 14 0512 D 31.70 160.42 10 
 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 152.33 W 39008 338
3015021024 10/01/78 79 15 2512 3 32.78 158.68 30 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 63.94 
N 153.67 W 390038 539
 
3013021030 10/01/78 79 16 2512 9 33.84 157.04 60 E222 NO 
 CCCL LLLL 52.59 N 154.90 W 390038 540
30130?1033 10/01/78 79 17 2912 D 34.B9 155.46 60 
 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 51.22 N 156.03 W 990038 541
3013321035 10/01/78 79 11 2512 D 35.93 153.92 40 E222 NO 
 CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 157.07 4 390038 54P
3013021042 10/01/78 79 19 2512 0 36.96 152.43 50 
 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 58.47 N 158.04 W 390038 543
3013021044 10/01/78 79 20 2512 D 37.97 150.95 90 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 
 158.95 W 390038 544
3013021314 10/01/78 79 85 2512 D 29.79 051.89 20 EE22 NO CCCL HHLL 
 35.88 S 173.33 E 390030 545
3013)21332 10/01/78 79 89 2512 0 25.?7 050.89 60 EP22 NO CCCL 
 HHLL 41.58 S 171.41 E 390038 545
 
3013021335 10/01/78 79 90 2512 D 24.13 050.76 10 EE2E NO CCCL HILL 
 43.00 S 170.89 E 39003$ 547
5013D31341 10/01/78 79 91 ?512 D 23.00 050.67 
 NA 'MM8 NO CCCL HILL 44.41 S 170.35 E 0 0
301021544 10/01/78 79 92 2512 0 21.95 050.63 10 EE2E NO CCCL HILL 
 45.82 S 169.78 E 390038 548
 
3013)21350 10/01/78 79 93 ?512 D 20.70 050.64 60 
 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 47.24 S 169.19 E 390038 549
3013023114 10/08/78 37 77 ?513 0 38.30 056.09 30 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.45 S 150.83 E 390038 100
 3U13023121 10/08/78 97 73 2513 0 37.28 055.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 25.89 S 150.49 £ 390038 101
3013023123 10/08/78 ?7 79 2513 D 36.25 054.76 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.31 S 150.06 E 390038 102
5013023130 10/08/78 97 80 2513 0 35.19 054.16 40 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 149.66 E 390038 103
 
3013 23132 10/08/78 37 81 2513 D 34.13 053.62 
 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 149.26 E 390038 104
3013023135 10/08/78 97 82 2513 0 33.06 053.12 
 10 EEEr NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 148.85 E 390038 105
3013023141 10/08/78 97 83 513 0 31.98 052.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 
S 148o42 E 390038 106
 3013023141 10/08/78 97 84 2513 D 30.39 052.26 10 EEFE N3 CCCL 
 LLLL 34.47 S 147.98 E 390038 107
3O135f3to iO/bB/78 ?7 85 2513 0 29.80 051.90 10 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 35.89 S 147.53 E 390038 l0
3013100520 10108/78 115 70 514 0 44.94 0S2.43 10 
 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 127.56 E 390038 109
3013105411 10129/78 1S9 20 517 p 37.88 151.00 90 
 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 071.97 E 390038 53
3013105413 10129/78 169 21 517 D 38.88 149.55 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 53.69 
N 071.11 E 390038 54
 3013135415 10/29/73 169 22 2517 D 39.97 148.11 80 EEEE N) CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 070.30 ' 390038 55
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00:50 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSrRVATION ENTRY PArH ROg ORBIT DAYINITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
If DATE t /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 OLTY A5678 45678 CVTl LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3013105422 10/29/78 IS9 23 ?517 0 40.84 146.68 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 069.55 E 390058 56 
3018105424 10/29/78 169 24 2517 D 41.79 145.25 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 068.84 E 390038 57 
5013105590 10129178 1;9 63 2517 0 50.45 071.81 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 052.51 E 390038 58 
3013105592 10/29/78 1;9 64 2517 0 49.76 070.29 40 EE! N0 CCCL HNLL 05.75 S 052.18 F 390038 59 
3013105595 10/29/78 159 65 2517 D 49.04 068.83 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 051.84 E 390038 60 
3018106001 10/29/78 159 46 2517 D 48.29 067.43 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.65 S 051.50 E 390038 SI 
3018106004 10/29/78 169 67 2517 D 47.50 066.11 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 051.15 F 390038 62 
3013107233 10/29178 137 13 2518 0 55.32 153.95 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 048.07 E 590038 63 
3013137240 10/29/78 137 19 ?518 D 3S.35 152.47 20 ELEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 047.10 E 390038 64 
3013107242 10/29/78 137 20 2518 D 57.95 152.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 046.19 E 390058 65 
5019117463 10/08/78 44 26 2524 D 43.47 142.50 NA 6MM6 NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 113.18 W 0 0 
3013117465 10/08/78 k4 27 2524 0 44.37 141.02 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 113.79 V 390038 110 
3013117472 10/08178 14 23 2524 0 45.24 139.51 20 LEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 114.58 w 390038 111 
3013117474 1/081/78 44 29 ?524 D 46.09 138.00 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 114.95 W 590038 112 
3015117481 10/08f78 44 30 2524 0 46.92 135.43 23 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 115.50 W 390038 113 
5013117483 10/08/78 44 31 2524 0 47.72 134.83 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 116.03 W 390038 114 
3d13117490 10/08/78 44 32 5?4 D 48.49 133.19 60 LEEE N) CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 116.55 W 390038 115 
3013117492 10/08/73 14 33 524 D 49.23 131.51 50 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 117.02 W 390038 116 
3013117495 10/08/78 k4 34 2524 0 49.94 129.78 20 LEEE ND CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 117.50 W 390038 117 
3013117501 10/08978 44 35 2524 0 50.61 128.02 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 117.95 W 590038 118 
3013117504 10/08/78 44 36 ?524 0 51.25 126.22 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 118.39 w 390038 119 
3013117510 10/08/78 44 37 524 0 51.85 124.37 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 118.83 J 390038 120 
30132222P2 10/29/78 134 25 2523 D 42.45 144.06 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 118.35 E 0 0 
3013202245 10/29/78 134 31 2529 0 47.62 134.97 NA M222 NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 114.87 E 0 0 
3013202252 1029/78 134 32 2529 D 48.40 133.33 NA M1MM NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 V 114.37 E 0 0 
3013202254 10/29/78 134 33 2529 0 49.15 131.64 NA MqmH N0 CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 113.88 E 0 0 
3013202261 10/29/78 134 34 529 D 49.36 129.953 NA M MM NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 113.40 E 0 0 
3013202263 10/29/78 134 35 2529 0 50.54 128.17 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 112.94 E 0 0 
3019P02270 10/29/78 154 3; 529 D 51.18 126.38 VA MMMI NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 112.50 E 0 0 
301320227? 10/29/7B 154 37 2529 D 51.79 124.53 70 FEEL NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 112.06 E 590038 66 
3013202275 10129/78 134 33 ?529 0 5P.35 122.63 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 111.64 E 390038 67 
3013202281 10/29/78 134 39 ?529 0 52.q7 120.70 40 FEEE ND CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 111.23 E 390058 68 
3018204160 10/29/78 152 50 2530 0 55.48 097.40 40 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 081.28 E 3Q0O38 69 
3013204163 10/29178 152 51 2530 D 55.40 095.23 50 FEE! NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 080.93 E 390038 70 
3013204165 10/29/78 152 52 2530 0 55.27 093.08 20 FEEE ND CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 080.59 E 390038 71 
3013204171 10129/78 132 53 ?550 0 55.09 090.97 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N 080.25 E 390038 72 
3013204174 10/29178 132 54 ?530 0 54.35 088.87 10 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.65 N 079.91 E 390038 73 
3013204180 10/29/78 152 55 2530 D 54.57 086.81 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 079.56 F 39003? 74 
3013?204183 10/23/78 152 55 ?530 1 54.23 084.81 30 FEEE NO CCCL HILL 05.77 N 079.22 F 39003 75 
3013307353 10/07178 139 19 2546 0 34.19 152.87 53 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL ,.42 N 044.23 E 390038 121 
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PAFr ROd DBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE 0 /SPCL EL:V AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG !R0LL FRAME 
3013307355 10/071/76 139 20 2546 0 37.20 151.44 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 043.33 E 390038 
 122
 
3018307362 10/07/78 133 21 2546 D 38.21 150.02 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 042.48 E 390038 123
 
3013307364 10/07/78 139 22 ?546 D 39.21 148.61 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 041.68 E 390038 124
 
3013307371 10/07/78 139 P3 2546 D 40.19 147.20 30 FFEE N3 CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 040.92 E 390038 125
 
3013307373 10/07/78 119 24 >546 D 41.15 145.79 80 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 040.20 E 390032 126
 
3013307380 10/07/78 189 25 2546 o 42.09 144.38 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 039.52 E C 0
 
3015307382 10/07/78 139 2S ?546 D 43.01 142.96 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 038.88 E 390038 127
 
3013307385 10/07/78 139 27 ?546 0 43.92 141.50 10 EEEE N) CCCL LLLL 47.26 V 039.26 E 390038 128
 
3313307391 10/07/78 139 23 2546 0 44.30 140.03 NA MMMM ND CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 037.67 E 
 0 0
 
331507393 10/07/78 139 29 2545 D 45.56 158.52 NA M4MM NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 037.10 E 
 0 0
 
3018307434 10/07/78 139 39 ?546 D 52.65 121.36 0 MEM2 NO CCCL HHLL 30.21 N 032.36 E 390038 129
 
301309200 10/07/78 237 22 547 0 39.18 148.63 NA FMF2 NO CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 015.86 E 390038 130
 
3013309202 10/07/78 277 23 2547 0 40.16 147.23 100 FFFE No CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 015.10 E 390038 151
 
3013309205 10/07/78 2)7 24 2547 D 41.12 145.82 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 014.39 E 390038 137
 
3018309211 10/07/78 P07 25 2547 D 42.07 144.40 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 013.71 E 390038 133
 
3019321179 10/07/78 32 10 2554 D 26.23 168.94 30 FFEE ND CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 149.67 W 390038 134
 
50113521182 10/07/78 32 II ?554 0 27.35 166.67 80 FFrE NJ CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 151.72 W 390038 135
 
3313321184 10/07/78 2 12 ?554 0 2R.45 164.60 90 FF'E NO CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 153.53 W 390038 136
 
3018321190 10/07/78 32 13 2554 D 29.34 162.69 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 66.63 N 155.15 W 390038 
 137 
3013321193 10107/78 32 14 ?554 0 30.64 160.88 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.29 N 156.63 W 390038 138 
3013321195 10/07/78 32 15 2554 D 31.72 159.19 100 CFFE NO CCCL LLLL 53.94 N 157.97 W 390038 139 
301332120? 10107/78 32 Is ?554 0 32.79 157.57 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLL' 62.58 N 159.19 W 390038 140 
3013321204 10/07/78 32 17 554 D 33.95 156.02 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 V 150.33 W 390058 141 
301831211 1017/79 B2 18 2554 O 54.91 154.52 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 59.84 N 161.37 W 390038 142 
3013521213 10/07/78 32 19 2554 0 35.94 153.05 100 FPFF NO CCCL LLLL 58.47 N 162.34 J 390038 143 
3)13321220 10/07/78 32 20 2554 0 36.98 151.61 100 FPEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 163.25 W 390038 144 
301332122? 10(07/78 32 21 >554 0 37.99 150.20 90 FPFF NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 164.10 W 39003b 145 
3018323263 10/08/78 100 71 2555 0 44.81 062.47 20 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 148.73 E 390038 227 
3018323265 10/08/78 100 72 2555 0 4,.92 061.41 l EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 148.38 E 390038 228
 
3013431071 10/15/78 113 63 2555 D 49.52 070.20 30 EE2E N) CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 124.97 E 390038 489
 
3013401974 10/15/78 113 65 2556 D 48.q9 068.75 10 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 124.63 E 390038 490
 
3U18401080 10/15/78 118 67 ?556 D 48.14 067.37 10 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 124.29 E 390038 491
 
3013401083 10/15/78 118 63 2556 0 47.36 066.07 40 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 123.95 E 390038 4Q2
 
3013401085 10/15/78 113 69 2556 0 46.55 064.85 30 EE2E N0 CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 123.61 E 390058 493
 
30134310R? 10/15/78 113 73 2556 0 45.71 063.64 10 EE2r NO CCCL iriLL 14.39 S 123.26 E 390038 494
 
30D1 3$fl1.09A 10/15/78 II 71 2556 D 44.85 062.52 0 EE2E N3 CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 122.91 E )90038 495
 
3018401101 10/15178 118 72 2556 0 43.9'6 01.46 0 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 122.55 E 390038 496
 
3013401103 10/15/78 113 73 ?556 0 43.05 060.46 10 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 122.19 E 390038 497
 
33134)1135 10/15/78 113 81 556 3 35.14 054.35 60 E72E N) CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 119.11 E 390038 498
 
3313%I1142 10/15/78 113 8? 2554 D 34.07 053.84 60 EE2E N0 CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 118.70 F 390038 499
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0OSERVATION ENTRY PkTH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
I) DATE 4 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3013401144 10/15/78 113 83 2556 0 33.00 053.36 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 118.28 E 390038 500 
3013401151 10/15/78 118 84 2556 D 31.92 052.92 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S 117.84 E 390038 501 
3013402365 10/15/78 136 32 2557 D 47.88 134.15 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 111.51 C 390038 502 
3013402371 10/15/78 156 33 2557 D 48.54 132.51 100 EE2E No CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 111.02 E 390038 503 
5013402374 10/15/78 135 34 2557 0 49.358 130.82 90 EE2E No CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 110.54 E 390038 504 
3013402380 10/15/78 136 35 2557 0 50.08 129.10 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 110.08 E 390038 505 
3013402383 10/15/78 156 3S 2557 D 50.74 127.34 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 109.63 F 0 0 
3013432441 10/15/78 136 50 2557 r 55.45 098.71 60 EE2E ND CCCL LLLL 14.42 4 104.23 E 390039 506 
3313I02444 10/15/78 136 51 2557 0 55.40 096.51 40 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 12.98 N 103.88 E 3Q0038 507 
3013404291 10/08/78 154 54 ?558 D 54.96 090.20 50 FEPE NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N 077.02 E 390038 229 
3013404293 10/08/78 154 55 2558 D 54.71 088.13 NA 14MM NO CCCL HHLL 07.22 N 076.69 E 0 0 
3013406100 10/08/78 172 43 2559 1) 55.37 103.16 100 FF2E ND CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 053.32 E 390038 230 
3313406102 10/08/78 172 49 2559 0 55.43 100.97 70 FF2E 43 CCCL HHLL 15.35 N 052.96 E 390038 231 
3013406105 10/08/78 172 50 2559 0 55.45 098.79 30 FF2E NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 052.61 E 390038 232 
3013406111 10/08/78 172 51 2559 D 55.41 096.62 10 FF2E NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 052.26 E 390038 233 
301a406114 10/08/78 172 52 53 0 55.31 094.46 10 FF2E ND CCCL WHLL 11.53 N 051.91 E 390038 234 
3313406170 10/08/78 172 53 2559 D 55.16 092.33 20 Fr2r ND CCCL HHLL 10.09 N 051.56 E 390038 23S 
3313426123 10109/78 172 54 2559 D 54.36 090.23 40 FE2E N3 CZCL H-LL 08.65 N 051.22 C 390038 236 
3013406184 10/08/7a 172 69 ?559 D 46.60 064.91 70 FEPE NO CCCL HILL 12.95 S 046.16 E 390038 237 
3018406190 10/08/78 172 70 2559 D 45.76 063.73 20 FF2E NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 045.82 r 390038 238 
3013406193 10/08/78 172 71 2559 ) 44.90 062.59 20 FE2E NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 045.47 E 390038 239 
6013406195 10/08/78 172 72 2559 9 44.00 061.5? 20 FE2E ND CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 045.11 7 390038 240 
3013406202 10/08/78 172 73 2559 D 43.10 060.51 5D FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 044.75 E 390038 241 
3019406204 I0/08/78 172 74 2559 D 42.17 059.56 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 044.39 E 0 0 
3013406211 10/08/78 172 75 ?55q D 41.22 058.67 NA M'M4 NO CCCL HLL 21.58 S 044.02 E 0 0 
3013436213 10/0/78 172 7 ?559 0 40.26 057.84 40 PE2! v4) CCCL HqLL 23.02 S 043.65 E 390038 242 
3013405220 10/08/78 [72 77 ?559 D 39.28 057.05 NA M4M4 NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S 043.27 E 0 0 
6013414380 10/22/78 11 28 2564 D 44.41 140.47 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 067.04 W 0 0 
3013414382 10/22/78 11 29 2564 0 45.28 139.00 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 067.60 W 0 0 
3013414441 10/22/79 11 43 2554 0 54.20 114.03 50 EErE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 073.89 W 390039 516 
3313414444 10/22/78 11 44 2564 D 54.53 112.00 50 CE;! NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 074.28 V 390039 517 
3013414450 10/22/78 I1 45 564 D 54.81 109.87 NA 4$M4 N3 CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 074.65 V 0 0 
3018414453 10/22/78 11 45 ?564 D 55.04 107.73 60 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 075.03 6 390039 51P 
3013414455 10122/78 11 47 2564 D 55.22 105.58 100 EEE ND3 CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 075.40 W 390039 519 
3315421234 10/22/78 33 23 2568 0 25.86 169.08 90 2E2E NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 151.12 V 390038 167 
3013421240 10/22/78 33 11 2568 D 26.97 166.83 70 PE2E NO CCCL LLLL 69.?5 N 153.15 a 390038 166 
3019421242 10122/78 83 12 2568 0 28.07 164.77 50 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 154.96 W 390038 16q 
3013421245 10/22/78 33 13 ?568 0 29.17 162.86 90 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 56.63 N 156.59 W 390038 170 
3013421251 10/22/78 33 14 2568 ' 30.26 161.06 80 CEPE ND CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 158.07 9 390038 171 
3013421254 10/22/78 33 15 2568 D 31.35 159.37 90 Dr2E NO CCCL LLLL 63.95 N 159.41 ' 3Q0038 172 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
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3013421260 10/22/78 33 15 ?558 r) 32.43 157.77 90 PE2E NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 160.64 u 390038 173 



































3013421274 10/22/78 a3 23 2568 D 36.64 151.84 90 PE2E NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 164.69 V 390038 177 
3013421281 10/22/78 33 21 2558 0 37.65 150.45 60 PE2E NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 165.54 W 390038 178 
30134712A3 10/22/78 33 22 2568 0 38.55 149.05 30 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 166.34 W 390038 179 
3013423283 10(08/78 111 62 2559 D 51.73 075.42 30 EEFE 13 CCCL HHLL 02.86 S 150.37 E 390038 243 
5013;2!IZ5 101085/75 131 6i 259 D 51.13 D73.77 30 EEZE N3 CCCL HHLL 04.30 S 150.04 E 390038 244 
3013423292 10/08/78 101 64 2569 D 50.q9 072.18 30 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 149.71 E 390038 249 
3013423294 10/08/78 131 65 2559 D 49.81 070.67 70 EEFE N3 CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 149.37 E 390038 246 
3013423301 10/08/78 1)1 86 ?559 9 49.10 069.21 90 EEEE VD CCCL HILL 08.63 S 149.04 E 390038 247 
3013423303 10/08/78 111 67 2569 0 48.35 067.81 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 10.08 S 148.69 E 390038 246 
3013423310 10/08/78 131 63 2559 0 47.57 066.47 90 EEPE NO CCCL 4HLL 11.51 S 148.35 E 390038 249 
3013423312 10(08/78 131 19 2569 0 46.77 065.21 80 EEFE NO CCCL HILL 12.95 S 148.00 E 390038 290 
3013423315 10e08/78 121 73 2559 D 45.93 054.01 50 EEFE N3 CCCL HILL 14.39 S 147.64 E 390038 251 
35134 3321 10(09/78 1)1 71 2569 0 45.08 062.88 40 rCE N) CCCL HILL 15.83 S 147.30 E 390038 252 
3013423323 10(58/75 111 72 1559 D °4.21361.81 50 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 146.95 r 390038 253 
3013423330 10/08/78 101 73 256Q r) 43.31 360.79 50 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 16.71 S 146.59 E 390038 254 
3013423371 10108/78 1)1 83 2559 0 33.29 053.56 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 142.6 E 390038 255 
301342337q 10108178 121 84 2559 0 32.22 053.12 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S 142.22 E 390038 256 
33134233P0 10/08/78 1)1 85 2559 0 31.15 052.72 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.88 S 141.78 E 390038 257 
30134233P2 10/08/78 1)1 F. 25.9 0 30.05 052.36 10 EEEE yD CCCL LLLL 37.31 S 141.31 E 390038 258 
3013501144 10/08/78 119 r9 2570 D 46.79 065.25 NA M222 NO CCCL hLL 12.95 S 122.18 E 0 0 
3013501150 10108/78 119 70 2570 D 45.96 0o4.04 NA 4Mmm No CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 121.83 E 0 0 
3013501153 10/15/78 119 71 ?570 0 45.11 052.91 0 FEFF N3 CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 121.48 F 390038 508 
3011501155 10/15178 113 72 2570 D 44.23 061.83 10 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 121.13 E 390038 509 
3013501162 10/15/78 119 73 2570 0 43.33 060.81 10 MFFE NO CCCL HHLL 1P.71 S 120.78 E 390038 510 
3013501164 10/15/78 119 74 2570 D 42.41 059.85 10 ME2E NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 120.42 E 390038 511 
3013501191 10/15/78 1L9 83 2570 0 36.4B 055.21 0 EE2E No CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 118.12 E 390038 512 
3013501194 10/15/78 113 81 ?570 0 35.44 054.62 NA 2222 ND CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 117.71 E 0 0 
3013501200 10/15/78 119 82 2570 0 34.38 054.07 10 EE2E N3 CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 117.28 E 390038 513 
3019501203 10/15/78 119 83 2570 D 33.32 053.58 10 EF2E No CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 116.85 E 390038 514 
3013502423 10/15/78 157 32 ?571 0 47.51 134.53 90 Fr2E NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 110.06 E 390038 515 
301 532430 10/15/78 157 33 2571 D 48.38 132.94 90 FE2E NJ CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 109.57 E 390038 516 
5014Ua432 10/15178 IST 31 2571 B 49.12 '131.29 90 PEPE NO CO.L LLLL 37.36 N 109.0,9 r 390038 517 
3013502435 10/15/78 117 35 7571 D 49.83 129.60 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 108.63 E 990038 518 
6013502441 10/15178 137 3; 2571 0 50.50 127.87 90 FEFE N3 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 108.19 E 390038 519 
3011502444 10/15/79 137 37 2571 '2 51.14 126.05 NA MM9M N0 CCCL LLLL 33.07 V 107.76 E 0 0 
301a502490 10115/78 137 33 2571 0 51.74 124.25 NA M9MM NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 107.34 E 0 0 
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6013502452 10115/78 137 39 2571 0 52.30 122.36 1A 2222 N3 CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 106.92 E 0 0 
3013516261 10/09/78 50 2$ 2579 D 42.26 143.71 40 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 093.12 W 390038 284 
3D13516263 10/09/78 50 27 579 D 43.18 142.29 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 093.73 V 390038 285 
3013516270 10/09/78 30 23 2579 0 44.08 140.86 10 EEPE 4 CCCL LLLL 45.8 N 094.32 W 390038 256 
3013518272 10/09/78 30 29 2579 D 44.96 139.39 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 094.88 W 390038 287 
3013516275 10/09/78 30 30 2579 D 45.82 137.89 40 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 095.43 V 390038 288 
3013516281 10/09/78 30 31 2579 D 46.66 136.35 20 EEPE N3 CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 095.96 w 390038 289 
3013516284 10/09/78 50 32 ?579 0 47.46 134.79 0 EEPE 43 CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 096.46 W 390038 290 
3013516290 10/09/79 50 33 ?579 0 48.24 133.19 0 EEDE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 096.95 W 390038 291 
3013516293 10/09/78 30 34 2579 0 48.98 151.55 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 097.42'W 390038 292 
3015515295 10/09/78 50 35 2579 0 49.59 129.88 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N - 097.87 W 390038 293 
3013516302 10/09/78 30 36 2579 2 50.37 128.14 10 EEPE v3 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 098.32 W 390038 294 
3313515304 10/09/78 50 37 2579 0 51.01 126.37 20 EE'E NO CCCL LLLL 33-08 N 098.75 W 390038 295 
3013515311 10/09/78 50 33 2579 0 51.63 124.54 30 EEPE No CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 099.18 W 390058 296 
3013516313 10/09/78 50 39 ?579 D 52.19 122.67 50 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 099.59 W 390038 2q7 
3013518320 10/05/78 30 46 2579 D 52.72 120.76 60 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 100.00 V 590038 298 
3013516322 10/09/78 30 41 2579 D 53.21 118.79 NA MMM' '3 CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 100.38 V 0 0 
3013519492 10/01/78 S6 13 2581 D 34.25 154.88 90 6EEE No CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 13q.43 W 390038 742 
3013525335 10/08/78 102 61 2583 0 52.46 077.75 NA 2MEE NO CCCL NHLL 01-42 S 149.26 E 390038 743 
3013523341 10/03/78 t32 62 2593 D 51.91 076.01 NA 2MEE Y3 CCCL HHLL 02.86 S 148.93 E 390038 744 
30135 3344 10/08/78 12 65 ?5B3 D 51.32 074.33 30 2EEE v3 CCCL H4LL 04.30 S 148.60 E 390038 745 
3013523351 10/08/78 1)2 64 Z533 0 50.68 072.71 30 2EEE 43 CCCL 44LL 05.75 S 148.26 E 390038 746 
3018523353 10/08/78 102 65 25535 0 50.02 071.16 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 147.93 E 390038 747 
3015523355 10108/178 132 65 2533 D 49.31 069.68 NA M9MM NO CCCL HHLL 08.62 S 147.58 E 0 a 
30135 336? 10/08/78 112 67 2583 D 48.57 063.27 NA MMm 43 CCCL HHLL 10.0s S 147.25 E 0 0 
30135 3364 10/08/78 132 63 2583 D 47.81 066.92 NA HMMm NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 146.89 E 0 0 
301353371 10/08/78 12 69 2583 D 47.01 065.64 70 EEEE '3 CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 146.55 E 390038 748 
3013523373 10108/78 102 70 2583 0 46.19 064.43 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 146.21 E 390038 749 
3013523375 10/08/78 132 71 2593 D 45.35 063.28 80 EEEE No CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 145.86 E 390038 750 
3013523382 10/08/78 132 72 2583 D 44.48 082.18 80 EEEE 3 CCCL HLL 17.26 S 145.50 F 390038 751 
3013523425 10/08/78 1)2 83 2593 D 33.64 053.80 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 141.23 E 390038 752 
3013523432 10/08/78 102 84 2583 0 32.58 053.34 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 S 140.79 E 390038 753 
301353435 10/08178 132 85 2583 D 31.48 052.93 40 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 35.88 S 140.34 E 390038 754 
3013631141 10/08/78 120 54 2594 0 55.05 091.39 NA 'MMl '3 CCCL HHLL 08.65 N 125.81 E 0 0 
3015591143 10/08/78 1?0 55 ?554 D 54.32 089.30 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 125.44 ' 0 0 
3013601150 10/08/78 120 56 2594 D 54.55 087.25 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 125.12 E 0 0 
3018601152 10/08/78 120 57 2584 D 54.23 085.26 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.33 N 124.79 E 390038 755 
3013621155 10/88/78 1 D 53 2594 0 53.96 083.31 20 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 124.45 E 390038 756 
3013S1161 10/08/78 120 59 2584 D 53.44 081.40 30 SEEC N CCCL H-LL 01.45 N 124.11 E 390038 757­
3013&01154 10/08/75 120 63 2584 D 52.97 079.54 40 EErr v3 CCCL HHLL 30.01 N 123.77 F 390038 758 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 30
 
00:51 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/7E
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PAT] ROW 0B1T DAY/NITE SUN SUN % OLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICUREv MIQROFItLM MISFLM. 
I) DATE I /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4587B QLTY 45678 45678 CTR LAT, CNTR LONG - ROLL FRAME 
SaIB601170 10/08/76 10 41 2584 D 52.46 077.76 NA 1M2M NO CCCL HNLL 01.42 S 123.43 E 0 0 
301386i3070 10/08/78 24& 30 2591 D 45.58 138.21 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 045.22 W 390038 259 
3013I31073 10/08/78 48 31 2591 D 48.41 136.70 80 EE E NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 045.75 W 390038 260 
3013S13075 10/08/78 24; 32 2591 D 47.23 135.15 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 046.25 W a f 
3018614440 10/08/78 13 27 2592 D 42.91 142.57 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 089.33 W 390038 759 
5315S14493 10/08/78 13 23 2592 D 43.82' 141.15 NA 14MM NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 069.92 W 0 0 
5013814495 10/08/7S 13 29 2532 0 44.70 139.70 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 070.48 W 0 0 
3313614502 10/08/78 13 30 2592 D 45.56 138.22 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 V 071.02 V 0 0 
3013614504 10/08/78 13 31 2592 0 46.40 136.71 90 EEFL NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 071.51 W 590038 760 
3013614511 10/08/78 13 32 2592 D 47.21 135.17 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40o19 N 072.04 W 390058 761 
3013614534 10/08/78 13 43 2592 D 53.92 115.33 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 076.79 W 390038 251 
301la14561 10/08/78 13 44 2592 D 54.28 115.27 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 077.15 W 390038 2E2 
3013614563 10/08/78 13 45 2592 D 54.60 111.18 NA MMMX NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 077.53 W 0 0 
3013814570 10/08/78 13 46 2592 0 54.86 109.04 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 077.90 W 0 0 
51814572 10/08/78 13 47 53?9 ') 55.07 106.89 NA MUMX NO CCCL FHLL 18.73 N 076.26 W 0 
3013814575 10/08/78 13 43 ?592 0 55.23 104.75 20 FPEE N3 CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 078.62 W 390038 263 
3313;14581 10/08/78 13 43 2592 0 55.34 102.57 30 £EEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 078.98 V 390036 264 
3013614584 10/08/75 13 53 2592 D 55.39 100.40 NA MMMM NO CCCL 'HLL 14.42 N 079.32 W 9 0 
3013614590 10/08/78 13 51 2592 0 55.39 098.22 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 4 079.67 W 0 0 
301354593 10,/08/78 13 5 592 0 55.34 096.0s NN MIM NJ CCCL XHLL 11.53 N 080.01 v 0 0 
3013614595 10/08/78 13 53 ?592 0 55.23 093.91 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N 080.35 W 0 0 
3013815002 10/08/78 13 54 ?592 0 55.07 091.79 NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 08.65 N 080.69 V 0 0 
3013I15004 10/08/78 13 55 2592 0 54.86 089.71 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 081.02 W 0 0 
3013818315 10/22/78 51 28 2593 D 41.95 144.01 90 E22E NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 094.55 W 390039 94 
3015816322 10122/78 51 27 2593 D 42.88 142.61 30 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 095.16 W 39003q 95
 
30185165324 10/22/78 51 23 2593 D 43.73 141.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 095.75 W 390039 96
 
3018616331 10/22/78 31 29 2593 D 44.67 139.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 096.32 W 390039 97
 
3013616335 10/22/78 51 33 2593 0 45.55 138.27 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 096.86 W 390039 98
 
3313818340 10/22/78 51 31 2593 0 46.37 136.76 0 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 41.653 v 097.38 W 390039 99
 
3013615342 10122/78 31 32 2593 D 47.18 135.21 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 097.89 W 390039 100
 
301316345 10/22/78 51 33 2593 0 47.97 133.63 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 098.37 6 390039 101
 
3013615351 10/22/78 31 34 2593 D 48.72 132.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 098.84 W 390039 102
 
3013516354 10/22/78 51 35 2593 D 49.45 130.34 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 099.30 w 390039 103
 
3013818360 10/22/78 51 38 2593 0 50.14 128.63 50 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 54.50 N 09P.75 W 390039 104
 
3513415363 1f/22/78 51 37 2593 D qtSp 126A87 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 100-18 W 390039 105
 
3018614365 10/22/78 31 38 2593 51.42 NA PJ LI!eL 100.61 0
0 125.07 Rm qCCCL -31I5 N W .0 
301381'372 10/2217B 31 39 2593 r 52.00 123.22 NA MMM NJ CCCL LLLL 30.21 V 101.02 w 0 0 
3013'15374 10/22/78 51 40 2593 D 52.54 121.32 NA 2222 N) CCCL LLLL 28.74 N 101.42 W 0 0 
£013818151 10/22/78 43 26 2594 0 41.92 144.04 90 EEEE N3 CCL LLLL k6.71 N 120.37 V 390039 106 
3U13618154 10122/78 49 27 2594 D 42.S5 142.64 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 V 121.00 . 390039 107 





12113/78 LANOSAT ) MSS SENSOR 

00:52 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY 'U1 R0 ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % OLD QUALITY CM CCM MOor GAIN PICTJRC PICTURE 4ICROFILM NICFLM
 
TO DATE fl /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45578 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3013618140 10/22/78 49 28 2594 0 43.74 141.22 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 121.57 W 390039 108 
3013618163 10/22/78 19 29 2594 D 44.64 139.78 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 122.13 W 390039 109 
3013613165 10/22/78 49 30 2594 0 45.51 138.30 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 122.67 W 0 0 
301361B172 10/22/7 #9 31 594 0 46.35 136.80 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 123.19 W 0 0 
5019618174 10/22/78 19 32 2594 0 47.15 135.26 50 EEEE NO CCL LLLL 40.21 N 123.69 v 390039 119 
3013615180 10122/78 49 33 2594 D 47.94 133.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 124.18 W 390039 111 
3013619551 10/08178 S7 1B 2595 D 33.89 155.09 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 139.86 W 390038 460 
3013620064 10/08/78 57 45 595 3 54.84 109.22 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.18 N 155.36 W 390038 265 
3018520071 10/08/78 57 47 ?595 D 55.06 107.06 NA MM M NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 155.72 W 0 0 
3013621350 10101175 35 10 ?535 0 25.11 1695.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.54 N 153.98 W 390038 380 
3013621353 10/01/78 35 11 ?596 D 26.24 167.08 20 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 156;03 W 390038 381 
3013621355 10/01/78 35 12 596 0 27.35 165.03 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.96 N 157.85 W 390038 3B2 
3013621362 10/01/78 85 13 2596 D 28.45 163.12 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.64 N 159.48 W 390038 33 
3013621364 10/01/78 35 14 2596 D 29.56 161.35 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.31 N 160.95 w 390038 38A 
3013621371 10/01/73 35 15 2596 D 30.55 159.68 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.95 N 162.29 W 393038 385 
3013621373 10/01/78 35 16 ?596 9 31.73 158.i0 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 163.51 W 390038 386 
3013621380 19/01/78 35 17 2596 D 32.30 156.58 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 164.64 W 390038 387 
3019623481 19/08/78 103 82 2597 D 35.02 054.54 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 140.25 E 390038 266 
3013S23484 10/08/78 1)3 83 ?597 0 33.96 054.03 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.G4 S 139.81 E 390038 267 
3013704333 10/15178 157 23 2600 0 38.90 148.25 0 FP2F NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 086.76 E 390038 162 
3013704340 10/15/78 157 2% 2600 D 39.98 146.89 0 PF2E NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 086.05 E 390038 163 
3018704342 10/15/78 157 25 2600 0 40.A5 145.53 0 FF2E NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 085.36 E 390038 164 
3013704345 10/15/78 L57 2; 2600 0 41.80 144.16 0 FF2F NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 064.71 E 390038 165 
731370'351 10/15/17 157 27 600 0 42.73 142.77 0 PP2? N CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 084.09 E 390038 16 
3013706151 10/21/78 175 19 2601 D 34.81 153.72 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.q3 N 064.29 E 390039 357 
3018706153 10/21/78 175 20 2601 D 35.B5 152.33 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 063.39 E 390039 358 
3013706160 10/21/78 175 21 2601 0 36.88 150.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 062.54 E 390039 359 
3013706162 10/21/78 175 2? 2601 D 37.89 149.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 061.73 E 390039 360 
3013706165 10/21/78 t75 23 2601 D 38.88 148.26 10 EEEE V) CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 050.97 E 390039 361 
3013706171 10/21/78 115 24 2601 D 39.87 146.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 060.26 E 390039 362 
3018706280 10/21/78 175 50 2601 0 55.38 100.82 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 048.32 E 0 0 
3018706283 10/21/78 175 51 2601 0 55.39 098.64 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 047.97 E 390039 363 
3013706285 10/21/78 [75 52 2601 D 55.35 096.50 20 EEEE N3 CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 047.62 E 390059 364 
3013706312 10/21/78 175 58 ?501 D 53.99 084.07 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 045.57 E 0 0 
3013706314 10/21/78 175 59 501 0 53.59 082.15 NA MM4 ND CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 045.25 E 0 0 
3013707580 10/21/78 t95 18 2602 D 33.75 155.14 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 039.46 F 390039 365 
3013707583 10/21/78 193 19 2602 D 34.30 153.73 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 038.50 E 390039 366 
301 737585 10/21/78 133 2S 6262 0 35.33 152.35 70 EEZE NO CCC, LLLL 57.04 N 037.58 F 390039 367 
301D3707592 10121/78 133 21 2602 D 36.55 150.98 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 036.73 E 390039 3568 






ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 32 
00:52 FROM 1GI0I/7B TO 10/31/78 
O3S:RVATION ENTRY PATH ROY CiSIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MLCROFJL IICFLM ' 
10 DATE f ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3013708000 10/21/78 193 23 2602 D 38.87 148.27 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 035.17 E 390039 370 
301R708003 10(21176 193 24 26o2 D 39.35 146.92 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 034.46 E 390039 371 
3013708005 10121/78 193 25 202 D 40.52 145.56 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 033.79 E 390039 372 
3013720003 10/22/78 $8 17 2609 0 32.47 156.75 50 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 61.24 N 140.27 W 390038 180 
3018721405 10/22/78 35 iD ?610 9 24.75 169.45 100 FF2E NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 155.41 W 390038 181 
3013721411 10/22/78 3£ 11 2610 0 25.97 167.21 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 49.24 N 157.45 W 390038 182 
3013721414 10/22/78 3S 12 2610 D 26.99 165.15 60 EEPE No CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 159.26 W 390038 193 
5013721420 10/22/78 3 13 2610 0 28.10 163.27 40 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 N 160.89 w 390038 184 
3U1B7214?3 10/22/78 36 14 2610 D 29.20 161.50 20 FEDE NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 162.36 W 390038 185 
3013721425 10/22/78 35 15 610 0 30.29 159.86 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 63.94 N 163.71 W 390038 186 
3B721432 10/22/78 36 15 2610 0 31.37 158.28 50 FL2E NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 164.94 W 390038 187 
30137 1434 10/22/78 3S 































3013904412 10/21/78 138 23 2614 D 43.33 141.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 082.06 E 390039 501 
3013304453 10/21/78 153 33 514 D 51.11 125.84 40 EEEE 13 CCCL 'LLL 31.65 N 071.19 E 390039 502 
3013806341 10/21/78 175 51 ?615 0 55.38 099.34 NA 2222 ND CCCL HHLL 12.97 4 046.53 E 0 0 
3013336344 10/21/78 176 52 2615 0 55.35 097.17 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 046.18 E 390039 503 
3018806373 10/21/78 176 59 2&15 0 53.71 082.77 NA MMM'I NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 04o381 E 0 0 
301536375 10/21/78 TS 60 2415 D 53.?8 080.87 1A M944 NO CCCL HHLL 00.00 N 043.48 E 0 0 
5013B00405 10/21/78 176 67 2815 D 49.10 069.38 NA M'11 %3 CCCL HHLL 10.08 S 041.13 F 0 0 
3D13306411 10/21/78 176 65 2615 0 48.36 068.00 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.52 S 040.79 E 390039 504 
3018806414 10/21/78 176 69 2615 0 47.55 066.66 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.96 S 040.44 E 390039 505 
3013806420 10/21/78 175 70 2615 0 46.7q 065.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 040.09 E 390039 506 
5013806423 10/21/78 175 71 2615 D 45.95 064.20 10 EEFE NO CCCL H1PLL 15.83 S 039.73 E 390039 507 
3313996425 10/21/78 174 72 2615 0 45.10 063.07 20 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 039.37 £ 390039 500 
































































301 315033 10/22/78 15 34 2620 D 48.24 132.85 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 075.86 W 390038 194 
30135815035 10/22/78 15 35 ?520 D 48.93 131.23 0 FFEE 'dO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 076.33 W 390038 199 
30135815042 10/22/73 15 35 2620 D 49.69 129.55 0 FPEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.50 N 074.79 4 390038 196 
3013B15042 10/22/73 15 41 26 0 0 52.71 120.48 60 FEEE NO UCCL HHLL 27.34 N 078.87 4 390038 197 
3018815065 10/22/78 13 42 2620 D 53.20 118.53 NA MNMM NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 079.26 W 0 0 
3013815071 10/22/78 15 43 2620 0 53.64 116.52 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 079.64 4 390038 198 
3013315074 10/22/73 15 44 ?520 0 54.03 114.50 50 FFE ND CCCL HHLL 25.04 N 030.02 1 390038 199 
3013315090 1D/22/73 15 45 620 D 54.38 112.42 NA 2222 13 CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 030.40 4 0 0 
3018818432 10/08/78 33 2S 26'1 D 41.32 144.62 10 EFrE ND CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 097.42 6 390038 26A 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 33
 
00: 52 FROM 30/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
QBS:9VATION ENTRY Pktl RO 0 9T DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 4ICFLM 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3013B16435 10/08/78 33 27 ?621 D 42.26 143.25 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 098.03 W 390038 269 
3013816441 10/08/78 33 28 2621 0 43.18 141.86 20 EFE! ND CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 098.62 W 390038 270 
3013315444 I0108/78 33 29 2621 D 44.08 140.45 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N 099.18 W 390038 271 
3013316530 10/08/79 53 331 2621 0 44.96 139.01 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 099.73 W 390038 272 
3018815453 10/08/78 33 31 2821 0 45.81 137.52 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 100.25 W 39003b 273 
3013916455 10/08/78 33 32 2621 0 46.54 136.02 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 100.75 W 0 0 
3013818264 10/22/78 31 2& 2622 D 41.29 144.65 90 PE22 NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 4 123.23 W 390038 200 
3013515271 10/22/78 51 27 2622 D 42.23 143.28 90 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 123.85 W 190038 201 
3013818273 10/22/78 51 28 2622 D 43.15 141.90 90 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 124.43 W 390038 202 
3013919275 10/22/78 51 29 2822 0 44.05 140.48 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N 125.00 W 390038 203 
3013318282 10/22/78 51 30 2622 0 44.93 139.04 NA MM9 N3 CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 125.53 W 0 0 
30133D0053 10/01/78 ;9 1S 5 3 D 31.05 158.42 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL S2.58 N 140.54 W 390038 3588 
3018820061 10/01/78 59 17 2623 0 32.13 156.92 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.21 V 141.67 V 390038 339 
3013820172 10/21/78 59 44 2623 0 53.99 114.67 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 157.48 W 390039 510 
3013 20175 10/21/79 j9 45 2623 3 54.35 112.60 30 EErE ND CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 157.85 4 393039 511 
30138 1463 10O01/78 37 10 ?624 0 24.37 169.57 100 EEC NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 156.85 w 390038 390 
3013321470 10101/78 37 ii 2624 0 25.30 167.35 90 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 158.89 W 390038 391 
3013821472 10/01/7B 37 12 2624 D 26.51 165.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.q5 N 160.70 6 34O0 3 8 392 
3013821475 10/D1/78 37 13 2624 0 27.72 163.43 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL S6.62 N 152.33 w 390038 393 
301 521481 10101/78 37 14 2624 0 28.32 161.69 60 EEEC ND CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 153.80 W 390038 394 
30139 1520 10/01/78 37 23 2624 D 39.32 148.72 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.93 N 172.85 W 390038 395 
3013823542 10/21/78 135 69 2625 D 47.76 067.00 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.94 S 142.25 E 390039 512 
3013823544 10/21/78 L05 70 ?625 0 46.96 065.72 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 141.90 E 390039 513 
3014323551 10/21/78 135 71 2625 D 45.14 064.51 10 CEEC N) CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 141.55 E 390039 514 
30133 3533 10/21/73 135 72 26 5 D 45.29 063.36 10 EEEE No CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 141.19 E 390039 515 
3013904435 10/29/78 159 20 262q D 35.17 152.78 100 FEEC NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 086.25 E 390038 204 
3013904441 10/29/78 139 21 628 0 36.20 151.44 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 085.42 E 0 0 
301390444 10/29/78 159 22 2628 0 37.22 150.11 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 084.63 C 390038 205 
3013904450 10/29/78 159 23 2628 0 38.23 148.78 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 083.88 C 390038 206 
3013934453 10/29/78 159 24 2628 D 39.22 147.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 083.16 E 390038 207 
3013908100 10129/78 1935 19 2630 0 34.11 154.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N 035.64 E 39003a 208 
3013908102 10/29/78 13 20 2530 0 35.15 152.78 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 034.72 E 390038 209 
3014908104 10/29/78 195 21 >630 0 3&.1B 151.44 50 EE!! NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 033.85 E 390038 210 
3313908111 10/29/73 195 22 230 0 37.19 150.12 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4.28 N 033.05 E 390038 211 
3018908113 10/29/79 1 93 23 2630 D 33.20 148.80 70 EECE ND CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 032.29 E 390038 212 
3018908120 10/29/78 195 24 2630 D 39.19 147.47 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 031.58 E 390038 213 
3013908122 10/29/73 135 25 2630 D 40.17 146.14 60 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 030.90 E 390038 214 
3013908123 10/29/78 1)3 25 2530 3 41.12 144.81 10 EEEE YD CCCL LLLL 48.63 v 030.26 r 390038 215 
3013908131 10/29/78 135 27 2630 0 42.07 143.45 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 023.64 F 390038' 216, 
3018908134 10/29/78 195 23 2630 0 42.99 142.07 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 02R.04 E 390038 217 
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3013915085 10108/78 IS 
3018915091 10/08/78 15 
3013915094 10/08/78 16 
301§915100 10/08/78 16 
3013915103 16/03/78 IS 
3018915105 10/08/78 16 
5013915112 10/08/78 16 
3013915130 10/08/78 IS 
3013915135 10/0/78 16 
3013915141 10/08/78 15 
3015915144 10/08/78 16 
301315150 10/08/78 16 
3013915153 10/08/78 16 
3013915155 10/08/78 IS 
3013915162 10/08/78 16 
3013915164 10/08/78 16 
3013915171 10/08/78 I 
3313915322 10/2 /78 52 
3013918325 10/22/78 52 
301S920111 10/01/78 70 
3013920113 10/01/78 T0 
30139 6120 10/01/78 70 
3013921522 10/01/78 39 
301§921524 10/01/78 R8 
3013921531 10/01/t8 38 
3dl3921533 10101/78 38 
3013?921540 10/01/78 33 
3013921574 10/01/78 38 
of92IS81 f0/01/76 S 
3013923594 10/08/78 1) 
331933000 10/03/78 136 
3019000003 10/08/78 136 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































12/13/73 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 35
 
0:52 FROM 10/01(78 TO 10/31/TB
 
OSERVATION ENTRY PATH IOV OIBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM Ccm NODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM IICFLM
 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3019000012 10/08/78 135 72 2639 D 45.57 063.76 NA 11MN NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 139.78 E 0 0 
5219300053 10/08/78 136 82 2639 D 356.03 055.30 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 135.92 E 0 0 
3019000055 10f09/78 1)6 83 ?639 D 34.98 054.75 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 135.50 E 390038 614 
3319000062 10/09/78 106 84 2639 0 33.93 054.25 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 135.06 E 390038 615 
301901255 10/09/78 124 27 2640 D 41.03 143.70 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 131.42 E 390038 616 
301901262 10(09/78 1?4 23 640 D 42.76 142.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 130.83 E 390038 617 
3013001264 10/09/78 124 29 640 43.567 140.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 130.26 E 390038 618 
3019001271 10/09/78 124 30 2640 D 44.55 139.52 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 v 129.72 E 390038 619 
3019001273 10/09f78 124 31 2640 D 45.42 138.07 20 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 129.19 E 390038 620 
3013001280 10f09/78 124 32 2640 0 46.26 136.58 10 EEE NO CCCL LLLL %0.21 N 128.68 E 390038 621 
5319331282 10(09178 114 33 2640 9 47.08 135-06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 V 128.19 E 390038 622 
30190D1314 lOf9/78 1?4 41 640 D 52.46 121.29 90 EEEE No CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 124.76 E 390038 623 
3019001321 10/09/78 124 42 2640 0 52.96 119.38 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 124.36 E 390038 624 
30193001323 10(09/78 124 43 2640 0 53.42 117.41 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 123.98 E 390038 525 
3019001350 10/09/78 124 44 fl0 0 53.34 115.40 100 ECEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 123.60 E 390038 626 
3019001332 10109f78 124 45 2640 0 54.20 113.36 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 123.23 E 390038 627 
3019001356 10/09178 124 45 640 D 54.52 111.28 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 122.87 E 390038 628 
3019D01341 10f09(78 t24 47 2540' D 54.79 109.17 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 122.51 E 390038 629 
3019003080 10/08/78 142 24 261 D 38.92 147.70 NA mRMM NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 107.56 E 0 0 
3013004595 10(21/78 160 45 2542 0 54.19 113.44 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 V 071.59 F 0 0 
3013005002 10121/78 150 4S 2642 D 54.51 111.36 NA MMMI NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 071.23 E 0 0 
3U19005004 10(21(78 1$0 47 2642 D 54.78 109.25 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 070.87 E 0 0 
3013006454 10/21/78 175 51 2643 3 55.35 100.70 NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 043.67 E 1 0 
3019004460 10/21/78 1?9 52 2643 D 55.35 098.54 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 043.32 E a 0 
301303S501 10/21/78 113 62 2643 D 52.60 078.43 NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 039.94 E 0 0 
3019006504 lOf21/78 178 G3 2643 0 52.06 076.68 NA M4M8 NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 039.60 E 0 0 
3019006510 10/21/78 1?8 64 2643 D 51.48 075.00 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 039.26 E 0 0 
3019006513 10/21/78 173 65 a543 D 50.57 073.37 NA M4M" NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 038.92 E 0 0 
3013396545 10/21/78 178 73 2643 D 44.78 062.76 NA MMMI NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 036.15 E 0 0 
3019006551 10(21/78 178 74 2643 D 43.89 061.71 NA MM NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 035.79 E 0 0 
3019006554 10/21/78 178 75 2643 D 42.98 060.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 035.42 E 390038 299 
3019008195 l0(21/78 19; 23 2544 0 43.59 141.02 NA 6S52 NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 027.06 C 0 0 
3013008201 10/21/78 1S 30 2644 0 44.48 139.60 90 EEME N3 CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 026.51 E 390038 300 
3013008204 10121/78 195 51 2644 0 45.35 138.16 NA 244 NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 026.00 E 0 0 
3019008344 10/21/78 196 65 2644 D 50.39 073.43 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 013.11 E 3rrn 301 
3019008351 10121/78 196 66 2644 0 50.24 071.87 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.6) S 012.76 E 390038 302 
3019003353 10/21f78 136 57 2644 D 49.55 070.38 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 012.42 E 0 0 
3019008360 10121178 13; &5 ?644 0 48.84 068.96 70 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 012.08 E 390038 303 
3019008362 10W21178 IG 59 aS4 D 48.09 067.60 NA 2222 No CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 011.79 E 0 a 
3019015125 10122178 17 29 ?648 0 43.52 141.09 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 076.18 W 0 0 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
 
STANDARD CATALOG
12/1 3Y LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
 PAGE 36
00:53 
 FRO4 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION E'TRY PATH ROO ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM 
CC MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 4ICFLM
1i DATE 0 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER A5678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT 
 CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
30fl015132 10/22/78 17 30 2648 0 #4.41 139.69 
 NA 1MMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 076.73 W 0 0
3019015134 10/22178 17 31 2648 0 45.27 138.26 NA M4MM NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 077.26 W 0 03013215141 10/22178 17 32 2648 
 D 46.11 136.79 NA mmRm NO 
 CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 077.77 W 0 0
3009015143 10/22/78 
 17 33 2648 0 46.93 135.28 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 
 18.77 N 078.27 W 0 0
3019015150 10/22/78 17 3% 2648 D 47.72 133.73 
 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 078.75 W 390038 711
3019015152 10/22/7B 17 35 2648 D 48.48 132.14 30 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 35.92 N 079.20 W 390038 712
3019015155 10122/78 17 35 2648 D 49.21 130.51 60 ErFE No CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 079.65 W 390038 7133019015161 10/22/78 17 37 2648 0 
 49.92 128.82 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 33.07 N 080.09 1 390038 714
3019015164 10122/78 17 36 2648 0 50.58 127.10 NA MM14M ND 
 CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 080.51 W 0 0
3013915170 10/22/78 
 17 33 'S63 D 51.21 125.32 
 NA MM44 N3 CCCL LLLL 50.21 V 080.93 w 0 0
3319015173 10/22/78 17 40 648 D 51.30 123.50 30 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 081.34 W 390038 715
3013015175 10/22/78 
 17 41 2648 D 52.36 121.63 50 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 27.34 N 081.75 W 390038 716
3019015182 10/22/78 17 42 2648 0 52.87 119.71 80 EFEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 25.91 N 082.12 W 390038 717
3019015191 10/21/78 
 17 4k 2648 0 53.76 115.75 
 NA M14M NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 4 082.89 W 0 0
3313315193 10/21/78 17 45 ?648 0 54.24 113.70 NA MM14M NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 083.26 W 0 0
3019215200 10/21/78 17 4S 2648 0 54.46 111.63 NA 9222 NO CCCL HqLL a0.17 N 
 083.64 W 0 0
3013015202 10/09/78 
 17 47 2 g4 8 D 54.74 109.54 
 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 084.01 w 390038 630
3019015205 10/09/78 17 43 ?648 
 0 54.97 107.40 30 CEEE NJ 
 CCCL HHLL 17.30 V 084.37 W 390038 631
3019015211 10/09/79 17 49 548 0 55.15 105.25 
 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 084.72 W 390058 632
30,13016545 10/09/78 33 
 2S ?649 D 40.89 145.22 90 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 100.28 w 390038 6333019016552 10/09/78 35 
 27 2649 D 41.64 143.88 90 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 100.89 w 390038 654
3019016554 L1/09178 55 21 ?649 D 42.56 142.53 
 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 101.47 W 390038 635
3013901561 10/09/73 
 35 23 2S49 p 43.47 141.16 NA MM'4M Ni CCC' L LZ 44.45 N 102.,03 W 0 03513016563 10/09/73 55 30 249 3 44.37 139.75 NA MMMM N3 CCCL 
 LLLL 43.04 N 102.58 V 0 03013016570 10/09/73 35- 31 2549 D 45.24 138.30 NA m49 NO CCCL- LLLL 
 41.62 N 103.10 W 0 0
3019020163 10/01/78 71 
 14 2652 0 28.14 161.95 10 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.27 N 140.84 W 390038 405
3019220165 10/01178 
 71 15 2651 0 29.24 160.32 30 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 53.93 N 142.18 W 390038 406
30199 0172 10/0'1/78 71 15 2651 0 30.33 158.78 
 70 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 62.58 N 143.41 w 390038 407
301D3020174 10101/78 71 17 2651 0 3441 157.30 80 
 EEEE NJ CCCL LLLL 61.21 N 14#.54 w 390038 408
301902'1580 10/29/78 39 10 2652 
 0 23.65 169.76 90 EFEF NO 
 CCCL LLLL 70.50 N 159.70 W 390039 71
3013021583 10/2§/78 39 11 2652 a 24.76 167.58 NA 2222 
 NO CCCL LLLL E9.23 N 161.75 W 0 0
3a19021585 10/29/78 39 12 652 0 25.87 165.60 50 EEE NJ CCCL 
 LLLL 67.94 V 153.56 Q 390039 72
3019021592 10/29/78 39 13 552 0 26.99 163.72 40 EEEE ND CCCL 
 LLLL 66.62 N 165.19 1 390039 73
3019022033 10/29/78 B9 23 
 2652 D 37.65 149.23, 90 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 52.92 N 175.71 W 390039 74
5019022035 10/29/78 
 39 24 2652 0 38.65 147.93 90 6F4M NO CCCL LLLL 
 51.52 N 176.42 W 390039 75
3013100025 10/09/79 
137 62 2653 2 52.72 078.89 NA 2222 ND CCCL HHLL 
 02.87 S 141.7S E 0 0
3019100043 10/09/78 137 65 ?653 
 D 50.37 072.20 60 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 140.41 E 390038 636
3019I00050 10/09/7q 117 e,7 S53 
 U 49.70 070.71 90 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 140.07 E 390038 637
3019100052 10/09/78 137 SO 2653 
 0 48.98 069.26 40 CEC 
 'N0 CCCL HHLL 1"1',51 S '139.72 E 39003,8 .638
3019100055 109/78 137 69 253 0 48.24 
067.89 20 EEEE NJ CCCL HHLL 
 12.95 S 139.37 E 390038 639
 




12113/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 37"
 
00:53 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
U3SERVATION E4TRY PkrH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY COM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
1) DATE f /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
30!100ln16 10/09/78 1)7 70 253 D 47.6 066.58 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 139.02 E 390038 640
 
3019100064 10/09/78 107 71 ?653 D 46.56 055.34 NA MMMM NO CCCL HULL 15.83 S 138.68 E 0 0
 
3019100070 10/09/78 107 72 2653 0 45.84 064.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 138.33 E 390038 641
 
3019103111 10109178 107 82 2653 D 36.36 055.55 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.81 S 134.48 E 390038 642 
3019100114 10/09/78 137 83 2653 0 35.52 054.93 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 134.05 E 390038 643 
30L9131311 10122/78 125 25 2654 D 40.57 145.35 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL' 48.70 N 130.61 E 390038 783 
3019101314 10/22/79 125 27 2654 D 41.52 144.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 129.98 E 390038 784 
3019101320 10/22/78 125 28 2654 0 42.45 142.66 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 129.39 E 390038 785 
3013101323 10/22/78 125 29 2554 0 43.37 141.28 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 12B.83 E 390038 786 
3019101325 10/22/78 175 30 2554 0 44.26 139.88 10 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 43.05 x 128.28 r 390038 787 
301)101332 10/22178 I5 31 654 D 45.13 138.45 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 127.76 E 390038 788 
3019101334 10/22/78 125 32 2654 0 45.98 136.98 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 127.25 E 390038 789 
3019101341 10/22/78 125 33 2654 0 46.81 135.47 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 126.76 E 390038 790 
3019101343 10(22/7 1?5 34 2554 0 47.51 153.93 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.56 V 125.29 E 390038 791 
3013101454 10/22/78 125 61 ?654 0 53.22 00.76 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 116.26 E 390038 792 
3019101461 10/22/72 125 Ga 2654 D 52.74 078.94 90 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 115.94 E 390038 793 
30L91014653 t022/78 123 63 2654 D 52.22 077.19 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 115.61 E 390038 794 
3019101470 10122/79 125 64 ?654 0 51.55 075.48 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 115.28 E 390038 795 
3019191472 10/22/78 1?5 65 2634 0 51.04 073.83 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 114.93 E 390038 798 
3013101475 10/22/78 L 5 65 2654 0 50.39 072.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 1I4.59 E 390038 797 
3013103163 10122/78 143 31 2655 0 45.12 138.46 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 101.96 E 390038 798 
3019104552 10/21/78 1S1 20 258 D 34.48 153.21 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 083.44 E 390038 304 
30191D4554 10/21/78 11 21 265G 0 35.52 151.89 30 EFE! NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 V 082.59 E 390038 305 
30l134T61 10/21/7B 151 22 2656 D 36.55 150.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 081.79 E 390038 306 
3019104563 10121/78 151 23 2656 D 37.56 149.29 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 081.03 E 390038 30,7 
3013104570 10/21/78 151 24 2656 0 38.56 148.00 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 080.31 E 390038 308 
3019104572 10/21/73 11 25 2556 D 39.35 146.69 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 079.62 E 390038 309 
3015104575 10121/78 161 26 2555 0 40.52 145.37 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 49.70 N 078.98 E 3900D38 310 
3013104581 10/21/78 15l 27 2656 D 41.48 144.04 80 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 078.36 E 390038 311 
3019104584 10/21/78 151 29 9656 0 42.41 142.69 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 077.77 E 390038 312 
3019104590 10/21/78 151 29 2656 D 43.33 141.32 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 077.21 E 0 0 
3013105054 10/21/78 181 43 2656 0 54.07 114.08 4A MM$M NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 V 070.16 E 0 0 
3019195060 10/21/78 181 4S 2656 D 54.40 112.02 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 069.79 E 390038 313 
3013105891 10/21/78 L179 19 257 0 33.41 154.58 80 FEEE V O CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 058.56 E 390038 314 
3013106383 10121/78 179 20 2657 0 34.47 153.22 so EEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 057.65 E 390038 315 
3019106390 10/21/78 179 21 2657 D 35.51 151.90 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 056.79 E 390038 316 
3013106392 10/21/78 119 22 2657 0 36.53 150.60 30 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 54.28 V 056.00 E 390038 317 
301310I395 10t21/78 179 23 2657 D 37.55 149.30 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 055.25 E 390038 318 
3019106401 10/21/78 179 24 2657 0 38.55 148.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 054.53 E 390038 319
 
3019105404 10/21/7b L79 25 Z657 0 39.54 146.70 NA 2222 ND CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 053.85 E 0 0
 




12/13/78 LANbSA T 3 MSS SENOR PAGE 38
00:53 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10P31A78
 
O5SEIVATION ENTRY PATH I04 OBIT DAY/NITE SUN 
 SUN % CLD QUALITY CZM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLN
 
I0 DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
301flQ6503 1021/78 179 49 ?637 D 55.11 105.70 20 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 
 15.85 N 042.93 E 390038 320
 
3J1106510 10/21/78 179 50 ?657 0 55.24 105.56 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 042.58 E 390038 
 321
 
3019106512 10(21/78 179 51 2657 0 55.32 101.40 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 042.23 E 390038 322
3019107024 10/21/78 179 78 2657 D 40.45 058.41 NA IHMM NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 S 
 032.84 E 0 0
 
3019107030 10/21/78 
179 79 2657 0 39.48 057.63 NA 2MMM NO CCCL HHLL 27.32 S 032.45 E 0 0 
3019107033 10/21/78 179 80 2857 0 38.49 055.92 NA 
 MM' No CCCL LHLL 28.75 S 032.05 E 0 0
 
3013107035 10/21/7B 173 81 257 D 37.49 056.25 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 30.18 S 031.64 
E 0 0
 
3019107042 10/21/78 179 82 2657 0 36.47 055.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 31.61 S 031.22 E 390038 323
 
3019108212 10/21/78 137 13 2658 9 33.40 154.57 
 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 032.76 E 390038 324
3019108215 1021178 
197 20 2658 0 34.45 153.23 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 031.84 E 390038 325 
3013108221 10/21/78 137 21 2638 D 35.48 151.92 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 031.00 E 390038 326 
3019103224 10121/78 137 2 2658 D 36.52 150.61 80 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 030.19 E 390038 327
 
3019108235 10f08/78 137 
 25 2G58 D 39.52 146.72 NA MMEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 028.04 E 390038 461
 
3019108242 1008/78 137 26 2558 0 40.49 145.41 
 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 027.39 E 390038 462
3019108244 10/08/78 297 27 258 0 41.44 144.08 
 30 FEEE V3 CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 026.78 E 390038 463
3019108251 10/08/78 137 29 658 D 42.38 142.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 v 026.18 E 
 390038 464
 
3019108253 10/08/78 197 23 2658 0 43.30 141.36 10 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 025.61 E 390038 465
 
3019108260 10108/78 1T7 30 2658 D 44.19 139.97 
 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 025.06 E 390038 466
 
3014108262 10/08/78 137 31 ?638 0 45.05 138.55 10 ESES ND CCtL LLLL 41.61 
N 024.53 E 390038 467
 
3019110112 10/08/73 a15 35 2659 D 48.29 132.50 20 EEEE 
 No CCCL HHLL 35.92 N 003.19 w 390038 468
 
3019115190 10(22/78 13 30 ?662 D 44.11 140.05 100 EFEE N3 CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 078.16 W 
 390038 718
 3019115193 10/22/78 18 31 26S2 D 44.99 138.63 
 90 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 078.69 W 390038 719
 
301 115195 10f22/78 13 32 252 n 45.84 137.17 70 FEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 40.29 N 079.21 W 390038 720
301)115202 10122/78 I3 35 262 D 46.5 135.69 NA NMMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 V 079.70 W 0 0
 
3019115204 10/22/78 18 34 2652 0 47.46 134.17 20 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 080.18 V 390038 721
 
3019115211 10/22/78 18 33 2662 0 48.23 132.60 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 080.64 W 
 390038 722
 
3013115213 10f22/78 I3 36 2652 0 48.97 130.98 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 V 081.09 w 390038 723
3019115220 1D'22/78 18 37 ?652 0 49.58 129.32 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 081.54 W 390038 724
 
3019115222 10f22/78 18 33 26&2 0 50.35 127.61 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 081.97 W 390038 725
3019115225 10f22/78 18 39 2662 0 51.00 125.85 
 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 082.38 W 390038 726
 
3019115231 10/22/78 18 40 2662 D 51.61 124.03 30 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 082.79 V 390038 727
 
30191'5234 10/22/78 18 41 2652 D 52.18 122-18 20 MmRM 
 vi CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 083.18 W 0 0
 
3019115245 10/08/78 IS 44 2562 0 53.62 116.37 NA FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 084.32 
W 390038 469
 
3013115252 10/08/78 13 45 2552 D 54.01 114.35 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 
 084.70 W 390038 470
3013115254 10/08/78 18 45 2662 D 54.35 112.30 NA MM9M NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 085.07 W 0 0
 
3019115250 10/08/78 13 47 ?652 D 54.65 110.22 
 NA M4MM NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 085.43 W 0 0
3019115263 I0108/78 18 43 662 D 54.89 108.10 
 NA M4MM V3 CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 085.79 W 0 0
 
301?t17004' 10/08/78 
 36 25 253 0 40.36 145.52 VA E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 101.72 V 390038 772
3019117010 10/08/78 56 27 2663 D 41.32 144.19 NA F2EE NO CCCL LLLL 
 47.29 N 102.33' W 390038 773
 
3019117013 lu?08/78 55 28 253 D 42.26 142.85 NA E2EE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 102.92 W 390038 774
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 39 
0o: 33 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION ETRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTJRE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3319117015 10/08/78 56 29 2663 D 43.18 141.50 NA E2EE ND CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 103.48 w 390038 775 
3019117022 10/08/78 56 30 ?663 D 44.0B 140.11 NA E2EF ND CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 104.02 W 590038 776 
3019117024 10/08/78 36 31 2663 D 44.95 138.68 NA E2EL NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 104.54 W 390038 777 
3019117031 10/08/78 55 32 26S3 D 43.81 137.23 NA MMu ND CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 105.04 W 0 0 
3019117033 10/08/78 5 35 2663 D 46.63 135.75 %A E2M9 NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 4 105.53 W 390038 778 
3319117040 10/08/78 36 34 ?S63 0 47.44 134.20 NA E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 106.01 V 390038 779 
3019117042 10/08/78 35 35 ?653 D 48.21 132.63 NA E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 106.47 W 390038 780 
3013117045 10/08178 55 36 2653 0 48.96 131.01 NA F2EF N3 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 106.91 W 390038 781 
301917051 10/09/TB 5 37 ?53 0 4 .67 129.35 VA M444 N3 CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 107.35 V 0 0 
5019117054 10/08/78 56 33 2653 0 50.34 127.64 NA EMEE NO CCCL LLL'. 31.64 N 107.78 9 390038 782 
30191 0215 10/01/78 72 13 ?665 0 26.S5 163.86 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.64 N 140.82 W 390038 409 
3019120221 10/01/78 72 14 2665 D 27.76 162.12 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.30 N 142.31 w 390038 410 
3319120224 10/01/78 12 15 7665 0 28.36 160.51 70 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 653.96 N 143.64 V 390038 411 
3019120230 10/01/78 72 16 2665 D 29.94 159.00 50 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 62.60 N 144.87 W 390038 412 
5019120233 10(01/7S 72 17 2555 3 157.51 NA MN'I NO CCCL r1.23 146.00 41.04 LLLL N 0
 
3619122035 10/01/78 30 10 2666 D 23.24 169.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 161.14 1 390038 413
 
3013122041 10101/78 90 11 2666 D 24.38 167.73 40 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 163.19 W 390038 414
 
3013122044 10/01/78 90 12 6;5 0 25.30 165.72 30 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 165.00 V 390038 415
 
3319122050 10/01/78 30 13 2666 D 26.52 163.87 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 56.62 N 166.62 V 390038 416
 
3019122091 10101/78 90 23 2656 D 37.32 149.50 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 177.15 w 0 0
 
3019200113 10/21/78 139 69 ?667 D 48.49 068.37 10 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 137.96 E 390038 328
 
3013200120 10/21/78 13) 70 2657 D 47.72 067.04 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 137.61 E 3q0038 329
 
5319200122 10/21/78 138 71 65;7 0 46.93 065.78 20 FEEF 143 CCCL HHLL 15.84 S 137.27 E 39003b 330
 
3019200170 10/21/78 138 82 6S7 0 36.70 055.81 30 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 133.05 E 390038 331
 
3019200172 10f21/78 108 83 2667 0 35.67 055.23 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 132.62 E 390038 332
 
3019201370 10121/78 126 26 ?668 0 40.24 145.63 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 q 129.17 E 390038 333
 
3019291372 10/21/78 126 27 2668 0 41.20 144.32 10 EFEE N) CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 128.56 E 390038 334
 
3319201375 10/21/78 126 23 269 D 42.14 142.98 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 4S.87 N 127.97 E 390036 335
 
30192013R1 10/21/7R 1); 29 5660 D 43.07 141.62 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 127.41 E 393038 33S
 
3019201384 10/21/78 1 ; 30 2658 0 43.97 140.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 126.86 E 390038 337
 
3019201590 I0/21/78 1 5 31 2568 0 44.35 138.82 10 FEEM 4) CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 12S.33 E 390038 338
 
3019201393 10/21/78 126 32 2668 0 45.70 137.37 10 EEEM N) CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 125.33 E 390038 339
 
3019205071 10/08/78 12 33 2670 D 48.09 132.85 NA MM4 NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 072.77 E 0 0
 
3019005074 10/08/78 1;2 36 2670 D 48.84 131.25 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 072.31 E 390038 552
 
3019203080 10/08/78 1;2 37 2670 D 49.55 129.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 071.89 E 390038 553
 
3019203083 10(08/78 IS? 3B 2670 D 50.23 127.91 60 EEEE N) CCCL LLLL 31.65 V 071.47 E 390038 334
 
3019203095 10/08/78 152 39 2670 0 50.98 126.17 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 4 071.05 E 390038 555
 
3019205092 10/08/78 1,2 43 2670 D 51.49 124.37 0 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 070.65 E 390038 556
 
3019205094 10/08/78 I2 41 2670 D 52.07 122.53 0 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 070.25 C 390038 557
 
3019205101 10/08/78 1;2 42 ?670 1) 52.60 120.64 NA MMMM N0 CCCL LLLL 25.92 N 069.86 E 0 0
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 
 MSS SENSOR 
 PAGE 40
 
00:51 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY DAr ROe ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN 
 % CLD QUALITY CCH CCM MODE GAIN PICTJRE PICTJRE MICROFILM , 41 CFLM 
1) DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3019205103 10108/78 152 43 2670 D 53.09 118.71 40 22EE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 069.48 E 390038 558 
3319205110 10108/78 1;2 44 2670 D 53.54 116.75 NA MMMH NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 069.10 E 0 0
 
3019205112 10/08/78 152 45 2670 D 53.94 114.72 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N 068.75 E 390038 
 559
 
3019206562 10/08/78 130 
 49 2571 0 55.05 106.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 041.50 E 390038 560 301922654 10/08/78 130 50 2671 0 55.20 104.25 20 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 041.14 E 390038 551
 
3019208314 10/08/78 193 30 ?672 
 0 43.39 140.33 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 023.63 E 390038 562 
3013208321 10/09/78 193 31 267? 0 44.77 138.92 NA MMM No CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 023.10 E 0 0 
3019208344 10/08/78 198 37 2672 D 49.52 129.66 NA MMMX NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 020.29 E 0 0 
3013208350 10/08/78 1 5 33 ?672 0 50.21 127.95 NA $99M 
 NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 019.87 E 0 0
 
3019208452 10(08/7B 198 63 2572 0 
 52.43 077.91 60 EEEE NO CCCL 4HLL 04.31 S 010.90 E 390038 553
 
3019210125 10(08/78 
215 25 2673 2 39.17 147.01 50 EEEC NO CCCL HHLL 50.07 N 000.81 E 390038 564
 
3019210132 10108/78 216 25 2673 0 40.15 145.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 48.66 N 000.16 E 390038 565
 
3319?10134 10/08/78 216 27 2673 0 41.11 144.41 0 EEE 
 NO CCCL HHLL 47.25 N 000.42 W 390038 556
 
3019210141 10/08/78 215 23 2S73 0 42.05 143.08 0 EEEE N) CCCL HHLL 45.85 N 001.02 W 390038 
 567
 
3619210143 10/08/78 ?1& 23 2;73 D 42.97 141.73 0 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 44.q3 V 001.58 W 390038 5Sl
 
019210150 10/08/78 216 30 2673 0 43.38 140.35 10 
 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 43.02 N 002.13 d 390038 55?
 
3019210170 10/15/78 215 35 ?673 D 4q.04 132.94 
 20 [EEE NO CCCL HHLL 35.92 N 004.60 W 390038 920
 
3019215510 10/15/78 1 53 2675 D 55.33 097.99 90 EFEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 10.09 N 063.14 V 390038 521
 
3019213513 10/15/78 1 54 2575 D 55.28 095.84 so EEE5 NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N 063.48 W 390038 522
 
3u13213515 10/15/78 1 55 2675 D 55.17 093.71 40 E7EE N) CCCL 
 LLLL 07.21 N 063.82 V 390038 523
 
3 10215303 10/15/78 19 44 2676 D 53.47 117.01 10 EEEE 
 NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 085.77 W 390038 524
 
3u19215310 10115/78 19 45 2576 D 
 53.38 115.01 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 085.15 w 0 0 
3019215312 10'15/78 19 4; 2G76 D 54.24 112.98 NA M4 NO CCCL NHLL 20.17 N 05.51 W 0 0
 301915315 10115/78 19 47 2676 L 54.55 110.90 NA MMM N3 CCCL HHLL 18.73 V 
 086.87 $ 0 0
 
3019215321 10/15/78 19 48 2676 D 54.81 108.79 VA 
 MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 17.30 N 027.23 V 0 9
 
5013 15324 10/15/78 19 49 2576 D 55.02 106.65 NA MMMM N3 CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 087.59 W 0 0 
3019215330 10115/78 19 50 2675 ) 55.18 104.52 NA M4M N CCCL HHLL 14.42 4 087.94 W 0 03019215333 10/15/78 19 51 2575 o 55.29 102.37 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 088.29 W 0 0
 
3019215335 16/15/78 19 52 2576 D 55.34 100.21 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 088.63 V 
 390038 525
 
3019215342 10115/78 19 53 2676 D 55.34 098.06 50 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 10.10 N 088.97 V 390038 526
 
3019220271 10/01/78 73 12 267; 0 25.15 165.86 so EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.93 N 140.60 W 390038 417
 
3019220273 1/01/78 73 13 2679 D 26.28 154.00 20 EE1E NO CCCL LLLL 
 66.60 N 142.23 W 390038 418
 
30192 9280 10/01/73 73 14 2579 0 27.39 152.28 40 E-PE N) CCCL LLLL 5.27 N 143.71 W 390038 419
 
3019220282 10/01/78 73 15 2679 
 D 28.49 160.68 80 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 63.94 N 145.06 6 390038 420
 
3013220285 10/01/78 73 15 2579 D 29.59 159.15 90 EEEE 
 No CCCL LLLL 52.59 N 146.29 W 390038 421

-30192 0291 10101/-78 73 17 2579 D 30.58 15.69 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL S1.Z3 N 147,.43 W 390038 422
30132 2093 10/15/78 91 10 259O 0 22.99 170.02 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.50 N 162.57 d 390038 527 
3019222100 10/15/78 91 11 2680 0 24.03 167.82 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.21 N 164.60 4 393038 528 
3019222150 10/15/78 91 23 2S50 D 35.98 149.75 50 E7EE ND CCCL LLLL 52.91 
N 178.56 W 390038 529
 
30192 2152 10115/78 31 24 2630 D 37.19 148.46 NA M4MM NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 179.27 4 0 0
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 41
 
00:53 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
CBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM IICFLM
 
I1 DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CqTR LAT CMTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3013300163 10/21/78 139 67 2681 D 50.15 071.75 90 EEEM NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 137.19 E 390038 340 
3019300165 10121/78 109 68 2681 0 49.46 070.26 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 136.84 E 390038 341 
3019300172 I0/21/78 1$9 69 2681 0 48.74 068.86 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 136.50 E 39003e 342 
3019300174 10/21/78 119 70 2681 0 47.99 067.52 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 136.16 E 390038 343 
3019300181 10/21/78 139 71 ?631 0 47.20 066.22 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 135.81 E 39003b 344 
3019320224 10/21/78 109 82 Z691 0 37.04 036.07 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 31.61 S 131.61 E 390038 345 
3019300231 10/21/78 109 83 2681 D 36.01 055.48 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 33.04 S 131.18 E 390038 346 
5019301415 10/21/78 127 21 2682 D 37.94 148.50 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 129.06 E 390038 347 
3019301422 10/21/78 127 25 282 D 38.94 147.21 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 128.39 E 390038 348 
301391424 10/21/78 1?7 2S ?652 0 39.92 145.93 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 127.75 E 390038 349 
3019301431 10/21/78 127 27 2682 D 40.99 144.63 10 EEEr NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 127.14 E 390038 350 
3019301433 10/21/78 17 25 2682 0 41.84 143.30 10 rEEF N D CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 126.55 E 390038 351 
3019301440 10/21/73 127 27 2532 0 42.77 141.95 10 EFEF N3 CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 125.98 E 390038 352 
301)301442 10/21/78 127 30 682 D 43.S7 140.59 0 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 125.43 E 390038 353 
3019301445 10/21/78 127 31 ?682 0 44.55 139.20 10 2fEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 124.90 E 390038 '54 
3019301451 10/21/78 127 32 2682 0 45.42 137.77 10 2FEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 124.40 E 34003$ 359 
5019351474 10/21/78 127 33 ?632 0 50.05 128.31 80 FFeF N) CCCL LLLL 31.65 4 121.67 E 390038 356 
3019301481 10/21/78 127 39 2582 D 50.71 126.58 NA 444M N ZCL LL.L 30.22 N 121.25 E 0 0 
3319303244 10/08/73 145 23 2653 D 35.31 149.79 70 EEEM ND CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 103.96 E 390038 471 
3019303251 10108/78 145 24 2683 0 37.92 148.52 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 103.25 E 390038 472 
3019305065 10/22/78 153 20 2684 D 33.77 153.66 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.08 N 080.55 E 390039 112 
3019305071 10122/73 I53 21 ?G84 0 34.q2 152.3G 70 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 079.70 E 390039 113 
3019335074 10/22/78 155 22 ?S84 0 35.56 151.08 NA ?4M9M NO CCCL LLLL 54.32 N 078.89 F 0 0 
3019335080 10/22/78 1;5 23 2694 0 36.89 149.80 NA M44M N3 CCCL LLLL 52.91 N T.14 E 0 0 
3019305083 10/22/78 163 24 2684 0 37.90 148.53 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 077.42 E 390039 114 
3019305162 10/22/78 153 43 2684 D 52.93 119.32 60 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 068.05 E 390039 115 
3019305164 10/22/78 1;3 44 2584 D 53.39 117.36 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 067.67 E 390039 116 
3019306494 10/22/78 131 19 2635 0 32.71 154.97 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.43 N 055.69 E 390039 117 
3019306500 10/22/78 181 20 26B5 0 33.78 153.65 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 054.79 E 390039 118 
3019306505 10/09/78 131 2? 2685 0 35.36 151.07 NA MM M NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 053.14 E 0 0 
3019306512 10/03/79 131 23 26S5 0 35.58 149.80 10 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 052.33 E 390038 644 
3019305514 10/09/78 131 24 265 0 57.89 148.53 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 051.67 E 390038 645 
3019307005 1D109/78 131 4; ?635 D 54.17 113.37 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 041.14 C 390038 646 
3019307011 10/09/78 131 47 2585 0 54.49 111.30 30 CCEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 V 040.73 E 390038 647 
3019307014 10109/78 L31 43 2685 D 54.76 109.20 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 040.42 E 390038 648 
3019307020 10/09/78 1 49 2685 D 54.98 107.07 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.25 N 040.06 F 390038 649 
3019337023 10/09/78 151 52 2655 0 55.15 104.93 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 039.71 E 3900)8 550
 
3019308323 10/09/78 199 18 2686 0 31.62 156.34 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5q.79 N 030.86 E. 390038 651
 
3019308325 10/09/78 l?9 19 2536 D 32.55 155.00 70 FPFF NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 029.88 E 390038 652
 
3019305332 10/09/78 199 20 2658 0 33.74 153.67 60 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 57.04 V 02R.97 C 390038 55)
 
ARCHVAL IMAGE -REPORT- -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATAtJG
 
12/1178 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 42 
00:54 FROM I0/01/7B TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM.ICFLM,
 
I) DATE 9 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 OLTY 45678 45678 C4TR LAT CNTR LONG ROL,. FRA9E.
 
301?308534 10/09/78 193 21 
 1686 D 34.79 152.38 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 028.12 E 590038 654 
3019308541 10/09/78 199 22 2686 D 35.52 151.11 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 027.31 E 390038 655 
301930343 10/09/78 133 23 2G86 D 36.84 149.84 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 026.55 E 390038 656
 
3019308350 10/09/78 199 24 2636 D 37.85 148.57 20 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 025.84 E 390038 657
 
3019308352 10/09178 139 25 ?&BS D 38.35 147.30 20 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 4 025.15 E 390038 C58
 
3019308355 10/09/78 199 26 2686 D 39.83 146.01 10 EEEE N) CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 024.51 E 390038 
 659
 
3019308362 10/09/78 199 27 
 2686 D 40.80 144.71 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 023.89 E 390038 660 
3019308364 10/09/78 199 23 636 0 41.75 143.40 40 EEEE N) CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 023.30 E 390038 661 
3019308570 10/09/7B 199 29 2536 0 42.58 142.06 NA 666M 13 CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 022.75 C 0 0
 
3019308373 10/22/78 1?9 30 2686 D 45.59 140.70 80 EEEE N) CCCL LLLL 45.03 N 022.20 E 390038 728
 
3019308375 10/22/78 199 31 2686 D .4480139.30 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 021.67 E 0 0
 
3019310204 10/22/78 217 30 2687 D 
 43.58 140.71 NA MMMm N) CCCL HHLL 43.03 N 003.58 V 0 0
 
3019310225 10/22/78 217 35 
 2637 0 47.77 133.40 30 ECEE N) CCCL HHLL 35.92 N 006.05 4 390038 729
 
30191i023'1 10/22/78 ?17 3 2637 0 4.53 151.82 40 EEEE N) CCCL HHLL 
 34.50 N 006.50 9 390038 730 
30'1315355 10/22/78 0 45 690 0 52.86 119.55 NA mmmL N3 CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 39;.80 V 0 0
 
3019315362 10/22/78 20 44 2690 D 53.33 117.61 NA MImm NO CCCL WHLL 23.04 N 087.19 W 0 0
 
3013315364 10/22/78 20 45 ?690 D 53.75 115.62 NA M4M4 NO CCCL HHLL 
 21.60 N 087.56 V 0 0
 
513I50371 10/22/78 20 4S 2690 D 54.13 113.59 NA MMM NO CCCL "HNLL 20.17 N 087.93 W 0 9 
S0195153'73 i0/'22/73 R0 47 >690 0 54.45 111.53 VA M4M4m NO CCCL HLL 18.73 N 038.30 d n 0 
30-19315380 10/22/78 20 48 2690 0 54.73 109.44' NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 088.66 W 0 0 
6019315S82 10/22/78 20 49 2690 0 54.96 107.32 NA MMm NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 089.01 W 0 0 
30193 0323 10/08/78 7; 11 ?693 0 23.66 167.97 0 EEEE' N0 CCCL LLLL 69.23 N 140.23 W 390038 570 
3019320325 !0/08/78 74 12 269, 0 24.79 166.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.93 N 142.04 4 390032 571 
3019320332 10/0-8/78 14 15 2693 0 25.50 164.25 20 EEEE N) CCCL LLLL 56.62 N 143.68 W 390038 572 
30193233¢ 10/08/78 74 14 2693 D 27.01 162.45 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.28 N 145.15 W 390038 573
 
319320541' 10/0'8/73 74 15 2693 0 2B.12 160.85 80 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 65.93 N 145.48 W 390038 574
 
501)32034'3 10/08t78 74 1 2693 D 
 29.23 159.32 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL &2.58 N 147.72 1 390038 575 
S619 320350 10/05/78 74 17 2693 D 30.32 157.87 6O EEEE NO CCCL LLLL S1.22 N 148.85 W 390038 576
 
301320352 10/08/78 74 38 2693 D 31.41 156.47 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.84 N 149.89 W 390038 577
 
Soi9321'0sr 10/22/78 74 8 2695 0 33.15 05V.19 NA MMM NO 
 CCCL HHLL 37.30 S 179.95 W 0 0
 
3019322452 10/0'8/78 92 10 2694 D 22.51 170.14 90 
 EEEF N) CCCL LLLL 70.51 N 164.01 W 39003e 578
 
30r94I 480 [0/22/78 123 25 2G96 0 38.61 147.50 80 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 50.10 N 126.96 E 390059 119 
319D401483 1012Z/78 1 8 26 2696 D 39.60 146.22 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 126.32 E 390039 120 
3014,01485 10/22/78 1 8 27 2696 0 40.57 144.94 10 EEEE N) CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 125.71 E 390039 121 
3019401492 [0/22/78 1 8 23 2696 D 41.52 143.63 0 EEEE N) CCCL LLLL 45,87 N 125.12 E 590039 122 
3 09' 1'0/'22/ 78 128 29 ?,9A 0 42.46 ,42.30 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 124.55 E 390039 223 
3019401501 10/22/78 1?3 3D ?595 D 45.33 140.95 10 EE N)3 CCCL LULL 43.0 4 N 124.04 E_ 39O3q 124 
3019401503 10/22/78 128 11 2696 D 44.27 139.57 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 123.48 E 390030 125 
3019401510 10/22/78 IRS 32 2696 D 45.14 138.16 10 EEEE N) CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 122.97 E 390039 126
 
501940151? 10122/78 128 3 596 3 45.98 136.71 20 EEEE N) CCCL LLLL 
 58.78 N 122.47 £ 39003'9 127
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 43
 
FIOM 10/01/79 TO 10/31/78
00:54 

OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
1) DATE / ELEV AZIM COVEI 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
SPCL 

3019401515 1022/78 15 34 8935 D 46.91 135.22 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 122.00 E 390039 128 
3019401521 10/22/78 128 35 2696 0 47.61 133.63 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 121.54 E 390039 129 
3019401524 10/22/78 128 36 2696 D 48.38 132.10 40 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 121.09 E 390039 130 
3019401530 10/22/78 128 37 2696 0 49.12 130.47 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 120.66 E 390039 131 
3019k01533 10/22/78 123 33 26986 0 49.83 128.80 90 rEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 v 120.23 E 390039 132 
3019401535 10/22/78 125 39 ?696 D 50.50 127.10 70 LEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 119.81 E 390039 133 
3U19405214 10/08/78 134 42 2698 0 52.25 121.80 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 067.00 F 390039 1 
3019405220 10/08/78 1S4 43 2698 0 52.77 119.91 NA MHMM NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 0686.62 E 0 0 
.019417175 10/22/78 39 25 2703 0 39.59 146.41 20 PFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 106.01 W 390038 799 
3019417182 10/22/78 39 27 ?705 0 40.38 145.15 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 106.62 W 390038 800 
3019417184 10/22/78 39 28 2705 D A1.32 143.83 D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 107.21 W 390038 Po1 
5019417191 10/22178 39 29 2705 0 42.26 142.51 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 107.78 W 390038 802 
3019417193 10/22/78 59 30 2705 D 43.18 141.17 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 108.32 W 390038 803 
3019417200 10/22/75 59 31 ?705 D 44.08 139.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 108.84 W 390038 804 
3019417202 10122/78 '39 32 2735 0 44.95 138.41 30 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 40.20 v 109.34 W 390038 335 
3019417205 10/22/78 39 33 2705 D 49.81 136.96 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 109.83 W 390038 806 
3019417211 10/22/78 39 34 2705 D 46.64 135.50 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 110.31 W 0 0 
3019417214 I0122/78 59 35 2705 D 47.44 133.97 NA MM1M NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 110.77 W 0 Q 
3019417232 10122/78 k3 39 2705 D 50.36 127.43 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.21 N 112.50 V 390038 807 
3019417234 10122/78 39 40 2705 D 51.00 125.69 10 CEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.78 N 112.89 W 390038 806 
3019417241 10/22/78 39 41 ?705 0 51.0 123.92 NA MMMI NO CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 113.29 W 0 0 
3019417243 10/22/78 39 42 2705 0 52.16 122.09 NA 666M N3 CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 113.68 W c 0 
3019501535 10/08/78 1 9 P5 2710 0 38.28 147.77 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 125.52 E 390039 2 
3019501541 10/08/78 129 26 2710 D 39.28 146.51 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 124.88 E 390039 3 
3019501544 10/08/78 129 27 Z710 D 40.25 145.25 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 124.26 E 390039 4 
3019501550 10/08/78 129 25 ?710 D 41.21 143.95 80 FEEt NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 123.67 E 390039 5 
3013501553 10/08/78 129 29 ?710 0 42.15 142.64 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.48 N 123.11 E 390039 6 
3019501555 10/08/78 1?9 30 2710 0 43.07 141.30 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 122.56 E 390039 7 
6013501562 10/08/78 129 31 2710 D 43.97 139.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 122.03 E 39003q 8 
3313501564 10/08/78 129 32 2710 0 44.35 138.55 20 FEEC NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 121.53 E 390039 9 
3019501571 10/08/78 129 33 2710 D 45.71 137.11 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 121.04 E 390039 10 
3019531573 10/08/78 129 34 2710 0 46.54 135.64 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 120.56 E 390039 11 
3019501580 10/08/78 129 35 2710 D 47.35 134.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 120.11 E 390039 12 
3019501582 10/08/78 129 3S 2710 0 48.13 132.56 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 4 119.67 E 390039 13 
3019501585 10/08/78 129 37 2710 0 48.8 130.9S 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 119.23 E 390039 14 
3019501591 10/08/78 129 33 2710 D 49.60 129.31 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 118.80 E 390039 15 
3019501594 10/03/78 129 39 ?719 D 50.28 127.63 20 tEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.2? N 118.38 E 390039 16 
3019502000 10108/78 129 40 2710 0 50.92 125.90 10 EE7E NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 117.97 E 390039 17 
3019502003 10/08/78 129 41 2710 D 51.53 124.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 117.58 E 390039 18 
3019502005 10/08/78 1?9 42 2710 0 52.10 122.29 30 EE7E No CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 117.20 r 390039 19 




12/13t78 LANDSAT 5 MSS SENSOR PAGE 44 
00:54 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY P4rH ROd ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROrILM MICFLM 
1) DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45675 OLTY 45678 45678 C4TR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL-.. FRTEi 
3019502012 1008/78 129 43 2710 D 52.63 120.40 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 116.82 E 390039 20 
5019502014 10/08/78 1?9 44 2710 D 53.12 118.47 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 116-44 E 390039 21 
3019502102 10/08/78 129 65 2710 D 51.92 076.05 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 S 105.18 E 39039 22 
3019508445 10/08/78 231 23 2714 D 33.04 154.10 90 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 026.12 F 390038 579 
5019508451 10/08/78 































3019508460 10/08/78 201 23 2714 D 36.17 150.33 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 023.71 E 390038 582 
3013508463 10/08/78 231 24 714 0 37.19 149.09 90 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 023.00 E 390038 585 
3019508455 10108/78 2)1 25 2714 D 38.20 147.84 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.07 N 022.31 C 390038 584 
5013503472 10f08/79 231 26 714 0 39.19 146.59 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 021.67 E 390038 585 
3019508474 10/08/78 231 27 2714 D 40.16 145.32 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 021.05 E 390038 586 
3019509481 10/08/78 231 
3019508483 10/08/78 2)1 
3019508490 10/08/78 2)1 





















































3019513301 10/08/78 219 





























3013510510 10/08/7B ?19 27 ?715 0 40.15 145.34 20 EEEE N0 CCCL HHLL 47.24 N 004.75 V 390038 592 


































































3019519053 10/22/78 53 25 ?70 0 38.05 147.97 NA M4MM NO CCCL HHLL 50.10 N 132.41 W 0 0 
3019519065 10/22/78 58 2S 2720 D 3§.05 146.71 NA MRMM 40 CCCL HHLL 48.69 N 133.25 V 0 0 
3019520440 10/08/78 75 11 ?721 D 22.59 168.25 90 EE22 NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 143.09 W 390038 597 
3019520442 10/08/78 74 12 2721 0 24.03 166.2S 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 144.92 U 390038 598 
3019520445 10/08/78 75 15 ?721 D 25.15 164.44 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL S6.62 N 146.59 W 390038 599 
309I520453 10/08/7 7S 14 2721 f 26.27 142.75 90 EEEE 4 CCCL LLLL 55.29 N 148.03 W 390038 £00 

















































3019520471 10/0B/78 76 19 2721 D 31.76 155.54 NA M M$ NO CCCL LLLL 58.48 IN 153.75 V 0 0 
3019-520474 1 0,0 5118 75 0 z7? 0) 4K2B5 154.25 NA MNmm N3 CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 154.66 W 0 0 

































3013520492 10108/78 74 24 2721 D 37.01 149.23 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 157.76 6 390036 653 




12131/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PASE 45
 
00:54 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PAkT RO ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCm Ccm MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 41C=-4
 
ID DATE 0 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL Fit­
5bl)520494 10(08/78 76 25 ?721 0 38.02 148.00 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 158.45 W 390038 509 
5019520501 10108/78 76 25 2721 0 39.03 146.73 NA 222E NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 159.07 W 390038 sic 
301)O5415 10/21/78 156 65 2726 t 53.06 00.18 NA MmiIM NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 056.81 E 0 0 
3019605422 10/21(78 156 64 2726 0 52.56 078.39 NA M44M NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 056.48 F 0 0 
3019635424 10/21/78 IS 65 2726 0 52.03 076.66 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 056.14 F 0 0 
3019505431 10121/78 IS& 6S 2726 D 51.45 075.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 055.80 E 390039 23 
3019607165 10/29/78 144 45 2727 0 52.42 121.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 037.94 1 39003q 76 
3019;607171 10129/78 134 4% 2727 D 52.93 119.23 0 FEEF ND CCCL H4LL 23.04 v 037.57 E 390039 77 
3013597174 10/29/78 134 45 727 0 53.39 117.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 037.20 1 390039 78 
5013607180 10/29/78 134 46 2727 D 53.81 115.29 10 EEEE N3 CCCL HHLL 20.16 V 036.84 E 390039 79 
3019607355 10/29/78 134 84 2727 0 36.11 055.73 NA MVMm NO CCCL HHLL 34.46 S 023.17 1 0 0 
3019610423 10/29/78 2?0 41 2729 D 51.26 124.87 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 012.90 W 390039 90 
301310464 10/29/78 ?>0 51 ?729 D 55.15 104.98 NA FFPF NO CCCL H4LL 12.97 N 016.56 W 390039 R1 
3019512470 10/29/78 20 52 2729 D 55.27 102.83 NA MIMM NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 016.91 w 0 0 
301961S4113 10/29/7B 5 47 2731 0 54.14 113.47 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 066.78 W 390039 52 
3u19614120 10(29/78 5 43 2731 0 54.47 111.41 NA M'IM NO CCCL HHLL 17.30 4 067.15 W 0 0 
3019614122 10/29/78 5 49 2731 0 54.74 109.32 NA MmMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 067.51 W C 0 
3019614125 10/29/78 5 93 ?731 D 54.97 107.21 NA MMMM N0 CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 067.86 W c 0 
3019514131 10/29/78 5 51 2731 D 55.14 105.08 NA MRMM NO CCCL HHLL -12.98 N 068.20 W 0 0 
3019702052 10/29/78 131 25 2738 0 37.61 148.32 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 122.65 1 390039 83 
3019702054 10/29/78 131 25 2738 D 38.52 147.09 100 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 122.01 1 390039 84 
30197)2051 10/29/78 131 27 ?738 D 39.51 145.84 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 121.39 1 390039 ?5 
3019702063 10/29/78 131 23 173S D 40.57 144.59 90 EE£E N0 CCCL LLLL d5.87 N 120.80 1 39003 35 
5019702070 10/29/78 131 29 2738 D 41.53 143.30 A0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.25 1 390030 87 
3019702072 10/29/78 131 30 ?738 D 42.47 142.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 119.71 E 390039 88 
3019732075 10/29/78 131 51 ?738 D 43.38 140.67 10 EEEEC ND CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 119.19 E 390059 B9 
3019722081 10/29/78 151 32 ?738 D 44.28 139.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 118.68 E 390039 90 
3019702084 10/29/78 151 33 2738 0 45o15 137.91 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.78 N 118.19 1 59003Q 91 
3019702090 10/29/78 131 34 2738 0 46.00 136.47 10 EZEE No CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 117.71 E 390039 92 
3019702093 10/23/78 151 35 275 D 46.82 135.00 20 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 117.25 E 390039 93 
3013702095 10/29/78 151 36 2738 0 47.&2 133.48 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 116.80 r 0 0 
3013702122 10/29/78 [31 37 2738 D 43.39 131.92 NA M222 NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 116.36 1 0 0 
3019702104 10/29/78 131 38 2738 D 49.13 150.31 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 115.93 E 0 5 
3013707124 10/22/7B 135 19 2741 D 51.28 155.79 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.-42 N 049.96 1 390039 .40 
3019707130 10/22/78 135 20 2741 ID 32.35 154.52 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 049.05 1 390039 £-1 
3019707133 10/22/73 135 21 ?741 ') 33.41 153.27 90 EEIE ND CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 048.20 1 399039 -42 
3019707135 10/22/78 135 22 2741 0 34.46 152-04 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 047.40 1 390039 143 
3019707142 10/22/78 135 25 2741 D 35.50 150.82 70 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 046.64 1 390039 L44 
3019707144 10/22/73 135 24 741 F) 36.53 149.59 20 EEE N CCCL LLLL 51.46 N 04 .93 1 390039 2,5 
3019707150 10/22/78 135 25 ?741 D 37.55 148.38 10 E7EE ND CCCL LLLL 53.08 N 045.25 E 390039 -46 




12/13/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 46 
00:55 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROe ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 4ICFLM 
1) DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45578 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3019707153 10/22/78 133 2S 2741 0 38.55 147.14 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 044.61 E 390039 247
 
3019707155 10/22/78 135 27 2741 D 39.55 145.89 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 044.00 E 248
3q0 03 9  

3019707162 I0/22/7B 135 23 2741 0 40.52 144.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 043.40 E 390039 249
 
3019707164 10/22/78 13 29 2741 D 41.47 143.35 100 EFEE N3 CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 042.84 E 390039 250
 
3019707171 10/22/78 135 30 2741 D 42.41 142.07 NA M'iM NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 042.29 E 0 0 
3019707221 10122/78 135 42 2741 0 51.69 123.54 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 036.91 E 390039 251 
3019707223 10/22/78 135 43 2741 D 52.25 121.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 036.52 E 39003q 252 
3019707230 10/22/78 135 44 ?741 0 52.77 119.82 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 036.13 E 390039 253 
3319708555 10/21/78 233 19 2742 0 31.25 155.31 R0 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 56.43 N 024.13 E 390039 24 
5013708562 10/21/78 2)3 23 2742 D 32.32 154.53 90 EEEE '43 CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 023.23 E 390039 25 
501970564 10121/78 ?)3 21 ?742 D 33.39 153.28 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 022.38 E 390039 26 
3013708571 10/21/78 ?23 22 2742 r) 34.44 152.05 NA MMmi NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 021.59 E 0 0 
5013708573 10/21/78 233 23 274? D 55.49 150.82 60 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 020.83 F 390039 27 
30137D85R0 10/21/78 223 24 2742 0 36.52 149.60 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.4B N 020.12 E 390039 28 
30197085e2 10/21/78 223 25 2742 D 37.53 148.39 NA MM4 NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 019.43 E C 3 
3019708585 10/21/78 223 25 2742 0 38.53 147.15 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 018.79 E 390039 29 
3019738591 10/21/78 ?23 27 2742 0 39.52 145.95 40 EEEt ND CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 018.17 E 390039 30 
3019723594 10/21/78 2)3 23 ?742 D 40.49 144.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 017.99 E 390039 31 
3013709000 10121/78 23 29 2742 0 41.45 143.39 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 017.02 E 590039 32 
3019709003 10121/78 23 30 2742 0 42.39 142.09 0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 016.48 E 390039 33 
3019902110 10/21/78 152 25 2732 9 37.28 148.59 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 121.21 E 390039 34 
30195302113 10/21/78 132 2S 2752 0 38. 8 147.38 NA M Mm NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 V 120.56 E 0 0 
3019902115 10/21/78 152 27 ?752 0 39.27 146.15 80 EELE N CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 119.95 E 390039 35 
3019802122 10/21/78 132 28 2752 D 40.25 144.91 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 119.35 E 390039 3r 
3019802124 10/21/78 152 29 ?752 D 41.21 143.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.4G N 118.79 E 390039 37 
3019302185 10/21/78 152 44 2752 0 52.54 120.30 30 EEEE N CCCL LLLL 23.05 4 112.11 E 390039 3? 
3019802192 10121/78 132 45 752 3 53.13 118.38 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N 111.75 E 390039 39 
6019802194 10/21/78 132 46 2752 D 53.57 116.42 50 22EE NO CCCL LLLL 20.17 N 111.39 E 390039 40 
3019802201 10/21/78 132 47 2752 0 53.97 114.41 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N 111.03 E 0 0 
3019302203 10121/78 152 43 2732 9 54.32 112.37 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 110.68 E 390039 41 
5013802210 10/21/78 152 49 752 0 54.52 110.31 100 FEE: ND CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 110.34 E 390039 42 
3019302212 10/21/78 132 53 ?752 0 54.87 108.22 90 EEE No CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 110.00 E 390039 43 
3013802215 10/21/78 152 51 2752 0 55.07 106.11 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 109.64 F 0 0 
3019502221 10121/78 152 52 2752 D 55.22 103.97 60 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 11.53 v 109.29 r 390039 44 
3019802224' 10/21/78' 132 '53 ?752 D 55.31 1101.82 50 EE-E NO CCCL LLLL 10.09 'N 108.94 E 390039 45 
3019502230 10/21/78 152 54 2752 D 55.35 099.63 so EEEE '40 CCCL LLLL 08.65 I 108.60 E -390039 46 
3019802?33 10/21/78 132 55 2752 D 55.34 097.55 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 \ 108.26 E 390039 47 
5U1322235 10/22/78 132 5S 2752 D 55.27 095.41 20 CEEE ND CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 107.91 E 390039 134 
30193224' 10/22/78 132 57 2752 I 55.15 093.29 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.33 N 107.57 E 390039 135 
3019502244 10/22/78 152 5 ?752 9 54.98 091.20 30 FE'E NO CCCL HHLL 02.89 V 107.25 r 390039 136 




12/13/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 47
 
00:55 FROM 10/01/73 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY P rd RO OIBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 'ICFLM
 
ID DATE 9 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRA'
 
3019302251 10/22/78 152 59 2752 P 54.75 089.135 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 106.91 E 390039 15T 
3019802253 10122/78 152 60 2752 D 54.48 087.15 NA MNNM NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 106.57 E 0 a 
301?902260 10/22/78 152 61 1752 D 54.15 085.17 NA MM'M NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 106.25 E 0 2 
3019802262 10/22/78 152 62 752 D 53.78 083.25 NA MMMM '43 CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 105.91 c 0 C 
3019832265 10/22/78 152 63 2752 D 53.3G 031.36 NA Mm4M NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 105.57 E 0 1 
3019802271 10/22/78 132 64 2752 D 52.89 079.54 NA MM'm NO CCCL HHLL 05.79 S 105.25 E 0 a 
3019802274 10/22/78 132 65 2752 0 52.38 077.77 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 104.90 E 390039 138 
3019916034 10/22/78 2 27 2774 0 38.77 146.60 80 2TEE ND CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 087.94 4 390039 254 
33193915041 10/22/78 26 P4 2774 0 39.76 145.37 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.65 N 088.53 W 390039 295 
3013916043 10/22/79 6 29 2774 D 40.73 144.13 100 EEEE 4) CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 089.10 W 390039 256 
3019916050 10/22/78 ?5 30 774 0 41.68 142.87 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 v 089.64 W 390039 257 
3019916052 10/22/78 26 31 ?774 D 42.S2 141.57 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 090.18 W 0 0 
3019916055 10/22/78 ?6 32 2774 0 43.53 140.25 NA MMNM NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 090.69 W 0 c 
3019916061 10/22/78 25 33 2774 D 44.42 138.90 NA MM M NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 091.18 W 0 0 
3019916064 10/22/78 26 34 2774 0 49.29 137.52 NA MMmN NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 01.65 W 0 
3019916070 10/22/79 25 35 ?774 D 46.13 136.11 10 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 4 092.11 W 39 003q 258 
3019916073 10/22/78 26 36 2774 0 46.95 134.64 10 EEE N3 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 092.56 V 390039 259 
3019916075 10/22/78 ?5 37 2774 D 47.74 133.13 NA MM M NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 093.00 W c a 
3019916082 10122/78 26 33 2774 D 4.Sfl 131.57 NA MM'M NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 v 093.42 W 0 a 
3019916084 10/22/78 26 39 2774 D 49.24 129.97 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 093.84 W 390039 260 
3019919270 10/21/78 S2 19 2776 0 30.34 156.32 90 FEEE ND CCCL LLLL 58.48 N 133.66 W 390039 225 
3019919272 10/21/78 S2 20 2776 2 31.43 155.07 90 FUrE ND CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 134.56 V 390039 22C 
3019919275 10/21/78 52 21 2776 D 32.50 153.84 NA 22-- ND CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 135.41 W 390039 227 
3019919281 10/21/78 52 22 2776 D 33.57 152.64 NA M"MM NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 136.21 W 0 1 
3019919284 10/21/78 S2 23 2776 0 34.53 151.44 NA M' M NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 136.97 W 0 0 
3019919290 10/21/78 S2 24 ?776 0 35.S7 150.25 NA MM4 N) CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 137.68 W 0 0 
3019519293 10/21/78 62 25 2776 D 36.70 149.06 NA MM'M NO. CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 138.36 W 0 0 
3019919295 10/21/78 52 26 2776 0 37.71 147.86 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 139.00 W 0 0 
301)921063 10/22/78 30 10 2777 ) 20.24 170.85 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.50 N 146.79 W 390039 261 
30199 1065 10/22/7B 30 11 2777 D 21.38 168.72 90 FE-E 40 CCCL LLLL 69.23 N 148.83 w 390039 262 
3013921072 10/22/78 30 12 2777 D 22.52 166.78 70 FEFE ND CCCL LLLL 67.93 N 150.65 W 390039 26.5 
3019921074 10/22/78 BO 13 2777 D 23.&5 165.00 20 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 V 152.29 W 390039 26k 
3019921081 10/22/78 30 14 2777 D 24.78 163.35 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 153.76 W 390039 265 
3019921083 10/22/78 30 15 2777 D 25.90 161.80 50 FEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 63.94 N 155.10 W 390039 266 
3319321090 10/22/78 30 16 2777 D 27.02 160.34 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.58 N 156.32 W 390039 267 
3019921092 10/22/78 30 17 2777 n 28.13 158.94 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.21 N 157.45 W 390039 269 
3019921095 10/22/78 30 13 2777 D 29.24 157.61 60 FE'E NO CCCL LLLL 59.84 N 158.90 W 390039 269 
3019921113 10/22/78 30 22 2777 0 33.55 152.69 NA MM'IM NO CCCL HHLL 54.31 N 162.03 V 0 0 
5015921115 10/22/78 30 23 2777 D 34.60 151.46 NA Mm4M ND CCCL HHLL 52.1 N 162.78 W -O 0 
30139 1122 10/22/78 30 24 2777 0 35.S4 150.27 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 41.51 N 163.50 4 0 1 : 
ARCHIV.AL ,IMAGE REDORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 48 
00:55 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH RO9 ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CL3 QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PItTURE MICROFILM' 'ICFLM 







































































3022014343 10/21/78 9 47 2787 0 53.56 116.03 NA MMM NO CCCL HNLL 18.73 N 072.53 W 0 0 
3023101023 10/22/78 117 67 2793 D 51.83 076.02 NA MMMI NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 125.72 1 0 0 
3020101025 10/22/78 117 63 2793 D 51.24 074.38 NA M9NN N3 CCCL HMLL 11.51 S 125.38 1 0 0 
3022101032 10/22/78 117 69 2793 D 50.;1 072.81 10 2P?2 NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 125.03 1 39003q 79 
3023101034 10/22/78 117 70 2793 D 49.94 071.31 0 IEEE NO CCCL -HLL 14.39 S 124.6B I 390039 A8O 
3020101041 10/22/78 117 71 2793 D 49.24 069.88 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 124.33 C 390039 481 
3023101084 10122/78 117 82 2793 0 39.71 058.26 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.81 S 120.15 1 390039 482 
3022101091 10/22/78 117 e3 2793 0 38.74 057.55 30 EErE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 119.73 1 590039 483 
5023131093 10/22/78 117 B4 2793 D 37.73 056.91 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 119.29 E 390039 484 
3020102311 10122/78 135 





























3023,102320 10/22/79 155 34 2794 D 44.90 138.08 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 111.94 1 390039 487 














































3023104102 10/22/78 I3 22 795 9 33.10 152.93 80 FEFE N3 CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 093.25 1 390039 272 
30,23104104 10/22/73 153 23 ?795 D 34.16 151.73 20 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 092.50 1 390039 273 
3020105524 10/22/78 171 20 2795 0 30.94 155.33 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 069.13 1 390039 274 
3020105531 10/22/78 -11i 21 ?796 D 32.02 154.13 20 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 068.27 C 390039 275 
3023105533 10/22/78 171 22 796 0 33.D9 152.94 10 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 067.47 1 390039 276 
30231)5540 10/22/78 171 23 2796 D 34.14 151.77 0 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 066.71 C 390039 277 
3023135542 10122/Y0 171 24 2795 D 35.19 150.60 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 065.00 1 390039 278 
3020105545 10/22/78 171 P5 2796 D 36.22 149.42 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 065.32 1 390039 279 
3020136013 10/22/78 171 41 2796 D 50.27 127.47 10 FEEE NO CCCL HMLL 27.35 N 057.36 1 390039 280 
302I06015 10122/78 171 42 2796 D 50.92 125.76 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 056.97 C 390039 281 
302013G022 10122/7i 171 43 2796 D 51.53 124.00 10 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 056.58 E 390039 282 
3020107351 10/21/78 139 18 2797 0 28.74 157.84 NA F2FF NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 045.20 C 390039 203 
3020117353 10/21/78 139 19 2797 D 29.R4 156.58 VA E4EE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 044.22 1 390039 204 
6023107360 1021/19 139 20 ?797 D 30.92 155.35 VA EMEE N3 CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 043.32 1 390039 205 
3020107362 10/21/73 139 21 2797 0 32.00 154.14 50 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 042.47 E 390039 205 
3020107365 10/21/78 139 22 2797 D 33.07 152.95 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 041.66 C 390039 207 































3022197393 10/21/78 133 2; 2797 D 37.23 148.26 20 EEEU NO CCCL LLLL 4n.67 N 038.87 C 393039 ?11 




LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
FROM in/ni/Ta TO 10131178 
PAGE 49 
OBS71VATION ENTRY PATH Ro4 ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCO CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 4ICFLM 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3020107385 10/21/78 139 27 2797 D 38.24 147.08 20 FFFF ND CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 038.25 E 390039 373 
3023107392 10/21/78 189 28 2797 0 39.23 145.88 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 037.66 E 390039 374 
3023107394 10/21/78 13 































































































































3023114395 10/21/78 10 4S 2801 0 53.08 118.62 NA MVMm NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 073.60 W 0 
3020114402 10121/75 10 47 2801 0 53.53 116.67 20 EErE N3 CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 073.97 W 390039 562 































































































































































































































































3023121222 10/21/78 32 
302)1 1214 10/21/78 32 
3020121221 10/21/78 32 
3020121223 10/21/79 32 
3023121230 10/21/79 3? 




























































































































































ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
i13t78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 50 
00:55 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY P4TI ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM , 
ID DATE 0 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 15678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAMt 
3020123293 10/21/78 100 78 2806 0 43.79 061.95 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.88 S 146.15 E 390039 218 
3023123300 10/21/78 130 79 2806 0 42.88 061.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.31 S 145,76 E 390039 219 
3020123302 10/21/78 1)0 80 2B06 D 41.95 060.12 10 EEEE '4D CCCL HHLL 28.75 S 145.35 E 390039 220 
3020123305 10/21/78 130 81 2806 0 41.01 059.30 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.18 S 144.94 E 390039 221 
3020123311 10/21/78 100 82 2806 0 40.04 058.53 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 31.61 S 144.52 E )90039 222 
3020123314 10/21/78 100 83 2806 0 39.06 057.82 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 35.03 5 144.09 E 390039 223 
3023125320 10/21/78 1)0 84 2806 D 38.05 057.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 34.46 S 143.65 E 3900)9 224 
3323123325 10121/78 1)0 85 2806 0 37.04 056.55 NA MIMM NO - CCCL HHLL 35.89 S 143.20 E 0 0 
3023123325 10/21/78 1)0 55 2806 0 36.01 056.00 NA 1M4M4 NO CCCL HHLL 37.31 S 142.75 E 0 a 
3023201140 10/21/78 118 81 2807 D 41.02 059.31 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.I S 119.13 E 390039 285 
3020201143 10/21/78 113 82 2807 D 40.05 058.54 NA MMMM ND CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 118.72 E 0 0 
3023201145 10/21/78 118 83 2807 0 39.07 057.83 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 118.29 E 0 0 
3023201152 10/21/78 It3 84 2807 0 38.08 057.17 NA 14MM NO CCCL LLLL 3A.47 S 117.86 F 0 0 
3023202075 10/21/78 118 210 2807 N 00.00 303.94 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 N 075.96 W 0 0 
3023202370 10/21/78 156 32 2808 0 42.81 141.14 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 111.50 E 390039 284 
3a23232372 10/21/78 158 33 2808 0 43.73 139.82 0 FErE ND CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 111.01 E 390039 285 
3023202375 10/21/78 156 34 2808 0 44,S2 138.47 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 110.54 E 390039 236 
3022202381 10/21/78 158 35 808 n 45.48 137.10 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 110.08 E 390039 287 
3020202383 10/21/78 134 35 2808 D 465.31 135.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 109.63 E 990039 288 
3020202442 10/21/78 156 50 2808 D 54.56 110.93 NA MM4M N) CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 104.25 E 0 0 
3023202445 10121/78 155 51 2808 D 54.83 108.84 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 103.89 E 390039 289 
3023235101 10/21/78 172 43 2810 D 53.86 115.11 90 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 053.31 E 390039 290 
3020206103 10/21/78 172 49 2810 0 54.23 113.08 90 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 15o85 N 052.96 E 3900)9 291 
3023206110 10/21/78 172 50 2810 D 54.55 111.03 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 052.61 E 0 0 
3020206112 10/21/78 17? 51 810 0 54.52 108.95 NA MMM ND CCCL HHLL. 12.97 N 052.26 E 0 0 
3021206115 10/21/78 172 52 2810 0 55.04 106.85 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 051.91 E 0 0 
3020205121 10/21/78 172 53 810 D 55.21 104.73 30 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 10.09 N 051.57 E 390039 292 
3022236124 10/21/78 172 54 2810 D 55.32 102.59 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 08.65 N 051.23 E 0 0 
302')206185 10/21/78 172 69 2810 D 50.88 073.45 30 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 046.16 E 390039 295 
3023205192 10/21/78 172 70 2810 D 50.22 071.91 10 FEFE ND CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 045.81 E 390039 294 
302)?206194 10/21/78 172 71 810 D 49.53 070.4 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 045.46 E 390039 295 
5020206201 10/21/78 172 72 2810 0 48.81 069.05 0 CEFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 045.10 E 390039 296 



































3020205215 10/21/7S 172 76 28io 0 45.63 064.13 0 EEFF N3 CCCL H4LL 25.01 S 04V.4 E 39O05q 500 
3022296221 10/21/78 172 77 2810 D 44.76 063.06 10 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S 043.25 E 390039 301 
3020209255 10/21/78 238 22 2812 D 32.69 153.19 100 FEEE ND CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 014.43 E 390039 230 
3023209262 10121/78 2 8 23 2812 D 33.76 152.02 100 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 52.87 %, 013.68 r 390039 231 
5023239264 10/21/78 235 24 2812 D 34.31 iO.86 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 01'.96 E 390039 23? 




LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
PAGE 31 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY DCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
1 DATE if /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3020214463 10/21/78 11 
3020219444 10/21/78 S5 
3020219450 10/21/78 55 
3020219453 10/21/78 53 
6020219455 10/21/78 S5 
3020219462 10/21/78 ;5 
3020219464 10/21/78 S3 
3023219471 10/21/78 S5 
3021223284 10/21/78 1)1 
3020223290 10/21/78 131 
3020223293 10/21/78 I11 
3023223295 10/21/78 111 
3023332134 13/21/78 119 
3020304210 10/21/78 155 
3020304212 10/21173 155 
3020304215 10/21778 155 
3023504221 10/21/78 155 
302050a43P0 10/22/75 155 
3023304382 10t22/78 153 
3020304355 10/22/73 155 
3020304391 10/22/78 155 
3020304394 10/22/78 155 
3020506041 10/22/78 173 
3023306044 10/22/78 173 
3020326050 10/22/78 173 
3020395053 10/22/78 173 
3020305055 10/22/78 173 
5020306062 10/22/78 173 
30203051S2 10122/78 173 
3020306184 10/22/78 173 
30209305171 10/22/78 173 
3020306173 10/22/78 173 
3020305180 10/22/78 173 
3023306132 10/22/78 173 
3023306135 10/22/78 173 
3020306151 10/22/78 173 
3020316262 10/29/78 30 
3020316264 10129/78 30 
3023318271 10/29/78 30 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































12115/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 52
 
00:50 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OSSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 'MICFLM 
I3 DATE / SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3020316280 10/29/78 30 30 2830 0 40.42 144.21 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 095.43 W 390040 97
 
3020316282 10/29/78 5D 31 2830 D 41.38 142.98 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 095.95 W 390040 98
 
3023316285 10/29/78 50 32 2830 D 42.32 141.73 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 096.45 W 390040 99
 
3023315291 10/29/78 50 33 2830 0 43.24 140.45 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 096.94' W 390040 100
 
.U20316294 10/29/78 30 34 2830 3 44.14 139.13 20 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 097.41 U 390040 101
 
5020316300 10/29/78 30 35 ?830 D 45.02 137.77 NA MM4M NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 097.86 W 0 0
 
3020316303 10/29/78 50 3G ?830 9 45.38 136.37 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 098.31 V 390040 102
 
3023315305 10/29/73 50 37 ?830 D 46.71 134.93 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 098.75 W 390040 103 
3023316312 10/29/78 50 33 ?830 0 47.52 133.45 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 09.16 w 390040 104 
3023315314 10129/78 30 39 2830 D 48.29 131.91 70 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 099.57 W 390040 105 
3022316321 10123/78 50 43 2830 ) 49.04 130.34 70 EEE N) CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 099.98 w 390040 106 
3023316323 10/29178 50 41 ?830 0 49.75 128.72 NA MMtM NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 100.38 V 0 0 
3023313093 10/29/78 49 25 2831 0 36.40 148.93 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 113.93 W 590040 107 
3023318100 10/29/78 48 27 2831 D 37.42 147.78 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 119.54 W 390040 108
 
3023313102 10/29/78 4B 29 2831 0 38.43 146.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4T.88 N 120.13 V 390040 109
 
3023318105 10/29/78 45 29 2831 0 39.43 145.42 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.70 V 390040 110
 
302)313111 10/29/78 43 53 2831 0 40.41 144.22 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 121.25 W 390040 111
 
6023318114 10/29/78 48 31 2831 D 41,N7 143.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 121.77 V 390040 
 112
 
3U20318120 10129/78 k8 32 2831 0 42.30 141.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 122.28 W 390040 113
 
3023318123 10/29/78 k3 33 2831 D 43.22 140.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 122.77 W 390040 114
 
3023313125 10/29/78 48 34 2831 0 44.12 139.15 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N 123.25 W 0 0
 
302D401165 10/21/78 I 0 '60 ?835 D 55.04 091.13 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 123.79 E 390039 308
 
5029401171 10/21/78 1 0 
61 2835 D 54.81 089.08 100 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.43 S 123.45 E 390039 309
 
3023401174 10/21/78 120 62 2835 0 54.54 087.08 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 123.12 E 390039 310
 
3023401150 10/21/78 1 0 63 ?835 D 54.21 085.11 NA NNNM N) CCCL 4HLL 04.31 S 122.78 E 0 0
 
3020401183 10/21/78 120 64 2835 D 53.93 083.18 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 122.44 E 390039 311
 
3020401185 10/21/78 120 65 2835 0 53.41 081.31 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 122.10 E 390039 312
 
30R401192 1011/7B HOQ 66 ?855 0 52.9 079.50 NA MMli NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 121.77 E 0 0
 
SD20401194 10/21/78 120 67 2835 D 52.42 077.73 NA EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S t21.43 E 390039 313
 
302)401201 tO/Z1/78 120 68 2835 0 51.87 076.03 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 121.09 E 0 0
 
3020401251 10/21/78 1 0 83 2835 D 42.61 060.78 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 116.65 E 390039 314
 
3023401255 10/21/78 120 81 835 D 41.57 059.92 
 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 116.25 E 390030 315
 
3020402492 10/21/78 158 32 2836 D 42.20 141.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 108.64 E 390039 316
 
5025402485 10/21/78 135 33 '83r D 43.15 140.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 108.14 E 390039 317
 
302342491 10/21/78 133 34 2836 0 44.03 139.23 10 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 107.66 E 390039 318
 
5020'4'3'2-494, 10,/21/78 138, 3'3 2836 D 44.91' 137.93 10, EEEE N0 CCCL LLL-L- 55.93 N 107.20 E 390039 319 
3023402590 10/21/78 133 35 2836 0 45.76 136.56 20 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 106.76 E 390039 320 
5020422503 10/21/78 153 37 2836 9 46.59 135.13 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 106.32 E 390039 321 
3023402505 10/21/78 133 33 2536 0 47.40 133.65 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 105.68 E 390039 322 
3020402512 10121/78 153 39 2836 0 4R.19 132.13 40 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 105.46 E 390039 323 




12/13f78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 53
 
00:56 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROd ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CL) QUALITY CC'M CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICzLM 
13 DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45S79 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL -AME 
3023)42514 10/21/78 158 40 ?836 0 48.94 130.56 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N 105.06 E 390039 324 
3020406223 10122/78 174 50 2838 D 54.37 112.37 30 FFEE No CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 049.75 E 390039 413 
5022408225 10/22/78 174 51 2838 0 54.68 110.29 20 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 049.39 E 390039 414 
3023408232 10/22/78 174 52 7838 0 54.93 108.20 20 FFEE Na CCCL HHLL 11.55 v 049.05 E 390039 415 
3020406252 10/22/78 174 57 ?838 D 55.41 097.57 NA MNMm NO CCCL HHLL 04.33 N 047.33 E 0 0 
3023408254 10/22/78 174 58 2838 D 55.34 095.45 NA MVM NO CCCL HHLL 92.89 N 047.00 E 0 0 
302)408183 10/22/78 152 78 2839 D 46.23 064.95 60 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.01 S 014.94 E 390039 416 
3020433170 10/22/78 12 77 ?839 0 45.38 063.84 40 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S 014.56 F 390039 417 
6020408172 10t22/78 192 78 2839 v 44.50 052.78 20 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 25.88 S 014.18 E 390039 418 
3020409375 10/29/78 210 23 2840 D 33.07 152.48 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N4 010.82 E 390039 422 
3020409381 10/29/78 210 24 2590 ) 34.13 151.34 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N 010.11 E 390039 623 
3023409383 10/29/78 210 25 2840 D 35.18 150.21 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N 009.43 E 390039 624 
302)413071 10/29/78 245 30 2842 D 40.16 144.48 80 MMRM NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 045.16 W 0 0 
3023413074 10/29/78 248 31 2842 D 41.12 143.27 50 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 045.69 W 390039 625 
302)413080 13129/78 245 32 842 D 42.07 142.02 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 046.20 W 399039 '26­
3023415361 10/29/78 51 3S 2844 '2 45.60 156.80 90 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 099.73 W 390039 627 
302)415364 10/29/78 51 37 2544 D 45.44 135.38 90 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 100.17 W 390039 628 
3020416370 10/29/78 31 38 ?844 D 47.26 133.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 100.59 W 390039 629 
3023416373 10/29/78 s1 39 844 0 48.04 132.40 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 4 101.00 W 390039 430 
3022418375 10/29/78 51 40 2844 9 48.30 130.85 NA 2kfM NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 101.41 W 0 0 
3023423394 10/29/78 133 61 Z848 0 54.90 089.70 30 ECEE ND CCCL HHLL 01.41 S 147.81 E 390039 631 
a0204 3401 10/29178 133 6 ?8 8 D 54.84 087.68 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.86 S 147.47 E 390039 ;32 
3U20423403 10/29/78 1)3 63 2848 0 54.33 085.70 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.30 S 147.14 E 390039 433 
3020423405 10/29/78 123 64 2848 D 53.97 083.78 NA MMmm Y3 CCCL HLL 05.74 S 146.82 E 0 0 
302342341 10/29/78 133 65 2848 D 53.56 081.91 NA MM9m NO CCCL H4LL 07.18 S 146.50 E 0 0 
30224 3414 10/29/78 133 66 2848 D 53.10 080.06" NA 2M2M NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 146.14 E 0 0 
3020423421 10/29/78 103 67 2848 0 52.60 078.27 90 EFEF NO CCCL HHLL 10.06 S 145.78 E 390039 634 
3020423423 10/29/78 13 68 848 a 52.06 076.57 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.50 S 145.43 E 390039 435 
3023423430 10/29/7B 1)3 69 ?848 2 51.48 074.93 NA 222M NO CCCL HHLL 12.94 S 145.08 £ 0 0 
3020423432 10/29/73 1)3 73 2848 D 50.88 073.35 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.58 S 14A.73 E 390039 836 
5020423483 10/29/78 1)3 82 ?848 D 41.03 059.42 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 31.59 S 140.19 E 0 0 
3022423485 10/29/78 103 83 ?848 D 40.06 058.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S 139.75 E 390039 637 
3023423492 10/29/78 133 84 2848 0 39.08 057.95 10 EEE! NO CCCL LLLL 34.45 3 139.32 E 390039 638 
302)531100 10129/78 1 1 30 2849 D 39.99 144.64 10 MM4M NO CCCL HHLL 43.04 N 154.04 r 0 0 
30235)1185 10/29/78 1 1 51 ?849 D 54.51 110.83 100 FF-F N) CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 125.37 E 390039 639
 
3020501191 10/29/78 121 52 2849 D 54.88 108,75 100 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 125.03 E 590039 640
 
302050114 10/29/78 121 53 ?849 0 55.39 106.67 100 ECEF NO CCCL HHLL 10.10 N 124.69 E 390039 541
 
3029501200 10/29/78 121 54 2849 n 55.26 104.55 100 EEEE N3 CCCL HHLL 08.66 N 124.36 E 390039 642
 
3022531203 10/29/78 121 55 28k9 D 55.37 102.42 90 EECE NO CCCL HHLL 07.22 N 124.02 E 390039 643
 
3020501205 10/29/78 121 55 2Bkn D 55.42 100.27 NA MR2'1 N) CCCL HHLL 05.7P N 123.68 E 0 0
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
 PAGE 54 
od: s FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH RO 
 OIBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PIOTURE MItROFILM 'MCFLM
 
10 DATE 4 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4570 LTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
a020501212 10/29/78 
121 57 2849 D 55.43 098.13 90 MFEF NO CCCL HHLL 04.33 N 123.34 E 390039 644
 
3023501214 10/29/73 121 53 2849 D 55.33 096.01 90 
 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 123.01 E 390039 645
 
3022501221 10/29/78 121 59 2849 0 55.27 093.90 90 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 122.67 7 390039 646
 
3020531223 10/29/78 121 so 2849 D 55.12 091.81 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 122.34 E 390039 647
 
3023501230 10/29/78 121 61 ?849 D 54.91 089.75 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 122.01 
E 390039 648
 
3023501232 10(29/78 121 62 2849 0 54.65 087.73 NA Mm2m NO CCCL HHLL 02.86 S 
 121.67 E 0 0
 
3020501235 10/29/78 1 1 
 63 2849 0 54.34 085.75 NA 2222 40 CCCL HHLL 04.30 S 121.33 E 0 0
 
3023501241 10/21/78 121 64 849 D 53.97 083.81 
 NA M'4M N) CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 121.00 E 0 0
 
3020501244 10/21/78 121 65 2849 $ 53.57 081.R3 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 120.66 E 0 0
 
3020501250 10/21/78 [11 65 2849 0 53.11 080.09 NA MMVM NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 120.32 E 0 0
 
3020501253 10/21/78 121 67 2849 D 52.61 078.30 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 119.97 F 0 0
 
3025501273 10/21/78 121 72 2849 D 
 49.52 070.40 NA FFEF N0 CCCL HHLL !7.26 S 118.22 E 390039 325
 
3020501280 10/21/78 121 73 849 D 48.80 069.02 10 EEEE NO CCCL HMLL 18.70 S 117.86 E 390039 326
 
3620501282 10/21/78 121 74 2849 0 48.04 067.69 0 EEEE 
 NO CCCL HNLL 20.13 S 117.50 E 390039 327
 
3020501295 10121/73 121 75 
 2849 p 47.26 066.44 0 EEEE N) CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 117.13 E 399033 328
 
3322521305 10/21/78 I 1 bO 2849 
 0 42.93 061.12 NA mMVI NO CCCL LLLL 28.74 S 115.21 r 0 0
 
1023521312 10/21/78 121 81 2849 D 42.00 060.25 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 
 '0.17 S 114.80 c 0 0
 
53U0502541 10121/78 139 32 2850 D 41.89 142.22 
 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 107.20 E 390039 329
 
6020502563 10/21/78 159 33 
 2850 D 42.83 140.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 106.71 E 390039 330
 
3D20502550 10/21/7B 139 34 4 139.6 0 EEEE
2850 3.74 NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 106.25 E 39003 331
 
3023502552 10/21/78 159 35 950 D 44.53 138.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 105.78 E 390039 332
 
3020502555 10/21/78 159 35 850 0 45.50 136.95 
 10 EEE 40 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 105.33 E 390039 333
 
3022502561 10/21/78 139 37 2850 n
0 46.34 135.54 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 104.89 E 39003 334
 
3020502564 10/21/78 139 33 2850 D 47.16 134.09 90 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 104.46 E 390039 335
 
3023502570 10/21/78 15q 39 2850 0 47.94 132.60 90 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 104.05 E 336
 
= 
39 0 03 q
302J54320 10/22/78 157 19 2851 D 28.44 157.30 90 
 FP ' NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 090.11 E 390039 419
 
3020504323 10/22/78 157 
 20 2851 0 29.53 156.11 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 089.20 C 0 0
 
3025504325 10/22/78 157 21 2851 D 30.61 154.96 10 FEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 0567 N 088.35 E 390039 420
 
3023507581 10/22/78 193 18 853 0 27.29 158.55 90 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.77 N 039.50 E 390039 421
 
3023507583 10/22/78 193 19 2853 D 28.40 
157.32 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.40 N 038.52 E 390039 422
 
302507590 i022/78 193 20 2853 D 29.49 156.13 90 
 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.02 V 037.61E 30059 423
 
3020507592 10/22/78 195 21 2853 0 30.58 154.97 90 
 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.64 N 036.76 E 390039 424
 
3020507595 10/ 2/79 13 22 2853 P 31.67 153.82 NA MM66 N) 
 CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 035.96 E 0 0
 
3020503001 10/22/78 193 23 2B53 D 32.74 152.70 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 52.86 4 035.20 E 390039 425
 
302050800 10/22/78 193 24 2853 D 33.J0 151.58 80 EEE N) CCCL LLLL 51o47 N 034.48 £ 390039 426
 
3620508010 10122/78 133 25 
 2853 0 34.84 150.46 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 033.79 F 390039 427
 
3023508013 10(29/78 195 2S 2853 D 35.33 149.34 20 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 033.15 E 390039 139
 
3021508015 10/29/78 133 
 27 853 D 36.91 148.21 0 EEE ND CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 032.54 r 390039 140 
302353022 10/29/78 133 23 2853 D 37.93 147.06 10 EE! ND CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 031.99 E 390039 141
 
3020515025 10/29/78 14 46 857 D 52.46 
121.06 P0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.13 N 079.35 W 390039 142
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3023516431 10/29/78 52 39 2858 D 47.79 132.88 NA MMmm NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 102.46 W 0 0 
30235165434 10/29/79 32 
3020523452 10/29/78 134 
3020523455 10/29/78 114 
3023523461 10/29/78 134 
3020523464 10/29/78 134 
3020523470 10/29/78 104 




























































































3023523475 10/29/78 134 



























5020523484 10/29/78 134 



























3020523544 10/29/78 134 83 282 0 40.40 058.94 70 EEEE O -CCCL LLLL 33.02 S 138.33 E 390039 146 
3020523550 10/29/78 134 84 2862 0 39.42 058.23 70 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 34.45 S 137.89 T 390039 147 
3023601141 10/22/78 122 
3020601143 10/22/78 122 
3020601150 10/22/78 122 





















































3023531155 10/22/78 122 30 2863 0 39.68 144.96 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 132.59 E 390039 432 































3020603063 10/22/78 140 43 2354 p 53.37 117.59 70 FFF NO CCCL LLLL 17.30 N 099.19 E 390039 436 
302303070 10/22/78 140 49 2864 D 53.80 115.63 70 FEFr NO CCCL LLLL 15.86 N 098.83 E 390039 437 
3020603072 10/22/78 lO '0 2864 0 54.18 113.63 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.42 N 098.48 E 3-0039 438 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 56 
00:57 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OdSEiVATIDN ENTRY PAT- 30. DGIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN COLD QUALITY CC4 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE P'ICTURE MTICROFILM 4ICPFLM
 
J. DATE 0 
 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT C4TR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3020604413 10/29/78 158 28 2865 0 37.&4 147.32 30 2FFF NO CCCL 
 LLLL 45.86 N 082.10 E 390040 1
 
3020604490 10/29/78 158 45 2085 D 52,37 121.41 NA MMNM NO CCCL 
 HHLL 20.17 N 074.10 E 0 0
 
3022604492 10/29/78 153 47 2B65 D 52.59 119.54 90 EFFF NO CCCL 
 HHLL 18.73 N 073.75 E 390040 2
 
3020604495 10/29/78 139 43 2855 D 53.35 117.63 
 100 EFFF 40 CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 073.39 E 39u040 3
 
3023604501 10129178 
158 49 28S5 D 53.79 115.67 100 EFFF NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 073.03 E 390040 4
 
3020604504 10/29/78 159 50 2865 0 54.18 113.67 100 EFFP NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 072.68 E 390040 
 5
 
3023534510 10/29/78 158 51 2865 D 54.51 111.64 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 072.33 E 0 0
 
3023362293 13/29/78 176 37 866 0 46.02 136.06 0 EFFF N3 CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 051.84 E 
 390040 s
 
3020606290 10/29/78 175 38 2866 D 46.85 134.63 0 MFFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 
 051.41 E 390040 7
 
3020506342 10129/78 176 51 285 0 54.51 111.67 NA 
 MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 046.52 E 0 0
 
3020S06344 10/29/78 176 52 28s6 0 54.30 109.60 NA MMMM NO 
 CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 046.17 E 0 0
 
3022S03271 10/29/78 194 74 ?867 0 48.39 068.27 80 EFFF NO CCCL HHLL 
 20.13 S 012.79 E 390040 8
 
i20610000 10/29/78 212 49 868 D 53.77 115.81 30 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 V 004.39 W 390040 9
 
3020610'03 10/29/78 212 50 2868 D 54.15 113.81 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 
 004.75 W 390040 10
 
3020615084 19/29/75 15 46 2871 0 52.29 121.66 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.18 N 
 080.79 W 0 0
 
3023515090 10/29/78 15 47 2B71 0 52.B2 119.79 NA MMMM 
 NO CCCL HHLL 18.74 N 081.16 w 0 0
 
3020615093 10/29/78 15 49 ?871 D 53.31 117.88 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 17.30 N 081.51 'd 0 0
 
302061-433 10/29/78 53 26 2872 D 35.41 149.71 10 EEEE %0 CCCL LLLL 46.70 N 097.41 W 390039 660
 
302961440 10/29/78 33 27 2872 0 36.45 148.58 10 EEEE NO dCCL LLLL 47.29 N 098.03 W 
 3900 9 661
 
302061S442 10129/78 33 28 2872 D 37.47 147.46 
 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 098.61 w 390039 662
 
302)51S445 10/29/78 53 23 2872 D 38.48 146.32 10 EEE 40 CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 099.26 
w 390039 663
 
3020616451 10/29/78 33 30 2872 D 39.46 145.17 
 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 099.70 V 390039 664
 
3020616454 10/29/78 33 31 2872 D 40.44 144.00 0 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 41.62 N 100.23 W 390039 665
 
3020616460 10/29/78 33 32 2872 0 41.41 142.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 
 100.75 W 39003 666
 
3022516463 10/29/78 33 33 2872 D 42.35 141.53 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 
 101.23 W 390039 667
 
3U20616465 19/29/78 53 34 2872 0 43.27 140.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 101.71 V 
 390039 668
 
3020515472 10/29/78 53 35 2872 D 44.17 138.97 10 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 102.17 W 36030 66q

3020615474 10/29/78 53 36 2872 D 45.04 137.64 30 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 102.62 W 390039 670
 
302351 481 10/29/78 33 37 ?872 D 45.90 136.25 90 EEEE VD CCCL LLLL 33.08 V 103.06 W 390039 671 
3020516483 10129/73 35 35 ?872 0 46.74 134.82 90 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 103.48 W 390039 672
 
3020616490 10/29178 33 39 2872 0 47.54 133.36 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 103.89 W 390039 673
 
3020616492 10/29178 33 40 2872 0 48.31 131.85 NA M'MM NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 104.30 
W 2 0
 
3D23620173 10/29/78 69 44 2874 0 51.08 125.37 20 EEEE No CCCL HHLL 23.05 N 157.48 V 390039 181
 
3023'20130 10/29/78 S3 45 ?874 0 51.69 123.61 
 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 157.85 W 390039 182
 
302D's2W182 rO'/29'9 78 69 4 2874 D 5-2. '. 1,24-79 '50 FEEE 
 N CCCL HHLL 20,17 N 158,.22 W 390039 183
 
3020623540 10/29/78 135 68 2876 0 52.4S 077.72 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 
 142.59 E 0 0
 
3029623543 10/29/78 135 69 ?376 0 51.;0 076.02 30 FEFF vi CCCL HHLL 
 12.95 S 142.25 E 390039 184
 
302I623545 10/29/78 135 70 BT6 51.31 074.40 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.38 S 
 141.90 E 390039 185
 
302)623552 10/29/78 135 71 2876 0 50.67 072.R4 70 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.82 S 141.54 E 
 390039 18'6
 
30206253554 10/29/78 125 72 2876 0 50.00 071.35 30 EEEE 
 ND CCCL HHLL 17.26 S '141.18 E 390039 1-87
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 57 
00:57 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
03SE VATION ENTRY 04-I ROd OIBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QURLITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 4ICFLM 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45675 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3020100000 10/29/78 135 8Z 2876 0 41.68 060.01 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 137.34 E 0 0 
3020700002 10/29/78 115 83 2876 D 40.72 059.22 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 353.03 S 136.91 E 0 0 
3022790005 10/2R/78 1)5 84 2876 0 39.74 058.50 NA MMi4 NO CCCL LLLL 34o46 S 136.47 E 0 0 
3020701175 10/29/78 123 21 2877 0 29.92 155.36 60 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 55.71 N 137.05 E 390040 11 
3020701181 10/29/78 123 22 ?877 0 31.02 154.23 60 FFFF ND CCCL HKLL 54.32 N 136.25 E 390040 12 
3020701202 10/29/78 123 27 2877 D 36.31 148.70 20 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 47o29 N 132.85 E 390040 13 
3023704445 10/22/78 159 22 2879 0 30.99 154.25 90 MEEE ND CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 084.68 E 390039 439 
3020704451 10/22/78 159 23 2879 0 32.06 153.13 90 MEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 083.93 E 390039 440 
5020704454 10/22/78 159 24 2879 0 33.13 152.03 80 MEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 083.21 E 590039 441 
3020704460 10/22/78 159 25 2879 0 34.19 150.94 70 MEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 082.52 E 390039 442 
302)70446? 10/22/78 159 25 ?879 0 35.24 149.84 70 MFEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 081.87 E 390039 A43 
3020704465 10/22/78 159 27 ?879 0 36.28 148.73 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 081.25 E 390039 444 
3020704471 10/22/78 159 23 2879 0 37.30 147.61 70 EFEE N3 CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 080.66 E 390039 445 
3020704474 10/22/78 159 29 2879 0 38.32 146.47 NA MMNN NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 080.09 E 0 0 
3020706265 10/22/78 177 19 ?880 D 27.68 157.69 90 MEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 061.44 F 390039 446 
3022706271 10/22/78 177 20 2880 0 28.78 156.52 NA EMME NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 060.53 1 390039 447 
3020706274 10/22/78 177 21 2880 0 29.87 155.38 NA NMMH NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 059.68 E 0 0 
302370'6290 10/22/78 177 22 2880 0 30.96 154.26 NA NNMm NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 058.88 E 0 0 
3020706283 10/22/78 177 23 2890 0 $2.05 153.14 80 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 053.13 E 390039 448 
3023704235 10/22/78 177 24 2890 0 33.11 152.05 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 057.41 E 390039 449 
3020706292 10/22/78 177 25 2880 0 34.17 150.95 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 056.73 E 390039 450 
3023706350 10122/78 177 39 2880 0 47.40 133.61 0 EEE6 NO CCCL HHLL 30.20 N 049.58 E 390039 451 
3020706353 10/22/78 177 40 2880 0 48.19 132.10 0 EEEF ND CCCL HHLL 28.77 N 049.17 E 390039 452 
3023706355 10/22/78 177 41 2880 0 48.94 150.54 0 EFEF N7 CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 048.76 E 390039 453 
5023715174 10/29/78 is 54 ?895 0 55.16 106.37 NA MMMm N3 CCCL HHLL 08.66 N 085.02 W 0 0 
3020716492 10/29/78 34 26 2886 0 35.08 149.96 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 098.82 W 590039 148 
302071494 L0/29/78 54 27 2886 0 36.12 148.85 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 099.44 W 390039 149 
3020716501 10/29/78 54 28 286 0 37.14 147.75 70 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 100.03 W 390039 150 
3023716503 10/29/78 34 29 2886 0 33.15 146.63 70 EEFt NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 100.59 d 390039 151 
3020716510 10/29/78 34 30 2884 0 39.15 145.48 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 101.14 W 390039 152 
3020716512 10/29/78 34 31 2086 0 40.13 144.31 60 FEFE ND CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 101.67 W 390039 153 
3020716515 10/29/78 54 32 2886 0 41.10 143.12 30 EEEE V3 CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 102.17 V 390039 154 
3023900054 10/29/78 13 82 2890 0 42.03 060.34 10 EErE NO CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 135.89 E 39003q 155 
3020800060 10/29/78 1)5 83 2890 D 41.07 059.54 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 135.46 E 390039 156 
3U20800063 10/29/78 126 84 2890 0 40.11 058.79 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S 135.03 E 390039 157 
3020801260 10/29/78 124 27 2891 0 35.;8 148.97 10 ErE- NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 131.44 E 390039 158 
3020801263 10/29/78 124 28 2891 0 37.01 147.86 10 EECE ND CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 130.84 C 390039 159 
3023301265 10/29/78 124 29 2891 D 38.03 146.73 10 EE-E NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 V 130.28 E 390039 160 
3020801272 10/29/78 124 30 2891 D 39.03 145.59 10 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 V 129.73 E 390039 162 
3023301274 10/29/78 124 31 2891 D 40.01 144.43 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 41.62 V 129.21 E 390059 162 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
 
STANDARD CATALOG




 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OoS:RVATION ENTRY PATI ROd ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM 
 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 'MICFLM
 
ID DATE 9 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL 
 FRAME
 
3023501281 10/29178 124 32 2891 D 40.98 143.25 10 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 128.71 E 390039 163
 
3023801283 10/29/78 124 33 2891 0 41.94 142.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 
N 128.22 E 390039 164
 
3020808200 10121/78 I) 29 2895 D 37.94 146.81 90 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 02708 E 390039 337
 
3U20808202 10/21/78 195 30 2895 D 
 38.99 145.67 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 026.53 E 390039 338
3020308205 10/21/78 195 31 2895 0 39.93 144.52 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 
N 026.00 E 390039 339
 
3020815194 10/21/78 17 45 2899 0 51.36 124.63 NA MIMM 
 NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 083.27 W 0 0
 
3023815200 10/21/78 17 4S 2899 0 51.95 122.86 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 
 083.64 W 0 0
3020815203 10/21/78 17 47 2899 D 52.50 121.04 10 6EEE NO CCCL HHLL 
 18.73 N 084.01 W 390034 340
 
6023815205 10/21/78 17 43 2899 0 53.02 119.16 20 
 EEEE NO CCCL IlIHLL 17.30 N 084.36 W 390039 341
 
3020815212 10/21/78 17 49 2899 D 53.49 117.23 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 
 15.86 N 084.72 W 30039 342
 
3029316550 10/29/78 55 26 2900 D 34.73 150.21 90 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 100.25 W 390039 674
 
3020816555 10/29/78 55 27 900 D 35.77 149.13 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 4 
 100.86 W 390039 675
3023816555 10/29/78 55 28 2900 D 36.81 148.03 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 
N 101.44 W 390039 676
 
302081562 10/29/78 55 29 2900 0 37.83 146.91 80 EEEE ND 
 CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 102,01 w 390039 677
 
3023316564 10/29/78 55 3D 900 D 38.83 145.78 
 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 102.55 W 390039 675
 
303816572 10/29/78 55 31 2900 0 39.82 144.62 NA MMP 43 
 CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 103.08 W 0 0
3020816573 10/29/78 35 32 2900 D 40.79 143.45 10 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 103.59 w 390039 679
 
5020816580 10/29/78 55 33 2900 D 41.75 142.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 
 104.08 W 390039 6BO
 
3U20816582 10/29/78 55 34 ?900 0 42.68 141.01 10 EEFE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 104.56 W 390039 681
 
3023816585 10/29/78 55 55 ?900 0 43.60 139.75 
 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 105.03 W 390039 682
 
3020816591 10/29/78 35 3; 2900 0 44.49 138.44 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 34.50 N 105.48 W 390039 683
3023815594 10/29/78 
 55 37 2900 0 45.36 137.10 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 105.91 W 390039 684
 
3023817000 10/29/78 35 33 2900 D 46.21 135.71 
 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 106.34 W 390039 685
 
3020917003 10/29/78 55 33 ?900 0 47.03 134.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 30.21 N 106.76 W 390039 686
3020817021 10/29/79 55 43 2900 D 50.04 128.07 NA 2MMM NO CCCL 
 HHLL 24.48 N 108.33 W 0 0
 
3U20817023 10/29/78 35 44 2900 0 50.71 126.40 
 NA 2MM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 108.71 W 0 0
 
3020813523 10/29/78 33 63 901 0 
 55.37 094.37 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 140.08 W 0 0
302118525 10/29/78 33 61 2901 D 55.22 092.28 NA Mm'm NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 
 140.41 W 0 0
 
3023813570 10/29/78 53 71 ?901 D 51.08 073.76 NA M4MM NO CCCL 
 HHLL 15.82 S 143.85 W 0 0
 
3020818573 10/29/78 53 72 2901 0 50.43 072.25 NA 
 1MMM NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 144.21 W 0 0
 
3020818575 10/29/78 53 73 2901 D 49.74 070.77 NA M4MM ND CCCL 
 HHLL 18.70 S 144.57 W 0 0
 
3020818582 10/29/78 53 74 2901 D 49.03 069.39 
 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.13 S 144.93 W 0 0
 
3023919584 10/29/78 53 75 2901 0 48.28 068.06 NA MMMm NO CCCL 
 HHLL 21.57 S 145.30 W 0 0
3020822240 10/29/78 39 72 2903 D 50.47 072.32 NA MMMM 
 NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 164.13 E 0 0
3023822242 10f29/78 39 73 2903 D 49.79 070.86 
 NA MM1M NO CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 163.78 L 0 0
 
3020822245 10/29/78 39 74 ?903 D 49.07 069.45 NA 2222 NO 
 CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 163.41 E 0 0
 
3020822251 10/29/78 39 75 2901 0 48.32 068.12 
 NA MMIM NO CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 163.04 E 0 0
3020900053 10/29/78 1)7 68 904 0 52.94 078.8; VA MMmM NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 
 139.71 E 0 0
 
3020900060 10/29/78 1)7 69 2904 0 52.31 077.14 80 EEEE N0 CCCL 
 HHLL 12.95 S 13q.36 E 390039 165
3020930062 10/29/78 137 70 904 0 51.74 075.50 90 EEE 
 N3 CCCL HHLL 14.3q S 139.02 E )90039 166
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00:57 FROM I0/0I/78 TO 10/31/78
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ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3020900065 10/29/78 137 71 904 D 51.13 075.89 NA MMOM NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 138.67 E 0 0 
3020900071 10/29/78 137 72 2904 0 58.48 072.34 30 EEEE NO CCEL HHLL 17.26 S 138.31 E 390039 167 
3020900112 10/29/78 107 82 2904 D 42.35 060.66 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 134.47 E 390039 168 
3020900115 10/29/78 137 83 2904 0 41.40 059.83 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 154.04 E 390039 169 
3020901312 10/21/78 123 26 2905 0 34.60 250.31 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 130.62 E 390039 343 
3020901315 10/21178 125 27 2905 0 35.65 149.23 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 130.00 C 390039 544 
3020901321 10/21/78 1 3 28 2905 D 36.68 148.14 40 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 129.41 E 390039 345 
3020901324 10/21/78 125 29 2905 D 37.70 147.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 128.84 E 390039 546 
3020901330 10/21/78 123 30 2905 0 58.71 145.90 10 EFEE N0 CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 128.29 E 390039 347 
3023901333 10121/78 123 31 2905 D 39.70 144.75 10 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 127.76 E 390059 348 
3023901335 10/21/78 125 32 905 D 40.65 143.58 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 127.27 E 390039 349 
3020901342 10/21/78 125 53 2905 D 41.64 142.37 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL iq.78 N 126.79 E 390039 350 
3020901344 10/21/78 125 34 ?905 D 42.58 141.13 30 EEEE NJ CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 126.33 E 390039 351 
5020901374 10/21/78 1 5 41 2905 0 48.53 131.41 90 ECEE NJ CCCL MHLL 27.35 N 123.33 E 390039 352 
3020901380 10/21/73 12 42 2905 0 49.27 129.85 90 FFFF No CCCL HHLL 25. N 122.94 E 390039 353 
3020901383 10/21/79 125 43 2905 0 49.97 128.25 NA MM'4 vD CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 122.55 E 0 0 
3020901385 10/21/78 1?3 44 2905 D 50.64 126.59 50 EEEE 40 CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 122.17 E 390039 354 
3020901392 10/21/78 125 43 2905 0 51.28 12A.87 80 EEEE 4 CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 121.80 E 390039 355 
3023901394 10/21/78 1 5 45 2905 D 51.87 123.11 NA MM1I N3 CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 121.44 F 0 0 
302)931401 10/21/78 123 47 2905 0 52.44 121.28 50 EEEE NO CCCL HMLL 18.73 N 221.07 £ 390039 356 
3020901403 10/29/78 1 5 48 2905 0 52.96 119.39 NA MV4M NO CCCL HHLL 17.30 N 120.70 E 0 0 
3020901410 10/29/78 125 49 2905 D 53.44 117.48 NA MMAM NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 120.35 E 0 0 
3020901412 10/29/78 1 3 50 2905 D 53.86 115.53 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 120.00 E 0 0 
3020901453 10/29/78 1 5 55 2905 0 55.25 105.20 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 118.29 E 390039 302 
3020901435 10/29/78 125 56 2905 0 55.41 103.09 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 117.95 E 390039 303 
3020901442 10/29/78 125 57 2905 0 55.49 100.96 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 34.35 N 117.61 E 390039 304 
3020901444 10/29/78 125 53 2905 0 55.51 098.82 NA M4fl$ N3 CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 117.27 E 0 0 
3020901450 10/29/78 125 59 905 0 55.47 096.69 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 116.93 E 0 0 
3020901453 10/29/78 125 60 2905 D 55.39 094.59 NA MmVm NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 116.60 E 0 0 
5020901455 101/9/78 125 61 2905 v 55.25 092.50 NA MMmm NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 116.28 E 0 0 
3020901452 10/29/78 1 3 62 2905 0 55.06 090.42 NA M4MM NO CCCL' HHLL 02.87 S 115.95 E 0 0 
3029901464 10/29/78 125 63 2905 0 54.81 088.38 NA m1m! NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 115.61 E 0 0 
3023931471 10/29/78 125 64 2905 D 54.51 086.39 NA MMNm NO CCCL WHLL 03.75 S 115.28 E 0 0 
3020901473 10/29/78 1?5 65 ?905 D 54.17 094.45 NA MRHI NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 114.94 E 0 0 
3020901480 10/29/78 12 68 2905 D 53.78 082.56 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 114.60 E 0 0 
3020903164 10/29/73 13 31 90G D 39.68 144.77 100 EEEE %0 CCCL LLLL 1.63 N 101.95 E 390039 305 
3020904552 20/22/78 1&1 20 2907 D 28.07 156.89 50 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 083.47 E 390039 454 
3020904559 10/22/78 11 21 2907 0 29.17 155.77 80 EFEF N3 CCCL LLLL 55.66 N OB2.G2 E 390039 455 
302090456I 10/22/78 151 22 2907 D 30.27 154.67 90 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 081.81 E 390039 456 
3020398213 10/22/78 197 19 2909 D 26.94 138.05 90 EOFE NO CCCL LLLL 58.38 N 032.81 E 390039 457 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
 PAGE 60
 
00:57 FRO4 10/01/78 TO 20/31/78
 
OdSRVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE 
SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY COM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE, MIC1OFILM JfGFLM
 
1) 
 DATE 9 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL -FRAME
 
3022908220 10/22/78 197 20 2909 0 
 28.05 156.89 100 EFFE ND CCCL LLLL 57.01 N 031.90 E 390039 458
 
3025908222 10/22/78 197 21 2909 D 29.15 155.77 100 EFFF NO CCCL 
 LLLL 55.63 N 031.05 E 390039 459
 
302D908225 10/22/78 137 22 2909 D 30.25 154.67 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.24 N 030.25 E 390039 460
 
3020908231 [0/22/78 137 23 2909 0 31.33 153.58 
 80 EEF! No CCCL LLLL 52.85 N 029.50 E 390039 463
3020908234 10/22/78 197 24 ?909 0 32.41 152.51 40 FEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 51.45 N 028.77 E 390039 462
 
30,20908240 10/22/78 [97 25 2909 D 33.48 151.43 60 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.05 N 028.09 E 
 390039 463
 
3020908243 10/22/78 197 2S 2909 D 34.53 150.36 30 EEFE 4O CCCL LLLL 
 48.65 N 027.44 E 390039 464
 
3V20908245 10/22/78 197 27 2909 D 35.57 149.29 NA M MM NO 
 CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 026.82 E 0 a
 
3023908252 10/22/78 197 28 2909 D 
 36.51 148.19 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N 026.21 E 390039 465
302)908254 10/22/7i 197 29 2909 D 37.42 147.09 
 NA M'4MM NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 025.64 C 0 0
 
3022938261 10122/78 
197 3D 2909 D 38.63 145.97 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 025.09 E 390039 466
 3U20908263 10/22/78 197 31 2909 D 39.62 144.83 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 
 41o60 N 024.57 E 390039 467
 
3020915191 10/29/78 18 30 2913 D 38.54 146.05 NA E222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 078.15 Q 390039 186
 
3023915193 10129/78 18 31 2913 D 39.53 144.91 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 078.68 V 390039 189
 
3021915200 10/29/78 13 32 2917 0 40.51 143.73 10 EECE ND CCCL LLLL 
 40.19 N 079.18 V 390039 19C
3020915202 10/29/78 15 3) 2913 0 41.48 142.55 NA MMXM NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 
 079.67 W 0 C
 
3022915205 10/29/78 18 34 2913 D 42.42 141.33 VA Im4m, 
 NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 080.15 W 0 0
 
3u23915211 10/29/73 13 35 2913 0 43.35 140.07 NA M4MM N) CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 
 080.62 W 0 C
3022915214 10/29/78 13 3S 2913 r) 44.24 138.78 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 081.07 W 0 2
 
3020915220 10/29/78 13 37 ?913 D 45.12 137.46 NA MMMM NO 
 CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 081.51 W 0 0
 
3023915223 10/29/78 18 38 2913 D 45.98 
136.08 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 081.94 W 0 c
 
3023915225 10/29/73 1B 39 2913 n 46.81 134.66 80 EELE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 082.36 W 390039 191
3023915232 10/29/78 18 40 2913 C 47.51 133.21 NA M'm4 NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 
 082.76 V 0 a
 
3023915234 10/29/78 13 41 2913 D 48.38 131.71 NA MRMM NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 083.16 W 
 0 2
 3020915250 10/22/78 18 44 2913 0 50.52 126.90 NA MNkm 
 NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 08o4.33 9 0 0
 
3020915252 10/22/78 1B 45 2913 0 51.17 125.20 20 EFFE NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 084.70 W 390039 468 
3020915255 10/29/78 13 4S 7915 ) S1.77 123.45 20 EEGG NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 V 085.07 W 390039 172
5023915251 10/29/78 13 47 2913 O 52.34 121.63 30 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 085.44 W 390039 171
 
3020915264 10/29/78 13 48 2913 D 52.87 119.77 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 085.80 W 
 0 0
 
3020915270 10/29/78 I8 49 2913 
 3 53.36 117.86 NA MM'M NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 V 086.15 V 0 0
 
3023917005 10/29/78 36 26 2914 0 34.40 150.45 10 E222 N3 CCCL LLLL 46.68 N 
 101.67 V 390040 14
 
3020917011 10/29/78 36 27 2914 0 35.45 149.38 10 EEEF N) CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 102.28 W 3QO040 15
 
3023917014 10/29/78 55 23 ?914 
 16.48 148.29 0 EEE! N) CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 102.87 W 390040 16

au20917020 10/29/78 36 29 2914 D 37.90 147.19 
 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 103.44 W 300040 17 
30,23917023 10f29/78 56 30 2914 0 3R.51 146.08 0 CEEC NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 104.00 W 390040 is 
3023917025 10/29/78 36 31 914 0 39.51 144;94 0 
 E'E! No CCCL LLLL 41.161 N 104.51 V 399040. 19
 
3029917,032 10129/78 5 32 p9 1 4 D 49.49 143.77 0 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 40.19 N 105.03 W 390040 20
 
3020917034 10/29/78 36 33 2914 0 "1.45 142.58 0 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 35.77 V 105.51 V 390040 2!
 
6020917042 10/29/78 35 34 2914 D 42.39 141.36 0 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 106.00 V 390040 22
 
3020917043 10/29/78 5S 35 2914 D 4'.31 140.12 0 EEEC 
 ND CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 106.45 V 390040 2!
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 61
 
00:53 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/18
 
obSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
1) DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45679 OLTY 45678 45678 C4TR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3023317050 10/29/78 36 36 2914 D 44.21 138.83 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 106.90 W 590040 24 
5020917052 10/29/78 36 37 2914 D 49.09 137.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 107.34 W 390040 25 
3020917055 10/29/78 36 33 2914 D 45.95 136.12 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 107.77 W 390040 26 
3020917072 10/29/78 56 42 2914 D 49.11 130.21 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.qi N 109.38 w 390040 27 
3023917075 10/29/78 3S 43 2914 D 49.82 128.60 NA MMMM NO CCCL HULL 24.48 N 109.76 W 0 0 
3020917081 10/29/78 56 44 2914 0 50.51 126.94 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 110.14 W 390040 28 
3020917084 10/29/78 36 45 2914 D 51.15 125.25 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 110.51 W 0 0 
3023917090 10/29/78 56 46 914 0 51.76 123.48 NA Mmmm NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 110.88 W 0 a 
3023918584 10/29/78 54 61 2915 D 55.30 092.98 NA M'MM NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 141.86 W 0 0 
3020919022 10/29/78 54 70 ?915 2 51.90 075.88 NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 144.91 W 0 a 
3020919025 10/29/78 54 71 2915 D 51.29 074.26 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 145.27 W 0 0 
3023919031 10/29/78 54 72 2915 D 50.66 072.72 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 145.62 W 0 0 
3023920460 10/29/78 72 71 2916 D 51.33 074.35 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 171.08 W 390039 172 
3023920463 10/29/78 72 72 2916 D 50.69 072.79 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 171.43 W 390039 173 
3020920465 10/29/73 72 73 ?916 D 50.01 071.30 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 1P.70 S 171.80 V 399039 174 
5029920472 10/29/78 72 74 2916 D 49.30 069.88 NA 2222 ND CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 172.17 W 0 0 
3020920474 10/29/78 72 75 1916 0 48.57 068.54 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 172.54 W 0 0 
302)922294 10129/78 10 72 2917 0 50.71 072.84 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 162.71 E 0 a 
3023922302 10/29/78 90 73 R917 0 50.04 071.35 NA MMMM ND CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 162.35 E 0 0 
3020922303 10129/78 90 74 2917 0 49.33 069.93 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 162.00 E 0 0 
3023922310 10129/78 90 75 2917 0 48.59 068.57 NA M4M$ NO CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 161.62 E 0 0 
3021000171 10/29/78 138 82 2918 D 42.67 060.97 NA 222? N3 CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 133.02 F 0 0 
3021000173 10/29/78 13 83 2919 0 41.74 060o14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 132.59 E 390039 175
 
3021001371 10/29/78 126 26 2919 0 34.26 150.56 90 EMEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 129.16 E 390040 38
 
3021001373 10/29/78 126 27 2919 D 35.31 149.50 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 128.55 E 390040 39
 
3021001380 10/29/78 125 28 919 D 36.55 1A8.41 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 127.96 E 390040 40
 
3021031382 10/29/78 1 6 29 2919 0 37.37 147.31 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 127.40 E 390040 41
 
3021011385 10/29/78 12 30 2919 0 38.39 146.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 126.86 E 390040 42
 
3021001391 10129/78 126 31 2919 0 39.39 145.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 126.35 E 390040 43
 
3021001394 10/29/78 126 32 2919 D 40.37 143.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 125.85 E 390040 44
 
3021001400 10/29/78 1 6 33 2919 0 41.33 142.72 20 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 125.36 E 390040 45
 
3021001403 10/29/78 125 34 2919 0 42.28 141.50 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 124.88 E 390040 46
 
3021005111 10/29/78 162 44 2921 0 50.41 127.22 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 069.10 E 0 0
 
3021005113 10129/78 152 45 ?921 D 51.06 125.51 NA Mmmm NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 068.73 E 0 0
 
302100560 10/29/78 130 43 2922 9 52.78 120.15 NA MNm~ NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 041.83 E 0 0
 
3021006563 10/29/78 130 49 2922 0 53.27 118.25 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 041.48 r 0 0
 
3021006565 10/29/78 130 50 2922 D 53.72 116.31 NA E222 NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 041.13 E 390039 733
 
3021008315 10f29/78 198 30 2923 0 38.31 146.27 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 023.67 E 390039 789
 
3021008322 10f29/78 198 31 2923 0 39.31 145.14 10 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 023.14 E 390039 790
 
3021010171 10f29/78 216 35 2924 D 43.10 140.39 100 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 35.92 N 004.59 W 390039 791
 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 62 
00:58 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78, 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM fICFLM 
10 DATE 0 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3021015245 10/29/78 19 30 ?927 D 38.21 146.55 90 FEEF NO 
 CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 079459 W 390039 192
 
3021015252 10/29/78 19 31 2927 D 39.21 145.23 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 
 080.11 V 0 0
 
3021015254 10/29/78 19 32 2927 0 40.20 144.08 NA MMMI 
 NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 080.62 W 0 0
 
3021015261 10/29/78 19 53 2927 0 41.17 
142.90 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 081.11 V 0 a
 
3021315265 10/29/78 13 34 2927 9 42.12 141.69 NA 
 MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 37.54 N 081.59 W 0 0
 
3021315270 10129/78 19 35 2927 D 43.04 140.46 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 
 35.92 N 082.05 W 0 0
 
3021015272 10/29/78 19 3S 2927 D 43.95 139.19 NA 2222 
 NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 082.51 W 0 0
 
3021015304 10129/78 19 44 2927 D 50.32 127.44 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 085.75 W 0 
 0
 
3021015311 10/29/78 19 45 2927 0 50.97 125.76 NA MMMm NO CCCL HLL 21.61 N 086.14 V 0 0
 
302,1315513 10/29/78 19 45 2927 D 51.59 124.02 NA MMHM NO 
 CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 086.51 W 0 0
 
3021015320 10/29/78 19 47 2927 D 52.18 122.22 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 086.87 W 0 0
 
3021015522 10/29/78 19 4S 2927 0 52.72 120.38 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 087.23 W 
 0 0
3021015325 10/29/78 19 49 2927 D 53.22 118.50 
 NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 087.58 W 0 0
 
3321017063 10/29/78 37 26 928 0 34.05 150.71 30 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 103.10 W 390039 792
 
3021017090 10129/78 57 32 2928 D 40.17 144.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 106.46 v 590039 793
 
3021017093 10/29/78 37 33 2928 1 41.14 142.92 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 106.95 W 
 390039 794
 
3021017095 10/29/78 3? 34 2928 D 42.10 141.72 
 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 107.43 W 390039 795
 
3U21317124 10/29/78 17 41 2928 9 48.12 132.25 10 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 110.42 W 390039 796
3021017131 10/29/78 57 42 2928 D 48.89 130.69 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 110.81 W 
 390039 797
 
3u21017133 10/29/78 37 43 2928 D 49.61 129.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 
 24.47 N 111.19 W 390039 798
 
3021017140 10/29/78 37 44 2928 0 50.30 127.48 
 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 111.56 W 0 0
 
3021020403 10/29/78 73 44 
 2930 D 50.27 127.55 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.05 N 163.21 V 390039 799
 
3021020494 10/29/78 73 S 2930 D 54.0; 083.69 
 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 170.79 W 0 0
 
3021020501 10/29/78 73 67 2930 D 53.64 081.79 NA MMMM NO CCCL 
 HHLL 10.07 S 171.13 W 0 0
 
3021020503 10/29/78 73 63 2930 D 53.17 
079.95 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 171.48 W 0 0
 
3021020510 10/29/78 
 73 69 2930 D 52.67 078.18 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 171.83 W 0 0
 
3021020512 10/29/78 73 73 950 0 52.12 076.48 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 172.18 W 0 0
3021020515 10/29/78 73 71 2930 0 51.54 074.86 NA 
 MLMH NO CCCL HULL 15.82 S 172.54 W 0 0 
3021020521 10/29/78 73 72 2930 D 50.92 073.29 10 gEEF NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 172.90 V 390039 176
3021020524 10/29/78 73 73 2930 0 50.26 071.79 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 
 18.70 S 173.25 W 390039 177
 
3021020530 10/29/78 73 74 2930 D 49.5G 070.55 
 o10EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 173.62 W 390039 178
 
3021020533 10/29/78 73 75 2930 9 48.33 068.98 NA MIMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 
 174.00 V 0 0
3021020535 10/29/78 73 7S 2930 0 48.07 067.68 NA MiMMi NO CCCL HHLL 23.00 
S 174.36 W 0 0
 
3021020542 10/29/78 73 77 2930 0 47.28 066.44 NA MMM4 NO CCCL 
 HHLL 24.44 S 174.75 W 0 0
 
302102232 1,0/29/78 91 79 2931 D 45.64 064.20 VA MMMm NO 
 CCCL HHLL 27.31 S 158.63 E 0 0
3021013'85 t/29/78 31 8 2 31 447 63.15 NA MMM4 NO CCCC HILL 2h.74 S 158;722 E u 63021022391 10/29/78 91 81 2931 D 43.87 062.18 NA EMEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.16 
S 157.81 C 39003 179
 
3021022394 10/29/78 31 82 2931 D 42.97 061.28 VA EVEE 
 NO CCCL HHLL 31.60 S 157.41 E 390039 180
 
3021100075 10/29/78 1)9 4S 
 2932 9 51.54 124.19 NA Mi'M'M ND CCCL H4LL 20.17 N 144.37 E 0 0
 
30211000P2 10/29/78 1)9 47 2932 D 52.1? 
122.42 NA NMM NO CCCL HHLL 1&.74 N 144.00 C 0 0
 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13(78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 63 
00:53 FIDM 10/01/178 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY P~ri Roo O03IT DAY/NIlE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CVTR LAT CNTS LONG ROLL FRAME 
3021100084 10/29/78 139 49 2932 D 52.67 120.59 NA M'4MM NO CCCL HHLL 17.30 N 143o63 E 0 0 
3021100091 10/29178 139 49 2932 0 53.17 118.71 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 143.28 E 0 0 
3021100093 10/29/73 1)9 53 2932 V 53.63 116.78 NA MM4M NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 142.93 E 0 0 
3021101420 10/29/78 127 24 2933 0 51.78 152.92 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 129.06 F 390039 800 
3021101423 10129/78 127 23 2933 D 32.35 151-86 40 EELE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 128.38 C 390039 801 
3021101425 10/29/78 127 26 2933 0 33.92 150.81 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 127.73 E 390039 802 
3021101432 10/21/78 1 7 27 2933 D 34.97 149.75 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 127.11 E 390039 469 
3021101434 10/21/78 1?7 28 2933 v 36.01 148.68 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 126.53 E 39003 470 
3021101441 10/21/78 127 29 2933 D 37.04 147.60 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 125.96 C 390039 471 
3021101443 10/21178 127 30 2933 0 38.08 146.50 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 125.41 E 390039 472 
3021101450 10/21/78 127 31 2933 0 39.07 145.37 i0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 124.89 E 390039 473 
3021101452 10121/78 127 32 2933 D 40.06 144.23 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL q0.21 N 124.39 E 3900,39 474 
3021101475 10/21/78 127 33 2933 0 45.58 136.72 NA MMmX NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 121.66 E 0 0 
3021101481 10/21/78 1?7 19 2933 D 46.44 135.31 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 121.25 E 390039 475 
3021101522 10/21/78 127 49 2933 D 53.16 118.75 NA 2222 no CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 117.50 E D 0 
3021101525 10/21/78 127 50 2933 0 53.62 116.82 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 U 117.13 E D o 
3021101531 10/21178 127 51 2933 D 54.04 114.85 NA MHmm NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 116.79 E 0 0 
3021101554 10/21/78 1?7 52 2933 D 54.41 112.84 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 118.45 E 390039 476 































3021108324 10/22/78 1 9 13 2937 0 25.08 159.57 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.76 N 030.90 E 390039 521 
3021138330 10/22178 139 19 2937 D 26.19 158.41 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.39 v 029.93 1 390039 522 
3021115304 10/29/78 20 30 2941 D 37.89 146.65 50 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 081.04 W 390039 193 
3021115310 10/29/78 ?0 31 2941 0 38.89 145.54 80 LEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 081.56 w 390039 194 
3021115313 10/29/78 0 32 2941 D 39.88 144.41 70 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 082.07 W 390039 195 
3021115315 10/29/78 0 33 2941 0 40.96 143.25 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 082.57 W 3P0039 196 
3021115322 10/29/78 20 34 2941 D 41.31 142.05 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 4 083.04 v 390039 197 
3021113324 10/29/78 20 35 2941 D 42.75 140.83 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 083.50 W 390039 198 
3021115331 10/29/78 ?0 38 ?941 0 43.67 139.57 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 083.95 W 390039 199 
3021115333 10/29/78 ?0 37 ?941 0 44.57 138.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 1 084.38 W 39003 200 
3021115340 10/29/78 20 33 ?941 0 45.44 136.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 084.81 U 390039 201 
3021115342 10/29/78 20 39 2941 46.30 135.54 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 085.23 W 390039 232 
3021115345 10/29/78 ?0 49 ?941 U 47.12 134.12 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 085.64 W 0 0 
3021117122 10/22/78 38 26 2942 D 33.71 150.95 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 104.53 W 390039 523 
3021117124 10/22/78 30 27 ?942 D 34.77 149.90 NA mMMX No CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 105.15 v 0 c 
3021117131 10/22/78 38 28 2942 0 35.81 148.83 60 CEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 105.75 9 399039 524 
3021117133 10/22/78 35 29 2942 D 36.34 147.76 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.4k N 106.30 W 390039 525 
3021117135 10/22/78 53 30 ?942 o 37.96 146.68 50 CLEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 106.84 W 390039 526 
302111714? 10/22/78 38 31 2q42 D 38.37 145.56 20 [EE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 107.36 W 390039 527 




12/13/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 64
 
00:53 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
ObSERVATION ENTRY PATH RO ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE, MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL. FRAME
 
3021117144 10/22/78 33 32 ?942 D 39.86 144.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 107.87 W 390039 528
 
3021117151 10/22/78 33 33 2942 0 40.83 143.27 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 108.37 W 390039 529
 
3021117153 10/22/78 58 34 2942 D 41.78 142.09 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 108.85 W 390039 530
 
3021117160 10/22/78 58 35 2942 D 
 42.72 140.87 0 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 109.32 W 390039 531
 
3021117162 I0/22/78 38 35 2942 D 43.63 139.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 109.77 W 390039 532
 
3021117165 10/22178 3B 37 2942 0 44.53 138.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 110.21 W 390039 533
 
3021117171 10/22/78 38 38 2942 0 45.40 137.00 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 110 .63 W 0 
 0
 
3021117180 10/22/78 58 40 2942 t 47.08 134.13 NA 2222 ND CCCL HHLL 28.78 N 111.45 W 0 0 
3021117123 10/22/78 33 41 2942 D 47.39 132.70 NA 2222 N0 CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 111.85 W 0 0 
3021117185 10/22/78 38 42 2942 0 48.86 131.18 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 112.25 W 390039 534 
3021117lq2 10/22/78 38 43 2942 D 49.39 129.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 112.62 W 390039 535 
3021113560 10/22/78 36 27 2943 0 34.73 149.93 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 47.28 N 131.00 W 0 0 
3021113562 10/22/78 5 28 2943 D 35.77 148.87 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 45.88 v 131.59 W 0 0
 
3021201481 10/22/78 1 8 25 2947 D 32.50 152.10 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 126.95 E 390039 536
 
3021201483 10/22/78 1 8 26 2947 0 33.57 151.05 60 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 46.70 N 124.30 E 300039 
 537
 
3021201490 10/22/78 123 27 2947 0 34.53 150.00 10 EECE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 125.69 E 390039 538
 
3021201492 10/22/78 1?B 28 2947 D 35.68 148.94 0 EEE ND CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 125.10 E 390039 539
 
302L201495 10122/78 123 29 947 D 36.72 147.87 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 124.93 E 390039 540
 
3021201501 10/22/78 128 30 2947 D 37.74 146.78 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 124.00 E )90039 541
 
3021201504 10/22/78 128 31 ?947 
 D 38.75 145.68 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 123.47 E 390039 542
 
3021201510 10/22/78 123 32 2947 D 39.74 144.55 NA MIm NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 122.97 E 0 0
 
3021201513 10/22/78 128 33 2947 0 40.72 143.39 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 122.48 E 0 0
 
3021291515 10/22/73 129 34 2947 D 41.88 142.21 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 122.01 E 
 390039 543
 
30212015?2 10/22/78 128 35 2947 D 42.62 141.00 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 121.54 E 
 390039 544
 
3021201524 10/22/78 123 36 ?947 D 43.55 139.73 VA M M ND CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 121.09 E 0 0
 
3021201531 10/22/78 128 37 2947 D 44.45 138.44 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 120.65 E 390039 545
 
3021231533 10/22/78 128 33 2947 D 45.32 137.11 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 120.22 E 390039 546
 
3021201540 10/22/78 12B 39 2947 D 46.17 135.75 40 EEIE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 119.81 E 590039 547
 
3021201542 10/22/78 128 40 2947 0 47.01 134.32 10 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N 119.40 E 390039 548
 
3021201545 10/22/78 128 41 2947 D 47.81 132.85 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 119.00 E 390039 549
 
3021201551 10122/78 1?3 42 2947 0 48.58 131.35 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.92 N 118.60 E 390039 550
 
3021201554 10/22/78 128 43 2947 D 49.32 
129.79 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 N 118.21 E 390039 551
 
3021201592 10/22/78 128 52 2947 D 54.31 113.50 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 115.01 E 0 0
 
3021205203 10/29/78 1,4 39 2949 D 46.14 135.80 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 068.19 E 390039 732
 
3021301535 10/29/78 129 25 2961 D 32.15 152.33 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 125.51 F 390039 803
 
3021301542 10/29/78 129 ?s ?961 
 D 33.23 151.29 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 124.87 E 390039 804
 
3021301544 10/29/78 129 27 2961 D 34.29 150.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.29 N 124 
26 L 390039' 1305
 
3021301551 10/29/78 1 9 28 2961 35.535 149.20 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 123.67 E 390039 806
 
3021301553 10/29/78 129 29 2961 D 
 36.39 148.14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 123.10 E 303039 R07
 
3321301560 10129/78 129 33 2961 2 37.41 147.07 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 122.56 E 390039 808
 




12/13/76 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 65
 
00:53 FR3M 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PkrH RO ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
I3 DATE 0 ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45679 OLTY 45678 45678 CVTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021301562 10/29/78 129 31 2961 D 38.43 145.98 a EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 122.04 1 390039 809 
3U21301565 10/29/78 129 32 2961 0 59.43 144.86 0 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 121.54 E 390039 810 
3021301571 10/29/78 129 33 291 D 40.42 143.71 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 121.05 1 390039 811 
3021301574 10/29/78 129 34 2961 D 41.39 142.54 10 FEEE ND CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 120.58 1 390039 812 
3021301580 10/29/78 129 35 2961 0 42.34 141.33 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 120.12 E 390039 815 
3021301563 10/29/78 129 35 2961 0 43.27 140.09 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 119.66 1 390039 814 
3021301585 10/29/78 129 37 2961 D 44.18 138.82 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 119.23 1 0 0 
3021301592 10/29/78 129 39 2951 0 45.06 137.51 NA MM$M NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 V 118.80 1 0 D 
3021391594 10/29/78 129 33 2951 0 45.92 136.17 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 118.38 1 0 0 
3021302001 10/29/78 129 40 2961 0 46.75 134.77 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N 117.96 1 390039 815 
3021302003 10/29/78 129 41 2961 0 47.56 133.33 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N 117.55 E 990039 816 
5021502010 10/29/79 129 42 2951 D 48.34 131.84 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.92 N 1,7.16 1 390039 817 
3021302012 10/29/78 129 43 2951 D 49.09 130.31 NA MMPI NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 N 116.78 1 0 0 
3021302015 10/29/78 129 44 2961 D 49.50 128.73 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 N 116.41 E 390039 818 
3021305182 10/29/78 155 PO ?963 0 26.63 157.60 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 077.75 F 390039 733 
3021305135 10/29/78 155 21 2963 0 27.74 156.51 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 076.89 1 390039 734 
3021305191 10/29/78 155 22 2963 0 28.85 155.45 80 EEE! No CCCL LLLL 34.27 N 076.09 E 390035 735 
5021305194 10/29/78 155 23 ?963 D 29.95 154.41 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 075.33 1 390039 736 
3021305200 10/29/79 155 24 2953 0 31.04 153.37 8O EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 074.62 1 390039 737 
3021305203 10/29/78 155 25 2943 0 32.12 152.34 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 073.94 1 390039 819 
3021305205 10/29/73 1S5 2S 29S3 D 33.20 151.30 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 073.29 1 390039 820 
3021307011 10/29/78 133 19 2954 0 25.48 158.75 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N 052.85 1 390039 921 
3021337014 10/29178 135 23 2964 D 26.60 157.62 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N 051.94 1 390030 82? 
3021307020 10/29/78 183 21 2964 D 27.71 156.54 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 051.08 E 390039 823 
3021307023 10/29/78 133 22 2964 D 28.82 155.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 050.29 1 390039 824 
3021307025 10/29/78 133 23 ?964 0 29.92 154.42 10 EEC: No CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 049.53 1 390039 825 
3021307032 10129/78 133 24 2954 D 31.01 153.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 048.81 1 390039 826 
3021307034 10/29178 133 25 ?964 0 32.10 152.35 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 048.13 1 390039 827 
3021307041 10/29/78 133 25 2964 D 33.17 151.33 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 047.48 1 390039 828 
3021307043 10/29/78 133 27 2954 0 34.23 150.29 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 046.87 1 390039 829 
3021307050 10/29/78 133 23 2954 0 35.29 149.25 20 FEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 046.28 E 390039 830 
3021307052 10/29/78 133 29 2964 0 36.33 148.19 90 FEE- NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 045.72 1 390039 831 
3021307055 10/29/78 133 30 2964 0 37.35 147.12 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 045.17 1 390039 832 
3021307123 10/29/78 133 47 2954 D 51.73 123.75 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 037.90 1 390039 833 
3021308443 10/29/78 ?31 19 2965 0 25.48 158.73 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.39 N 027.06 1 390039 738 
3021308445 10/29/78 2)1 20 2955 D 26.60 157.61 100 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.01 N 026.15 1 390039 739 
3021308452 10/29/79 231 21 2945 D 27.71 156.53 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.64 N 025.29 E 390039 740 
3021308454 10/29/78 2)1 22 2965 D 28.81 155.48 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 024.48 1 99003Q 741 
3021308461 10/29/73 2)1 25 2965 D 29.q0 154.43 100 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 52.85 N 023.73 1 390039 742 
3021308463 10/29/78 2)1 P4 0945 D 31.00 153.40 90 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 023.01 C 39003q 743 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 66
 
00:03 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
O6SERVATION ENTRY PATt ROwJ OIBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MI,OFL I 
I DATE N /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL F'RAME 
3021308470 10/29/78 231 25 2965 D 32.08 152.37 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 30.07 N 022.33 E 0 0
 
3021308472 10129/78 21 26 2965 0 33.15 151.34 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 021.68 E u 0
 
30213085475 10/29/7b 231 27 2965 D 34.22 150.31 VA MMNm NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 021.06 E 0 0
 
3021308461 10/29/78 21 28 2965 0 35.27 149.26 NA MM4M No CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 020.47 E 0 0 
3021508484 10/29/78 231 29 2965 D 36.51 148.21 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 019.90 E 0 0 
3021508490 10/29/78 201 30 2965 0 37.33 147.14 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 019.35 E 0 0 
5021308493 10/29/78 231 31 2955 D 38.35 146.05 NA mmmm NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 018.82 E 0 0 
3021315480 10/29/78 ?2 44 969 D 49.69 129.01 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 25.04 N 090.06 W 0 0 
3u21315482 10/29/78 ? 2 45 29S9 D 50.38 127.37 NA M MM NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 090.44 V 0 0 
3021315485 10/29/7 22 46 969 D 51.04 125.70 30 EEEE N3 CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 090.81 W 390039 744 
3021315491 10/29/78 22 47 29S9 0 51.66 123.97 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 091.17 W 390039 745 
3021322460 10/29/79 34 5; 2973 D 55.23 106.50 NA MMM ND CCCL HHLL 05.78 N 162.41 E 9 
502132 462 10129/78 )4 57 973 D 55.44 104.37 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 04.33 N 162.08 r 0 0 
3021322485 10/29/78 94 63 2973 D 55.28 091.67 NA Mmm NO CCCL HHLL 04.30 S 160.05 E 0 0 
3021322492 10/29/78 94 64 2973 0 55.07 089.62 NA MMm4 NO CCCL HHLL 09.75 S 159.72 E 0 3 
302132494 10129/78 94 65 2973 0 54.30 087.61 VA M144m ND CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 159.38 E 0 0 
3021322501 10/29/78 94 65 2973 D 54.49 085.64 NA M44M ND CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 159.05 E 0 0 
3021322524 10(29/78 94 72 973 0 51.61 074.90 30 EEEE ND CCCL HALL 17.26 S 156.97 E 390039 744 
3021322530 10/29178 94 73 2975 0 50.98 073.34 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 156.61 E 390039 747 
3021322533 10129/78 94 74 2973 0 50.32 071.84 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 156.25 E 390039 748 
3021322535 1029/78 94 75 2973 0 49.63 070.41 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 155.88 E 390039 749 
3021322542 10/29/79 94 76 2973 2 48.90 069.05 30 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 23.01 S 155.50 7 390039 750 
3021322544 10/29/73 94 77 2973 D 48.14 067.75 20 EE£E NO CCCL HqLL 24.45 S 155.11 E 390059 751 
3021322551 10/29/78 94 78 2973 D 47.35 066.53 NA MMmV NO CCCL HHLL 25.87 S 154.73 E 3 0 
3021322553 10/29/78 94 79 2973 0 46.53 065.36 NA MMM4 NO CCCL HHLL 27.31 S 154.33 E 0 0 
3021401594 10/29/78 130 25 2975 0 31.82 152.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 124.09 E 390039 752 
3021402000 10/29/78 150 26 2975 D 32.89 151.52 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 123.44 E 390039 753 
3021402003 10/29/78 130 27 2975 0 33.95 150.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 122.83 E 39003 75& 
3021402005 10(29/78 130 28 2975 0 35.01 149.46 0 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 122.25 E 390039 755 
3021402012 10129/78 L50 29 2975 0 36.06 148.41 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 121.68 E 390039 756 
3021402014 10/29/78 130 30 2975 D 37.09 147.35 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 V 121.14 E 390039 757 
3021402021 10129/78 150 31 2975 D 30.11 146.27 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.6' N 120.62 E 390039 758 
3021402023 10/29/78 130 32 975 0 39.12 145.17 40 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 120.11 C 390040 29 
3021402030 10/29/78 130 33 2975 0 40.11 144.04 10 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 V 119.63 , 390040 30 
302 1020,32 10/29/78 t5P 54 2975 D 41.08 142.88 0 F£EF ND CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 119.16 E 390040 31 
3021i40035 10/29/78 130 35 2975 0 42.04 1f4i.9 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 118,70 E 390040 S2 
3021402041 10/29/78 130 36 2975 0 42.98 140.46 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 V 118.25 E 390040 3' 
310?402044 10/29/78 150 37 ?975 D 43.90 139.20 0 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 117.81 E 390040 34 
3021U402050 10/29/78 130 33 2975 0 44.79 137.91 30 FFFF N'D CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 117.37 E 390040 35 
3021402053 10/29/78 150 39 ?979 D 45,67 136.56 NA M4MM NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 116.95 0 0 




12/13/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 67
 
00:59 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE ICROFILM MICFLM
 
I) DATE # /SPCL EL V AZIM COVER 45675 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021402055 10/29/78 130 40 2975 0 46.51 135.18 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 116.54 E 390040 36 
3021402073 10/29/78 130 44 2975 D 49.60 129.22 8o FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 N 115.00 E 390040 37 
3021419283 10/29/78 39 64 2995 0 55.15 090.19 30 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 05.74 S 150.05 'd 390040 115 
30214192QO 10/29/78 59 65 2985 D 54.90 088.16 NA MMMm NJ CCCL HLL 07.18 S 150.39 w 0 0 
3021419292, 10/29/78 59 66 2985 D 54.S0 086.15 VA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 150.72 W 0 0 
3021419295 10/29/78 59 67 2985 D 54.24 084.21 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 15105 W 0 0 
3021419301 10/29/78 39 65 2985 D 53.94 082.33 NA MMM4 NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 151.39 V 0 0 
3021419504 10/29/78 59 69 2985 0 53.40 080.48 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 151.75 ' 0 0 
3021419310 10/29/78 39 70 2935 0 52.30 078.69 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 152.09 W 393040 116 
3021419313 10/29/78 59 71 2985 D 52.36 076.98 NA MMMM NO CCCL NHLL 15.82 S 152.45 W 0 0 
3021419331 10/29/78 59 75 2985 D 49.82 070.76 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 153.91 W 390040 117 
3021421094 10/29/78 77 59 ?986 D 55.62 100.75 NA M'Mm NO CCCL HHLL 01.46 N 174.21 W 0 0
 
3021421101 10/29/78 77 60 2986 0 55.63 098.61 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 00.02 N 174.54 W 0 0
 
3021421103 10129/78 77 61 21986 0 55.60 096.50 NA MMm' NO CCCL HHLL 01.41 S 174.87 W 0 0
 
3021421151 10/29/78 77 72 2986 0 51.81 075.38 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 17R.63 W 590040 118
 
5021421153 10/29/78 77 73 2986 0 51.19 073.79 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.69 S 179.00 W 390040 119
 
3021421160 10/29/78 77 74 2986 D 50.54 072.27 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.13 S 179.36 W 390040 120
 
3021421162 10/29/78 77 75 2986 49.95 070.82 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 179.73 W 0 0
 
3021421165 10/29/78 77 76 2986 D 49.13 069.45 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.00 S 179.87 E 0 0 
3021422503 10/29/78 935 53 2987 D 54.40 113.34 NA M'MMN ND CCCL HHLL 10.10 N 162.00 E 0 0 
,3021422505 10/29/78 95 54 2987 D 54.73 111.32 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N 161.66 E 0 0 
3021422512 10/29/78 )3 55 2987 D 55.01 109.26 80 EEEE NO CCCL HMLL 07.22 N 161.32 E 39003 Q 759 
3021422514 10/29/79 35 56 2937 D 55.24 107.13 NA MMMM N0 CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 160.98 C 0 0 
3021422544 10/29/78 95 63 2987 0 55.36 092.35 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 04.30 S 158.62 E 0 0 
3021422550 10/29/78 93 64 2987 D 55.17 090.29 NA MMM4 NO CCCL HHLL 05.74 S 158.29 E 0 0 
3021422553 10/29/78 95 65 2987 0 54.92 088.25 NA MMM1 NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 157.95 E 0 0 
3021423005 10/29/79 35 78 2987 0 47.62 066.93 NA MMMM N0 CCCL HHLL 25.88 S 153.31 E 0 0 
3021423012 10/29/78 935 79 2987 0 46.80 065.75 NA MMIM4 NO CCCL HHLL 27.31 S 152.91 E 0 0 
3021500384 10(29/78 113 65 2938 D 54.3 089.51 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 07.18 S 132.12 E D 0 
3021500391 10/29/78 113 65 2988 D 54.63 086.32 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 131.79 E 390039 760 
3021500393 10/29/78 113 67 2988 D 54.28 084.36 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 131.44 E 390039 761 
3021500400 10/29/78 113 68 2988 D 53.38 082.46 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.50 S 131.09 E 390039 762 
3021500402 10/29/78 113 69 2988 D 53.44 080.63 10 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 12.94 S 130.75 E 390039 763 
3021502052 10/29/78 131 25 2989 D 31.46 152.76 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 122.65 E 390039 764 
5021502055 10/29/78 131 26 2989 D 32.55 151.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 122.01 E 390039 765 
3021502061 10/29/78 131 27 2989 0 33.12 150.73 10 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 121.39 E 390039 766 
3021502064 10/29/78 131 28 2989 D 34.68 149.71 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 120.80 E 390039 767 
3021502070 10/29/78 131 29 2989 0 35.73 148.68 0 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.25 E 390039 768 
3021502073 10/29/78 131 30 2989 0 36.77 147.62 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 119.70 E 390039 769 
3021507122 18/29/78 155 1 2992 D 23.653 160.19 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.77 N 050.96 E 390040 61 




1213/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 68
 
00:59 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH RO ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN 
 SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MI FLM
 
ID DATE i /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021508560 10/29/78 203 19 2993 D 24.74 159.06 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.59 N 024.19 E 590040 62
 
3021508562 10/29/78 233 20 2993 D 25.86 157.96 50 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 57.02 N 023.28 E 390040 63
 
3021308565 10/29/78 233 21 2993 D 26.97 156.90 
 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.64 N 022.42 E 390040 64
 
3021508571 10/29/78 2)3 22 2993 D 
 28.08 155.86 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 021.61 E 390040 65
 
3021508574 10/29/78 203 23 2993 0 29.19 154.84 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 
 020.85 E 390040 66
 
3021508580 10/29/78 233 24 2993 D 30.29 153.82 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 020.14 E 390040 67 
3021508583 10/29/78 23 25 2993 ) 31.39 152.81 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 019.46 E 390040 68
 
3021508585 10/29/78 235 26 2993 0 32.47 151.80 90 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 018.81 E 390040 69
 
3021598592 10129/78 233 27 
 2993 0 33.55 150.79 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 018.19 £ 390040 70
 
3021508594 10/29/78 203 28 2993 0 34.59 149.78 80 EEC NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 017.60 E 390040 71
 
3021509001 10/29/78 233 29 2993 0 35.64 
148.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 017.03 E 390040 72
 
3021509003 10/29/78 213 33 2993 0 36.S8 147.71 10 MEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 
 43.02 N 016.50 E 390040 73
 
3021514170 10/29/78 5 4s 996 D 
 50.67 126.73 NA MMMM NO CCCL HILL 20.17 N 067.87 W 0 0
 
5021514172 10/29/78 6 47 2996 0 51.31 125.03 NA MMM NO 
 CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 068.23 W 0 0
 
3021514175 10/29/78 S 44 2996 0 51.92 123.29 NA 'MMm NO CCCL HHLL 
 17.29 N 068.58 W 0 0
 
3021518004 10/29/78 24 47 2997 9 51.30 125.07 NA MMmN 
 NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 094.04 W 0 0
 
3021610523 10f29/78 222 37 5008 9 43.23 140.10 NA 
 MMMX NO CCCL HHLL 33.06 N 014.08 W 0 0
 
3G21510525 10129/78 222 38 3098 D 44.14 138.84 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 31.63 N 014.51 W 
 390040 121
 
3021610532 10/29/78 222 39 5008 0 45.03 137.54 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.20 N 014.92 W 390040 122 
3021610534 10/29/76 222 40 3008 0 45.99 136.21 NA MMhIM NO CCCL HHLL 28.77 N 015.33 W 0 0
 
3021510541 10/29/78 222' 41 3008 9 46.73 134.83 NA MMM NO CCCL 
 HHLL 27.33 N 015.72 W 0 0
 
5021610555 10/29/78 ?22 
 45 5008 D 49.32 128.80 50 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 017.26 V 390040 123
 
3021610561 10/29/78 222 46 3008 D 50.51 127.18 70 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 017.64 W 390040 124
 
3021614224 10/29/78 7 46 5010 D 50.47 127.28 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 069.30 W 390040 125
 3021614231 10/29/78 7 47 5010 0 51.13 125.59 NA MM4M NO CCCL HiLL 18.73 N 069.66 V 
 0 0
 
3021614233 10/29/78 7 43 5010 0 51.75 123.85 NA MMMM NO 
 CCCL HHLL 17.30 N 070.02 V 0 0
 
5021615580 10/29/78 25 27 3011 D 53.09 151.09 60 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 086.51 w 390040 126
 
3021615583 10/29/78 Z3 28 3011 9 34.15 150.10 60 EEEE NO CCCl LLLL 45.86 N 087.10 W 390040 127
 
3021615585 10/29/73 ?5 29 3011 D 35.21 149.08 70 LEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 
 087.67 U 390040 128
 
3021615592 10129/78 25 30 5011 0 36.25 148.05 NA MMNM 
 NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 088.21 W 0 0
 
3021515594 10/29/79 25 31 3011 0 
 37.28 147.01 NA MMM' NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 088.73 W 0 0
 
3021616001 10/29/78 25 52 3011 D 38.30 145.95 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 089.23 W 590040 129
 
3021816003 10/29/73 ?5 35 5011 
 D 39.31 144.85 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 089.72 W 390040 130 
3021616010 10/29/78 ?5 34 3011 D 40.29 143.75 70 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 090.19 W 390040 131
 




 25 5 3011 D 42.23 141.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL CLLL 34.49 N 091.10 V 390040 133
 
3021616021 10/29/78 25 37 5011 D 43.16 140.18 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 091.54 W 390040 134
 
3021516024 10/29/78 25 35 5011 0 44.07 138.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 091.97 d 390040 135
 
3021616030 10/29/78 5 39 5011 0 44.97 137.63 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 092.40 W 
 390040 136
 
3021619400 10/29/78 31 64 3013 D 55.34 091.53 
 NA MMMM NO CCCL IHLL 05.74 S 152.93 W 0 0
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 69
 
00:59 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSrIVATION ENTRY PATH 304 ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO JQUALITY CCM CCO MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 4ICFLM
 
I) DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 OLTY 45678 45678 CITR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021621005 10/29/78 79 10 3014 S 13.76 172.58 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.45 N 145.33 W 390040 137 
3021621012 10/29/78 79 11 5014 S 14.93 170.57 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.16 N 147.36 V 390040 138 
3021621014 10/29/78 T3 12 3014 S 16.10 168.77 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.86 N 149.17 W 390040 139 
3021621020 10/29/78 19 13 3014 S 17.26 167.12 90 EEEE N) CCCL LLLL 66.55 N 150.79 W 390040 140 
6021621023 10/29/78 79 14 3014 S 18.42 165.60 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.22 N 152.27 W 390040 141 
3021621025 10129/78 79 15 3014 S 19.58 164.19 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.89 N 153.62 W 390040 142 
3021621032 10/29/78 r9 1 3014 0 20.73 162.88 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL £2.54 N 154.84 W 390040 143 
3021521034 10/29/7B 79 17 5014 D 21.37 161.64 40 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 61.18 N 155.97 W 390040 144 
3021621041 10/29/78 79 18 3014 D 23.0? 160.45 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.81 N 157.02 F 390040 145 
3021621043 10/29/78 79 19 3014 0 24.16 159.32 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.44 N 158.00 W 390040 146 
3021621050 10/29/78 79 20 3014 D 25.29 158.25 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 158.92 4 390040 147 
3021621052 10/29/78 79 21 5014 D 2S.41 157.19 s0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 159.77 W 390040 148 
3021621211 10/29/78 79 59 3014 D 55.52 102.14 NA MM M NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 177.05 w 0 0 
3021621214 10/29/78 79 60 5014 D 55.68 100.00 NA 'MMM No CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 177.39 W 0 0 
3021521241 10/29/73 79 5; 3014 0 54.35 087.50 NA MM1M N3 CCCL HHL. 08.63 S 179.40 V 0 0 
3021S21243 10/29/7B 79 67 5014 0 54.54 085.53 NA NMMM NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 179.75 W 0 0 
3021521250 10/29/78 79 63 5014 0 54.16 083.59 NA 656M NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 179.88 E 0 0 
3021709100 10/29/78 205 25 3021 D 30.70 153.22 NA 6266 NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N 016.61 E 0 0 
3021709102 10/29/78 235 25 3021 0 31.78 152.25 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 015.97 E 390039 687 
3021709105 10/29/78 235 27 3021 0 32.86 151.25 10 EFEE N3 CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 015.34 E 390039 688 
3021799111 10/29/78 ?35 28 5021 D 33.93 150.26 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.81 N 014.75 E 390039 689 
3021709114 10129/78 205 29 3021 0 34.99 149.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 014.19 E 390039 690 
3021714285 10/29/78 s '7 3024 D 50.94 1Z6.13 NA MM4M NO CCCL H4LL 18.74 V 072.10 w 0 0 
3021714292 10/29/78 8 48 3024 D 51.58 124.40 NA MM'M NO CCCL HHLL 17.30 N 071.46 W 0 0 
3021714294 10/29/78 9 49 3024 0 52.17 122.64 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 071.81 W 0 0 
3021714301 10/29/78 3 50 3024 D 52.72 120.83 NA MIMM NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 072.16 W 0 0 
3021714303 10/29/78 8 51 3024 0 53.24 118.96 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 072.51 W 0 0 
3021714310 10/29/78 a 52 3024 0 55.71 117.04 VA M NM NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 072.85 W 0 0
 
3021719511 10/29/78 52 77 5027 0 49.15 069.43 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 24.44 S 158.96 W 0 0
 
3021719514 10/29/78 52 78 5027 0 48.39 068.12 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 25.87 S 159.35 W 0 0
 
3021719520 10/29/78 52 79 3027 D 47.61 066.89 NA MM4M NO CCCL HHLL 27.31 S 159.75 W 0 0 
3021723142 10/29/78 98 63 3029 D 53.93 082.40 NA 6666 NO CCCL HILL 12.94 S 152.26 E 0 0 
3021723245 10/29/78 98 70 3029 D 53.48 080.56 10 EEEE NO CCCL HILL 14.38 S 151.92 E 390039 691 
3021723151 10/29/78 33 71 3029 D 52.99 078.79 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.82 S 151.57 E 390039 692 
3021723154 10/29/78 98 72 3029 D 52.45 077.07 NA M!MM NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 151.21 E 0 0 
3021723160 10/29/78 3B 73 3029 0 51.98 075.43 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 150.86 E 0 0 
3021723163 10/29/78 38 74 3029 D 51.27 073.86 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.13 S 150.50 E 9 0 
3021723181 10/29/78 )5 73 3029 0 48.43 068.18 60 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL P5.87 S 149.00 E 390039 693 
3021723183 10/29/78 98 79 3029 0 47.64 066.94 40 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.30 S 148.59 E 39003q 694 
3021723190 10/29/78 98 80 3029 D 46.83 065.77 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.74 S 14S.18 E 390039 6 q5 
ARCHIVAL IMASE REPORT -ARCHIM
 
STANDARD CATALOG
12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
 PAGE 7001:00 
 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PArd 1o OBIT DAY/NITE SUN 
 SUN % CLO DUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN 
 PICTURE PICTURE MIjCROFILM MICFLM
15 DATE f /SPCL ELEV AZZM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 
 CJTi LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021723192 10/29/78 98 81 3909 
 D 46.00 064.68 10 EEFE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 30.16 S 147.77 E 390039 696
3021723195 10/29/78 
 38 82 3029 D 45.14 063.65 
 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.60 S 147.36 E 390039 697
3021723201 10/29/78 98 83 3029 D 44.25 062.67 10 EEFF 
 NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 146.93 E 390039 698
3021723204 10/29/78 38 84 3029 0 43.35 
061.78 0 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 34.45 S 146.50 E 390039 699
3021723210 10/29/78 98 85 3029 D 42.42 060.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 35.88 S 146.04 E 390039 700
3021723213 10/29/78 98 85 3029 D 41.48 060.16 10 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 37.30 S 145.58 E 390039 701
30218D1030 10/29/78 ll 82 3030 D 45.16 
063.67 0 EEFE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 31.60 S 121.55 E 390039 702
3021801033 10/29/78 11 
 85 3030 D 44.27 062.70 
 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 121.12 E 390039 703
3021802224 10/29/78 
154 25 5031 0 30.44 153.38 
 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 118.39 E 39003 704
3021302251 10/29/78 134 31 3031 D 36.83 
147.40 20 EEFE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 114.86 E 390039 705
3021902253 10/29/78 
134 32 3031 0 37.86 146.35 
 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 114.35 E 390039 705
302180260 10/29/78 154 
 33 3031 D 38.88 145.27 
 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 113.85 E 39003? 707
302102262 10/29/78 154 34 
 3031 0 39.87 144.17 0 EEFE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N 113.37 F 390039 708
3021802265 10/29/78 
154 35 3031 0 40.85 143.05 10 EEFE NO CCCL 709
LLLL 35.94 N 112.90 E 390039
3021802271 10/29/78 154 35 3031 D 
 41.31 141.89 10 CEFE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 34.52 N 112.45 E 390039 7103021902274 10,129/78 154 
 37 3031 0 42.75 140.71 10 
 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.09 N 112.02 E 390039 711
36213022B0 10/29/78 134 38 3031 0 43.67 
139.48 10 EEE2 NO 
 CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 111.59 E 390039 712
3021502283 10/29/78 134 39 
 3031 0 44.58 138.20 10 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 111.18 E 711
3021304155 10/29/78 132 49 5032 D 52.08 122.97 NA MHM2 39 0 0 3c NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 081.63 E 0 0
30,21304162 10129/78 152 
 50 5032 0 52.64 121.16 NA 
 M'P6 VJ CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 081.29 C 9 03021934164 10/29178 152 51 
'3032 D 53.16 119.30 NA 
 MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 080.94 E 0 0
3021804171 10/29/78 132 52 3032 0 53.64 117.39 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 
 11.53 N 080.59 F p a
3021304173 10/29/78 152 53 3032 0 
 54.07 115.44 NA MMMm NO 
 CCCL HHLL 10.09 N 080.25 E 0 0
3021B04180 10/29/78 152 
 54 3032 3 54.45 113.45 NA 
 M9V1' No CCCL NHLL 08.65 N 079.91 F 0 0
3021304132 10/29/78 
152 55 3032 D 54.79 111.42 50 MNm NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 079.57 E 0 a3U21804185 10/29/78 152 
 56 3032 D 55.07 109.36 40 
 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 079.23 E 390039 714
3021923233 10/29/7A 39 77 3043 D 
 49.45 069.95 10 MEFE NO, 
 CCCL LLLL 24.43 S 147.91 E 390039 770
3021823235 10/29/78 99 
 73 3043 L 48.70 068.62 10 EEFE 14 CCCL LLLL 25.86 S 147.52 C 390039 77130218 3242 10/29/78 93 79 3043 D 47.93 067.36 
 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.30 S 147.13 E 390039 772
30218?3244 10/29/78 99 
 80 3043 0 47.12 066.17 10 
 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.74 S 146.75 E 390039 773
3021823251 10/29/78 
 99 81 3043 0 46.30 065.06 
 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.17 S 146.34 E 390039 774
3021823253 10129/78 99 82 3043 D 45.44 
064. 0 0 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.59 S 145.92 E 390039 775
3021823260 10/29/78 99 8 3043 
 0 44.55 063.01 0 ­ 3 LLLL
DErE CCCL 33.02 S 145.50 E 390039 776
3021323262 10/29/78 )9 
 84 3043 C 43.S3 062.08 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.45 S 145.05 E 390039 777
3U2.1a23aft5 1,0/29/7, 99, 85 3043 D 42.73 061.23 10 EEE! NO 
 CCCL LLLL 35.88 S 144.60 E 390039 778
3u218 3271 10/29/78 ?9 8, 30*3 6 41'.RO 060.45 '70 CEE NO CCCL LLLL 37-2,9 S 14k.14 & 39A03q 7793021901085 10/29/78 
117 82 3044 0 45.45 054.01 
 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 120.10 F 19n039 780
3321901091 10/29/78 117 83 
 3044 D 44.57 053.02 0 
 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 119.68 E 390039 781
3321931094 10/29/78 
117 84 3044 D 43.66 062.10 
 30 EEE No CCCL LLLL 54.45 S 119.25 E 590039 782
3021902311 10/29/78 
135 32 3045 D 37.53 146.65 
 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 112.93 E 390039 783
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01200 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
U3S{iVATIDN FNTRY PATH RO0 O31T DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCI CC MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 GLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021902314 10/29/78 135 33 3045 0 38.55 145.59 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 112.44 E 390039 784 
3021902320 10/29/78 135 34 3045 D 39.55 144.50 10 EEFE ND CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 111.96 E 390039 785 
3021902323 10/29/78 135 35 3045 0 40.55 143.38 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N 111.50 E 390039 786 
3021902330 10129/75 155 56 3045 0 41.53 142.22 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 111.04 E 390039 787 
3021905531 10/29/78 171 21 3047 0 25.59 157.57 90 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 06.30 E 390039 552 
3021905534 10/29/78 171 22 3047 D 2G.71 156.56 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 0b7.50 E 390039 553 
3021905540 10/29/78 171 23 3047 D 27.83 155.56 20 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 066.75 E 39O03 554 
3021905543 10/29/78 171 24 3047 0 28.94 154.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 066.03 E 390039 555 
3021905545 10/29/78 171 25 3047 D 30.05 153.61 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 065.35 F 390039 556 
3021907352 10/29/78 139 18 3048 D 22.17 150.77 100 LEES NO CCCL LLLL 59.76 N 045.25 E 390039 557 
3021907354 10/29/78 139 19 3048 0 23.31 159.67 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.39 N 044.27 E 390039 558 
3021907360 10/29/78 139 20 3048 0 24.44 158.69 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.02 N 043.36 E 390039 559 
3021907383 10/29/76 139 21 3048 0 25.57 157.57 100 EEEE NQ CCCL LLLL 55,63 N 042.51 E 390039 560 
3021907365 10/29/78 159 22 3048 D 26.70 156.56 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.24 N 041.71 E 390039 561 
3021907372 10129/78 139 23 3048 0 27.82 155.56 90 FEEE VO CCCL LLLL 52.8i N 40.96 E 390059 562 
3021907374 10/29/78 139 24 3048 0 28.94 154.58 90 FEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 51.45 N 040.25 E 390039 563 
3021907395 10/29/78 139 29 5048 0 34.36 149.72 ID EEE V3 CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 037o12 E 390033 564 
3021907440 10/29/78 159 59 3048 D 44.25 138.68 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.20 N 032.39 E 390039 565 
3021909201 10/29/78 237 22 3049 0 28.68 156.57 A0 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 015.88 E 390039 566 
3021909204 10/29/78 207 25 3049 0 27.90 155.58 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 015.12 E 390039 567 
3021909210 10/29/78 227 24 3049 0 28.91 154.60 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 51.47 N 014.40 E 390039 568 
3021909213 10/29/78 227 25 3049 0 30.01 153.64 60 EEES NO CCCL LLLL 50.,08 N 013.73 E 390039 569 
3021909215 10/29/78 37 28 3049 D 31.10 152.67 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 015.09 C 390059 570 
5021314102 10/29/78 I0 47 3052 D 50.55 127.19 20 SEEE 3 CCCL HKLL 18.73 N 073.95 4 390039 571 
3021914405 10/29/78 10 48 3052 0 51.21 125.52 NA MMM ND CCCL HMLL 17.29 ' 074.31 V 0 D 
3021914423 10/29/78 10 52 5052 D 53.46 118.25 NA MImmM NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 075.72 W 0 0 
3021914425 10/29/78 10 53 3052 D 53.91 11,6.34 NA MIm1 NO CCCL HHLL 10.10 N 076.07 W 0 0 
3021914432 10/29/78 10 54 5052 D 54.32 114.36 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N 076.41 w 0 0 
3021917583 10/29/78 46 27 3054 0 32.05 251.80 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 116.64 W 390059 572 
3021921385 10/29/78 3?2 60 5056 0 55.70 102.08 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 00.02 N 178.26 E 0 0 
3021923323 10/29/78 100 85 3057 0 43.05 061.55 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.87 S 143.18 E 390039 573 
3021923330 10/29/78 130 S& 3057 D 42.11 060.73 10 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.30 S 142.72 E 390039 574 
3022001141 10/29/78 119 81 3058 D 46.60 065.46 NA MMm N3 CCCL LLLL 30.17 S 119.08 E 0 0 
3022001143 10/29/78 118 82 5058 0 45.76 064.39 NA M'4MM NO CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 118.66 E 0 0 
3022001150 10/29/7B 118 83 5058 D 44.B8 063.38 70 EEE N3 CCCL LLLL 33.02 s 118.23 E 390039 575 
3022001152 10/29/78 118 84 3058 D 43.98 062.43 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.45 S 117.79 r 39003 576
 
3022902370 10/29/78 158 32 3059 D 37.24 146.90 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 111.50 E 390039 577
 
3022002373 10/29/78 135 35 3059 0 38.26 145.86 10 LEEEE ND CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 111.00 E 390053 578
 
3022002375 10/29/78 136 34 303q 0 39.25 144.80 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 110.535 390039 579
 
3022002381 10129/78 138 35 3059 0 40.24 143.71 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 110.08 E 390039 50
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01:00 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10131/78 
O3SERVATION ENTRY PATH RO ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN 
 % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
I DATE U /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTt LONG 4OLL FkAME
 
3022002384 10/29/78 138 36 3059 D 41.21 142.58 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 109.63 E 390039 581
 
302?002443 10/29/78 136 50 3059 0 52.33 122.30 20 EEEF NO 
 CCCL LLLL 14.42 N 104.22 E 390039 582
 
3a22002445 10/29/78 155 51 5059 D 52.53 120.47 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 12.98 N 103.87 E 
 0 0 
3022004293 10/29/78 154 54 3080 D 54.26 114.75 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N 077.03 E 0 0 
3022004295 10/29/78 154 55 3060 D 54.63 112.73 NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 07.22 N 076.69 E 0 0 
502 006101 10129/78 172 4B 3061 D 51.10 125.85 10 EEEE NO CCCL HILL 17.29 N 053.31 E 390039 583
 
5022006104 10/29/76 172 49 3051 0 51.73 124.12 NA MMMM 
 NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 052.95 E 0 0
 
3022306110 10/29/78 172 
 53 3061 D 52.32 122.34 20 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 052.60 E 390039 584
 
3022006113 10/29/78 172 51 3061 0 52.87 120.52 10 EEEE 
 NO CCCL HmILL 12.97 N 052.26 E 390059 585
 
3022006115 10/29/78 172 52 3061 D 53.33 118.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 051.91 E 390039 586
 
3622008122 10/29/78 172 53 3081 0 53.84 116.75 20 EEEE NO CCCL HILL 10.09 N 051.57 E 390039 587
 
5022008124 10/29/78 1T2 54 3061 0 54.25 114.77 NA NMMN NO CCCL HHLL 08.65 N 051.23 E 0 0
 
3u2107464 10/29/78 191 18 3076 0 21.45 161.05 NA 
 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 59.77 N 042.36 E 0 0
 
3022107471 10/29/78 [91 19 
 5076 D 22.59 159.96 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.40 N 041.40 E 390039 588 
3022107473 10/23/78 191 23 3076 0 23.73 158.91 90 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 57.02 N 040.50 E 390039 589 
3i2 137480 10/29/78 131 21 3075 D 24.38 157.89 80 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.63 V 039.64 E 390039 5qO
1022107482 10/23/78 191 22 5076 0 26-O0 156.90 qO EEEE '40 CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 038.84 £ 390039 591
 
302 107485 10/29/78 191 23 3076 0 27.12 155.93 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 038.08 E 39003. 59;
 
3022107191 10/29/78 191 24 5076 D 28.24 154.97 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 037.36 E 390039 593
 
302 137494 10/29/78 191 25 3076 D 29.35 154.01 100 EEEf NO 
 CCCL LLLL 50.06 N 036.68 E 390039 594
 
3022137500 10/29/78 191 26 5076 D 30.45 153.06 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 036.03 E 390039 595
 
3022107503 10/29/78 191 27 3076 0 31.54 152.12 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 035.42 E 390039 596 
5022107505 10/2q/78 191 28 5076 0 32.S2 151.17 10 SEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 
 49.84 N 034.83 E 390039 597
 
3022107512 10/29/78 131 29 3076 0 33.70 150.21 10 EEFE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 034.26 E 390039 598
 
3022109314 10/29/78 ?39 22 3077 
 0 25.93 156.90 10 ECEF NO CCCL LLLL 54.25 V 013.02 E 59003 599
 
502 139321 10/29/78 239 23 3077 0 27.10 155.93 10 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 52.85 N 012.27 E 390059 600
 
302)109323 10/29/78 P39 24 3077 0 28.22 
154.97 10 EEES NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N 011.56 E 3Q0039 601
 
3022109325 10/29/78 239 25 5077 D 29.33 154.02 20 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 50.05 N 010.88 E 390039 602 
3022114515 10/29/76 I2 47 3080 0 50.15 128.23 30 FEEE ND CCCL HILL 18.73 N 076.82 W 3Q 6033q 0 0 302 114522 10/29/78 12 43 3080 D 50.34 126.59 
 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 077.18 W 390039 604
 
3022118285 10/29/78 ;8 
 72 3082 D 53.17 079.15 70 EEEE NO CCCL HILL 17.26 S 137.04 W 390039 605
 
3022118291 10/29/78 48 73 
 3082 0 52.64 077.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 137.40 W 390039 606
 
3022118294 10/29/78 48 74 3032 D 52.07 075.77 20 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 20.13 S 137.77 w 590039 607
 
5322118390 10/29/78 43 75 3082 0 51.46 074.18 50 EEFE NO CCCL HILL 
 21.57 S 138.14 ' 3q0019 108
 
3022120100 lO/29176 ;5 67 3033 0 
 55.13 068.64 50 EEEE N3 CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 161.10 W 390030 609
 
3022120121 10/29/78 ;6 72 3083 D 53.1B 079.17 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 
 162.86 W 390039 610
 
3022120123 10/29/78 S 73 3003 D 52.55 077.45 NA MMVM ND CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 163.22 W 0 0
 
302 120130 10/29/78 ;6 74 3083 D 52.00 075.80 50 EEEE N3 CCCL HHLL 20.13 S 13.58 W '90039 611
 
3022120132 10/29/78 56 75 5095 D 
 51.48 074.21 30 EEEE N3 CCCL HILL 21.57 S 163.95 V 190039 512
 
3022121502 10/29/78 34 60 3084 D 55.69 103.43 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 00.02 N 175.40 E 390039 613
 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM. 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13178 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 73 
01:00 FROM 	10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH RO ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CZM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 4ICFLM 
ID DATE 9 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3022121505 10/29/78 34 61 5084 0 55.77 101.29 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.41 S 175.06 E 390039 614
 
3022123511 10/29/78 
132 54 30B5 0 54.07 115.87 70 E2EE NO CCCL HHLL 08.66 N 151.62 E 390039 615 
3022123313 10/29/78 132 55 3095 0 54.46 113.88 NA MMMM NO CCCL HILL 07.22 N 151.28 E 0 0 
3022204394 10/29/78 156 51 3098 0 52.57 121.67 30 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 075.19 E 390039 616 
302 204400 10/29/78 1,5; 52 3088 D 53.11 119.82 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 074.85 E 390039 617 
5022204403 10/29/78 155 53 3088 D 53.60 117.92 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.10 N 074.50 F 390039 618 
302?204410 10/29/78 156 54 3088 D 54.05 115.98 30 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 08.66 N 074.16 r 390039 619 
302 204412 10/29/78 158 55 3088 D 54.45 114.01 20 EEEt NO CCCL IHLL 07.22 N 073.82 E 390030 620 
5022204414 10/29/78 156' 58 3088 D 54.79 112.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.78 N 073.48 E 390039 621 
3022206223 10/29/78 114 50 3089 0 51.99 123.50 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 049.73 E 390039 719 
3022206235 10/29/78 114 53 5089 0 53.59 117.97 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.09 N 048.70 E 390039 716 
3022206253 10/29/78 174 57 3089 D 55.10 109.95 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.33 N 047.34 E 390039 717 
3022206255 10/29/78 174 58 3089 D 55.35 107.88 30 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 02.89 N 047.01 E 390039 718 
3022208164 10/29/78 192 76 3090 0 50.95 072.94 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.00 S 014.92 E 39003 719 
3022208170 10/29/78 192 77 3090 0 50.27 071.48 30 EEEE N3 CCCL HHLL 24.44 S 014.53 E 390039 720
 
3G22208173 10/29/78 1?2 79 3090 0 49.56 070.09 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.87 S 014.14 E 390039 721
 
3022239372 10/29/7B 210 22 5091 D 25.65 157.06 10 EFE,E NO CCCL LLLL 54.24 N 011.60 E 3q0054 722
 
3022209375 10/29/78 210 23 3091 0 26.76 156.10 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.85 N. 010.85 E 390039 723
 
3022209581 10/29/78 210 24 3091 0 27o88 155.14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.45 N 010.14 E 390039 724
 
3u22209384 10/29/78 
210 25 5091 0 29.00 154.20 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.05 N 009.46 E 390039 725
 
3022214574 10/29/78 15 47 3094 D 49.95 128.72 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 078.26 W 390039 726
 
3622214580 10/29/78 13 48 3094 D 50.55 127.10 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.30 N 079.63 W 390039 727
 
3022218343 10/29/78 49 72 3096 0 53.35 079.70 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 138.50 W 390039 728
 
3022219350 10/29/78 49 75 5096 0 52.84 077.97 40 EEtE NO CCCL HHLL 1P.69 S 138.85 W 390039 
 729 
52.28 076.29 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.13 S 139.21 w 390039 730 
3022302541 10/29/78 159 32 5101 D 36.28 147.72 10 EEES NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 107.22 E 390039 731 
3022304071 10/29/78 1S9 207 3101 N 00.00 295.51 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.02 N 104.78 W 0 0 
3022304074 10/29/78 159 203 3101 N 00.00 296.51 NA 44440 N3 CCCLL LLLLL 34.44 4 105.23 w n 0 
3022304080 10/29/78 159 209 3101 N 00.00 297.44 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.87 N 105.68 W 0 0 
3022304083 10129/78 139 10 3101 N 00.00 298.30 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.29 N 106.14 W 0 0 
3022304085 10/29/78 159 211 3101 N 00.00 299.09 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.71 N 106.62 t 0 0 
3022304092 10/29/78 159 212 3101 N 00.00 299.82 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.13 N 107.11 W 0 0 
3022304094 10129/78 159 213 3101 N 00.00 300.50 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.55 N 107.62 W 0 0 
302 304101 10/29/78 159 214 5101 N 00.00 301.09 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 42.96 N 108.14 w 0 0 
3022304103 10/29/78 159 215 3101 N 00.00 301.62 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.38 N 108.68 w 0 0 
3022304110 10/29/78 159 21S 3101 N 00.00 302.09 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.79 N 109.25 W 0 0 
5022304112 	10/29/78 159 217 3101 N 00.00 302.50 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.20 N 109.84 w 0 0
 
NA EMEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 5b.39 N 064.35 390040 74
 
302 213352 10/29/78 43 74 5096 D 

302 306152 10/29/78 115 19 5103 0 21.90 160.22 

3022306155 10/29/73 115 20 3103 D 23.04 159.19 90 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 57.02 N 063.44 E 390039 834
 
3022308161 10/29/78 175 21 3103 0 24.18 158.14 90 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 55.64 N 062.58 E 390039 835
 









 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OiS:RVATION ENTRY PATH ROW OBIT DAY/NITE SUN 
 SUN % CLD QUALITY CON CCM MODE 
 GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MCFLM

I) DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR 
LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3022306164 10129/78 175 
 22 3103 0 25.31 157.22 
 90 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 54.25 N 061.78 E 390039 836
302 306170 10/29/78 175 23 3103 0 26.44 156.2$ 90 EEEED NO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 52.86 N 061.02 E 390039 837
3322306173 10/29/78 175 21 3103 D 27.56 155.32 
 90 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 
 51.46 N 060.31 E 390039 838
3022'306175 10/29/79 115 25 3103 D 
 28.68 154.38 80 EEEE0 NO CCCLL LLLLL 
 50.04 N 059.64 E 39003q 839
3022306291 10/29/78 175 52 3103 D 52.96 120.45 10 EEEEO 
 NO CCCLL LLLLL 11.53 N 047.62 E 390039 640
 3022307581 10/29/78 133 18 
 3104 D 20.73 161.30 100 EFFEO NO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 59.76 N 039.50 E 390039 841
3022307584 10/29/78 193 19 3104 D 21.88 160.23 100 EEEEO 
 NO CCCLL LLLLL 58.39 N 038.53 E 390039 842
3022307590 10/29/78 193 23 3104 
 D 23.03 159.19 90 EEEEO NO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 57.02 N 037.62 E 390034 843
302 307593 10/29/78 193 21 3104 0 24.17 158.19 
 90 EEEEO NO COCLL LLLLL 55.63 N 036.77 E 3' 0O39 844
3022307595 10129/78 1?3 22 3104 D 
 25.30 157.22 60 EEEEO NO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 54.24 N 035.98 E 390039 845
3022308002' 10/29/78 193 23 
 3104 0 26.43 156.26 80 £EEEO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 52.85 N 035.22 E 390039 846
3022308004 10/29/78 
193 24 3104 0 27.56 155.31 
 60 EE EO NO CCCLL LLLLL 51,46 N 034.50 E '390039 847
3022309011 10/29/78 133 25 3104 D 28.68 154.38 10 EEEFO ND CCOLL LLLLL 
 50.06 N 033.82 E 390039 849
3022308013 10/29/78 193 26 
 3104 0 29.78 153.45 10 EEEEO NO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 48.65 N 033.18 E 390039 849
3022308070 10/29/78 193 27 3104 D 30.97 152.53 0 EEEO N0 CCCLL LLLLL 
 47.25 N 032.56 E 390039 850
3022323544 10/29/78 134 83 3113 D 46.03 064.76 0 EEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.02 S 138.32 E 390039 3513022323551 10/29/78 1)4 8k 3113 D 45.16 063.75 10 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 
 34.44 S 137.88 E 3q0039 852
3u2 401235 10/29/78 122 49 3114 0 51.04 126.18 40 EFEEO NO CCCLL hHLLL 
 15.84 N 124.65 F 390039 8533022401241 10/29/78 122 
 50 3114 0 51.68 124.47 20 EEEEO 
 NO CCCLL HHLLL 14.42 N 124.30 E 390039 854
3022404121 10/29/78 10 205 3115 N 00.00 292.q4 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 
 30.17 N 105.36 W 0 0
3022404123 10/29/78 140 206 3115 
 N 00.00 294.09 NA 44440 NO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 31.60 N 105.77 W 0 0
3022404130 10(29/78 
140 207 3115 N 00.00 295.17 
 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.03 N 106.19 V 0 0
302 404132 10/29/78 1 0 203 3115 N 00.00 296.18 VA 44440 NO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 34.45 N 106.63 W 0 0
302 404135 10/29/78 140 209 3115 N 00.00 297.12 VA 44440 N3 CCCLL LLLLL 
 35.88 N 107.08 w 0 0
3322404141 10/29/78 110 210 
 3115 N 00.00 298.00 NA 44440 
 NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.30 N 107.54 W 0 0
302 404144 10/29/78 110 211 3115 N 00.00 298.80 
 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 
 38.72 N 108.02 W 0 0
3022404150 10/29/78 140 212 3115 N 00.00 299.55 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.14 N 108.52 W 0 0
3022404153 10/29/78 
14 213 3115 N 00.00 300.23 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 
 41.56 N 109.02 W 0 0
30224041,55 10/29/78 140 214 3115 
 N 00.00 300.84 A 44440 40 
 CCCLL LLLLL 42.97 N 109.55 W 0 03022404162 10/29/78 110 215 5115 N 00.00 
301.39 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 
 44.38 N 110.10 W 0 0
3022404164 10/29/78 1 0 216 3115 N 00.00 301.87 NA 44440 ND 
 CCCLL LLLLL 45.79 N 110.67 V 0 0
3022404170 10/29/78 1 0 217 3115 N 00.00 302.29 
 NA 44410 NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.20 N 111.26 W 0 0
3022415091 10/29/78 15 47- 3122 
 0 49.54 129.71 NA EMEEO NO 
 CCCLL HHLLL 18.73 N 081.13 V 390040 75
302 41503 10/29/78 15 43 3192 D 50.25 128.12 50 EEEEO 
 NO CCCLL HHLLL 17.29 N, 081.50 V 390040 76
3b22,A5I00, 1,0/29/78 15. 43 313 D 50.94 126.47 60 EEEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 15.86 N 081.85 d 390040 773022415102 10/29/78 15 50 3122 0 51.59 124.77 50 EEEFO NO CCCLL HHLLL 14.42 N 082.21 W 390040- 78
3022415105 10/29/73 15 51 3122 0 52.19 123.02 60 ErEEO ND CCCLL HHLLL 12.98 N 082.5G W 390040 79302?415111 10/29/73 15 5? 5122 0 52.76 121.22 60 EFEEO NO CCCLL 
HHLL 11.54 N 082.91 4 3q0OQ4 803022415114 10/29/78 
 15 53 3122 0 53.29 119.36 40 EPEEO 
 NO CCCLL HILLL 10.10 N 083.25 W 390040 81
3022415120 10/29/78 15 54 3122 0 53.77 
117.45 so FEEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 
 09.66 N 043.59 W 390040 82
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 75
 
01:01 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OtSERVATION ENTRY PATH R04 OIBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
11 DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45G78 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
5022415123 10/29/78 15 55 5122 D 54.20 115.50 90 FEFEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 07.22 N 083.92 W 390040 83 
3022418433 10/29/78 51 65 5124 D 55.61 092.60 40 EEEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 08.62 S 139.28 W 390040 84 
3022413440 10/29/78 51 67 3124 D 55.42 090.54 30 EEEED NO CCCLL HHLLL 10.06 S 139.61 v 390040 85 
3022418442 10/29/75 51 68 3124 0 55.18 088.52 20 EFEED NO CCCLL HHLLL 11.50 S 139.95 W 390040 86 
3022413445 L0/29/78 51 69 5124 D 54.98 086.53 10 EFEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 12.94 S 140.29 W 390040 87 
3022419451 10/29/78 51 70 3124 D 54.53 084.58 10 FFEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 14.38 S 140.63 V 390040 88 
302?418454 10/29/78 51 71 3124 0 54.24 082.67 70 ECEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 15.82 S 141.00 W 390040 89 
3022420224 10/29/78 S3 5S 3125 D 54.56 113.69 50 EEEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 05.79 N 161.72 W 390040 90 
3u22420271 10/29/78 ;9 67 5125 D 55.43 090.62 50 EFEEG NO CCCLL HHLLL 10.06 S 165.42 W 390040 91 
3022504182 10/29/78 1%1 205 3129 N 00.00 293.69 NA 44440 ND CCCLL LLLLL 31.60 N 107.19 Y 0 0 
3022504184 10/29/78 111 207 3129 N O0.0O 294.79 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.03 N 107.62 W 0 0 
302 504191 10/29/78 141 208 3129 N 00.00 295.82 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.45 N 108.07 W 0 0 
3022504193 10/29/78 141 209 3129 N 00.00 296.79 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.88 N 108.52 W 0 0 
3022504200 10/29/78 inl 210 31?9 N 00.00 297.69 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.30 N 108.98 V 0 0 
3022504P02 10/29/78 Ill 211 5129 N 00.00 298.52 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.72 N 109.46 V 0 0 
3022504205 10/29/78 Ill 212 5129 N 00.00 299.27 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.14 N 109.95 4 0 0 
3022504211 10/29/78 141 213 3129 N 00.00 299.97 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.56 N 110.46 V 0 0 
3022504213 10/29/78 11 214 3129 N 00.00 300.60 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 42.97 N 110.98 W 0 0 
3522594220 10/29/78 141 215 3129 N 00.00 301.16 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.39 N 111.53 v 0 0 
302 504222 10/29/78 141 21; 5129 N 00.00 301.65 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.80 N 112.09 W 0 0 
5U22504225 10/29/79 Il 217 3129 N 00.00 302.08 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.21 N 112.68 W 0 0 
3022504440 10/29/78 159 20 3130 D 22.34 159.47 90 FFEEC NO CCCLL LLLLL 57.04 N 086.36 E 390040 92 
3022504442 10/29/78 159 21 3130 D 23.49 158.48 NA MMMNO NO CCCLL LLLLL 55.65 N 085.51 E 0 0 
3022534445 10/29/78 159 22 3130 0 24.53 157.52 NA MMMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 54.26 N 084.70 E 0 0 
3022515072 10/29/78 16 29 3136 D 32.27 151.17 20 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.44 N 074.73 4 390040 47 
5022515075 10/29/78 16 30 3136 o 33.36 150.25 s0 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 43.02 N 075.28 W 390040 48 
302 515081 10/29/78 16 31 3156 0 34.44 149.29 30 FEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.60 N 075.80 W 390040 49 
3022515084 10/29/78 16 32 3136 D 35.49 148.34 40 FFFFO 4O CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 076.31 W 390040 50 
3022515090 10/29/78 15 35 3136 0 36.54 147.36 50 EEEEO ND CCCLL LLLLL 38.76 N 016.80 W 390040 51 
302 515093 10/29/78 16 34 3136 0 37.57 146.38 40 EEEEC NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.34 N 077.28 V 390040 52 
3022515095 10/29/78 15 33 3136 D 38.60 145.34 80 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.92 N 077.75 W 390040 53 
302?515102 10/29/78 16 36 3136 D 39.60 144.29 20 EFEED NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.49 N 078.20 W 390040 54 
302 515104 10/29/78 1 37 3136 D 40.59 143.21 10 FEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.07 N 078.64 V 390040 55 
3022515111 10/29/78 [6 38 3136 D 41.57 142.09 10 EEEEO ND CCCLL LLLLL 31.64 N 079.07 W 3900A0 56 
3022515113 10/29/78 16 39 3136 ) 42.52 140.93 20 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 30.21 N 079.48 W 390040 57 
3022515126 10/29/78 16 40 3136 D 43.k5 139.75 30 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 28.77 N 079.89 W 390040 54 
3022515134 10/29/78 15 4* 3136 0 46.97 134.55 70 EEEEO NO CCCLL 44LLL 23.04 N 081.46 W 390040 59 




GODJARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
 
LANOSAT IMAGE PROCESSI1G FACILITY
 
INFORMATIO4 PRODUCTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
 




12/13/73 LANOSAT 3 R3V SENSOR PAGE 79
 
00:42 FR34 10/01/78 T3 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION EYTRY PAT ROl ORBIT OAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOJD -OVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO
 
1) DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C 0 LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR
 
3013010144 10/01/78 214 57 ?649 D 54.S4 088.28 60 70 50 80 40 E E E E 04.46 N 009.97 W 390041 440 
5j19310141 10/01/78 214 56 2645 D 54.89 090.34 80 90 so so 80 E E E E 05.90 N 009.63 I 390041 436 
3019904125 10/22/78 151 55 2767 0 55.32 096.36 20 50 10 10 10 E E E E 05.92 N 080.69 E 390042 361 
3023004181 10/22/78 152 55 2781 ) 55.37 099.19 20 10 40 10 50 E E E E 07.34 N 079.59 E 390042 37 
3013532575 10/08/78 153 55 ?585 9 54.35 039.55 90 100 70 100 90 E E E E 07.34 N 099.66 E 39D041 858 
3021113574 10/22/78 2 55 2940 0 55.17 107.17 90 90 NA NA NA E 2 2 2 07.35 N 055.23 W 390042 643 
3019904123 10/22/78 151 55 ?757 0 55.3S 098.50 30 30 10 70 10 E E E E 07.36 N 031.03 390042 357 
'3020402580 10/21/78 133 55 2836 D 55.37 102.00 60 60 30 80 70 E E E E 07.36 N 099.66 f 390042 727 
3023004175 10/22/78 152 54 2781 0 55.34 101.34 20 10 0 10 50 E E E E 08.79 N 079.92 E 390042 383 
3013703031 10/08/78 139 54 2599 9 55.11 092.30 80 90 80 90 80 E E E E 08.79 N 098.57 E 390041 902 
3013602572 10109/78 153 54 5B9 n 55.07 091.65 P0 VA NA BO 90 4 m E 08.79 N 130.00 E 390041 256 
3U19904120 10/22/78 151 54 2767 0 55.35 100.65 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 08.80 N 081.36 E 390042 353
 
3022402573 10/21/78 155 54 2835 0 55.27 104.13 50 40 40 90 70 E E E E 08.80 N 100.00 C 39D042 723
 
5022503032 10/22/78 159 54 2850 D 55.24 104.81 60 70 80 30 90 E £ E - 08.81 N 098.57 E 39)043 25 
3313703024 10108/78 L59 53 ?599 D 55.25 094.44 -70 90 50 80 60 E E E E 10.22 N 098.91 7 390041 898 
3022034172 10/22/78 152 53 2781 D 55.26 103.50 30 90 20 50 10 E E E E 10.24 N OPO.26 E 390042 379 
3020503025 10/22/78 159 53 2850 0 55.07 106.94 80 90 80 90 70 E E E E 10.25 N 098.91 E 390043 21 
3013703022 10/08/78 159 52 2599 0 55.35 096.59 80 100 70 90 60 r E F v 11.7 N 099.25 E 38)041 894 
3023503023 10/22/73 159 52 ?853 0 54.85 109.04 60 80 70 90 80 E 7 F E 11.70 N 099.26 E 390043 17 
3015703015 10/08/73 159 51 ?599 D 55.39 098.76 70 90 90 90 40 E E E E 13.13 V 099.60 F 390041 890 
3J20503020 10/22/78 159 51 2850 D 54.57 111.12 50 70 30 70 30 E E E E 13.14 N 099.60 E 390043 13 
3021110291 10/22/78 217 50 ?939 D 53.53 117.25 20 0 10 40 30 E 0 E P 14.55 N 011.88 w 590042 639 
3021503014 10/22/78 IU9 50 1850 9 54.25 113.17 70 70 80 80 80 E E E E 14.57 V 099.95 _ 390043 9 
3019310290 10/15/78 217 51 2657 0 55.13 105.27 h0 NA 90 30 80 2 E E E 14.57 N 011.88 d 390042 232 
3015703013 10/08/78 139 50 2599 D 55.38 100.94 50 90 30 60 50 E E E E 14.58 N 999.95 F 390041 886 
3021210343 10/22/78 218 49 2952 D 52.98 119.53 60 20 70 NA 90 F F 2 F 15.80 N 013.01 W 390042 720 
3013510400 10/22/78 219 49 1715 D 54.81 108.72 10 NA NA 10 10 2 2 E E 15.98 v 014.40 W 390042 323 
3019507305 10/22/78 136 49 2755 D 54.58 1lO.G6 0 30 0 0 0 E E E E 15.99 N 032.90 E 3900D42 337 
3019410342 10/15/78 218 A9 2701 0 54.88 108.06 NA NA NA NA NA M M M M 15.99 N 012.96 j 0 a 
3023503011 10/22/78 159 49 2850 D 53.B7 115.19 70 G0 90 70 60 E E F E 15.01 N 100.29 E 390043 5 
3013703010 10/08/78 159 49 ?599 D 55.31 103.15 90 100 90 100 90 F E E E 16.02 N 100.30 E 390041 882 
3013703004 10/09/78 139 43 2599 0 55.19 105.30 90 100 100 100 90 E E P E 17.45 N 190.66 E 3900A1 878 
3023503005 10/22/78 159 43 ?950 D 53.45 117.15 80 90 70 90 90 E E E E 17.46 N 100.65 5 590043 1 
3013520012 10/01/78 5 47 2591 D 55.11 106.63 40 20 60 20 60 E E E E 18.hB \ 154.25 W "90041 352 
3013520010 10/01/78 S 45 2581 0 54.41 108.79 20 10 10 20 50 E E E E 20.33 V 153.87 W 390041 348 
3019523492 10/22/78 117 45 2711 9 53.49 116.83 50 80 30 20 40 1 E E E 21.80 N 099.2s E 390042 319 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 R3V SENSOR PA3E 80 
0o:42 FR42 10/01/7B TO 10/31/78 
OSES VATION ENTRY PATH 10d ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFIIM, MICRO 
1) DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A 3 C 0 A R C D LATITUDE LON3ITUOF ROLL 
501)503445 10/22/78 117 44 2711 0 53.04 118.79 50 50 20 90 40 E E F E 23.23 V 090.64 E 390042 315 
3020615072 10/21/78 15 43 ?871 D 50.42 127.10 20 20 30 30 20 E E E E 24.62 N 079.63 W 390042 783 
3013904014 10/22/78 150 43 2753 ri 52.04 122.41 40 30 .50 SO 40 E E E E 24.65 N 086.73 E 390042 333 
3019703540 10/08/78 149 43 2739 D 52.21 121.85 20 30 ?0 30 20 E E E 7 24.66 V 038.16 E 390042 101 
3D13593443 10/22/78 117 45 2711 O 52.54 120.72 50 50 50 70 50 E -- E E 24.67 N 091.02 E 390042 311 
6u13815071 10/01/78 15 43 2620 0 53.58 116.80 90 40 70 60 50 E E E E 24.67 N 079.60 W 390041 395 
3020415055 10/21/78 15 42 2871 D 49.73 128.77 20 20 20 20 30 E E E E 26.05 N 079.23 W 390042 779 
3019015181 10/01/78 17 42 2548 0 52.92 139.92 80 100 ?0 70 60 F E E F 26.06 N 032.09 W 390041 638 
5019304012 10/22/7B 150 42 2753 9 51.46 124.25 40 40 40 60 40 F E E E 26.08 N 087.11 r 390042 329 

























E E E E 









3313815064 10/01/73 15 4 620 2 53.13 118.80 40 50 80 30 90 E E E E 26.11 N 079.21 V 390041 391 
30i503440 10/22/78 147 4? 2711 0 52.00 122.60 40 40 30 50 40 E E E E 26.13 N 091.41 F 390042 307 
3323116210 10/08/79 R 41 'R02 D 50.13 127.80 9o 90 90 90 90 E E E E 27.43 N 097.50 w 590042 447 
3J23515063 10/21/73 15 41 2871 '9 49.02 130.38 20 20 20 20 20 F E E E 27.49 N 078.84 W 390042 775 
3J19403375 10/15/78 14 41 2697 0 51.64 123.82 s0 90 30 90 90 E F E F 27.54 N 093.23 E 390042 259 
351)303321 10/15/73 145 4i ?33 9 51.92 123.2 60 NA NA 70 50 M M F E 27.54 V 094.70 E 390042 210 
3613315062 10101/78 15 41 ?620 0 52.64 120.75 50 60 50 50 60 E E F E 27.54 N 07A.82 W 390041 3A7 
3013203262 10/01/78 144 41 2569 D 52.00 122.75 90 100 130 130 90 E E E E 27.55 N 096.13 E 390041 464 
3023116204 10108/78 73 40 2802 D 49.44 129.46 50 20 SO 70 70 E F E E 28.86 v 097.10 W 390042 443 
3013715574 10108/78 24 4D ?746 D 50.30 127.45 20 20 20 20 20 E E E P 28.91 N 091.32 w 390042 132 
5321105151 10/22/78 163 40 2935 D 47.12 134.11 0 0 3 0 0 E F E F 28.95 \ 049.26 E 390042 s15 
5013215273 10/08/78 19 43 1421 0 40.57 094.29 80 100 90 70 90 E E E E 29.42 V 083.95 W 390041 686 
3013916074 10/08/78 's 39 1519 1) 60.47 095.21 60 80 70 50 30 FLE E - 30.14 *4 093.81 W 390041 852 
3021205203 10/22/78 1;4 19 2949 0 46.15 135.78 0 0 0 NA NA E F 2 2 30.19 N 068.18 E 390042 704 
6020817'002 10/21/78 35 39 2900 0 45.43 134.35 13 10 10 10 10 E E E E 30.30 N 134.75 W 390042 q75 
3013916543 10/08/73 54 39 2635 0 51.34 125.o00 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 30.34 N 105,.29 W 390041 532 

























E F E E 









3013116083 10/07/78 24 39 2523 0 52.88 120.72 50 70 20 50 10 E E E E 30.40 N 093.77 W 390041 133 
3J10215271 10/08/78 19 39 1421 0 60.79 097.04 80 90 70 90 80 F E E E 30.85 v 083.54 W 3900&1 682 
3010915071 10/08/78 2 33 1519 9 60.58 097.94 10 20 30 50 60 E E E 31.38 v 093.40 a 590041 848 
21 1 1777 £0/'21/78' 38' 33 2942 D 45.37 L37..04 0 10 0 10 10 E E E E 31.69 N 110.62 w 390042 923 
3U23817000 10/21/78 35 38 2900 D 44.l 135.80 0 0 0 0 0 E E E' E 31.73 N 106'.32 4, )90,A0-2 971.. 
301991;082 10/15/78 ?5 33 ?774 0 48.43 131.72 40 70 20 30 80 E E E E 31.77 N 093.3q d 390042 303 
3023917054 10/22/78 55 33 2914 0 45.8 136.25 20 30 20 50 10 E E ;: E 31.77 N 107.75 . 390043 132 
3021115340 10/22/78 20 358 2941 D 45.34 137.04 10 10 10 10 10 E E E F 31.78 N 084.77 390042 660 
3013017454 10/07/78 43 33 2510 0 52.35 122.13 90 100 6o 100 100 E F E E 31.73 N 117.80 W 39n041 81 




12/131/78 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE B1
 
00:42 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
O3SEIVATION ENTRY '&r RDA OR31T DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICRDILM MICRO 
ID DATE P /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C 0 A B C 0 LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR 
3U21008351 10122178 193 38 ?923 0 45.70 136.54 0 0 0 0 0 E E F F 31.79 N 019.92 E 390042 605 
3021005084 10122/78 1,2 33 2921 n 45.74 136.48 0 10 0 0 0 F E E E 31.79 N 071.52 E 390042 593 
331891541 10/08/78 34 39 2639 0 50.72 126.80 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 31.79 N 104.87 W 390041 528 
3013117053 10/01/78 55 33 663 0 50.27 127.84 20 10 10 50 30 E E E r 31.63 Y 107.75 d 390041 560 
3021105142 10/22/78 IS3 38 2935 D 45.45 136.93 0 NA NA 0 0 M M E E 31.81 N 0 7 0 .0q E 90042 609 
3013715555 10/0q/78 24 33 2746 0 48.90 130.78 60 70 SO S0 60 E E E E 31.81 N 090.50 w 390042 124 
3013717400 10(0/78 42 38 ?747 Q 48.88 130.85 10 10 0 40 10 E E E 7 31.81 V 116.33 V 393042 284 
3019208350 10/01/78 133 39 2672 t) 50.12 128.18 30 60 30 20 20 E E E E 31.82 N 019.92 E 190041 472 
5019417225 10/22/78 35 38 705 0 49.59 129.34 30 30 40 20 40 E E E E 31.82 N 112.04 V 390042 585 
3013116081 10/07/78 2S 33 ?323 D 52.36 122.67 70 90 50 90 40 E E E E 31.84 N 093.35 W 393041 129 
3017238232 10(08/78 136 3s 2393 D 54.04 117.85 50 90 10 30 30 £ r E , 31.25 V 322.78 F 390041 725 
301308233 10/01/78 19S 3 2644 0 50.54 227.22 50 100 10 300 20 E E E E 31.6 N 022.80 E 390041 '{32 
3017108173 10/08/78 195 38 237Q 0 54.20 117.35 30 40 10 90 10 E E E E 31.A8 N 024.23 T 390041 710 
3017617224 10107/73 39 33 2454 D 53.24 120.27 0 0 0 0 10 E E E E 31.95 N 112.00 w 390041 296 
3013215264 10/08/73 09 33 1421 C 60.65 099.81 60 80 70 90 30 F r E £ 32.23 N 083.12 39)041 S78 
3013-16055 10/04/78 ?6 37 1514 5 60.31 100.59 50 60 40 40 70 E E F E 33.0? N 092.97 W 390041 644 
.021117165 10/21/73 13 37 2942 ) 44.49 138.3q 10 10 20 i 10 E E E E 33.13 N 110.20 4 393042 919 
3U20915593 lq121/78 55 37 2900 0 45.11 137.18 0 0 0 0 0 E r E E 33.36 N 105.8? w 340042 667 
3021115333 10/22/78 20 37 2941 0 44.48 13R.40 10 1c 13 10 10 E E E E 33.23 N 094.35 W '90042 656 
3.31915075 10/15/78 25 37 ?774 0 47.;7 133.27 10 20 10 30 10 E E E E 33.20 V 092.9S 4 390042 299 
3023917052 10/22/79 5; 37 ?914 0 45.01 137.62 0 10 0 10 0 F E E £ 33.23 V 107.31 d 393043 128 
3013IS343 10/01/78 31 37 2593 0 50.73 127.04 70 80 70 30 70 E E E E 33.21 N 100.15 W 390041 634 
302100344 10/22/78 1)8 37 923 D 44.83 137.90 0 10 3 10 0 E E E E 33.23 4 020.3 5 390042 601 
3023938290 10/22/78 137 37 ?909 0 45.09 137.52 0 0 0 0 0 E E E 33.23 V 021.80 C 390042 589 
301391W554 10/08/78 34 37 8635 D 50.05 128.55 10 10 NA 10 10 E 2 E E 33.23 N 104.44 V 390041 525 
3019717394 10/03/79 2 37 ?747 D 48.13 132.42 0 0 0 20 0 E E E E 33.23 N 115.90 q 390042 180 
3013017451 10/07f78 13 37 510 D 52.00 124.05 50 50 20 90 40 E E E Z 33.23 N 117.38 w 390041 77 
3015117051 10/01178 5S 37 663 0 49.59 129.55 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 33.24 N 107.30 W 390041 896 
3019417222 10/22/78 39 37 705 0 48.87 131.03 30 30 30 30 30 E E E E 33.24 N 111.A2 390042 581 
3013 08343 10/01/78 13 37 ?672 0 49.43 129.88 70 90 30 90 20 E E E E 33.25 N 020.34 £ 390041 469 
3019715562 10/08/78 24 37 2746 D 48.15 132.37 50 70 40 40 50 E E E E 33.26 N 090.0s W 39004? 120 
3013108285 10/01/78 1-7 37 2658 0 49.55 129.42 10 NA NA 20 10 M N E E 33.28 N 021.77 E 390041 462 
3013116074 10/07/78 S 37 2523 D 51.79 124.57 80 90 90 90 80 r E E E 33.23 N 092.92 W 390041 125 
3017208225 10108/73 16 37 33 D 53.58 119.9? 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 35.29 N 023.21 E 390041 721 
3019008230 10/01/78 196 37 2644 0 49.87 128.96 10 10 1D NA 20 E E 2 E 33.33 N 023.22 E 390041 429 
3017617221 10/07/78 59 37 2454 D 52.72 122.25 20 20 50 0 10 E E E E 31,40 N 111.56 W 390041 292 
3013215262 10/08/78 19 37 1421 5 60.34 102.59 50 90 50 40 23 F E r 33.69 V 082.69 4 390041 674 301715545 10/08/78 '4 36 1491 0 6c.,7 103.48 80 100 g0 90 70 F F E F 3q.39 N 089.66 390.41 706 
3010916062 10f08/7A ?S 35 1519 D 60.58 103.45 b0 60 SO So 70 F E E E 34.43 N 092.53 4 390041 940 
3021117162 10/21/78 38 36 '942 D 43.i9 139.67 0 0 0 10 10 E E F E 34.56 N 109.7; W 190042 315 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 82 





PArH ROd ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN 









QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PTCJURE CENTrER jMICR9,JLM MIC5g 
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5013117503 10/07f78 14 3 ?524 D 51.19 126.40 10 10 10 20 10 E E E E 34.64 N 118.36 W 390041 173 
30135IS360 10/01178 3] 35 ?593 0 50.07 128.80 60 50 20 90 80 C E E E 34.65 v 099.71 W 390041 630 
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30315255 10/08/78 t4 3; 1421 D 60.7; 105.33 50 40 30 90 40 E 2 £ 35.12 N 092.25 W 393041 670 
3013715543 10/08/75 





















F E F r 









302r117160 10/21/78 33 33 2942 D 42.57 140.93 0 0 0 0 0 E £ E E 36.00 N 109.30 w 390042 911 
332)316584 10/21/78 53 35 2900 0 43.53 139.84 0 0 3 0 0 E E £ E 36.03 V 105.00 W 390042 899 
3D23115183 10/08/78 3 35 2802 D 45.51 137.06 80 90 80 90 90 E E E : 3S.05 N 094.96 w 390042 439 
3021115324 10/22/73 0 35 941 0 42.;6 140.95 10 10 10 10 10 F E E £ 36.04 N 033.47 4 390942 649 
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3013616354 10/01/78 31 35 2595 D 49.37 130.52 0 0 10 10 0 E E C E 36.08 N 049.26 W 390041 62S 
3013916525 10/08/78 34 35 2639 D 48.63 131.90 0 NA NA 10 0 2 4 F E 36.0 N 103.55 V 390041 520 
302)21242 10/08178 ?3 35 816 D 45.20 i37.52 20 20 10 30 40 E £ E E 36.09 \ 096.38 4 390042 499 
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3013116065 10/07/78 25 35 523 D 50.53 128.25 30 40 16 60 20 E r E D 36.13 V 092.03 4 399041 117 




12/13178 LANDSAT 3 R3V SENSOR PAGE 83 
00:*4 FROM 10101/78 TD 10/31/78 
03;EVAfT13J ENTRY PAT4 104 ORBIT DAY/NIT SUM SUN % CLOJO COVER OUALITY PICTJRE -EVTER PICTURE CrN4TR MICROFILM MICRO 
1D DATE A /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A 8 C 0 A R C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR 
3013518014 10/07/78 k6 33 2552 3 50.06 129.20 90 90 I00 90 100 F E F F 36.13 N 120.77 W 393041 336 
3013216124 10/07/78 ?7 35 ?537 D 50.31 128.70 40 50 20 80 50 E E E E 36.14 N 033.50 4 390041 209 
3013217555 10/07/78 45 35 2538 D 50.29 128.75 20 20 50 10 10 E E E E 36.14 N 119.34 V 390041 251 
3019900374 10/22/78 115 35 27.5 D 46.17 136.06 80 90 90 90 90 [ CE E 36.15 Y 140.29 E 3900G42 345 
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3013715540 10108178 24 34 1491 D 60.42 109.02 80 90 so 90 90 E E E E 37.22 V 088.75 W 390041 699 
3013915053 10/08/78 ?5 34 1519 D 50.33 128.97 80 90 90 30 70 E c E E 37.26 V 031. 1 W 333041 132 
3u21117153 10/21/78 38 34 2942 D 41.73 142.15 0 0 10 0 0 E F E C 37.43 N 108.83 W 390342 507 
3023116181 10/08/78 28 34 2802 '2 44.54 138.q5 70 90 70 30 70 E E E E 37.47 V 094.50 W 390042 435 







































3023917040 10/22/78 5 34 2914 0 4?.?; 1A1.50 0 0 10 10 10 E E E £ 37.50 N 105.95 W 599043 116 
301991;064 10/15/78 2S 4 ?774 D 45.19 117.5 3C 60 20 30 10 E E E E 37.51 V 091.61 390042 287 
3213616351 10/01/78 5 34 2593 0 4B.54 132.19 0 0 0 0 10 E E E C 37.51 4 098.80 9 393041 622 
3u20215235 10/08/78 29 34 816 D 44.33 138.89 0 10 10 10 0 E E E c 37.52 V 095.91 w 390042 495 





























F F F 











3014117035 10101/78 5; 34 >663 0 47.34 134.40 10 10 10 10 10 E E E Z 37.53 V 135.95 390041 6a4 
301971738? 10/08/78 42 34 2747 D 45.71 136.93 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 37.53 V 114.56 W 390042 166 
3313317440 10/07/78 43 34 2510 2 50.10 129.54 10 20 0 20 0 F E E E 37.53 N 116.O W 398041 f5 
3(13318011 10/07/78 46 34 2952 0 49.35 130.93 70 50 90 s0 100 F F E F 37.55 N 120.30 W 590041 332 
5301316004 10t07/78 25 34 25J D 90.09 129.57 10 10 10 20 10 E E FL 37.96 V4 00.15 4 390141 29 
3013116063 10/07/78 26 34 523 0 49.85 130.01 0 10 0 10 10 E C £ 37.56 N 091.57 W 300041 113 
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3013915592 20(08/78 53 33 1505 0 60.17 111.51 20 10 10 30 30 F E E E 38.55 4 099.73 W 399041 796 
3U019715534 10/08/78 24 3 1431 3 60.1 111.76 90 90 95 90 90 p E E 39°.4 %. 938.2H * 393001 694 




12113/78 LANOSAT 3 R3V SENSOR PAGE 84
 
00:4- FROM 10/01/72 TO 10/31/78
 
O3S7RVATION ENTRY PATH ROW 
ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD OVER UUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTFR iMICROFLLM MIC~TR 
I DATE 9 /SpCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LDNGITUOF ROLL RB 
3010916051 10/08/78 ?5 33 1519 0 60.10 111.71 60 50 40 B0 90 E E E E 38.69 N 031.13 W 393041 828 
5021117151 10/21/78 38 33 2942 0 40.77 143.34 0 0 0 0 10 E E F E 38.85 V 108.35 W 390042 903 
3020116174 10/08/78 28 33 2802 0 43.75 139.81 20 30 10 50 10 E E E E 38.90 N 094.02 W 390042 431 
3a231;463 10/21/78 33 33 2872 42.28 141.63 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 39.93 k 101.20 4 390042 815
 
332)316575 10/21/78 35 39 2900 ) 41.67 142.35 0 0 0 10 P0 E E E E 38.93 N 104.05 W 390042 851
 
3013916520 10/09/78 54 33 2635 0 47.06 135.09 0 NA 0 NA NA 2 P 2 2 38.93 N 102.61 V 390041 515
 
3020917034 10/22/78 56 35 ?914 D 41.34 142.71 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 38.93 N 105.47 W 
 990043 112
 
5023215233 10/08/78 29 33 2816 0 43.45 140.23 0 0 0 0 0 
 E E E E 38.94 N 05.44 W '90Q42 491 
3313516345 10/01/78 31 33 ?593 D 47.38 133.81 0 0 0 0 0 r E E E 38.95 v 098.33 W 390041 513 
3u13317433 10/07/78 %3 33 2510 D 49.39 131.28 0 0 0 20 10 E E E C 38.95 N 115.56 W 390041 61 
3018117492 10/07/78 44 33 2524 0 49.15 131.70 40 50 40 50 40 F E E E 38.95 N 116.9q W 390041 161 
3013415063 10/05/78 47 35 2565 0 48.37 133.02 90 80 130 90 90 F F F F 5.95 N 121.27 W 390041 745 
3019117033 10/01/78 5S 35 ?663 I 46.53 135.93 10 NA NA ?0 10 4 4 E E 33.95 V 15.48 W 390041 642 
319417204 10/22/78 59 33 2705 0 45.70 137.15 40 70 20 70 20 P F P F 38.96 N 109.78 90042 577 
3019717380 10/08/78 42 31 2747 9 44.35 138.35 40 70 20 60 20 F E E E 3S,6 \ 114.00 4 390042 164
 
3013516290 10101/78 10 '3 257- 0 48.13 133.40 0 30 0 0 0 E E E E 38.97 N 096.8q W 390041 544
 
3313518005 10/07/78 45 33 2552 D 48.62 132.61 30 30 30 
 10 80 E : E E 38.97 \ 119.82 V 390041 32q
 
3D2)133482 10/22/78 117 13 27R3 0 4399 139.64 10 10 13 I0 10 E E E E 38. g N 138.29 99004? 339 
301 315002 10/07/78 5 33 2509 0 49.38 131.31 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 38.99 ' 089.68 W 390041 25 
6013116060 10/07/78 ? 33 2523 D 49.14 131.73 10 10 30 10 0 E E E E 38.99 % 01.10 W 390041 109
 
3013217550 10/07/78 15 33 2538 D 48.87 192.19 10 10 10 20 10 E E E E 38.99 N 118.39 W 390041 243 
3013216115 10/07/78 27 353 2537 9 48,89 132.15 0 10 0 0 0 E E E E 39.01 N 092.55 V 391041 201 
3017617203 19107/78 59 33 ?454 0 '0.27 129.78 0 0 3 0 0 F E E E 39.12 V 109.72 4 390041 27fl 
3013B15590 10/08/78 25 32 1505 D 59.89 114.23 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 39.97 N 089.25 W 390041 7Q2 
3013715531 10/08/78 24 32 1491 D 59.90 114.48 80 90 0 90 90 E E P E 40.05 v 087.79 W 390041 690 
3013315044 10/08/78 ?S 32 1519 
 D 59.82 114.42 40 60 20 50 30 E E E E 40.11 V 090.65 4 390041 824 
3021117144 10/21/78 33 32 2942 0 39.79 144.51 0 0 10 0 0 CE E 40.29 V 107.85 W 390042 599 
3020516460 10/21/78 33 32 ?972 41.33 142.87 0 0 0 0 0 E C E F 40.62 4 100.71 d 390042 311 
302J8l;9j3 10/21/78 35 32 900 D 40.71 143.55 0 10 0 10 0 E F E E 40.32 N 103.56 W 390042 847 
3023115172 10/08/78 28 32 2802 D 42.84 141.13 10 20 10 30 10 E E E C 40.33 v 093.53 j 390042 427 
3D?)51402 10(22/78 32 32 258 0 41.;2 142.54 20 10 10 &0 30 E E E E 40.33 N 099.28 1 390043 52 
3U23513233 10/22/78 30 3? 2859 D 41.50 142.57 70 90 40 90 80 E E E E 40.34 V 125.09 W 390043 80 
3020917031 10/22/78 35 3 2914 0 40.38 143.90 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 40.34 N 104.98 W 390043 10A 
3022215230 10108178 29 3 2916 D 2.51 141.53 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 40.37 N 094.95 4 393042 487 
3013217431 10/07178 13 32 ?510 I8.5 132.98 0 0 0 0 0 E E E F 40.)7 V 115.05 V 390041 57 
3013117485 10/07/78 44 32 2524 0 48.40 133.38 40 56 30 70 40 P F F E 40.37 V 116.48 4 330l41 197 
3018516342 10/01/78 31 32 599 D 47.09 135.40 0 0 0 0 0 CE E r 40.38 N 097.84 W 390041 614
 
301331514 10/08/78 34 32 2535 D 46.26 136.61 0 NA 0 0 0 2 P F E 40.53 N 102.12 W 390041 512
 
3019A1720' 10122/78 53 3? 2705 4 .54 135.59 20 30 10 30 20 F F F E 40.38 N 129.2 , d 390042 573 
3020413080 10/21/78 246 3 2842 D 41.'4 142.20 .0 30 30 20 70 E E E E A0.3gq 046.14 4 390042 739 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 R3V S-NSOR PAGE 85
 
00:42 F13M 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
0S:1VATION 7VTRY PkTl 1Od OIBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN t CLOUD COVER DUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
I3 DATE f /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A 8 C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL rR 
5019717373 10/08/78 42 32 2747 0 43.97 139.73 50 90 50 50 30 E E E E 40.,39 N 113.59 4 390042 160 
3013418061 10/08/78 47 32 2565 0 47.59 134.65 80 80 90 90 90 F F F F 40.39 N 120.78 W 390041 741 
6313313002 10/07175 46 3? 2552 0 47.85 134.25 10 20 10 20 10 E E E E 40.40 N 119.33 w 390041 324 
3023120475 10/22/78 117 3? 3793 42.98 140.97 10 10 10 10 10 E E C E 40.41 N 138.78 E 392042 395 
3013516284 10/01/78 50 3? 2579 0 47.35 135.01 0 10 10 0 0 C E E E 40.1 v 096.40 W 390041 540 
3013BI455 10/01/78 33 32 621 D 46.52 136.25 10 0 10 10 20 E E E F 40.41 v lO0,Sq W 390041 423 
3013217544 10107/75 45 32 2538 0 48.11 133.83 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 40.41 4 117.90 W 390041 239 
3013116054 10107/7 S 32 ?523 0 4B.39 133.41 10 10 10 10 10 C E E E 40.42 v 090.62 w 390041 105 
S01S14510 10/15/78 13 32 2592 D 47.08 135.42 60 80 80 s0 30 F E v v 40.43 N 371.97 4 390042 206 
3B13015595 10107/78 25 32 2509 0 438.65 133.01 20 20 20 30 30 E E E C 40.43 N 099.19 1 390041 21 
3013215112 1007/78 27 32 2537 0 48.14 133.81 0 0 10 10 0 E E E E 40.43 N 092.05 W 390041 197 
301a613075 10/08/73 245 32 2591 0 47.07 135.45 70 80 30 70 50 E C E E 40.48 V 046.16 W 390041 370 
30175t7201 10/07/78 39 32 ?154 0 49.57 131.55 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 40.55 N 109.22 W 390041 272 
3010315583 10/08/78 25 31 1505 0 59.54 116.91 10 30 10 10 10 E E E - 41.40 N 038.75 W 390041 788 
301391504? 10108/78 'S 31 1519 3 59.47 117.09 50 90 90 10 30 L E E E 41.52 V 090 .14 w 390041 Bo 
3021117142 10/21/78 53 31 2942 3 33.8O 145.64 20 20 70 10 10 E E E 41.71 V 137.33 W 390042 895 
3021 1454 10/21/78 35 31 ?872 2 40.37 144.08 0 0 0 0 0 F - E C 41.73 V 100.20 V 39204? 807 
3022316570 10/21/73 35 31 2900 2 39.73 144.73 60 90 30 50 40 F F F C 41.73 4 103.04 W 39042 843 
3020116145 10108/78 8 31 2802 0 41.91 142.41 0 0 0 10 10 E F r ; 41.76 V 0q3.02 W 390042 423 
3020516395 10/22/78 32 31 2858 D 40.67 143.77 0 0 0 10 0 E E E E 41.76 N 096.77 W 390043 q8 
3023917025 10/22/78 56 31 2914 0 39.40 145.07 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 41.77 V 104.46 W 390043 104 
302)513231 10/22/78 50 31 7959 0 40.64 145.80 50 90 20 90 20 E E E E 41.77 N 124.58 W 3Qf043 76 
3022314450 10/08/78 12 31 ?q29 D 41.30 143.10 20 10 20 30 50 F E E E 41.78 V 070.04 W 39004? 525 
302315022 10121/78 15 31 2871 0 40.36 144.10 10 10 10 NA 10 P E 2 E 41.78 N 074.33 W 390042 764 
3013515422 10/15/78 22 31 2713 9 43.70 140.31 50 30 30 70 80 E E E E 41.80- 034.41 W 390042 23 
3013516340 10/01/78 31 31 2593 D 46.27 136.95 0 0 0 0 0 C E E E 41.80 v 097.33 V 390041 610 
5013017424 10107/78 43 31 2510 D 47.89 134.64 0 10 10 0 0 F E E E 41.80 N 114.53 W 309041 53 
301B117483 10107/78 44 31 2524 D 47.62 135.02 20 30 10 4 0 10 E E E E 41.80 N 115.97 w 390041 153 
3U23413073 10/21/78 245 31 2842 0 40.98 143.44 60 90 S0 50 40 E E E E 41.81 N 045.42 V 390042 735 
3023216224 10/08/78 29 31 2616 D 41.37 142.80 0 10 0 0 0 E E E E 41.81 v 094.45 W 30042 453 
3013916511 10/08/78 34 31 2635 ' 45.42 138.11 10 NA 10 NA 10 2 P 2 P 41.81 N 101.6? d 392041 510 
3013417195 10/22/78 39 31 2705 0 '3.96 140.00 10 20 10 10 10 F E E F 41.61 N 108.78 W 390042 569 
3019717371 10/08/78 12 31 ?747 D 43.36 141.09 90 100 130 100 90 F E E E 41.82 N 113.0s V 390042 156 
3a23130473 10/22/78 117 31 ?793 D 42.05 142.26 10 10 30 10 20 F E E E 41.83 N 139.29 E 390042 391 
3013516281 10/01/78 50 31 2579 0 46.54 136.57 10 30 20 10 10 E E E E 41.a3 N 095.89 q 390041 536 
5013410BO54 10os/79 7 31 555 0 45.7; 136.23 90 90 100 90 100 F F P P 41.83 V 120.27 J 393041 737 
3013816153 10/01/78 53 31 ?61 0 45.S9 137. 7 0 10 0 0 0 E E E E 41.84 V 100.18 w 330041 419 
3013217541 10/07/78 45 31 2538 D 47.33 135.47 10 20 10 20 20 r E E E 41.84 V 117.q0 W 390041 235 
3)13318000 10/07/78 46 31 1592 9 47.096 135.85 30 40 30 40 10 F F E E 41.E4 N 118.8? 4 390041 320 
3b22030414 10122/78 11S 31 ?779 0 42.35 141.93 20 20 20 30 30 E E E E 41.85 V 140.75 E 390042 573
 




Ia/13/78 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 86 
00:42 FROM 10101/78 TO 10/31/78 
0S:RVATION ENTRY PATi ROC ORBI7 DAY/NITE SUN SUN I CLOUD ^OVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
I) DATE 0 /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A R C 0 LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL a 
3013116051 10/07/78 26 31 2523 D 47.61 135.05 10 10 40 10 10 E E E E 41.85 N 090.12 W 390041 101 

























F E E E 









3018613072 10/08/78 ?46 31 2591 9 46.25 137.00 60 60 30 70 60 E E E C 41.90 N 045.65 w 390041 866 
301757194 10/07/78 39 31 2454 D 48.83 133.28 10 4A NA 10 10 M N E E 41.97 N 108.71 a 390041 270 
3010515561 10/08/73 ?5 30 1505 2 55.14 119.54 30 50 20 30 20 E E E E 42.81 N 088.23 W 390041 784 
3d1)916035 10/08/78 )& 30 1519 3 59.07 119.72 40 40 30 80 30 F E E I 42.94 N 089.62 W 393041 816 
3021117139 10/21/7 38 3) 942 0 37.79 145.75 50 60 40 50 50 E E E r 43.13 N 106.81 w 390042 391 
3020616451 10/21/78 33 30 2872 0 39.38 145.26 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 43.15 N 099.67 W 390042 803 
3022515554 10/21/79 35 30 2900 D 38.74 145.89 80 90 s0 90 90 E E E E 43.17 N 102.51 V 390042 849 
302)516393 10/22/78 5P 9 ?858 L, 39.69 :44.97 0 10 0 0 0 E E E E 43.18 N 098.25 d 399043 44 
30 25182 4 10/22/78 50 3) 2859 0 39.66 145.00 30 40 30 70 10 E E E E 43.18 N 124.O W 3900413 72 



































30231444 10/08/78 12 30 2529 0 40.33 144.33 10 10 10 10 20 E E E E 43.21 N 069.51 W 390042 521 
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3013217535 10/07/78 45 30 2538 C 46.51 137.05 10 30 1 20 10 E E E E 43.27 N 116.87 4 390041 231 
301S216103 10/07/78 27 30 P337 D 46.54 137.01 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 43.28 N 091.02 0 390041 189 
3013015390 10/07/78 ?5 32 ?509 . 47.09 136.28 10 10 10 10 I0 E E E E 43.29 N 038.16 4 '90041 13 
3013613070 10/08/78 246 
30176I7192 10/07/78 39 
301D015574 10/08/78 25 
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LANO9AT 3 R3V 




0BS:RVATION ENTRY 'ArH ROd ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN 1 CLOUD 3OVER QUALITY PICTUR: :ENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
13 DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C 0 A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR 
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3020216212 10/08/78 29' 23 281; D 38.64 146.46 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 4C.08 V 092.79 W 390042 471 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 R3V SENSOR 
 PAGE 88
 
00:4 2 FRO4 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
0BS:RVATION ENTRY PATH R04 ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD OVER 
 QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM 'MIeR0
 

























2 P 2 P 



































E E E E 











3013517584 10107/78 k6 23 2552 1 44.52 140.44 10 20 10 30 10 ' E E E 46.10 N 117.17 W 390041 308 
3013116040 10/07/78 26 23 3 3 '2 45.12 139.75 50 70 ;0 40 30 E E E E 46.11 * 038.48 W 390041 89 
3013215581 10/07/73 ?5 23 2509 D 45.40 139.42 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 46.12 N 087.04 W 390041 5 
3013216094 10/07/78 27 23 2537 0 44.83 140.08 40 50 SO 30 40 E E E E 46.12 N 039.91 4 390041 181 
3013217530 10/07178 43 23 253F 3 44.81 140.11 20 20 40 10 40 E E E E 46.12 N 115.75 W 390041 223 





















[ E E E 



































F E E E 











5020516381 10/2?/78 32 27 858 2 3S.56 148.44 50 60 70 40 20 E E EF 47.44 V 096.51 390043 32 
3023513213 10/22/78 50 27 ?859 9 33.S4 148.47 40 40 50 70 30 E E E 47.44 N 122.4 4 5390043 30 
3020115151 10/08/78 8 27 2802 D 38.00 147.32 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 47.45 N 090.76 W 390042 407 





































301501142 10/08/78 1 2 P7 2612 0 42.33 143.25 50 60 40 50 50 F E F E 47.4B N 134.35 E 390041 484 
3013117465 10/07/78 44 27 25274 D 44.25 141.22 10 10 10 10 10 F E E E 47.48 N 113.72 W 390041 137 
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3013317582 I0/07/78 4 27 2552 '2 43.&2 141.91 10 20 10' 10 10 E E Er 47.51 V 116.53 W 390041 304 
3013816435 10/01/78 33 27 2621 D 42.11 143.47 20 10 10 50 30 E E E E 47.52 N 097.95 W 390041 403 
3013015575 X0/07/78 23 27 2509 0 44.53 140.94 20 40 40 20 10 E E E c 47.53 N 086.44 W 390041 1 
33116033 101/07/78 26 27 ?523 0 44.24 141.25 60 40 70 60 90 E E E E 47.53 V 097.89 W 390041 85 
3013216092 10/07/78 ?7 27 2537 0 43.94 141.57 60 30 60 70 80 E E E 47.54 N 059.3' v 30042 177 
6b13 17523 
301?i33 
1/07J78 45 Z7 2538 
9/24.78 0 
43.92 141.60 
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3023515210 10/22/78 50 26 285 = D 35.60 149.60 10 0 10 30 0 E E E C 48.86 v 121;71 V 39305 56 




LANDSAT 3 REV SENSOR 
F134 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
PAGE 89 
U3SS:VATION ENTRY PAt- 104 OflIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOJ0 COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM 4ICRO 
13 DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C 0 LATITUDE LONGITUqE ROLL FR 
6021917004 10/22/78 36 2S 2914 D 34.26 150.60 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 48.87 4 101.59 W 390043 84 
3019401482 10/15/78 1 8 28 2696 2 39.47 146.39 70 90 30 90 40 E E E E 48.88 N 126.40 E 390042 255 
3019108241 10/01/78 197 25 2658 3 40.34 145.61 70 90 70 100 50 E E E E 48.89 N 027.48 £ 390041 458 
3017601481 10/07178 1 8 2S ?445 D 45.01 141.00 10 20 20 10 20 E E E E 48.90 v 12639 E 390041 259 
3013i1140 10/08/78 7 2 26 )612 0 41.39 144.62 70 90 70 90 50 E C c £ 48.91 N 134.96 E 390041 480 
5029218203 10(08/79 ?9 2S ?816 D 36.61 148.81 60 90 90 70 20 E E E E 48.91 N 091.57 Y 390042 463 
3018416319 10/01/78 31 28 2593 D 41.81 144.21 100 100 100 100 100 E E £ E 48.91 V 094.4'4 390041 530 
3013916491 10/08/78 34 2; '635 0 40.86 145.12 0 NA 0 NA 10 2 P 2 P 48.91 N 098.75 W 390041 501 
3019417175 10/22/78 39 2; 2705 0 39.24 146.60 10 10 30 10 10 F E E E 48.91 V 135.93 4 390042 549 
5313513092 10/01/78 48 26 2580 D 42.09 143.95 90 90 90 90 90 E E E F 48.91 N 118.83 Q )90041 954 
3019717350 1/081/78 4? 25 ?747 0 38.25 147.47 100 100 100 100 100 F E E Z 48.92 N 110.22 Q 5902 136 
3013317575 10/07/78 46 26 2552 D 42.70 143.36 20 40 10 40 10 E F E E 48.93 N 115.96 W 390041 300 
3J138156432 10/01/78 53 25 2t21 D 41.16 144.84 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 48.94 v 097.32 W 390041 399 
5013217521 10/07/78 W5 2S 2538 D 43.01 143.05 40 NA NA 40 50 M 4 E E 49.96 4 114.50 W 393041 217 
3021231431 10/?2/75 1 3 25 2947 D 32.54 152.08 80 90 90 30 80 E E C E 50.06 V 1?b.31 E 390042 596 
3019401480 10/15/78 128 25 2696 D 38.48 147.67 NA NA NA NA NA m m m M 50.2? N 127.04 E 0 0 
3017601475 10/07/78 123 25 2445 0 44.12 142.54 30 40 10 70 10 F E E E 50.30 v 127.05 E 390041 255 
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3001719591 10/08/78 ,8 :6 99 0 22.11 156.19 30 40 40 60 10 E E F E 62.64 V 139.43 W 390042 3 
3621120344 10122/78 74 16 2944 D 22.42 162.38 90 100 100 90 90 E E F E 62.73 N 147.52 V 300042 684 
3613020171 10/08178 71 1 2651 ) 30.12 159.07 70 80 70 80 70 E E E C 62.84 V 143.19 W 390041 76, 
5019320284 10/08/78 73 16 679 0 29.58 159.43 80 90 80 90 90 E C F T 62.85 V 146.0B V 3w0lD2 47 
301?7?057P 10/03/78 73 15 ?749 2 27.55 160.30 50 50 40 30 80 F E E E 62.86 N 153.22 4 390042 75 
301B521314 10/01/78 84 16 2582 0 31.87 158.25 80 90 30 90 90 E E E E 62.87 N 181.84 W 390041 584 
5003719585 10/08/78 



















M m E E 









331920155 10/08/78 71 15 2651 D 29.02 160.64 50 30 20 90 60 E E E E 64.21 N 141.93 W 390041 761 
3019220282 10/0B/78 73 15 ?679 0 28.?3 180.98 70 70 70 130 60 E E E ! 64.21 V 144.82 W 390042 43 























E E E E 













331930334 10/131/78 74 14 269 2 26.31 162.76 80 70 90 90 100 E E E E 65.53 N 144.90 V 390342 251 
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12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 R3V SENSOR DAGE 90
 
00:42 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
ObSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN SUN % CLOUr1 COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO
 
In DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDr LONGITUDE RO-L FR
 
3019720563 10/08/78 7 14 2749 0 25.28 163.41 60 50 SO 70 80 F E E E 65.55 N 150.57 W 390042 67 
3019521305 10/01/78 d4 14 2582 D 29.58 161.57 80 90 90 90 80 E E E E 65.59 N 159.23 W 3900&1 578 
3000721411 10/08/78 36 13 100 S 18.98 160.69 80 80 80 90 80 F E E E 66.63 161.08 W 390042 27 
3021120332 10/22/78 74 13 2944 S 18.95 166.81 30 10 20 20 70 E E E E 66.77 N 143.39 W 390042 672 
5019220273 10/08/78 73 13 ?679 D 26.04 164.38 40 40 70 10 50 E E E E 66.b8 N 141.92 V 390042 35 
3019329331 10/15/78 74 13 ?693 0 25.58 164.50 20 10 20 10 70 E E E E 66.8a N 143.39 d 390042 247 
3019821015 10/08/78 79 13 ?763 D 23.79 165.25 20 10 30 10 40 E E E E 66.91 N 190.53 6 390042 91 
3019720561 10/08/78 78 13 2749 D 24.15 165.12 20 10 10 40 30 E E E E 66.92 N 149.05 V 390042 63 
3013521303 10/01/78 3 15 2532 0 28.98 163.99 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 66.92 N 157.73 W 39001 574 
3000721404 10/08/78 36 12 130 S 17.92 162.42 70 60 30 70 70 E E E E 67.94 N 159.44 W 390042 23 
3021120330 10/22/78 74 12 2944 q 17.79 168.54 10 0 10 10 30 E E E E 68.10 N 141.73 W 390042 668 
3019320325 10/15/78 74 12 2643 0 24.55 166.38 0 0 0 0 0 E E E 68.20 N 141.71 W 390042 243 
3019220273 10/08/78 73 12 2679 D 24.91 166.?7 70 60 90 70 60 E E E E 68.21 N 140.25 d 390042 31 
3019821013 10/08/78 73 12 2763 0 22.64 167.07 50 70 50 30 60 E E E E 68.23 N 148.86 W 390042 87 
3019521300 10/01/78 4 12 ?992 0 27.47 165.34 PO 60 B9 90 90 E E E E 69.24 N 156.05 . 3930&1 570 
3019720554 10/08/78 75 1? 2749 9 23.01 166.96 10 40 10 10 10 E E E E 68.25 N 147.37 V 390042 59 
3003721402 10/08/78 36 11 100 S 16.55 164.32 90 90 130 90 80 c E E E 69.24 N 157.60 W 390042 19 
3021120323 10/22/78 74 11 2944 S 16.62 170.43 50 90 so 40 10 E E E E 69.40 N 139.67 . 3900'2 664 
3021122155 10/22/78 92 11 2945 S 16.59 170.43 50 90 40 70 10 E E E E 59.43 N 165.70 4 3900d2 692 
3019320322 10/15/78 74 11 2693 0 23.42 168.42 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 69.50 N 139.84 W 390042 239 
3019321010 10/08/78 79 11 2763 0 21.50 169.08 60 90 50 90 10 E E E E 69.53 N 147.00 W 390042 83 
3019720552 10/08/78 ? 11 2749 D 21.57 168.98 50 70 70 50 10 E E F E 69.55 N 145.51 W 392042 55 
3013521294 10/01/78 34 11 '542 3 26.35 167.45 20 30 30 20 10 E E E E 69.55 N 154.16 W 3900 1 566
 
3000721399 10/08/78 38 10 100 S 15.77 166.42 90 90 100 100 100 F E F E 70.53 N 155.53 W 390042 15 
3021122152 10/22/78 92 10 2945 S 15.42 172.53 90 100 100 100 90 E E E E 70.71 N 163.60 V 390042 688 
3019 21004 10/08/78 79 10 2763 0 20.34 171.28 70 90 60 70 90 E E E E 70.82 N 144.90 4 390042 79
 
3019720545 10/08/78 13 10 2749 0 20.71 171.20 80 80 80 90 90 r E E , 70.83 N 143.42 W 390042 51 
3418521291 10/01/78 14 10 ?592 '1 25.22 169.77 90 90 90 90 90 E E F E 70.84 N 152.07 W 390041 56?
 
3019315212 10/15/78 20 '690 D 20.02 176.01 90 100 100 90 70 E E E E 73.29 N 055.01 w 390042 235 
3019515322 10/22/73 22 7 ?718 S 18.12 179.29 90 100 100 90 100 C F E E 74.48 N 054.87 W 390042 125 
3019715435 10/p8/78 24 7 2746 S 17.33 179.53 70 80 130 30 90 E E E E 74.48 V 057.70 W 3q0042 108 
3017116401 10/08/78 34 5 ?384 0 24.65 185.06 100 100 100 100 100 E ? E E 76.68 N 064.50 W 390041 714 
301761342? 10/07/78 9 5 2452 0 22.93 185.52 50 0 68 NA NA F E M 9 76.69 N 01.pO W 390061 267 
3017613420 10/07/78 3 4 2452 0 21.78 190.46 10 0 0 0 50 E E E E 77.70 N 014.9P W 390041 263 
301351435510/01D/78- 1, 2 578 S 16.13 203.29 100. 100 1010 100 100 E E E 79.44 N 015.77.W 30041 344 
3019100025 10/01/78 137 62 253 3 52.74 078.q5 90 100 90 100 100 E E E E 02.82 141.76 E 90C41 444 
3021107080 10/22/78 131 63 96 0 55.06 090.05 40 30 50 30 60 E E E E 04.17 S 035.31 E 39D0%2 61Q 
3019307075 10/15/78 1 63 2685 0 52.S2 078.57 NA NA NA NA NA M M M M 04.21 S 035.32 E C 0 
3019407134 10/15/7B 132 65 2699 D 92.78 079.14 0 0 0 0 0 E E 'f E 04.22 S 013.B7 C 390042 267 
3031910032 10101/78 137 63 ?653 0 52.22 077.18 100 NA NA 100 100 2 2 C - 04.25 S 141.43 E 390041 448 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 R9V SENSOR PA3E 91.
 
00:.4 	 FROM 10/01/78 TO 19/31/78
 
ORSIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN 1 CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE 	CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICROObSERVATION ENTRY PATH Rai 

I) DATE 	 U /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A s C D A B C 0 LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL R 
3021207135 10/22/78 132 63 2950 0 55.13 090.44 60 NA NA 40 90 2 2 F F 04.36 S 033.84 E 390042 706 
3021107083 10/22/78 131 64 2936 D 54.81 088.02 40 50 30 60 30 f E F E 05.61 S 0)4.97 E 390042 623
 
3019307082 10115/78 131 54 2685 D 52.08 076.82 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 05.65 S 034.98 E 390042 216
 
53.99 083.91 60 50 40 80 70 E E E E 05.65 S 146.83 C 390042 7433022473405 10/21/78 133 64 2848 r2 

3019407140 10/15/78 132 64 2699 D 52.26 077.37 0 0 10 0 10 E E E E 05.67 S 0353.54 E 390042 271
 
3013523350 10/01/78 102 64 2583 D 50.71 072.78 20 10 10 20 50 E E EE 05.63 S 148.27 E 390041 356
 
3019100034 10/01/78 137 64 2653 0 51.85 075.48 100 100 100 100 100 F F E E 05.69 S 141.10 E 390041 450 
7D 90 50 60 = F E E 05.80 S 033.51 E 390042 7083021207141 10/2217b 132 64 950 ) -,4.RR 088.41 60 
07.05 S 034.60 E 390042 627
3021137085 10/22/78 131 65 2936 0 54.50 086.04 30 60 	 30 30 10 E E E r 

390042 220
3019307084 10/15/78 181 65 2685 D 51.51 075.14 10 10 	 10 30 10 E E E E 07.10 S 034.65 E 

0 53.59 082.02 80 90 s0 100 100 E E E E 07.10 S 146.50 E 390042 747
3020423412 10/21/78 1 3 65 2848 
3013407143 10/15/78 132 65 2699 0 51.70 075.67 0 0 10 10 10 F E E 7 07.11 S 053.20 E 390042 275 
3013523352 10/01/78 13? 65 2583 D 50.04 071.25 30 20 50 20 30 E E E E 07.12 S 147.94 E 390041 560 
3019100041 10/01/78 127 65 2653 D 51.04 073.84 70 90 30 50 80 E E E E 07.13 S 140.76 E 390041 454 
3021207144 10/22/78 132 65 2950 D 54.59 086.42 50 40 40 30 20 E E E E 07.?4 S 033.17 E !90142 712 
7
3u2110 092 10/22/78 131 6 2936 0 54.15 084.10 20 10 	 10 10 50 E E E 0 08.49 S 054.29 F 390042 831 
70 40 40 E E E 5 08.53 S 146.16 E 390042 75130)4)3414 ID121/7 1)3 &4 ?848 D 53.14 080.18 50 70 
301327091 10/15/78 131 65 2685 D 50.)0 073.52 50 30 40 70 80 F E E E 08.55 S 034.31 E 390042 224 
3013523355 10/01/78 112 6& 2583 D 49.34 ns9.75 10 20 20 20 10 E E E 5 08.55 S 147.59 E 390041 364 
3019407145 10/15/78 132 65 2.99 0 51.10 074.04 10 10 10 20 20 E E E £ 08.56 S 032.86 E 390042 279 
3 54.24 084.47 50 60 50 50 40 E E E E 08.85 S 032.835 E 50042 7163021207150 10122/78 132 6 ?950 
20 10 10 F E E F 09.93 S 033.95 E 390042 6353021107094 10/22/78 131 67 ?936 0 53.75 082.21 10 10 
50 70 40 E E E E 09.99 S 033.97 E 390042 2293019307093 10/15/78 131 67 2695 D 50.25 071.96 90 40 
E 590041 7293017300072 10/08/78 117 73 2402 D 40.08 056.77 0 0 0 0 0 E E F E 18.71 S 137.98 
3017300074 1005178 117 74 2402 9 39.03 055.97 0 0 0 0 0 F Z E E 20.18 S 137.62 E 399041 733 
5023323401 10/08/75 11 78 2834 D1 46.21 064.92 NA NA NA NA NA 8 MM M 22.91 S 144.03 E 0 0
 
112 7S ?583 D 40.30 058.41 s0 80 90 20 70 E E E £ 22.95 S 144.04 E 390041 348
301357340 10/01/78 
3020323403 10/08/78 132 77 2834 D 45.36 063.81 10 10 10 30 20 E E E E 24.34 S 143.66 E 390042 529 
3013523402 10/01/78 132 77 2583 D 39.33 057.60 10 10 4A 10 30 E 2 E E 24.39 S 143.67 F 390041 372 
3023323410 10108/78 112 79 ?64 D 44.49 062.77 10 ?0 0 0 0 F E E E 25.77 S 143.27 E 390042 533 
3013523405 10/01/78 112 73 2533 3 39.54 056.84 60 40 50 90 90 E E E E 25.84 S 143.29 E 390041 375 
3b23325412 10/08/78 102 73 2834 0 43.60 061.78 10 10 10 30 20 E E E E 27.19 S 142.87 E 390042 537 
3013523411 10/01/78 102 79 '553 D 37.53 056.14 100 100 100 100 100 EE P€ 27.27 S 142.89 E 390041 379 
6023 3415 I0/08/78 1)2 80 2834 ) 42.58 080.85 60 90 20 90 40 E E E E 28.62 S 142.47 E 540042 541 
30135?314 10/01/78 122 AD ?5B3 D 36.31 055.48 90 100 90 90 90 F £ F E 28.69 S 142.50 E 390041 383 
3020423482 10/21/78 IV) 82 84B8 D 41.13 059.50 10 10 30 10 10 F F E E 31.46 S 140.22 E 390042 755 
S 141.6F E 390042 541302D323424 10/08/78 122 82 834 D 40.40 059.19 70 100 80 Go 50 E E E E 31.48 
3013S34P1 10/08/78 1)3 82 2597 ) 35.06 054.56 40 10 10 70 80 E E E E 31.56 5 140.25 E 390041 874 
7D F E f E 34.34 S 149.45 E 3900A2 190o013723090 10108178 3s e4 750 36.76 056.18 &0 100 90 9D 
3019723092 10/0/78 35 85 2750 0 35.73 055.63 60 80 s0 10 80 E EC E 35.7S S 149.00 E 39302 194
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00:42 FROM 10/1/78 TO i0/31/78
 
oBS:RVATIDN, E'TRY PAt4 R0A 
ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER '
QUALITY PICTURE CEV7ER"ICTURE CENTER MICtOFILM MIC
 bID DATE U /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A 
 3 C D 
 A B C D LATITUDE LDNGITODE ROLL R
 
3u9l7?3095 10f08/78 96 86 2750 
 D 34.69 055,13 80 90 so 90 90 
 F F E E 37.18 S 148.54 E 390042 198
3UI17 12B1 10/08/78 73 90 2749 
 0 30.38 053.62 100 NA NA 100 100 
 2 2 E E 42.85 S 172.35 E 390042 188
 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
 
LANDSAT IMAGE PROCESSING FACILITY
 
INFORMATION PRODUCTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
 




12/1578 LANJSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 93
 
01:04 FR3M 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSEVATION ENTRY PAtd RO ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM ICFLM
 
ID DATE U /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CVTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3013906375 10/21/78 176 60 2615 D 53.28 080.87 NA MMMM ND CCCL HHLL 00.00 N 043.48 E 0 a 
3019502253 10/22/78 132 60 2752 0 54.48 087.15 'NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 106.57 F 0 0 
3017902194 10107/78 151 60 2487 D 51.97 075.58 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 00.01 N 108.00 E 0 0 
3023901453 10/29/78 123 60 2905 0 55.39 094.59 NA MM4M N3 CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 116.60 E 0 0 
3022531223 10/29/78 121 6O ?849 0 55.12 091.81 90 EEEE NO CCCL HrLL 00.01 N 122.34 E 390039 S47 
3018601164 10/08/78 120 60 2584 0 52.97 079.54 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 123.77 E 39D038 754 
3023401165 10/21/78 120 60 835 0 55.04 091.13 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 123.79 E 390039 308 
302281523 10/29/178 53 62 2901 9 55.37 094.37 NA M4MM N) CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 140.08 w 0 0 
3321521214 10/29/78 73 60 5014 D 55.68 100.00 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 177.3 W 0 0 
3022121502 10/29/78 34 63 5084 D 55.69 103.43 30 EEEE NO CCCL HLL 00.02 N 175.40 E 390039 413 
3021921385 10129/78 32 50 5056 0 55.70 102.08 NA 2222 NJ CCCL HHLL 00.02 N 178.26 1 0 0 
3021421101 10/29/78 77 60 2985 0 55.53 098.61 'A MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 00.02 N 174.54 W 0 0 
3313536373 10/21/78 176 59 ?615 D 53.71 082.77 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 043.81 F 0 0 
3013705314 10/21/78 175 59 2601 D 53.59 082.15 NA M4MM NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 045.25 E 0 0 
3019302251 10/22/78 132 59 2752 0 54.75 089.15 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 106.91 E 390039 137 
3017902191 10/07/78 151 59 ?437 0 52.53 077.31 VA 24M4 NO CCCL LLLL 01.45 N 108.34 E 0 0 
3023931450 10/29/78 125 59 ?905 0 55.47 096.69 NA M4M4 NO CCCL HLL 01.45 N 116.93 E 0 0 
3020501221 10/29/78 121 59 2349 D 55.27 093.90 90 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 122.67 E 390039 646 
3U15601161 10/08/78 120 59 2584 0 53.44 081.43 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 4 124.11 E 390038 757 
3021&21211 10/29/78 79 59 3014 0 55.62 102.14 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 177.05 W 0 0 
30214?1094 10/29/78 77 59 2936 D 55.62 100.75 NA MMmM NO CCCL HHLL 01.46 N 174.21 W 0 0 
331370G312 10/21/78 175 53 2601 D 53.99 084.07 NA MM M NO CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 045.57 E 0 0 
3020405254 10/22/78 174 53 ?838 D 55.34 095.45 NA MMM N3 CCCL HHLL 92.89 N 047.00 E 0 0 
3022206255 10/29/78 174 53 3089 0 55.35 107.86 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.89 N 047.01 E 390039 71? 
3019802244 10/22/78 152 53 752 D 54.98 091.20 30 FEEE No CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 107.25 E 330039 135 
3017902185 10/07/78 131 53 2487 D 53.05 079.11 80 ECEE 4 CCCL LLLL 02.89 N 108.67 E 390038 379 
3023901444 10129/78 123 58 2905 D 55.51 098.82 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 117.27 E 0 0 
3020501214 10/29/78 121 58 2849 D 55.38 096.01 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 123.01 E 390039 645 
3013601155 10/08/78 120 53 2584 D 53.85 083.31 20 EEEF N) CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 124.45 E 3900 P 755 
3021406252 10/22/78 174 57 2838 D 55.41 097.57 NA MN'IN N) CCCL HHLL 04.33 N 047.33 ! 0 
3022?06253 10/29/78 174 57 3039 D 55.10 109.95 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.33 N 047.3A E 390039 717 
3019802242 10/22/78 132 57 2752 D 55.15 093.29 40 EEEg NO CCCL 4HLL 04.33 4 107.57 E 39003Q 135 
3017902182 10/07/78 131 57 7487 D 53.52 081.00 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.33 N 109.01 E 39a03p 374 
3020901442 10/29/78 1 5 57 2905 r) 55.4R 100.96 40 EEEE NO CCCL HLL 04.33 N 117.61 E 390031 304 
3323501212 10129/78 121 57 2849 0 55.43 098.13 90 MFEF NO CCCL HHLL 04.33 N 123.34 E 39003q 644 
3013531152 1003f5/78 20 57 2554 D 54.23 085.P6 30 EZEE Na CCCL HHLL 04.33 N 124.79 E q0036 7-5 




 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
 PAGE 94
01:04 
 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
03SERVATION ENTRY PATH Rog ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN 
 X CLD QUALITY CON CCM MODE GAIN 
 PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 'ICPLm
12 DATE I /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 
 OLTY 45678 45678 CVTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021322462 10/29/78 94 57 2973 D 55.44 104.37 NA MMMM 
 NO CCCL HHLL 04.33 N 162.08 E 0 0
3020306191 10/22/78 173 
 58 2824 D 55.41 099.01 
 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 049.11 E 390039 412
3013204183 10/29/78 152 
 56 2530 0 54.23 084.81 
 30 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 079.22 E 390038 75
3021304185 10/29178 152 55 5032 
 D 55.07 109.36 40 EEEE 
 NO CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 079.23 E 390039 714
3019802235 10/22/78 132 58 2752 
 D 55.27 095.41 20 EEEE 
 NO CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 107.91 C 390059 134
3017902180 10/07/78 131 58 2487 D 
 53.96 082.91 NA MMMM NO CCCL 
 LLLL 05.77 N 109.35 E 0 0
3020901455 10/29/78 125 
 5S ?905 D 55.41 103.09 40 
 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 117.95 E 390039 303
3013891150 10/08/78 120 
 55 2584 0 54.55 087.25 NA 2222 NO CCCL 
 HHLL 05.77 N 125.12 T 0 0
3021422514 10/29/79 95 58 2987 D 55.24 
107.18 NA MMMM NO CCCL 
 HHLL 05.77 N 160.98 E 0 0
3022204414 10/29/78 136 56 
 3088 D 54.79 112.00 10 
 LEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.78 N 073.48 E 390039 621
3017401492 10/07/78 128 56 2417 
 D 53.48 079.96 80 EEEE 
 NO CCCL HHLL 05.78 N 116.51 E 590038 376
3023501205 10/29/78 I 58 2849 
 D 55.42 100.27 NA MM2M 
 NO CCCL HHLL 05.78 N 123.68 E 0 0
3021322460 10/29/78 
 94 55 ?973 D 55.28 106.50 NA NO
MM4M CCCL HHLL 05.78 N 162.41 E 0 0
3022420224 10/29/78 59 55 5125 
 D 54.58 113.69 50 EEEEO 
 NO CCCLL HHLLL 05.79 N 161.72 W 390040 90
3020306185 10/22/78 173 
 55 ?824 D 55.38 101.18 
 30 EEEE NO CCCL PrLL 07.21 N 049.45 E 390039 411
3013204180 10/29/78 152 55 2530 
 D 54.57 086.81 40 FEEE NO 
 CCCL HMLL 07.21 N 079.56 E 390038 74
30219041B2 10/29/78 132 55 3032 0 54.79 111.42 50 MMlM' 
 NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 V 079.57 E 0 0
3019302233 10/21/78 132 55 2752 D 55.34 
097.55 50 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 37.21 N 108.26 E 390039 47
3017902173 10/07/78 131 55 2487 D 
 54.34 084.89 NA MNm.M NO 
 CCCL LLLL 07.21 N 109.69 E 0 0
3U20901433 10/29/78 
125 55 2905 D 55.28 105.20 60 EEEE NO CCCL 
 HHLL 07.21 N 118.29 E 390039
301B601143 10/08/78 
120 55 2584 0 54.82 089.30 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 125.46 E 0 
302
0
3013213515 10/15/78 1 55 2675 
 D 55.17 093.71 40 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N 063.82 W 390038 523
3015014261 10/01/78 
 7 55 2508 D 54.45 085.81 
 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 072.43 0 0 0
3013515004 10/08/78 
 13 53 2592 D 54.36 089.71 
 NA MMMR NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 081.02 W 0 0
3022204412 10/29/78 136 53 
 3088 D 54.45 114.01 20 
 ECEE NO CCCL HRLL 07.22 N 073.82 E 390039 620
3013404293 10/08/78 
134 53 2558 D 54.71 088.13 
 NA MMMM NO CCCL HRLL 07.22 N 076.69 E 0
3022004295 10/l29/78 154 55 0
3050 D 54.53 112.73 NA MmmM 
 NO CCCL HNLL 07.22 N 07(.69 E a 0
3017401485 10/07/78 .126 55 2417 
 0 53.94 081.89 NA FFFF 
 NO CCCL HHLL 07.22 N 116.85 E 390038 375
3023501203 10/29/78 121 53 849 
 D 55.37 102.42 90 EEEE 
 NO CCCL HLL 07.22 N 124.02 E 390039 643
302 123313 10/29/78 132 55 3085 D 54.46 113.88 NA MMM NO CCCL 
 HHLL 07.22 N 151.28 E 0 0
3021422512 10/29/73 
 93 55 2987 D 55.01 109.26 80 EELE NO 
 CCCL HNLL 27.22 N 161.32 E 390039 759
3022415123 10/29/78 15 55 3122 
 0 54.20 115.50 90 FEFEO NO 
 CCCLL HHLLL 07.22 N 083.92 W 390040 83
3020306182 10122/78 173 54 ?824 D 
 55.30 105.30 10 FEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 08.65 N 049.79 E 390039 410
3013406123 10/08/78 172 54 
 ?559 D 54.96 00.23 40 
 FE2E NO CCCL tIHLL 08.65 N 051.22 F 390038 236
3022206124 10/21/78 172 
 54 2810. D 55.32 1402.59. NA MMR NO 
 CCCL WILL 08.65 N, 051.25 C 0
3022006124 10/29/78 172 54 3061 0 
 54.25 114.77 NA MMMM NO 
 CCCL HHLL 08'65 N 051.23E 0 0
3015204174 10129/78 152 54 ?530 
 0 54.85 088.87 10 FFEE 
 No CCCL HILL 08.65 V 079.91 E 390038 75
3021804180 10/29/78 152 54 3032 9 54.45 115.45 NA M'4' NO 
 CCCL HHLL 08.t5 N 079.91 E 0 0
3019302230 10/21/78 152 
 54 752 D 55.35 099.68 80 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N 108.60 E 390039 46
3017902171 10/07/78 131 
 54 487 0 54.67 086.92 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 08.45 N 110.02 E 390038 377
 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 95 
01:04 FROM 10/Cl/78 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY 
IZ DATE 
P TM ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN 







CCM MODE GAIN 




CNTR LONG ROLL 
MICFLM 
FRAME 
3021101543 10/21/78 127 
3013691141 10/0/78 120 
3019213513 10/15/78 1 
3013014255 10/01/78 7 
3018615002 10/08/78 13 





























































































































































































































30134 6120 10/03/78 172 
Su20206121 10/21/73 172 
302?306122 10/29/78 172 
3013204171 10/29/78 152 
3021804173 10/29/78 152 
3019802224 10/21/78 152 
3021101540 10/21/78 127 
5013213510 10/15/78 1 
3019014252 10/01/78 7 
3013614595 10/08/78 13 
3013915171 10/O8/78 I 
3022204403 10/29/78 15S 




















































































































































































































3019 153A2 10/15/78 19 
01a9906460 10/21/78 178 
3023606344 10/23/78 176 
3013806344 10/21/78 176 
3018706285 10/21/78 175 

















































































































12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
 PAGE 96
 
l:a4 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN 
 PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
I) DATE 
 U /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45578 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3019406114 10/08/78 172 52 2559 D 55.31 094.46 10 FF2E NO CCCL HHLL 
 11.53 N 051.91 E 390038 234
 
3020206115 10/21/78 172 52 810 D 55.04 106.85 NA MM M ND 
 CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 051.91 E 0 0
 
3022006115 10/29/78 172 52 3061 0 53.38 118.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 051.91 E 390039 
 586
 
3021904171 10/29/78 152 52 3032 D 
 53.64 117.39 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 080.59 E O 0
 
3019802221 10/21/78 132 52 2752 
 D 55.22 103.97 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 V 109.29 E 590039 44
 
3013014250 10101/78 7 52 2508 D 55.23 092.05 10 EE22 NO CCCL 
 HHLL 11.53 N 071.40 W 390038 532
 
3013614593 10/08/73 13 52 ?592 D 55.34 096.06 NA 
 MM4M NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 080.01 W 0 0
 
3022204400 10129/78 155 52 3088 0 
 53.11 119.82 30 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 074.85 E 390039 617
 
301a204165 10/29/78 152 52 2530 D 55.27 093.08 20 FEEC NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 080.59 E 390038 71
 
3021201592 10/22/78 128 52 a947 0 54.31 113.50 NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 
 11.54 N 115.01 E 0 0
 
3021101534 10/21/78 127 52 2933 D 54.41 112.84 
 90 EEVE NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 116.45 E 390039 476
 
31235011 1 10/29/78 1 1 52 2849 
 D 54.88 108.75 100 EEFE No CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 125.03 E 390039 640
 
3013510470 10/29/78 2?0 52 729 D 55.27 102.83 NA 
 MM M NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 016.91 w 0 0
3021714310 10/29/78 8 52 
 3024 D 53.71 117.04 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 072.85 W 0 0
 
3021914423 10/29/78 10 52 3052 D 53.46 118.25 NA 
 MMMN NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 075.72 W 0 0
 
3022415111 10,29/78 15 5? 3122 1 52.76 121.22 60 EFECD 
 ND CCCLL HHLLL 11.54 N 082.91 W 390040 s0
 
3013315164 10/08/78 16 52 2634 0 55.35 098.09 NA M14)MM NO CCCL HHLL 11.54 N 084.3? W 0 0
 
3019215335 10/15/78 19 52 2676 0 55.34 100.21 70 EEEE NO CCCL 
 HHLL 11.54 N 088.63 W 390038 525
 
3019106512 10/21/78 179 51 2657 0 55.32 101.40 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 
 12.97 N 042.23 E 390038 322
 
301900G454 10/21/78 178 51 2643 0 55.35 100.70 NA Mfl'm 
 NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N D43.67 E 0 0
 
3020SO6342 10/29/78 17S 51 ?866 D 54.51 111.67 NA MM44M NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 046.52 E 0 0
 
3013806341 10/21/78 116 51 2615 0 
 55.35 099.34 NA 2222 NO CCCL HLL 12.97 N 046.53 E 0 0
 
3013706283 10/21/78 175 51 2601 D 55.39 098.64 20 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 047.97 F 390039 363
 
3023406225 10/22/78 174 51 2838 0 54.68 110.29 
 20 FFEE NO CCCL !HLL 12.97 N 049.39 E 350039 414
 
3020306171 10/22/78 173 51 2824 D 54.75 
109.63 NA MMmM NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 050.83 E 0 0
 
301a406111 10/08/78 172 51 ?559 0 55.41 096.62 10 FF2E ND CCCL HLL 12.97 N 052.26 E 390038 233
 
3020206112 10/21/78 172 51 2810 D 54.82 108.q5 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 052.26 0 0
 
3022006113 10/29/78 172 51 3061 D 52.87 
120.52 l ELEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 052.26 E 390039 585
 
3021854164 10/29178 152 51 3032 
 D 53.16 119.30 NA M4MM NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 V 080.94 E 0 0
 
5020202445 10/21/78 136 
 51 2808 D 54.83 108.84 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 103.89 E 390039 289
 
3019802215 10/21/78 152 51 2752 0 55.07 106.11 NA MM4'1 NO 
 CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 109.64 E 0 0
 
3019610464 10/29/78 220 51 2729 D 55.15 104.98 NA FFFF 
 NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 026.56 W 390039 81
 
3013014243 1001/76 7 51 508 D 55.39 994.20 
 10 EE22 ND CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 071.06 W 390038 531
 
3013614590 10/08/78 13 51 2592 D 55.39 098.22 NA MMMM NO CCCL HILL 
 12.97 % 079.67 W 0 0
 
3020504510 10/29/78 158 51 2865 D 54.51 111.64 NA mm9m" NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 V 072.33 E a 0 
302?24 3L4 10/29178 156 51 308-. 0 52.57 .121,67 - 30 EVE NIO CCCL HILL 12.98 N- 07.5,9. E 390039- 616 
3013204163 10129/78 152 51 2530 o 55.40 095.23 50 FEEE N3 CCCL HHLL 12.98 \ 080.93 E 390038 70
 
3022002445 10/29/78 136 51 3059 
 D 52.88 120.47 NA MNMM No CCCL LLLL 12.98 N 103.87 F 0 0
 
3013402444 10/15/78 155 51 ?557 D 55.40 096.51 40 EE2E NO 
 CCCL LLLL 12.98 N 103.88 E 390038 907
 
3021101531 10/21/78 1 7 51 2933 0 54.04 114.85 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 V 116.79 E 0 0
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 97
 
01:04 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
Io DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 C4TR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3020501185 10/29/7B 121 51 2849 0 54.61 110.83 100 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 125.37 E 390039 639
 
3019614131 10/29/73 5 51 2731 0 55.14 105.08 NA MM M NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 068.20 W 0 0
 
3021714303 10/29/78 3 51 3024 0 53.24 118.96 NA MMNM ND CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 072.51 w 0 0 
3022415105 10129/73 15 51 312' C 52.19 123.02 60 EFEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 12.98 N 082.56 W 390040 79
 
3013915162 10/08/78 15 51 2634 D 55.36 100.26 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 083.97 W 0 0 
3019215533 10/15/78 19 51 2576 D 55.29 102.57 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 088.29 W 0 0 
3019307023 10/09/78 131 50 2685 0 55.15 104.93 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 039.71 E 390038 650 
3021006565 10129/78 130 50 2922 0 53.72 116.31 NA E222 NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 041.13 E 390039 788 
3013206564 10/08/78 130 50 2671 D 55.20 104.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 041.14 E 390038 561 
3019106510 10/21/78 17) 50 2657 0 55.24 103.56 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 042.58 E 390038 321 
3013706280 10/21/78 175 50 2601 0 55.38 100.82 NA M Mm ND CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 048.32 E 0 0 
3022206223 10/29/78 1t4 50 3089 D 51.99 123.50 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 049.73 E 390039 715 
3020406223 10/22/78 1T4 50 2838 E 54.37 112.37 50 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 049.75 E 390039 413 
3023306164 10/22/78 1T 5D 282A D 54.4G 111.70 NA FSEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 051.18 E 390039 407 
302 006110 10/29/78 177 50 3051 D 52.32 122.34 20 EEEE N0 CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 052.60 E 390039 584 
3013405105 I108/78 172 50 ?559 0 55.45 098.79 30 FF2E NO CCCL H'LL 14.41 N 052.61 E 390038 232 
3020206110 10/21/75 1T2 50 ?810 0 54.55 111.03 NA MNm4 NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 052.61 E 0 0 
3021S04162 10/29/78 15? 50 3032 D 52.64 121.16 NA MMM6 NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 081.29 E 0 a 
3020202442 10/21/78 155 5D ?908 0 54.56 110.93 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 104.25 E 0 0 
3019802212 10/21/78 132 5D 2752 0 54.97 108.22 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 110.00 E 590039 43 
3023210003 10/29/75 212 50 2868 0 54.15 113.81 10 FrrF NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 004.75 W 390040 10 
3013014241 10101/78 7 50 ?508 D 55.49 096.37 40 EE22 NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 070.71 W 390019 530 
3013915155 10/08/78 15 50 2834 D 55.30 102.44 NA M mm NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 083.62 W 0 0 
3023604504 10/29/78 158 50 2865 D 54.18 113.67 100 EFFF NO CCCL H$LL 14.42 N 072.68 E 390040 5 
301530qI60 10(29/78 152 50 ?550 D 55.43 097.40 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 081.28 E 390038 69 
3020603072 10/22/78 140 50 2864 0 54.18 113.63 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.42 N 098.48 E 390039 438 
3022002443 10/29/78 13S 50 3059 D 52.33 122.30 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 14.42 N 104.22 E 390039 582 
3013402441 10/15/78 155 50 2557 0 55.45 098.71 60 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 14.42 N 104.23 E 390038 506 
3021101525 10/21/78 127 50 2953 D 53.52 116.82 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 117.13 E 0 0 
3023901412 10/29/78 125 5D 2905 0 53.86 115.53 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 120.00 E 0 0
 
3022401241 10/29/78 122 5D 3114 D 51.68 124.47 20 EEEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 16.42 N 124.30 E 390039 854
 
3021100093 10/29/78 139 50 2932 0 53.53 116.78 NA MMM4 NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 142.95 E 0 0 
3019814125 10/29/78 5 50 2731 0 54.97 107.21 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 067.86 W 0 0 
3021714301 10/29/78 3 50 5024 0 52.72 190.83 NA MMMI NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 072.16 W 0 0 
3013614584 10/08/78 13 50 2592 D 55.39 100.40 NA MMMI NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 079.32 W 0 0 
302 415102 10/29/78 15 50 5122 0 51.59 124.77 50 CEEEO No CCCLL HHLLL 14.42 N 082.21 W 390040 78 
3019215330 10/15/78 19 5D 2676 0 55.18 104.52 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 087.94 W 0 0 
3013007304 10/08/78 1 3 4R 2504 D 55.55 098.36 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 032.89 E 0 0 
3019307020 10/09/79 131 49 2585 D 54.98 107.07 40 EEEE N0 CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 040.06 E 390038 649 
3021006563 10/29/78 130 49 2922 D 53.27 118.25 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 041.48 E 0 0 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 98
 
01:04 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OSERVATION ENTRY PATH l0J OBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
10 DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3019206562 10/08/78 130 49 2871 0 55.05 106.39 19 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 041.50 E 390038 560 
3019105503 10/21/78 179 49 2557 D 55.11 105.70 20 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 042.93 E 390038 
 320 
3020305162 10/22/78 173 49 2824 0 54.13 113.75 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 051.53 E 390039 406 
3022006104 10/29/78 172 49 3061 0 51.73 124.12 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 052.95 E 0 0 
3013406102 10/08/78 172 49 2559 
 D 55.43 100.97 70 FF2E NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 052.96 E 390038 231
 
3020205103 10/21/78 172 49 2810 0 54.23 113.08 90 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 052.96 E 390059 291
 
3020504501 10/29/78 158 49 865 D 53.79 115.67 100 EFFF NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 073.03 E 390040 4
 
u2132'155 10/29/78 152 49 303 0 52.08 122.97 NA MMM2 NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 081.63 E 0 0
 
3019802210 10/21/78 132 49 2752 D 54.52 110.31 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 110.34 E 390039 42
 
3017902150 10/22/78 151 49 2487 D 55.37 097.57 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 111.76 E 390038 710
 
3017601575 10/22/78 128 49 2445 D 55.62 095.63 70 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 116.08 E 390038 685
 
3023510000 10/29/78 212 49 2868 D 53.77 
115.81 30 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 004.39 W 390040 9
 
3013014234 10/01/78 7 49 2508 D 55.54 098.55 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 070.36 W 0 0
 
3013915153 10/08/78 16 49 2634 D 55.20 104.60 NA MMMI NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 083.27 V 0 0
 
3019315382 10/22/78 20 49 2690 D 54.96 107.32 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 089.01 u 0 0
 
3023503070 10/22/78 1H0 49 25S4 D 53.80 115.63 70 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 15.86 N 098.83 E 390039 437
 
3021101522 10/21/78 1?7 49 2933 D 53.16 118.75 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 117.50 E 0 0
 
3020901410 10/29/78 125 49 2905 0 53.44 117.48 NA MMMI NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 120.35 E 0 0
 
3022401235 10/29/78 122 49 5114 0 51.04 126.18 40 EFEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 15.86 N 124.65 E 390039 853
 
3021100091 10/29/78 119 49 2952 D 53.17 118.71 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 143.28 E 0 0
 
3019614122 10/29/78 5 49 2731 0 54.74 109.32 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 067.51 V 0 0
 
3021714294 10/29/78 8 49 5024 D 52.17 122.64 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 071.81 W 0 0
 
3013614581 10/08/78 13 49 2592 D 55.34 102.57 30 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 078.98 V 390038 264
 
301S915035 10/29/78 14 43 2355 D 55.65 091.65 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 080.41 W 390039 62
 
3022415100 10/29/78 15 49 3122 0 50.94 126.47 60 EZEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 15.86 N 081.85 W 390040 77
 
3019015211 10/09/78 
 17 49 2648 0 55.15 105.25 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 084.72 W 390038 632
 
3020315212 10/21/78 17 49 2899 D 53.49 117.23 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 084.72 V 390039 342
 
3020915270 10/29/78 18 49 2913 D 53.36 117.86 NA MHM NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 086.15 W 0 0
 
3021015525 10/29/78 19 49 2327 0 53.22 118.50 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 087.58 W 0 0
 
3019215324 10/15/78 19 43 2676 0 55.02 106.65 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.86 N 087.59 W 0 0
 
3019307014 10/09/78 191 48 2685 D 54.76 109.20 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 040.42 E 390038 648
 
302100650 10/29/78 130 48 2922 D 52.78 120.15 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 041.83 E 0 0
 
3023206101 10/21/78 172 48 2810 D 53.86 115.11 90 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 053.31 E 390039 290
 
3022006101 10/29/78 
172 48 5061 D 51.10 125.85 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 053.31 E 390039 583
 
3d15406100 10/08/78 172 43 2559 D 55.37 103.16 100 FF2E NO CCCL 
 HHLL 17.29 N 053.32 E 390038 230
 
3023604495 10/29/78 !3 48 2855 D 53.36 117.63 100 EFFP NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 073.39 E 390040 3
 
3019502203 10/21/78 132 48 ?752 D 54.32 112.37 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 110.68 E 390039 41
 
3017902144 10/22/78 151 48 2487 D 55.59 099.77 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 112.12 C 3-90038 709
 
5017601573 10/22/78 128 48 2445 D 55.68 097.83 70 EEZE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 116.43 E 390038 684
 
3017914173 10/29/78 6 49 2494 D 55.57 100.12 40 FFEF NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 068.56 W 390038 41
 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 99 
01:04 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OS:IVATION ENTRY PATH ROJ OIST DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY COM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 'ICFLM 
ID DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3021514175 10/29/78 6 48 2996 D 51.92 123.29 NA MMMIM NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 068.58 W 0 0 
3013014232 10(01/78 7 43 2508 D 55.53 100.75 NA MMfl NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 070.01 W 0 0 
3021914405 10/29/78 10 48 5052 0 51.71 125.52 NA MM1MM NO CCCL -HLL 17.29 N 074.31 W 0 0 
3020214463 10121/78 11 49 2815 0 53.82 115.34 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 075.75 W 390039 233 
3027114522 10129/78 12 48 5030 D 50.34 126.59 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 077.18 W 390039 604 
3013514575 10f08/78 13 43 2592 0 55.23 104.75 20 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 078.62 W 390038 263 
301&915032 10(29/78 14 48 2355 0 55.32 093.85 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 k 080.06 w 39q939 e1 



































3023915264 10f29/75 13 45 2913 D 52.37 119.77 VA 2222 NO CCCL HMLL 17.29 N 085.80 W 0 0 
3021015322 10129/78 19 48 2927 D 52.72 120.38 4A NMMM NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 087.23 - 0 0 
3019315380 10122/78 20 49 2690 D 54.73 109.44 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 4 088.66 W 0 0 
302D603063 10/22/78 1k0 45 2864 0 55.37 117.59 70 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 17.30 N 099.19 E 390039 436 
3023901403 10129/78 1 5 43 2905 D 52.96 119.39 NA MMMIM NO CCCL HHLL 17.30 N 120.70 E 0 0 
3021100064 10f29/78 139 48 2932 0 52.S7 120.59 NA M'MM NO CCCL HHLL 17.30 N 143.63 E 0 0 

































30231144C4 10121/78 10 48 2831 D 53.94 114.69 NA MMMM NO CCCL HILL 17.30 N 074.32 w 0 0 
3022214580 10/29/78 13 48 5094 0 50.65 127.10 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.30 N 078.63 W 390039 727 
3023515034 10(29/78 14 43 2857 0 53.44 117.25 NA MM1m NO CCCL HILL 17.30 N 080.07 W 0 0 

































3019215321 10/15/78 15 43 2676 0 54.81 108.79 NA MM.44 NO CCCL HHLL 17.30 N 087.23 W 0 0 
3021307125 10/29/78 183 
3019307011 10/09/78 131 




































































































3020901401 10/21/78 125 47 2905 D 52.44 121.28 50 EEEE NO CCCL HILL 18.73 N 121.07 E 390039 356 
3019001341 10/09/78 124 47 2640 D 54.79 109.17 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 122.51 E 390038 629 
3019614113 10/29/78 5 47 2731 0 54.14 113.47 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 066.78 L 39003q 82 
3013114170 10/09/78 6 q7 ?243 0 56.12 091.34 NA 222M NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N 068.20 L 0 0 
3017914171 10(2917S ; 47 ?494 n 55.5 102.33 30 FFEF NO CCCL tILL 18.73 N 063.20 4 390038 40 
3021514172 10/29/78 6 47 2996 0 51.31 125.03 NA MMM ND CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 068.23 W 0 0 
3013014225 10101/78 7 47 2508 D 55.47 102.94 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 069.66 W 0 0 




I/13178 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 100
 
01:04 	 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION E4TRY PAtH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021614231 10/29/78 7 47 5010 D 51.13 125.59 NA MM9M NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 
N 069.66 W 0 0
 
3021014343 10/21/78 9 47 2787 D 53.66 116.03 NA MMMM NO CCCL 
 HHLL 18.73 N 072.53 W 0 0
 
3021914402 10/29/78 10 47 3052 D 50.55 127.19 
 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 073.95 W 390039 571
 
3020114402 10/21/78 10 47 ?801 D 53.33 116.67 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 073.97 W 390039 382
 
3015414455 10122/78 11 47 2564 0 55.22 105.58 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 
 18.73 N 075.40 W 390039 519
 
3022114515 10/29/78 12 47 5080 D 50.15 
128.23 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 076.82 W 390039 603
 
3013614572 10/08/79 13 47 2592 D 55.07 
106.89 NA MMOM NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 078.26 W 0 0
 
3022214574 	10/29/78 13 47 3094 0 49.95 128.72 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 078.26 W 390039 726
 
5015915030 10/29/78 14 47 2355 0 55.94 096.08 30 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 079.70 W 390039 60
 
3022415091 10/29/73 15 47 5122 D 49.54 129.71 NA EMEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL lb.73 N 081.13 W 390040 75
 
3013915144 10/08/78 16 47 2634 
 0 54.83 108.88 NA MmMm NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 082.56 W 0 0
 
3019015202 10/09/78 17 A7 2648 0 54.74 109.54 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 084.01 W 390038 630
 
3d20515203 10121/78 
 17 47 2899 0 52.50 121.04 10 6EEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 084.01 W 390039 340
 
30191152G0 10/08/78 18 47 2662 0 54.65 110.22 NA M1MM NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 085.43 U 0 0
 
3022915261 10/29179 13 47 ?913 0 52.34 121.61 30 E:Er NO CCCL 
 HHLL 18.73 N 085.44 U 390039 171
 
5019215315 10/15/78 19 47 2676 D 54.55 110.90 NA M'4M NO CCCL 
 HHLL 18.73 N 086.87 W 0 0 
3021015320 10/29/78 19 47 2927 D 52.18 122.22 NA MMM4 ND CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 086.87 W 0 0 
3019315373 10/22/78 20 47 2690 0 54.45 111.53 NA MMA,4 NO CCCL mHLL 18.73 N 088.30 V 0 0 
3017715435 10/15/78 22 47 2467 D 55.63 101.07 30 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 091.17 W 390038 488
 
30195154Q0 10/08/78 22 47 
 2718 O 54.24 112.85 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 091.17 U 390038 596
 
3021315491 10/29/78 22 47 2969 D 51.66 123.97 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 091.17 W 39003q 745
 
3021515004 10/29178 24 47 2997 D 51.30 125.07 NA 
 M4 MM NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 094.04 W 0 0 
301&916461 10/D8/78 52 47 2356 0 55.93 096.12 70 FFEF NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 105.50 W 390038 448
 
3013620071 10108/78 57 47 7595 D 55.06 107.06 NA MM4 NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 155.72 w 0 0
 
3021100082 10/29/78 109 47 29532 D 52.12 122.42 NA 
 MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 18.74 N 144.00 E 0 0
 
3D21714285 10129/78 8 47 3024 
 0 50.94 126.13 NA NMMM NO CCCL HHLL 18.74 N 071.10 W 0 0
 
3021515032 10/29/78 14 47 2857 D 52.97 119.17 30 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.74 N 079.72 W 390039 143
 
3022615090 10/29/75 15 47 2871 D 52.82 119.79 4A MMMM 
 NO CCCL HHLL 18.74 N 081.16 W a 0 
3016114163 10/09/78 6 45 2243 D 56.29 093.55 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 20.15 N 067.81 d a 0 
3019607180 10/29/78 134 4S 2727 0 53.81 115.29 10 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 036.84 E 390039 79 
3019307005 10/09/78 131 46 2685 0 54.17 113.37 10 EEEE NO CCCL HNLL 20.16 N 041.14 E 390038 646
 
3017601564 10/22/78 
123 46 2445 0 55.66 102.27 40 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 20.16 N 117.15 F 390038 682
 
3021610561 10/29/78 22 45 3008 D 50.51 127.18 70 EEFE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 017.64 W 390040 124
 
3017914154 10/29/78 6 45 2494 0 55.43 104.52 10 FFFF NO 
 CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 067.83 W 390038 39
 
30191050S 10/21/78 151 46 
 2656 ) 54.40 112.02 50 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 069.79 E 390038 313 
3019005002 10/21/78 ISO 45 2642 D 54.51 111.36 NA M49m NO CCCL HHILL 20.17 N 071.23 r 0 0
 
3020504490 10129/78 158 4S 865 D 52.37 121.41 NA 
 1*MM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 074.10 E 0 0
 
3019802194 10/21/78 132 46 2752 0 53.57 116.42 50 22EE NO CCCL LLLL 20.17 N 111.39 E 390039 40
 
30239013q4 10/21/78 125 4S 2905 D 51.87 123.11 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 121.44 C 0 0
 
3019001335 10/09/78 124 456 2640 9 54.52 111.28 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 122.87 E 39003a 628
 




12113t78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 101
 
01t04 FROM 10/01/78 TO 19/31/78
 
O4SERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
10 DATE /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRA4E
 
3021100075 1029/78 1)3 46 2932 0 51.54 124.19 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 144.37 E 0 0
 
3021514170 10/29/78 6 46 2996 0 50.67 126.73 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 067.87 W 0 0
 
3013014223 10/01/78 7 45 2508 D 55.36 105.14 NA MGNM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 069.29 W 0 0
 
3021614224 10/29/78 7 46 5010 D 50.47 127.28 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 069.30 v 390040 125
 
3023314341 10/21/78 9 46 2787 0 53.22 118.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 072.16 W 390039 229
 
3020114395 10/21/78 10 46 2801 D 53.08 118.62 NA MMMM NO CCCL HI-LL 20.17 N 073.60 W 9 0
 
3019414453 10/22/78 11 45 2554 D 55.04 107.73 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 075.03 W 390639 519 
3013614570 10/08/78 13 45 2592 D 54.86 109.04 NA MM4M NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 077.90 W 0 0 
3016915023 10/29/78 14 46 2359 0 56.00 098.33 60 EEEE N0 CCCL HMLL 20.!7 N 079.33 W ?90039 59 
3013915141 10/08/78 16 45 2634 D 54.57 111.00 NA MMHM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 082.19 W 0 0 
6019015200 10/21/78 17 46 2648 0 54.46 111.63 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 083.64 W 0 9 
3020315200 10/21/78 17 4 2899 D 51.95 122.86 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 083.64 W 0 0 
3019115254 10/08/78 1B 46 2662 n 54.35 112.30 VA MmNM NO CCCL H4LL 20.17 N 085.07 W 0 0 
3020915255 10/29/78 18 45 ?913 D 51.77 123.45 20 EES6 NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 085.07 W 390039 170 
3019215312 10/15/78 19 46 2676 1 54.24 112.98 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 086.51 W 0 
3021015313 10129/78 19 4 2927 D 51.59 124.02 NA MMmV NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 086.51 W 0 0 
5019515371 10/22/78 20 A6 2690 n 54.13 113.59 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 % 087.93 W 0 0 
301715424 10/15/76 21 A4 2453 0 55.52 102.64 40 22EM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 V 089.38 1 390038 i6 
3017715483 10(15/78 ?2 46 ?467 0 55.56 103.30 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 090.80 W 390038 487 
3519515484 10/08/7B 22 45 2718 0 53.88 114.89 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 090.81 W 390038 595 
3U21315485 10/29/78 22 46 2969 D 51.04 125.70 30 EEEE NO CCCL HqLL 20.17 N 090.81 W 390059 744 
3016916455 10/08/78 32 A6 2356 D 55.99 098.35 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 105.14 W 390038 447 
3023917090 10/29/70 35 45 2914 D 51.75 123.49 NA MM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 110.88 W 0 
3020520182 10/29/78 ;9 46 2874 D 52.26 121.79 50 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 158.22 W 390039 185 
3020515025 10/29/78 t4 46 2857 0 52.46 121.06 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.18 N 079.35 W 390039 142 
302013084 10/29/78 15 45 2871 C 52.29 121.AS NA MN4M NO CCCL HHLL 20.18 N 080.79 'd 0 0 
3013620064 10/08/78 67 45 2595 D 54.84 109.22 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.18 N 155.36 W 390038 265
 
3019507174 10/29/73 134 45 2727 D 53.39 117.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 037.20 E 390039 78
 
3018005454 10/29/78 158 45 2505 0 55.23 107.09 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 060.13 E 390038 52
 
3017902133 10/22/78 151 45 2487 D 55.32 106.39 NA I4MM NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N 113.21 E 0 0
 
3011601561 10/22/78 123 45 2445 D 55.57 104.48 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N 117.51 E 390038 681
 
3021610555 10/29/78 222 45 3008 0 49.82 128.80 50 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 017.26 W 390040 125
 
3020014334 10/21178 9 45 2787 0 52.74 119.92 30 EEEE NO CCCL KHLL 21.60 N 071.79 W 390039 228
 
3013414450 10/22/78 11 45 2564 1 54.81 109.87 Nf M1'mm NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 V 074.65 W 0 0
 
3016915021 10/29/78 14 45 2355 0 56.00 100.59 NA MM1M NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 078.96 W 0 0
 
3015915135 10/08/78 I 45 2634 D 54.25 113.08 NA MHMM NO CCCL HLL 21.60 N 081.82 I 0 0
 
3019315364 10/22/78 20 45 2690 0 53.75 115.62 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 087.56 W 0 0
 
3020917084 10/29/78 55 45 2914 0 51.15 125.25 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 110.51 W 0 c
 
3021005113 10/29/78 1;2 45 ?921 0 51.06 125.51 NA M444 NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 068.73 E 0 0
 
3019205112 10(08/78 12 45 2670 D 53.94 114.72 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N 068.75 E 390038 559
 




12/13/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 102
 
01:04 FRM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATI ROd ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
To DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3019105054 10/21/78 1U1 45 2656 D 54.07 114.08 NA MMMM NO CCCL HILL 21.61 N 070.16 E 0 0
 
3019004595 10/21/78 10 45 2642 0 54.19 113.44 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 071.59 r 0 0
 
3019302192 10/21/78 152 45 2752 D 53.13 118.38 30 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 21.61 N 111.75 E 390039 59
 
3023901392 10/22/78 1 5 45 2905 0 51.28 124.87 80 [EEE '10 CCCL 1MLL 21.61 N 121.80 F 390039 355
 
3019001352 10/09/78 124 45 2640 D 54.20 113.36 
 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 22.61 N 123.23 E 390038 627
 
SU20114393 10/21/78 10 45 2801 0 52.58 120.52 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 073.23 W 
 390039 381
 
3013614363 10/08/78 13 43 2592 D 54.60 111.18 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 077.53 V 0 0
 
5uIS815000 10/22/78 15 45 2620 D 54.38 112.42 NA 2222 NO CCCL 
 HHLL 21.61 N 080.40 W 0 0
 
302>515140 10/29/73 15 45 3135 D A7.78 133.1S 30 EEEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 21.61 N 081.84 W 390040 
 60
 
3019015193 10121/78 17 45 2648 0 
 54.14 113.70 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 083.26 W 0 0
 
3020015194 10/21/78 17 45 7899 D 51.36 124.63 NA MMM NO CCCL HILL 21.61 N 
 083.27 W 0 0
 
3u19115252 10/08/78 13 45 2662 0 
 54.01 114.35 30 EEEE 1O CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 084.70 W 390038 470
 
3023915252 10/22/78 13 45 2913 0 51.17 125.20 20 EFFE NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 084.70 W 39003q 468
 




 19 45 '676 0 53.88 115.01 NA MMMM NO CCCL HILL 21.61 N 08A.15 v 0 0
 
3017615422 L0/15/78 21 45 ?453 D 55.52 104.87 50 EEEM NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 089.01 w 390038 160
 
5017715450 10/15/78 ?2 45 ?467 
 0 55.44 105.51 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 090.44 W 390038 486
 
5019515481 10/08/78 22 45 2718 D 53.48 116.89 20 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 21.61 v 090.44 W 90035 594
 
3021315482 10/29/78 22 '5 2969 0 50.38 127.37 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 090.44 
W 0 0
 
01B20175 10/21/78 ;9 45 2623 D 54.35 112.63 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 157.85 W 390039 511
 
5020620180 10/29/78 S9 4i 2874 0 51.69 123.61 10 FEEt NO CCCL hHLL 21.61 N 157.85 V 390039 182
 
3019797230 10/22/78 135 
 44 2741 D 52.77 119.82 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 036.13 E 390039 255
 
3015607171 10/29/78 l4 44 27 7 D 52.93 119.23 0 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 23.0o4 N 037.57 E 390039 77
 
3u180@5452 10/29/78 158 44 2503 D 55.01 109.27 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 060.50 E 0 0
 
3017605222 10/15/78 14 44 2447 0 55.41 106.80 NA MMmm NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 
 066.26 E a a
 
3018395164 10/22/78 1;3 
 44 2684 0 53.39 117.35 60 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 067.67 F 390039 116
 
3019225110 10/S/78 1;2 44 ?670 D 53.54 116.75 
 NA MM4M NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 069.10 E 0 0
 
3021005111 10/29/78 162 44 2921 0 50.41 127.22 NA MMMM NO CCCL HLL 23.04 N 069.10 E 0 0
 
3017902130 10/22/78 151 44 2487 0 55.13 108.57 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 113.58 E 390038 708
 
3019502014 10/08/78 129 44 2710 0 53.12 
118.47 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 116.44 E 390039 21
 
3017fl1555 10/22/78 1;3 44 2445 0 55.42 106.69 NA E22E NO 
 CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 117.88 E 390038 680
 
3020901385 10/21/73 125 44 2905 0 50.64 126.59 50 EEEE NO CCCL 44LL 23.04 N 122.17 E 390039 354
 
3019001330 10/09/78 124 44 2640 D 53.84 115.40 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 123.60 
E 390038 626
 
3020114390 10/21/78 10 44 2801 D 52.05 122.37 
 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 072.85 W 390039 380
 
3013414444 10/22/7 11 44 2564 0 54.5,3 112.00 50 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HILL 23.04 N 074.28 W 390039 517
 
3013514561 10/08/78 13 44 2592 0 54.28 113.27 60 
 [EEC NO OCCL HHLL 23.04 N 077.16 W 390038 262
 
3018815074 10/22/78 15 A4 2620 D 54.03 114.50 50 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 
 23.04 N 080.02 W 3R038 199
 
30P2515134 10/29/78 16 4k 5136 D 46.97 154.56 70 EEEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 23.04 N 081.46 4 390040 59
 
3019015191 10/21/78 
 17 44 2648 0 53.76 115.75 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 082.89 W 0 0
 
3019115245 10/08/78 10 44 262 D 53.62 116.37 NA FFEE NO CCCL MHLL 23.04 N 084.32 Q 39003 469
 




12/13178 LANDSAT 3 MS8 SENSOR PAGE 103
 
01:04 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CL) QUALITY C'M CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE 4 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3L20915250 10/22/78 18 44 2913 0 50.52 126.90 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 084.33 W 3 0
 
3021015304 10/29/78 19 44 2927 D 50.32 127.44 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 085.75 W 0 0
 
3019215303 10/15/78 19 44 ?676 0 53.47 117.01 10 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 085.77 W 390038 524
 
3019315362 10/22/78 ?0 44 2690 D 53.33 117.61 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 087.19 4 0 0 
3021315480 10/29/78 ?2 44 2969 D 49.69 129.01 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 090.06 W 0 0 
3019515475 10/08/78 22 44 2718 0 53.03 118.84 20 ESEE NO CCCL HILL 23.04 N 090.07 d 390038 593 
3020817023 10/29/7 33 44 29D D 50.71 126.40 NA 2MIM N3 CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 108.71 W 0 0 
3023917081 10/29/78 56 4k ?914 0 50.51 126.94 30 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 110.14 W 390040 28 
3021217140 10129/7B 57 44 2928 D 50.30 127.48 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 111.56 W 0 0 
3016820172 10/21/78 59 44 2623 D 53.99 114.67 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 157.48 W 390039 510 
3013802185 10/21/78 132' 44 2752 D 52.64 120.30 30 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 23.05 N 112.11 E 390039 38 
3021402073 10/29/78 130 44 2975 0 49.60 129.22 BO FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 N 115.00 E 390040 37 
3021302015 10/29/78 129 44 961 0 49.30 128.73 ' 40 E-EE NO CCCL LLLL 23.05 N 116.41 E 390039 818 
3017615415 10/15/78 21 44 2453 D 55.36 107.08 40 EEEM NO CCCL HHLL 23.05 N 088.64 W 390038 159 
3020620173 10/29/78 S9 44 2Q74 9 51.00 125.37 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.05 % 157.48 W 39003q 181 
3021020403 10(29/78 T3 44 2930 D 50.P7 127.55 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.05 N 163.21 W 390039 799 
3019707223 10/22/7B 135 43 2741 0 52 .5 121.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 036.52 E 390039 252 
3019G07165 10/29/78 134 43 2727 0 52.42 121.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 037.94 E 390031 76 
3017605215 10/13/78 164 43 2447 0 55.20 109.00 NA MMMX NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 066.64 E 0 0 
3017601552 10/22/78 1 3 43 2445 D 55.22 108.88 30 2E2E ND CCCL LLLL 24.47 N 118.26 E 390038 679 
3013414441 10/22/78 11 43 75&4 D 54.20 114.08 50 EEE! NO CCCL HHLL 24.4T 4 073.89 W 390039 516 
3019315355 10/22/TB 20 43 2690 0 52.86 119.55 NA MMMM ND CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 086.80 W 0 0 
3021017133 10/29178 37 43 2928 D 49.61 129.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 111.19 W 390039 798 
3021117192 10/22/78 SB 43 2942 D 49.39 129.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 112.62 W 390039 535 
3018007281 10/08/78 136 43 2504 0 54.74 111.45 NA 2222 ND CCCL HhLL 24.49 N 035.07 E 0 0 
3023106022 10/22/78 171 43 2796 D 51.53 124.00 10 FEFE ND CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 056.58 E 390039 282 
3013005445 10/29/78 1;8 43 2503 0 54.75 111.41 80 EEEE NO CCCL HILL 24.43 N 060.88 E 390038 51 
3013405220 10/08/78 154 43 2698 D 52.77 119.91 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 24.43 N 066.62 E 0 0 
3019305162 10/22/78 153 43 2634 D 52.93 119.32 60 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 068.05 E 390039 115 
3019205103 10/08/78 1;2 43 2670 0 53.09 118.71 40 22EE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 069.48 E 390038 558 
3017902124 10122/78 151 43 2487 0 54.88 110.73 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.4B N 113.96 E 390038 707 
3019502012 10/08/78 129 43 2710 D 52.63 120.40 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 116.82 E 390039 20 
3020901383 10/21/78 123 43 905 D 49.97 128.25 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 24.4a N 122.55 E 0 0 
3019001323 10/09/78 124 43 ?640 9 53.42 117.41 100 EEEE NO CCCL -fHLL 24.48 N 123.98 E 390033 625 
3013614554 10/08/78 13 43 2592 D 53.92 115.33 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.43 N 076.79 W 390038 261 
uB19815071 10/22/78 15 43 2620 0 53.64 116.52 50 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 079.64 W 390038 198 
3013915130 10/08/78 16 43 2654 D 53.49 117.14 NA M4MMM NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 % 081.07 W 0 0 
3023817021 10(29/78 35 43 2900 0 50.04 128.07 VA 2M14 v CCCL HHLL 24.43 N 108.33 4 0 0 
3023917075 10/29/78 3S 43 ?914 D 49.82 128.60 NA MMMX NO CCCL HHLL 24.43 N 109.76 W 0 0 
3L21302012 10/29/78 1 9 43 2961 0 49.09 130.31 NA MmmX NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 V 116.78 E 0 0 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
 P S'E 104
 
01:04 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROd 08IT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY C'M CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 4ICFLM
 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER A5678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL rRANE
 
3021201554 10/22/78 128 43 2947 D 49.32 129.79 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.49 N 118.21 E 390039 551
 
3013007274 10108/78 I86 42 2b04 D 54.43 113.58 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 035.46 E 390038 86
 
3019707221 10/22/78 1 5 42 2741 D 51.69 123.54 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 036.91 E 390039 251
 
3020106015 10/22/78 171 42 2796 0 50.92 125.76 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 056.97 E 390039 281 
3519405214 10/08/78 1;4 42 2698 D 52.25 121.80 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 067.00 F 390039 1 
5617605213 10115/78 154 42 2447 D 54.95 111.18 NA MMNM NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 067.02 E 0 0 
3017902121 10/22/78 131 42 2487 D 54.59 112.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 114.34 F 390058 706 
3019532005 10/08/78 129 42 2710 D 52.10 122.29 30 EEZ: NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 117.20 F 39 0 03C 19 
3017601550 10/22/78 128 42 2445 0 54.97 111.07 80 EEaE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 118.65 E 90038 678 
3020901380 10/21/78 125 42 2905 D 49.27 129.85 90 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 122.94 E 390039 353 
3019001321 10/09/78 12 42 2640 0 52.96 119.58 100 ECEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 124.36 S 590038 624 
3013315065 10/22/73 15 42 26 0 0 53.20 118.53 NA MM4M NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 079.26 W a 0 
3019015182 10/22/79 17 42 2648 0 52.97 119.71 80 EFEC NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 082.12 W 390039 717 
3020917072 10/29/78 36 42 2914 0 49.11 130.21 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 109.38 W 390040 27 
3021917131 10/29/78 17 42 2929 ) 48.99 130.69 19 EEF NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 110.81 V 3003- 797 
3021117185 10/22/78 33 42 ?942 9 48.56 131.1b 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 112.25 W 390039 534 
3019417243 10/22/7 39 42 2705 0 52.16 122.09 NA 6669 NJ CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 115.68 w 9 0 
3019205101 10/08/78 162 42 2670 6 52.60 120.64 NA MMHjM \3 CCCL LLLL 25.02 N 069.86 E 3 0 
3021302010 10/29/78 129 42 2961 0 48.34 131.84 40 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.92 N 117.16 E 390039 817 
3021201551 10/22/78 128 42 2947 D 48.58 131.35 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.92 N 118.60 F 390039 550 
3021610541 10/29/78 222 41 3008 0 46.73 134.83 NA MM4M NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N 015.72 W n 0
 
3013007272 10/08/78 186 41 2504 D 54.06 115.66 0 MEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 035.85 E 390038 
 85
 
3020706359 10/22/78 177 41 2880 D 48.94 130.54 0 EFEF NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 048.76 E 390030 453
 
3017902115 10/22/78 131 41 2487 n 54.24 114.96 10 EECE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 114.75 E 390038 705
 
3017601543 10/22/78 1?3 41 2445 D 54.66 113.23 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 119.04 E 390038 
 677
 
3015819062 10122/79 15 41 2620 0 52.71 120.48 60 FEEE NO CCCL HILL 27.34 N 073.87 W 390038 197
 
3019315175 10/22/78 17 41 2648 0 52.36 121.63 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 081.73 W 390038 716
 
3023915234 10/29/78 13 41 2913 0 48.38 131.71 NA MMqM NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 083.16 W 0 0
 
3021017124 10/29/78 37 41 2928 0 48.12 132o25 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 110.42 V 390030 
 796
 
3021117183 10122/78 38 41 2942 0 47.49 132.70 NA 2222 NJ CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 111.85 4 0 0
 
3020106013 10/22/78 171 41 2796 0 50.27 127.47 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 057.36 E 39003 280
 
3019205094 10/08/78 162 41 2670 D 52.07 122.53 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 070.25 E 390038 557
 
3019502003 10/08/78 129 41 2710 D 51.53 124.12 10 VEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 117.58 E 390039 
 18
 
3021201545 10122/78 128 41 2947 3 47.81 132.85 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 119.00 E 39903- 549
 
3023901374 10/21/78 125 41 2905 0 48.53 131.41 90 EECE NO CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 123.33 E 3900"0 352 
30 i15'0b 1010178 124 41 2640 D 52.46 121o29 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 124.76 E 390038 423 
3019610423 10/29/78 220 41 27?9 0 51.26 124.87 80 EEEC NO CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 012.90 v 50003 80 
3013115234 10/22/78 1I 41 2652 0 52.18 122.18 20 MMNM NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 083.18 W 0 0 
301351632? 10/09/78 30 41 2579 D 53.?] 118.79 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 100.38 W 1 0 
3023316323 10/29/78 30 41 2830 D 49.75 128.72 NA MM4m NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N io0.3e q 1 0 




12/13178 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 105
 
01:04 FROM 10/01/73 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROJ DOBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE t /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 49578 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3019417241 10/22/78 59 41 2705 D 51.60 123.92 NA MM4 IN3 CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 113.29 W 0 0 
3021302003 10/29/78 129 41 2951 D 47.56 153.33 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.36 N 117.55 E 390039 816 
3020706353 10122/78 177 40 2880 D 48.19 132.10 0 EEEF NO CCCL H9LL 28.77 N 043.17 E 390039 452 
3017902112 10122/78 131 40 2487 D 53.84 117.04 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 115.14 E 390038 704 
3017601541 10/22/78 129 40 2445 D 54.31 115.36 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 4 119.45 E 390038 676 
5021510534 10/29/78 2 2 40 5008 D 45.89 135.21 NA M414M NO CCCL HHLL 28.77 N 015.33 4 0 0 
3022515120 10/29/78 15 4D 5136 D 43.45 139.75 30 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 28.77 N 079.89 W 390040 58 
3020915232 10/29/78 18 40 2913 D 47.61 133.21 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 082.76 W 0 0 
3019205092 10/08/78 152 40 2670 D 51.49 124.37 0 LEEE NO CCCL LLLL 26.78 N 070.65 E 390038 556 
3021402055 10/29/78 130 40 2975 D 46.51 135.1 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 116.54 E 390040 35 
3019502000 10/08/78 129 40 2710 D 50.92 125.90 10 EEES NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 117.97 E 390039 17 
3019015173 10122/78 17 40 2648 D 51.30 123.50 30 EEIE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 081.34 4 590038 715 
3019115231 10/22/78 18 40 2652 D 51.61 124.03 30 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 082.79 W 390038 727 
3017415285 10/09/78 19 40 2425 0 54.53 114.52 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 084.20 W 0 0 
3021115345 10/29/78 20 40 ?941 0 47.12 134.12 NA MM4M ND CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 055.64 J 0 D 
3001315324 10/08/78 20 40 180 D 45.52 125.95 0 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 035.65 W 590038 q33 
301S215030 10/22/78 25 40 2258 D 56.09 108.03 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 092.81 V 390038 75 
3020315321 10/29/78 30 40 ?830 0 49.04 130.34 70 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 V 093.98 W 3q400 4 IDS 
3013516320 10/09/78 30 40 2579 D 52.72 120.76 60 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 100.00 W 390038 298 
302)416375 10/29/78 51 40 2844 0 48.80 130.85 NA 29MM NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 101.41 W c 0 
3013416374 10/22/78 31 40 2593 0 52.54 121.32 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 101.42 ' 0 0 
3u18916432 10/08/78 32 40 2356 0 55.21 111.79 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 102.84 W 390038 446 
3020516434 10/29/78 52 40 2858 ) 45.56 131.35 90 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 28.78 V 102.86 V 39003,9 659 
3023616492 10/29178 33 40 2872 0 48.31 131.85 NA MMHm NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 104.30 W 0 0 
3021117180 10/22/78 38 40 2942 0 47.08 154.18 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 28.78 N 111.45 W 0 0 
3u19417234 10/22/78 39 40 2705 D 51.00 125.69 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.78 N 112.89 W 390038 808 
3020402514 10/21/78 153 40 2836 D 48.94 130.56 90 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 28.79 N 105.06 5 390039 324 
3021302001 10/29/78 129 40 2961 0 46.75 134.77 30 EESE v3 CCCL LLLL 28.79 N 117.96 [ 590039 815 
3021201542 10/22/78 12B 40 2947 D 47.01 134.32 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.79 N 119.40 E 390039 548 
3022404121 10/29/78 140 205 5115 N 00.00 292.94 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 30.17 N 105.36 W 0 0 
3021907440 10/29/78 139 39 3048 D 44.25 138.68 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.20 N 032.39 E 390039 565 
3023706350 10/22/78 177 39 2880 0 47.40 133.61 0 EEES NO CCCL HHLL 30.20 N 049.58 E 390039 451 
3021510532 10/29/78 ?22 39 3008 0 45.03 137.54 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.20 N 014.92 W 390040 122 
3020107435 10/21/78 139 39 2797 D 48.85 130.79 NA MMm NO CCCL HHLL 30.21 N 032.35 E 0 p 
3018307434 10/07/78 159 39 2546 D 52.65 121.36 0 ME42 NO CCCL HHLL 30.21 N 032.36 E 390038 129 
3021205203 10/29/78 154 39 2949 0 46.14 135.80 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 06P.19 E 390039 732 
3013205085 10108/78 1;2 39 2570 D 50.88 126.17 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 V 071.05 E 3900)8 555 
3023502570 10/21/78 159 39 850 ) 47.94 132.60 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 104.05 E 300039 336 
3013502452 10/15/78 137 39 2571 D 52.30 122.36 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 106.92 E 0 0 
3013202281 10/29/7B 154 39 2529 D 52.17 120.70 40 FEEE .NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 111.23 E 390036 68 
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12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 106 
01:04 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY 
 PAtH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PIOURE MICROFILM, MICFLM
 
1) DATE 4 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY A5678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR, LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3U17902110 10/22/78 131 39 2487 0 53.40 119.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 115.54 E 390038 
 703
 
3021402053 10/29/78 150 39 2975 0 45.57 136.56 NA MMMM NO 
 CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 116.95 E 0 0
 
3018915112 10/08/78 16 39 2634 D 
 51.42 124.77 80 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 079.48 W 390038 771
 
3022515113 10/29/78 16 39 3136 0 42.52 140.93 20 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 30.21 N 079.48 W 
 390040 57
 
3019015170 10/22/78 17 39 248 0 51.21 125.32 NA MLMM NO 
 CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 080.93 W 0 0
 
3020915225 10/29/78 18 39 2913 0 46.81 134.66 8o EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 
 082.36 W 390039 191
 
3017415282 10/09/7 19 39 2425 D 54.14 116.63 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 083.79 W 390038 23
 
3021115342 10129/78 20 39 2941 D 46.30 135.54 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 085.23 W 390039 202
 
3001315322 10/08/78 Z0 39 180 0 44.98 
127.42 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 V 085.25 W 390038 432
 
3013916025 10/08/78 25 39 2509 
 0 53.13 119.89 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 092.40 W 0 0
 
3021516030 10/29/78 25 39 3011 D 44.97 137.63 20 EEEE ND CCCL 
 LLLL 30.21 N 092.40 W 390040 136
 
3015216024 10/22/78 23 39 2258 
 0 55.87 110.31 70 EEFE ND CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 092.41 W 390038 674
 
3019916084 10/22/78 26 39 2774 D 49.24 129.97 70 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 30.21 N 093.84 W 390039 260
 
3020316314 10/29/78 30 39 2830 D 48.29 131.91 
 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 099.57 W 390040 105
 
3013516313 10109178 30 39 2579 0 52.19 122.67 50 EEPF NO 
 CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 099.59 W 390038 297
 
3020416373 10/29/78 31 39 2844 0 48.04 132.40 
 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 101.00 W 390039 630
 
3013615372 10/22/78 31 39 25Q3 D 52.00 123.22 NA MMMM 
 NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 101o02 W 0 0
 
3015916425 10/08/78 52 39 2356 0 54.90 113.97 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 30.21 V 102.43 d 3qO 0 38 445
3023516431 10/29/78 52 39 2B58 
 D 47.79 132.88 NA MMMX NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 102.46 W 0 0
 
3020615490 10/29/78 53 39 ?872 D 47.54 133.36 90 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 103.89 W 390039 673 
3023817003 10/29/78 35 39 2900 0 47.03 
134.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 106.76 W 390039 86
 
3019417232 10/22/78 39 39 2705 0 50.36 127.43 70 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 30.21 N 112.50 V 390038 807
 
02340251? 10/21/78 138 39 2836 D 48.19 132.13 
 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 105.46 F 390039 323
 
302131223 10/29/78 i54 39 5031 D 44.58 138.20 10 EEE2 NO CCCL 
 LLLL 30.22 N 111.18 E 390039 713
 
3019501594 10/08/78 129 39 2710 D 50.28 127.63 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 118.38 E 390039 16
 
3021301594 10/29/79 129 39 2951 0 45.92 136.17 NA MMMM 
 NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 118.38 E 0 0
 
3019401535 10/22/78 1 8 39 2696 D 50.50 127.10 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 119.81 r 390039 133 
3021231540 10/22/78 128 39 2947 D 46.17 135.75 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 119.81 E 390039 547
 
3013301481 10/21/78 127 39 2682 D 50.71 126.58 
 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 121.25 E 0 0
 
302110148 10/21/78 127 39 2933 D 46.44 135.31 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 121.25 E 390039 475
 
3019115225 10/22/78 ES 39 2562 0 51.00 125.85 50 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 082.38 W 390038 726
 
3015111131 10/09/78 5 33 2243 D 55.70 112.36 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.58 N 
 064.51 W 390038 613
 
3022404123 10/29/78 140 206 3115 N 00.00 294.09 NA 
 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 31.60 N 105.77 W 0 0
 
3022504182 10/29/78 141 205 3129 N 00.00 293.69 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 31.60 N 107.19 . 1 0 
3011007363 10/29/78 138 33 1528 0 60.55 098.05 NA MMMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 31.62 N 034.28 E 0 0
 
.U6tO5,5.AI/2?78 2?2 38 8 p 0 44.14138.84 
 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 31.63 N 014.51 W 390040 121
3015916423 1O/OB/78 32 38 2356 0 54.54 116.12 10 EEEE No 
 CCCL LLLL -31 W63N 1O2.01 d 390038 444 
36i9208350 10/08/78 198 38 2672 0 50.21 127.96 NA MMmm NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 019.87 E 0 0
 
3020606290 10/29/78 17 38 2866 0 46.85 134.63 0 MFFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 051.41 E 390040 7
 
3020502564 10/21/78 1'9 38 850 9 47.16 134.09 90 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 k 104.46 E 390039 335
 





LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR
12/13/78 

FROM 10/ni/7B TO 10/31/78
01:05 

SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
OUSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN 

CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
I: DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT 

CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 107.34 E 0 03013502450 12/15/78 157 33 2571 D 51.74 124.25 NA MMMm NO 

LLLL 31.64 N 111.64 E 390038 67
3013202275 10/29/78 134 38 2529 0 52.35 122.63 60 FEEE NO CCCL 

10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 115.95 E 390038 702
3017902103 10/22/78 131 38 2487 D 52.92 121.05 

390040 35
3021402050 10/29/78 130 33 ?q75 D 44.79 137.91 30 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 117.37 E 

3019501591 10/08/78 12 33 ?710 D 49.60 129.31 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 118.80 E 390039 15
 
31.64 N 079.07 W 390038 770
3013915105 10/08/78 16 38 2634 D 50.80 126.56 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 

31.64 N 079.07 W 390040 56
3b22515111 10/29/78 16 38 3136 D 41.57 142.09 10 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 

NA MMNM NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 080.51 W 0 0
3019015164 10/22/78 17 33 2648 0 50.58 127.10 

CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 081.94 W D 0
502391522) 10/29/7B 18 38 2913 D 45.98 136.08 NA 2222 N3 

LLLL 31.64 N 083.37 W 390038 282
3017415280 10/09/78 19 38 2425 D 53.71 118.70 10 EEEE NO CCCL 

N 084.81 W 390039 201
3021115340 10/29/78 20 38 2941 0 45.44 136.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 

3001315315 10/08/78 20 38 18O 0 44.31 128.85 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 084.82 W 390038 431
 
50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 091.97 W 390038 99
5013016022 10/08/78 25 33 2509 D 52.63 121.87 

CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 091.97 W 390040 135
302I16024 10/29/73 25 33 3011 D 44.07 138.93 10 EEEE NO 

31.64 N 092.20 V 390038 673
3016216021 10/22/73 23 33 2258 D 55.59 112.58 60 EEFE ND CCCL LLLL 

N 093.42 W 0 D
3019916082 10/22/78 26 35 2774 D 48.50 131.57 NA MM'M NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 

70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 099.16 W 390040 104
3020316312 10/29/78 50 33 2830 D 47.52 133.45 
302)416570 10/29/78 31 38 ?B44 D 47.25 133.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 100.59 W 390039 629 
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 106.34 W 390039 685
3022817000 10/29/78 55 33 2900 D 46.21 135.71 0 

CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 107.77 W 390040 26
3020917055 10/29/78 36 39 2914 0 45.95 136.12 30 EEEE NO 

N 107.78 W 390038 782
3013117054 10/08/78 55 33 2663 0 50.34 127.64 NA E4EE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 

NA 2222 ND CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 110.63 W 0 0
3021117171 10/22/7b 5 33 ?942 D 45.40 137.00 

EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 071.47 E 390038 554
3019205083 10/08/78 12 33 2670 D 50.23 127.91 60 

CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 077.19 E 390039 502
301B04453 10/21/78 158 38 2614 D 51.11 125.84 40 EEEE NO 

LLLL 31.65 N 105.08 E 390039 322
3020402505 10/21/78 138 33 2856 0 47.40 133.65 30 EEEE NO CCCL 

31.65 N 115.93 E 0 0
30197i2104 10/29/78 131 38 2738 D 49.13 130.31 NA MMXm NO CCCL LLLL 

NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 118.80 E 0 0
3021301592 10/29/78 1?9 33 2961 D 45.06 137.51 NA MMmX 

CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 120.22 E 390039 546
3021201533 10122/78 123 33 ?947 0 45.32 137.11 40 EEEE NO 

120.23 r 390039 132
3019401533 10/22/78 123 38 2696 0 49.83 128.80 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 

45.58 136.71 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 121.66 E 0 0
SU21101475 10/21/78 1 7 33 2933 0 

i80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 121.67 E 390038 356
3019391474 10/21/78 1 7 35 2682 0 50.05 128.31 

NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 081.97 W 390038 725
3019115222 10/22/78 13 38 2662 D 50.36 127.61 20 EEEt 

31.65 N 099.18 W 390038 296
3013516311 10/09/78 30 38 2579 D 51.63 124.54 30 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 

31.65 N 100.61 'd 0 0
3013616365 10/22/78 51 33 )593 0 51.42 125.07 NA MM44 NO CCCL LLLL 

EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 102.04 W 390039 6583020516425 10/29/78 52 33 285b D 47.00 134.37 100 

EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 103.48 W 390039
3020;16483 10/29178 53 33 872 0 46.74 134.82 90 672
 
CCCL LLLL 31.66 N 111.59 E 390039 712
3021802280 10/29/78 134 3B 3031 0 43.67 139.48 10 EEE2 NO 

CCCLL LLLLL 33.02 N 104.78 W 0 0
3022304071 10/29/78 139 207 3101 N 00.00 295.51 NA 44440 NO 

33.03 N 064.16 W 390038 612
3015114124 10/09/78 & 37 2243 0 55.38 114.62 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 

NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.03 N 106.19 W 0 D
3022404130 10/29/78 140 207 5115 N 00.00 295.17 

AROHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARH I.M 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 108 
01:05 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROd ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCPMCC- MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM "4'ICFLM 
I) DATE H /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 15678 45678 CVTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3U22504184 10/29/78 Ill 20T 3129 N 00.00 294.79 NA 44445 NO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 33.03 N 107.62 W 0 0 
3011610291 10/15/78 218 37 2450 0 52.91 121.65 10 FFFP NO CCCL HHLL 33.06 N 008.34 W 390038 154
 
3021610523 10/29/78 222 37 3008 D 43.23 140.10 NA MM1M NO CCCL HHLL 33.06 N 014.08 W 0 0 
3013915103 10/08/78 16 37 2634 D 50.15 128.31 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 078.64 W 390038 769
 
3013216020 10/08/78 5 37 509 D 52.07 123.80 go 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N 091.54 W 90038 98 
3021616021 10/29/78 25 37 3011 D 43.16 140.18 0 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 091.54 W 390040 134 
3015916420 10/08/78 32 37 2356 0 34.12 118.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.06 N 101.58 y 50038 43 
3019208344 10/08/78 199 37 2672 D 49.52 129.66 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 020.29 E 0 0 
3023S36283 10/29/78 175 37 2866 D 46.02 136.06 0 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 051.84 E 390040 s
 
3020502561 10/21/78 139 37 2850 D 46.34 135.54 40 
 EE!E NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 104.89 E 390039 334
 
3013502444 10/15/78 137 37 2571 0 51.14 126.08 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 107.76 E 
 0 0 
3013?202272 10/29/78 154 37 2529 D 51.78 124.53 70 FEEL NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 112.06 E 390038 66 
3u17922101 10/22/78 151 37 2437 0 52.39 123.00 10 
 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 116.37 390058 701 
3021402044 10/29/78 130 37 2975 D 43.90 139.20 0 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 117.81 E 390040 34 
3019501585 10/08/78 1 9 37 2710 D 48.88 130.96 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 13.07 N 115.23 E 390039 14
 
3J22515104 10/29/78 16 37 5136 0 40.59 143.21 10 FEEEO NO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 33.07 N 078.64 W 390040 55 
3019315161 10/22/78 17 37 2648 D 49.92 128.82 
 80 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 080.09 w 39003$ 71­
3023915220 10/29/78 13 37 2913 0 45.12 137.46 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 081.51 W 0 2 
3017415273 10/09/78 19 37 2425 D 53.24 120.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 082.95 V 390038 281 
3U21115333 10/29/78 20 37 2941 D 44.57 138.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 081.38 W 390039 200
 
3001315313 10/08/78 ?0 37 130 9 43.61 130.25 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 084.39 W 390038 430 
3016216015 10/22/78 25 37 2258 D 55.26 114.83 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 091.56 W 390038 672 
301U9916075 10/22/78 >S 37 774 D 47.74 135.13 NA MMMM NO CCCL 
 LLLL 33.07 N 093.00 4 0 c 
302031'6305 10129/78 30 37 2830 0 46.71 134.93 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 098.75 W 390040 103 
3020416364 10/29/78 51 37 2844 0 46.44 135.38 
 90 EEEL NO CCCL LL-LL 33.07 N 100.17 W 390039 628
 
013616363 10/22/78 31 37 ?593 D 50.80 126.87 50 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 100.18 W 590059 105
 
3023815594 10/29/78 55 37 ?900 D 45.36 137.10 0 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 105.91 W 390039 634
 
3020917052 10/29/78 35 37 2914 D 45.09 137.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 53.07 N 107.34 W 390040 25 
3019117051 10/08'/78 56 37 2663 0 49.67 129.35 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 107.35 ' 0 0 
3021117165 10/22/78 38 37 2942 D 44.53 138.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 110.21 V 390039 533
 
30,13,117510 10108/78 l4 37 2524 0 51.95 124.37 30 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 118.83 W 390038 120
 
30132050'S0 10108/78 12 37 2670 D 49.35 129.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 33.08 N 071.89 E 390038 553
 
3'020402503 10/21/78 133 37 2836 0 46.59 135.13 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 33.08 N 106.32 E 390039 321
 
3U13702102 10/29/78 131 37 2738 0 48.39 131.92 NA M222 NO CCCL 
 LLLL 33.08 N 116.36 E 0 0 
3021301985 10/29/78 129 37 961 D 44.18 138.82 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 119.23 E 0 0
 
3ozLaOtlzl. 10'/2a/78. 1.29 
 37 2.947, D 44.45 138,44 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 120.65 E 390039 545 
3019401530 10/22/78 128 37 2696 C 49.12 130.47 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 120,.6 E 590039 131 
5013115220 1022/78 Is 37 2662 D 
 &9,Sb 129.32 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 081.54 4 390038 724
 
3013516304 10/09/78 
 30 37 257) D 51.01 126.37 20 EEPE 40 CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 098.75 V 390038 295 
3022316422 10/29/78 52 37 2358 D 46.18 
15.81 90 LEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 101.6' W 390039 657 




12/L3/78 LANDSAT 5 MSS SENSOR PAGE 109
 
01:05 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/51/78
 
OGSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE U /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45679 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRA4E
 
3020616481 10/29/78 33 37 2872 D 45.90 136.25 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 103.06 W 390039 671 
3021902274 10/29/78 154 37 3031 D 42.75 140.71 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 353.09 N 112.02 E 390039 711 
302 304074 10/29/78 159 208 3101 N 00.00 296.51 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.44 N 105.23 W 0 0 
3022404132 10/29/76 140 203 5115 N 00.00 296.18 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.45 N 106.63 W 0 0 
3U22504191 10/29/78 141 208 3129 N 00.00 295.82 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.45 N 108.07 W 0 0 
3011118011 10/21/78 46 36 1548 D 60.48 103.55 0 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.48 N 121.20 W 390039 500 
3017610285 10/15/78 218 36 ?450 D 52.36 123.62 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 34.49 N 007.90 W 390038 153 
5013915100 10108/78 16 36 2634 D 49.46 130.01 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 078.20 W 390036 768 
3022515102 10/29/78 1s 3s 3136 0 39.60 144.29 20 EFEED NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.49 N 078.20 W 390040 54 
3020915214 10/29/78 18 35 2913 D 44.24 138.78 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 081.07 w 0 0 
3017415271 10/09/78 19 35 ?425 D 52.72 122.75 40 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 082.51 W 390038 280 
3021315272 10/29/78 19 35 2927 0 43.95 139.19 NA 2222 N3 CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 082.51 W 0 0 
3021616015 10/29178 25 36 5011 D 42.23 141.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 091.10 w 390040 133 
3018014013 10/08/78 25 34r 509 D 51.48 125.68 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 091.11 V 3q003F 97 
301S916414 10/03/78 52 3& 2356 0 53.56 120.34 10 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 101.14 V 39003$ 442 
3023502555 20/21/78 1539 35 2850 D 45.50 136.95 10 EEEE va CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 105.33 E 390039 333 
3020402500 10/21/78 
153 35 2836 D 45.75 136.5G 20 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 10;.76 E 590039 32C
 
3013502441 10/15/78 137 36 2571 D 50.50 127.87 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 108.19 E 390038 
 519
 
3013402383 10/15/78 156 35 2557 D 50.74 127.34 NA MMm9 NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 109.63 E 0 0
 
3023202383 10/21/78 136 36 2808 0 46.31 135.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 109.63 E 390039 
 288
 
3022302354 10/29/78 1356 36 3059 D 41.21 142.58 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 109.63 E 390039 5R1
 
3020102325 10f22/78 135 35 ?794 0 46.58 135.25 10 EE: ND CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 111.06 E 390039 489
 
3013202270 10/29/78 134 36 2529 0 51.18 126.38 NA MNM49 NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 112.50 E 0 0
 
3017902094 10/22/78 151 36 2487 0 51.82 124.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 116.80 E 390038 700
 
3019702095 10/29/78 151 356 2738 0 47.52 133.48 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 116.80 E 0 0
 
3021402041 10/29/78 130 35 2975 D 42.98 140.46 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 118.25 E 390040 33
 
3021301583 10/29/78 129 356 2961 D 43.27 140.09 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 119.66 C 390039 Q14
 
3019501582 10/08/78 
129 35 2710 D 48.13 132.56 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 119.67 E 390039 13
 
3019401524 10/22/78 128 35 ?696 0 48.58 152.10 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 121.09 E 390039 130
 
3017510230 10/08/78 217 3 ?436 0 52.57 123.12 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 34.50 N 006.50 w 0 0
 
3013310231 10/22/78 ?17 35 5687 D 45.53 131.82 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 34.50 N 006.50 W 390038 750
 
3013815042 10/22/78 15 
 36 2620 0 49.69 129.55 0 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 076.79 W 390038 196
 
3019015155 10/22178 17 35 2648 D 49.21 130.51 60 ECEE ND CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 079.65 V 390038 713
 
3019115213 10/22/78 18 35 662 0 48.97 130.98 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 081.09 j 390038 723
 
3001315310 10/08/78 0 35 130 D 42,88 131.62 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 033.95 W 390038 429
 
3021115331 10/29/78 20 35 2941 0 43.57 139.57 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 033.95 4 5900 39 199
 
3015216012 10/22/78 
 25 35 ?258 D 54.88 117.02 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 091.12 d 3003R 671
 
5019916073 10/22/78 26 35 2774 0 46.95 134.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 092.56 W 390035 259 
3020316303 10/29/78 30 35 2830 0 45.88 136.57 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 098.31 W 390040 102
 
3018516302 10/09/78 50 35 2579 0 50.37 128.14 10 EEPE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 098.32 V 390038 294
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 110
 
U1103 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY P4TH IO ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCf 
 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE ft /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3020416361 10/29/78 31 36 2844 D 45.60 136.80 90 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 099.73 W 390039 627
 
3013616360 10/22/78 31 36 2593 D 
 50.14 128.63 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 099.75 W 390039 104
 
3023615474 10/29/78 33 36 2872 D 45.04 137.64 
 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 102.62 W 390039 670
 
3020816591 10/29/73 45 36 2900 0 44.49 138.44 0 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 105.48 d 390039 583
 
3020917050 10/29/78 35 36 2914 0 44.21 138.83 
 10 LEEr NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 106.90 W 390040 24
 
6019117045 10/08/78 36 36 2663 D 48.96 131.01 
 NA F2EF NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 105.91 w 390038 781
 
3021117162 10/22/78 53 35 942 0 43.S3 139.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 109.77 W 
 190039 532
 
3013117504 10/03/78 4 35 2524 D 51.25 126.22 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 V 118.39 W 390038 139
 
3015205074 10/08/78 152 36 2670 D 48.84 131.25 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 072.31 E 390038 992
 
3021902330 10129/78 135 36 3045 0 41.53 
142.22 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 111.04 E 390039 787
 
3021201524 10/22/78 
1?B 36 ?947 D 43.55 139.73 NA NVIM NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 121.09 F 0 0
 
3023515420 10/29/78 32 36 2558 0 45.33 137.21 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 101.19 w 390039 656
 
3021802271 10/29/78 134 36 3031 D 41.81 141.89 10 EEFE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 34.52 N 112.45 E 390039 710
 
3022304080 10/29/78 139 209 3101 N 00.00 297.44 
 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.87 N 105.68 W 0 0
 
3022404135 10/2q/78 140 209 5115 N 00.00 297.12 NA 44440 ND CCCLL LLLLL 
 35.88 N 107.08 W 0 0
 
3D22504193 10/29/73 41 209 3129 N 00.00 296.79 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.88 N 108.52 0 0
 
3017610282 10/15/78 213 35 2450 D 51.79 125.53 20 FEEE No CCCL HHLL 35.91 N 007.45 U 390038 152
 
3011118004 10/21/78 46 35 1548 D 60.38 106.31 0 EEEEO 
 NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.91 N 120.76 W 390034 499
 
3021402035 10/29/7B 153 35 2975 0 42.04 141.69 0 FEEF N0 
 CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 118.70 E 390040 32 
3019110112 10/03/78 )t5 35 659 n 48.29 132.50 20 EEEE 43 CCCL HHLL 35.92 N 003.19 d 390038 468 
3021010171 10/29/78 216 35 ?924 D 43.10 140.39 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 35.92 N 004.59 W 390039 791
 
3019210170 10/15/78 216 35 2673 0 48.04 132.94 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 35.92 N 
 004.60 w 390038 520
 
3017510224 10/03/78 217 35 2436 0 52.00 125.04 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 35.92 N 
 006.05 W 390038 458
 
3501310225 10/22/78 217 S5 2657 D 
 47.77 133.40 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 35.92 N 006.05 V 390038 729
 
3013315035 10/22/78 15 35 2620 D 
 48.98 131.25 0 FFEE No CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 076.33 W 390038 195
 
301315094 10/08/78 16 35 2634 D 48.74 131.67 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 077.75 d 3900'8 767
 
3022515095 10/29/78 16 35 3136 0 38.G0 145.34 80 EECEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.92 N 077.75 W 390040 53
 
3019015152 10/22/78 17 35 
 2648 9 48.48 132.14 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3b.92 N 079.20 W 390038 712 
SD23915211 10/29/78 13 35 ?913 D 43.35 140.07 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 V 080.62 A 0 0 
3013115211 10/22/78 13 35 2662 D 48.23 132.60 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 080.64 W 390038 722
 
3021015270 10/29/78 19 35 2927 D 43.04 140.46 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 082.05 W 0 0
 
3017415264 10/09/78 19 35 2425 
 0 52.16 124.70 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 08?.06 W 390038 279
 
3001315304 10/08/78 )0 35 130 D 42.13 132.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 083.50 W 390038 42q

3021115324 10/29/78 0 35 ?941 0 42.75 140.83 10 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 083.50 w 39003q 198
 




 25 35 225,8 0 54.46 119.19 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 090.67 W 390038 670
 
3013016011 10/08/7B ?5 35 2509 0 50.36 127.51 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 35.92 N 09607 6' 390038 96
 
301;916411 10/08/78 52 35 ?356 0 53.15 122.38 20 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 100.70 W 390038 441
 
3020917043 10/29/79 56 35 7914 
 v 43.31 140.12 0 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 106.45 w 390040 23
 
3021117160 10/22/78 33 35 942 
 0 42.72 140.87 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 109.32 v '90033 531
 




12/13/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 111
 
0I:05 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
0BSERATION ENTRY PATI ROA OBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
10 DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 aLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3019205071 10/08/78 1S2 35 2670 D 48.09 132.85 NA MMM. NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 072.77 C 0 0
 
302)533011 10/22/78 140 35 2854 0 44.36 138.71 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 104.34 C 390039 435
 
3023532552 10t21/78 139 35 7850 0 44.63 138.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 10'5.78 E 390039 332
 
5023402494 10/21/78 133 35 2836 0 44.91 137.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 107.20 E 39003 "119 
3013502435 10/15/78 157 35 2571 D 49.53 129.60 go FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 V 108.63 C 390038 518 
3013402360 10/15/78 156 35 2557 D 50.08 129.10 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 110.08 E 350038 505 
3023202381 10/21/78 156 35 2BOB D 45.48 137.10 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 110.08 1 39O03q 287 
3022002381 10/29/78 136 35 3059 0 40.24 143.71 10 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 110.08 C 390039 590 
3023192323 10/22/78 155 35 7794 D 45.75 136.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 111.50 E 390039 488 
3913202263 10/29/78 154 35 2529 D 50.54 128.17 NA M4M NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 112.94 F 0 0 
3017932092 10/22/78 131 35 24B7 D 51.21 126.76 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 117.25 C 39003b 699 
30197)20q3 10/29/78 131 33 2738 D 46.82 135.00 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 117.25 E 390039 93 
3U19501580 10108/78 129 35 2710 D 47.35 134.12 1o EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 120.11 E 390039 12 
3U2L301580 10/29/78 129 35 2961 0 42.34 141.33 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 120.1? E 390039 813 
3019401521 10/22/78 128 .35 ?696 0 47.61 133.6R 20 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 121.54 E 390039 129 
3021 31522 10/22/73 123 35 2947 D 42.52 141.00 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 121.54 E 39009 544 
301)91G070 10/22/78 26 35 2774 0 46.13 136.11 10 EECE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 092.11 V 350039 258 
3029316300 10/29/78 50 35 2810 D 45.02 137.77 NA MIMR NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 V 097.86 W 0 0 
3013516295 10/09/78 !0 35 2579 D 49.69 129.R8 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 097.87 V 39003P 293 
3013615354 10/22/78 31 35 2593 0 49.45 130.34 10 EE7E NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 099.30 ' 390039 103 
3023515413 10/29/78 52 35 ?858 L 44.45 138.58 80 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 100.75 V 390039 655 
3022515472 10/29/78 33 35 2872 D 44.17 138.97 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 102.17 W 390039 669 
302)015585 10/29/78 55 33 2900 0 43.60 139.75 0 EE E NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 105.03 V 390039 682 
3019117042 10/08/78 56 35 253 0 48.21 132.63 NA E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 1DS.47 V 390038 720 
301;417214 10/22/78 39 35 2705 0 47.44 133.97 NA MM9m NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 110.77 W 0 0 
3013117501 10/08/78 44 35 2524 D 50.61 128.02 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 117.95 W 390038 118 
3021902323 10/29/78 135 35 3045 D 40.55 143.38 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N 111.50 E 390039 786 
3021802265 10/29/78 114 35 3031 D 40.85 143.05 I0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N 112.90 E 390039 709 
3022334093 10/29/78 139 210 3101 N 00.00 298.30 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.29 N lo.14 J 0 0 
3U20302134 10/21/78 119 210 2821 N 00.00 303.70 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 37.30 N 077.41 W 0 0 
3022404141 10/29/78 140 210 3115 N 00.00 298.00 NA 44440 ND CCCLL LLLLL 37.30 N 107.54 V 0 0 
3022504200 10/29/78 141 210 3129 N 00.00 297.69 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.30 N 108.98 W 0 0 
3023202075 10/21/78 I1 210 2807 N 00.00 303.94 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 N 075.96 W 0 0 
3017S1SP60 10/15/78 218 34 ?450 0 51.17 127.39 VA MMNm NO CCCL HHLL 37.33 N .006.98 W 9 0 
3022515093 10/29/78 16 34 3136 D 37.57 146.36 40 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.34 N 077.28 W 390040 52 
3013915091 10/08/78 16 34 2634 D 47.98 133.29 80 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 077.29 W 390038 766 
3023915205 10/29/78 18 34 913 D 42.42 141.33 NA MMNM NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 08C.15 w 0 0 
3021015263 10/29/78 19 34 2927 D 42.12 141.69 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 081.59 W 0 0 
3u21616010 10/29/78 25 34 3011 D 40.29 143.75 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 090.19 w 390040 131 
3011118002 10/21/78 46 34 1548 0 60.22 109.05 0 EECEO N0 CCCLL LLLLL 37.34 N 120.30 W 390039 498 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REP0RT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 112 
01:05 FROM 10/01178 TO 10/31/78
 
0BSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROd OIBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLI QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIn COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3020502550 10/21/78 159 34 ?850 D 43.74 139.66 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 106.25 r 390039 3531 
3013402374 10/15/78 135 34 2557 0 49.38 130.82 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 110.54 E 390038 504 
3020202375 10/21/78 136 34 2808 D 44.S2 138.47 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 110.54 E 390039 236 
3018202261 10129/78 134 34 2529 D 49.86 129.93 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 113.40 E 0 0 
3019702090 10129/78 131 34 2738 D 46.00 136.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 117.71 E 390039 92 
3021402032 10/29/78 150 34 2975 n 41.08 142.88 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 119.16 E 390040 31 
3021391574 10/29/78 129 34 2961 0 41.39 142.54 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 120.58 E 390039 812 
3021001403 10/29/78 126 34 919 D 42.28 141.50 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 124.88 E 390040 46 
3023901344 10/21/78 125 34 905 c 42.58 141.13 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 126.33 E 390039 351 
3017710334 10/15/78 219 34 2464 D 50.93 127.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL HNLL 37.35 N 008.46 W 390038 485 
3013815033 10/22/79 15 34 6 0 D 48.24 132.85 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 075.86 W 390038 194 
3019015150 10/22/78 17 34 2648 D 47.72 133.73 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 078.75 L 390038 711 
3519115204 10/22/78 18 34 2662 D 47.46 134.17 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 080.18 W 390038 721 
3017415262 10/09/78 19 34 2425 0 51.55 126.60 60 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 37.55 N 081.60 w 390038 278 
3001315391 10/08/78 ?0 34 180 C 41.35 134.26 10 CEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 083.03 V 39C03n 427 
3021115322 10/29/78 20 34 2941 0 41.31 142.05 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 V 083.04 W 3Q0039 197 
3015216003 10/22/78 25 34 25P 0 53.98 121.31 20 EEZE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 090.21 W 390038 669 
3013016004 10/08/78 25 34 ?509 0 50.19 129.30 10 CEZE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 090.21 W 390038 9­
301915064 10/22/78 26 34 2774 0 45.29 137.52 NA M4M4 NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 091.65 V 0 a 
3015916405 10/08/78 32 34 2356 D 52.61 124.37 30 EEzE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 100.25 W 390036 440 
3U20216582 10/29/78 35 34 2900 0 42.68 141.01 ]0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N 104.56 W 390D39 681 
3023917041 10/29/78 56 34 914 0 42.39 141.35 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 106.00 W 390040 22 
3019117040 10/08/78 36 34 2661 0 47.44 134.20 NA E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 106.01 W 390038 779 
3021017095 10/29/78 57 34 2928 D 42.10 141.72 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 107.43 W 390039 795 
3021117153 10/22/78 B 34 2942 D 41.78 142.09 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 V 108.85 q 390039 530 
3020402491 10/21/78 133 34 836 D 44.03 139.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 107.66 E 390039 318
 
3013502432 10/15/78 137 34 571 D 49.12 131.29 90 FEOE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 109.09 E 390038 517
 
3022002375 10/29/78 156 34 5059 9 39.26 144.80 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 110.53 E 390039 579
 
3020102320 10/22/78 155 34 2794 0 44.90 138.08 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 111.94 1 39003q 487
 
3021902320 10/29/78 135 34 3045 0 39.55 144.50 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 111.96 E 390039 785
 
30179D2085 10/22/78 151 34 2487 D 50.56 128.59 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 117.70 E 390038 698
 
3019501573 10/08/78 1 9 34 2710 0 46.54 135.64 10 FEtE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 120.56 E 390039 11
 
3019401515 10/22/78 1 9 34 2696 0 46.81 135.22 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 122.00 0 390039 128
 
3021P01515 10/22/78 128 34 2947 D 41.68 142.21 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 v 122.01 E 390039 543 
3017401401 10/07/78 12S 34 417 D 51.69 125.32 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 124.87 E 390038 374 
3019101343 10122/79 125 34 2654 D 47.51 133.93 20 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 126.29 E 1900 8 791 
02i)316294 10/29/78 0 34 93b 0 4t-1 139113 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 097.0 1 w 30_40 ]Q1 
301351;293 10/09/78 50 34 2579 D 43.98 131.55 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 097.42 a m90038 292 
3013616351 10/22/78 31 34 2593 0 48.72 132.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 098.84 . 390039 102 
5023515411 10/29/78 32 34 2858 D 43.56 139.90 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 100.28 W Ia0f53q 454 




12/1317B LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 11­
01:05 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH RDA ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45878 QLY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAM
 
3020616465 10/29/78 33 34 2872 D 43.27 140.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 101.71 W 390039 668
 
3019417211 10/22/78 39 34 ?7D5 D 46.S4 135.50 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 110.31 d 0 a
 
3018117495 10/08/78 44 34 2524 D 49.94 129.78 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 117.50 W 390038 117
 
3021802262 10/29/78 1 4 34 3031 D 39.87 144.17 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N 113.37 E 390039 70P
 
3023318125 10/29/78 k8 34 2B31 D 44.12 139.15 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 37.37 N 123.25 W 0 a
 
3022304085 10/29/78 159 211 3101 N 00.00 299.09 NA 44440 NO DCCLL LLLLL 38.71 N 106.62 W 0 3
 
3022404144 10129/78 140 211 3115 N 00.00 298.80 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.72 N 108.02 W 0 3 
3022504202 10/29/78 142 211 5129 N 00.00 298.52 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.72 N 109.46 6 0 0 
3022515090 10/29/78 16 33 3136 0 36.54 147.36 50 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.76 N 076.80 V 390040 5i 
3021915202 10/29/78 13 33 2913 D 41.48 142.55 NA MMNN NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 079.67 V 0 0 
5021015261 10/29/78 19 35 2927 0 41.17 142.90 VA M44M NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 081.11 W 0 
3011117595 10/21/78 k6 33 1548 D 60.00 111.79 10 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.76 N 119.83 W 390039 497 
3018402371 10/15/7B 136 33 2557 0 48.64 132.51 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 111.02 E 390038 503 
3021402030 10/29/78 130 33 2975 D 40.11 144.04 10 FFEP 'JO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 119.63 E 390040 30 
3013815030 10/22/73 15 3 2620 D 47.47 134.43 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 075.39 4 390038 I0: 
301915085 10/08/78 16 33 2634 D 47.20 134.85 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 076.83 W 390038 765 
3019015143 10/22/78 17 33 264A D 46.93 135.28 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 078.27 W 0 0 
3019115202 10/22/78 18 33 ?662 0 46.66 135.69 VA MIMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 V 079.70 ' 0 0 
3017415255 10/09/78 19 33 2425 0 50.91 128.46 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLC 38.77 N 081.13 w 39003b 277 
3001315295 10/08/70 20 33 180 D 40.35 135.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 082.55 W 390038 426 
3021115315 10/29/78 20 53 2941 0 40.86 143.25 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 082.57 W 390039 196 
3021616003 10/29/78 25 35 5011 D 39.31 144.B5 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 089.72 W 390040 130 
3016216001 10/22/78 ?3 33 2258 0 53.47 123.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 089.75 W 390038 868 
3013016002 10/08/78 25 33 2509 0 49.49 131.04 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 089.75 W 390038 94 
3019916061 10/22/78 33 2774 0 44.42 138.90 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 18.77 N Oql.18 v 0 0 
3016916402 10/08/78 52 33 2356 0 52.02 126.32 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 099.79 W 390038 439 
3020816580 10/29/78 55 33 2900 0 41.75 142.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 104.08 W 390039 880 
3020917034 10/29/78 36 35 2914 0 41.45 142.58 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 105.51 W 390040 21 
3021017093 10/29/78 37 33 7928 D 41.14 142:92 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 108.95 W 390039 794 
3021117151 10/22/78 3B 33 2942 0 40.83 143.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 108.37 W 390039 529 
3020502543 10/21/78 159 33 2830 D 42.83 140.98 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 106.71 E 390039 330 
3023402485 10/21/78 139 33 2838 0 43.13 140.59 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 108.14 E 390039 317 
3013502430 10115/78 137 33 ?571 D 48.38 132.94 90 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 109.57 E 390038 518 
3b22002373 10/29/78 136 33 3059 0 38.26 145.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 111.00 E 390039 978 
3023202372 10/21/78 136 33 2808 D 43.73 139.82 0 FEFE 1O CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 111.01 E 390039 285 
3021902314 10/29/78 135 35 3045 D 38.55 145.59 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 112.44 t 390039 784 
3013202254 10/29/78 154 33 2529 D 49.15 131.84 NA MMIM NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 113.88 C 0 0
 
3017902083 10/22/78 131 33 2487 0 49.88 130.37 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 118.18 E 390038 897
 
3019702084 10129/78 151 33 2738 D 45.15 137.91 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 118.19 L 390039 91
 
3019501571 10/08/78 129 33 2710 0 45.71 137.11 40 FEtE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 121.04 E 390039 1a
 




12/15/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 114
 
o: 05 FROM 10/01/7B TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
I DATE N ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021301571 10129/78 129 33 ?961 D 40.42 143.71 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3b.78 N 121.05 E 390039 811 
3019401512 10/22/78 128 33 696 D 45.98 136.71 20 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 122.47 E 390039 127 
3021201513 10/22/78 128 33 2947 D 40.72 143.39 NA M4MM NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 122.48 E 0 0 
3017401394 10/07/78 126 33 2417 0 51.05 128.20 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 125.34 C 390038 373 
3021001400 10/29/7B 1? 35 2919 0 41.33 142.72 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 125.36 E 390040 45 
3020901342 10/21/78 125 33 2905 D 41.64 142.37 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 126.79 E 390039 350 
3020801283 10/29/78 124 33 2891 0 41.94 142.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 128.22 E 390039 164 
3020315291 10/29/78 50 33 2830 0 43.24 140.45 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.7B N 096.94 W 390040 100 
3018516290 10/09/78 30 33 2579 0 48.24 133.19 0 EEPE N0 CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 096.95 u 390038 291 
3013615345 10/22/78 31 35 2593 0 47.97 133.653 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 098.37 0 390039 101 
3020516404 10/29/78 32 33 2858 0 42.64 141.18 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 39.78 N 099.81 L, 390039 653 
3020616463 10/29/78 53 33 2872 0 42.35 141.53 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 101.23 W 390039 667 
3J19117033 10/08/78 36 33 2663 D 46.63 135.75 NA E24M NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 105.53 W 390038 778 
3019417205 10/22/78 59 33 ?705 D 45.qj 136.96 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 109.83 W 390038 806 
3013117492 10/08/79 4 4 33 2524 D 49.23 131.51 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 117.02 W 390038 114 
3013S1180 10/22/78 49 33 2594 0 47.94 133.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3S.78 N 124.18 . 390039 111 
3020102314 10/22/78 155 33 2794 D 44.02 13q.44 30 EEEE O43 CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 112.42 E 390039 486 
3021802260 10/29/78 134 33 3031 D 38.88 145.27 10 EEFE 40 CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 113.85 E 390039 707 
3019131341 10/22/78 125 33 2654 D 46.91 135.47 50 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 126.76 C 390038 790 
3019001282 10109/78 124 33 2640 D 47.08 135.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 124.1q E 390038 622 
3017201281 10/08/78 124 33 2389 D 51.51 127.32 20 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 128.20 E 390038 26 
3020318123 10/29/78 48 33 2831 D 43.22 140.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 122.77 w 390040 114 
3015619175 10/08/78 49 33 2343 0 52.22 125.93 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 124.20 W 0 0 
3022304092 10/29/78 139 212 N101 N 00.00 299.82 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.13 N 107.12 W 0 0 
3022404150 10/29/78 140 212 3115 N 00.00 299.55 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.14 N 108.52 W 0 0 
3022504205 10/29/78 1I. 212 3129 N 00.00 299.27 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.14 N 109.95 W 0 0 
3022515004 10/29/78 16 3? 3136 0 35.49 148.34 40 FFFFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 076.31 6 390040 50 
5011117593 10/21/78 45 32 1548 0 59.71 114.50 NA MMMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 119.33 V 9 0 
3022302541 10/29/78 139 32 3101 D 36.28 147.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 107.22 E 390039 731 
5020413080 10/29/78 2*6 32 2842 0 42.07 142.02 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 046.20 W 390039 62r 
3013614511 10/08/78 13 32 ?592 0 47.21 135.17 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 072.04 J 390038 761 
3013815024 10122/78 15 32 2620 D 46.S7 135.98 20 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 074.91 W 390038 192 
3018915082 1008/78 16 32 2634 D 46.39 136.38 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 076.34 W 390038 764 
3019015141 10/22/78 17 32 2648 0 46.11 136.79 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 077.77 W 0 0 
3020915200 10/29/78 18 32 2913 D 40.51 143.75 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 079.18 390039 190 
3011115195 10'22/78 13 32 2652 D 45.34 137.17 70 FEt NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 079.21 4 390038 720 
3021015254 10/29/78 19 32 ?927 D 40.20 144.08 NA MMMX NO CCCL LLLL 40.i9 080;69 4 0 0 
3017415255 10/09/78 19 32 2425 t 50.24 130.27 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 080.64 . 390038 276 
6001315292 10/08/78 0 32 190 0 39.74 136.80 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL .40.19 N 082.06 4 390038 425 
3021115313 10/29178 20 32 2941 0 39.88 144.41 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 082.07 W 390039 195 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 115
 
01:05 F30M U/01/7 TO 10/31/78
 
OdSERVATIDN ENTRY PATH ROW DBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
in DATE 0 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3021516001 10/29/78 25 32 3011 D 38.30 145.95 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 089.23 W 390040 129
 
301S215594 10/22178 25 32 2258 D 52.91 125.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 089.25 W 390038 667
 
3020916573 10129/78 55 32 2900 D 40.79 143.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 103.59 w 390039 679
 
3020917032 10129/78 56 32 2914 D 40.49 143.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 105.03 W 390040 20 
3021017090 10129/78 37 3? 2928 D 40.17 144.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 106.46 W 390039 793 
3021117144 10/22/78 38 32 2942 D 39.86 144.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 107.87 W 390039 528 
3020302541 10/21/78 159 32 2850 D 41.89 142.22 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 107.20 E 590039 329 
3020402482 10/21/78 138 32 ?836 D 42.20 141.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 108.6q E 390039 316 
3019502423 10/15/78 137 32 2571 D 47.S1 134.55 90 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 110.06 E 390038 515 
3020202370 10/21/78 136 32 2808 D 42.81 141.24 0 CEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 111.50 E 39003q 284
 
3022002370 10/29/78 135 32 3059 0 37.24 146.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 111.50 E 390039 577
 
3013402365 10/15/78 135 32 2557 D 47.88 134.15 100 EE2E N3 CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 111.51 E 390038 502
 
3021902311 10/29/78 155 32 5045 0 37.53 146.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 112.93 E 390039 783
 
3013202252 10/25/78 134 32 2529 D 48.40 133.33 NA MMRM NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 114.37 E 0 0
 
3017902080 10/22/78 11 32 2487 D 49.16 132.10 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 118.67 E 390018 696
 
3013702081 10/29/78 131 32 2738 D 44.28 139.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 118.68 E 390039 90
 
3021402023 10/29/78 130 32 2975 D 39.12 145.27 40 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 120.11 E 390040 29
 
3021301569 10/29/78 129 32 ?951 0 39.43 144.86 0 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 121.54 E 390039 810
 
3019401510 10/22/78 128 32 2696 D 45.14 138.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 122.97 E 39003q 126
 
302120151C 10/22/78 125 32 2947 0 39.74 144.55 NA NMMN NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 122.97 L 0 0
 
3021001394 10/29/78 126 32 ?919 D 40.37 143.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 125.85 E 390040 44
 
3023901335 10/21/78 125 32 2905 D 40.S6 143.58 1c EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 127.27 C 390039 349
 
3029801281 10/29/78 
124 32 2891 D 40.98 143.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 128.71 E 390039 163
 
301513075 10/08/78 246 32 2591 0 47.23 135.15 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 046.25 W 0 0
 
3013016000 10/08/78 25 32 2509 D 48.77 132.75 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 089.26 W 390038 93
 
3013916055 10/22/78 26 32 2774 D 43o55 140.25 NA MMmm NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 090.69 W 0 0
 
301&916400 10108/78 %2 32 ?356 D 51.39 128.23 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 099.30 w 390038 438 
3020616460 10129/78 33 32 ?872 D 41.41 142.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 100.75 W 390039 666 
3018816455 10/08/78 33 32 2621 D 46.64 136.02 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 100.75 W 0 0 
3020716515 10/29/78 34 32 2886 D 41.10 143.12 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 102.17 W 390039 154 
5013117031 10/08/78 56 32 263 0 45.31 137.23 NA MMNM NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 105.04 W 0 0 
3019417202 10/22/73 59 32 2705 D 44.95 138.41 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 109.34 W 390038 805 
3020102311 10/22/78 155 32 ?794 D 43.11 140.78 l EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 112.91 E 39003L 485 
3021802253 10/29/78 154 32 3031 D 37.8; 146.35 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 114.35 E 390039 706 
3019501564 10/08/78 1 9 32 710 D 44.B5 138.55 20 FECE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 121.53 E 390039 9 
3021101452 10/21/78 1?7 32 2933 0 40.06 144.23 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 124.39 E 390039 474 
3019301451 10/21/78 127 32 2682 D 45.42 137.77 10 2FEE NO CCCL LLLL 0.21 N 124.40 E 390038 355 
3017401392 10/07/78 126 32 2417 D 50.33 130.04 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 125.83 E 0 0 
3019301393 10/21/78 126 32 ?658 D 45.70 137.37 10 EEEM NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 125.83 E 390038 339 
3019101334 10/22/73 125 32 2654 0 45.93 136.98 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 127.25 E 390038 789 




12/15178 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 116
 
01: 05 F1SM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBS:qVATION ENTRY P4TH ROW OISIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM -MICFLM
 
1 DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3017201275 10108/78 1?4 32 2389 D 50.86 129.17 
 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 128.68 E 590038 25
 
3019001280 10/09/78 124 32 2640 D 
 46.26 136.58 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 128.68 E 390038 621
 
3U2316285 10129/78 30 32 2830 0 42.32 141.73 30 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 096.45 W 390040 99
 
3013516284 10109/78 30 32 2579 0 47.46 134.79 
 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 096.46 W 390038 290
 
3013515342 10/22/78 31 32 2593 0 47.18 135.21 
 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 097.89 W 390039 100
 
3020516402 10/29/78 32 32 2858 D 41.71 142.43 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 099.32 W 390039 652
 
3018117490 10/08/78 44 32 2524 D 48.49 133.19 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 40.21 N 116.53 W 390038 115
 
3023318120 10/29/78 48 32 2831 0 
 42.30 141.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 122.28 W 390040 113
 
5013518174 10/22/78 49 3? )594 D 47.15 135.26 30 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 123.69 W 390039 110
 
3016818173 10/08/78 49 32 2343 
 D 51.60 127.85 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 123.70 W 390038 223
 
3022304094 10/29/78 139 213 3101 N 00.00 300.50 NA 44440 ND CCCLL LLLLL 41.55 N 107.62 W 0 0
 
3022404153 10/29/78 14O 213 3115 N 00.00 330.23 
 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.56 N 109.02 d 0 0
 
3022504211 10/29/78 11 213 3129 N 00.00 299.97 
 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.56 N 110.46 W 0 0
 
3019508492 10t08/78 201 
 31 2714 0 43.89 140.04 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 018.83 1 390038 590
 
3021008322 10/29/78 198 31 923 0 39.31 145.14 10 EEEE ND CCCL 
 LLLL 41.60 N 023.14 E 39003' 790
 
3020903263 10/22/78 197 31 2909 0 39.62 144.83 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 
 024.57 1 390039 467
 
3020808205 10/21/78 136 31 2895 D 39.93 144.52 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 026.00 r 390039 33q
3020413074 10129/78 245 !1 2842 D 41.12 143.27 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 045.69 W 39003' 625
 
3022515081 10/29/78 
 16 31 3136 0 34.44 149.29 30 FEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.60 N 075.80 W 390040 49
 
3021015252 10/29/78 19 31 ?927 D 39.21 145.23 
 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 080.11 W 0 0
 
3011117590 10/21/78 
 46 31 1548 0 59.36 117.15 NA MtMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.60 N 118.82 'd 0 0
 
3017703491 10/15/78 ?31 31 2463 0 48.86 133.10 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 018.81 E 390038 483
 
3021308493 10/29/78 01 31 2965 0 38.35 146.05 NA MMMX NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 018.82 E 0 0
 
3019308375 10/22/78 199 31 2686 0 44.48 139.30 NA MMMM 
 NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 021.67 1 0 0
 
3017508374 10/08/78 199 31 2435 D 49.37 132.31 NA EMEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 021.6q E 390038 452
 
3019208321 10/08/78 198 31 2672 0 44.77 138.92 NA MMM? NO 
 CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 023.10 E 0 0
 
3019138262 10/08/78 197 31 658 D 45.06 138.55 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 024.53 1 390038 
 467
 
3019008204 10/21/78 196 31 2644 0 45.35 138.16 NA 
 2MMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 026.00 1 0 0
 
301a315021 10/22/78 15 31 2620 0 45.84 137.50 10 FFEE ND CCCL LLLL 
 41.61 N 074.40 W 390038 191
 
3018915080 10/08/78 t5 31 2634 D 45.56 137.87 40 
 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 075.83 W 390038 763
 
3019015134 10/22/78 17 31 2648 
 D 45.27 138.26 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 077.26 W 0 0
 
3020915193 10/29/78 18 31 2913 
 D 39.53 144.91 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 078.68 W 390039 189
 
3019115193 10/22/78 18 31 2652 D 44.99 138.63 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 078.69 W 390038 719
 
3001315290 10/08/78 ?0 31 190 D 38.89 138.03 10 FEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 081.55 w 390038 424
 
3021115310 10/29/7B ?0 31 2941 D 38.89 145.54 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 0B1.56 V 390039 194
 
3021615594 10/29/73 25 31 3011 0 37.?8 147.01 NA MMM4 ND CCCL 
 LLLL 11 Q 083.73 W 0 0 
3019916052 10/22/78 25 
 31 2774 D 42.62 141.57 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 090.18 0 0
 
3020816571 10129/78 !5 31 2900 D 39.82 144.62 NA MM4M 
 ND CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 103.08 W 0 9
 
3020917025 10/29/78 36 31 914 0 39.51 144.94 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 104.51 V 390040 
 19
 
3021117142 10/22/75 38 31 2942 D 38.87 
145.56 20 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 107.36 W 390039 527
 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 117 
01:05 FROM 10101/78 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
I) DATE if /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3018908145 10/29/78 135 31 2630 D 45.63 137.79 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 027.39 E 0 0 
3019103163 10/22/78 143 31 ?655 D 45.12 13B.46 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 101.96 E 390038 798 
3018202245 10/29/78 154 31 2529 0 47.62 134.97 NA M222 NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 114.87 E 0 0 
3017902074 10/22/78 131 31 2487 D 48.41 133.79 90 EEEE - NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 119.18 E 390038 695 
3019702075 10/29/78 151 31 2738 D 43.38 140.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 119.19 E 390039 89 
302t402021 10129/78 130 31 2975 0 38.11 146.27 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 120.62 E 390039 758 
3021301562 10/29/78 1?9 31 2961 0 38.43 145.98 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 122.04 E 390039 809 
3021201504 10/22/78 1 8 31 ?947 1) 38.75 145.68 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 123.47 r 39003q 542 
3019491503 10/22/78 128 31 2696 D 44.27 139.57 10 CEEE ND CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 123.48 E 390039 125 
3021001391 10/29/78 126 31 2919 0 39.39 145.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 126.35 E 390040 43 
3020801274 10/29/78 1?4 31 891 0 40.01 144.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 129.21 C 390039 162 
5013513073 10/08/78 45 31 2591 0 46.41 136.70 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 045.75 W 390038 260 
3013614504 10/08/78 13 31 ?592 0 46.40 136.71 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 071.54 W 390039 760 
3017415250 10/09/78 19 31 2425 D 49.53 132.04 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 080.14 W 390038 275 

































3020516395 10/29/78 52 31 2858 0 40.76 143.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 V 098.81 V 390039 651 
3623S16454 10/29/78 33 31 872 D 40.44 144o00 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 100.23 W 390039 665 
3020716512 10/29/78 54 31 2886 D 40.13 144.31 60 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 101.67 W 390039 153 
3019016570 10/09/78 35 31 ?649 D 45.24 138.30 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 103.10 W 0 0 
30191170Z4 10/08/78 36 31 2653 0 44.95 138.68 NA E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 104.54 W 390038 777 
3019417200 10/22/78 39 31 2705 D 44.08 139.81 10 CEEC NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 108.84 W 390038 804 
301361B172 10/22/78 49 31 2594 D 46.35 136.80 NA MMMX NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 123.19 W 0 0 
3020393164 10/29/78 143 31 2906 0 39.68 144.77 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 101.95 C 390039 305 
302182251 10/29/78 154 31 5032 D 36.83 147.40 20 EEFE ND CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 114.85 C 390039 705 
3019501562 10/08/78 1 9 31 2710 D 43.97 139.q4 10 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 122.03 C 390039 B 
3021101450 10/21/78 1?7 31 2933 D 39.07 145.37 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 124.89 E 390039 473 
3019301445 10/21/78 127 31 2592 0 44.55 139.20 10 2EEE N3 CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 124.90 r 390038 354 
3017401385 10/07/78 126 31 2417 D 49.68 131.81 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 126.33 ' 390038 372 
3019201390 10/21/78 126 31 2668 D 44.85 138.8P 10 FEEM No CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 126.33 E 390038 358 
3019101332 10/22/78 125 31 2654 D 45.13 138.45 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 127.76 E 390038 788 
3020901333 10/21/78 125 31 ?905 D 39.70 144.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 127.76 E 390039 348 
3017201272 10/08/78 12 31 2389 0 50.18 131.00 10 EEFE D CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 129.18 F 390038 24 
3019001273 10/09/78 124 31 ?640 0 45.42 138.07 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 129.19 C 390038 620 
3020316282 10/29/78 30 31 2830 D 41.38 142.98 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 095.95 j 390040 98 
3018516281 10/09/78 30 31 2579 D 46.56 136.35 20 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 095.96 W 390038 289 



































12/13f78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 118
 
b1:05 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM NICFLN
 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3020318114 10/29/78 4B 31 2831 D 41.37 143.00- 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 121.77 W 390040 112 
3016818170 10/08/78 49 31 2343 D 50.94 129.75 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 123.19 W 390038 222 
3016918225 10/08/78 50 31 2357 D 50.70 130.15 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 124.63 W 390038 6 
30223034101 10/29/78 139 214 3101 N 00.00 301.09 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 42.96 N 108.14 W a 0 
3022404155 10/29/78 140 214 3115 N 00.00 300.84 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 42.97 N 109.55 W 0 0 
6022504213 10/29/78 141 214 3129 N 00.00 300.60 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 42.97 N 110o98 W 0 0 
3021008315 10/29/78 138 30 2923 D 38.31 146.27 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 023.67 E 390039 789 
30197)9003 10/21/73 213 30 2742 D 42.39 142.09 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 016.48 E 390039 33 
3021509003 10/29/78 233 33 2993 D 36.68 147.71 10 MEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 016.50 E 390040 73 
3017708D485 10/15/78 201 30 2461 o 48.10 134.78 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 019.34 E 390038 482 
3019505490 10108/78 231 30 2714 0 42.99 141.40 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 019.55 E 390038 589 
3021308490 10/29/78 2)1 30 2955 0 37.33 147.14 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 019.35 E 0 0 
3017308372 10/08/78 199 30 2435 D 48.52 134.02 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 022.22 C 390038 451 
3020908261 10/22/78 197 30 2909 D 38.63 145.97 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 025.09 E 390039 466 
3019008201 10/21/78 196 30 2644 0 44.48 139.60 qo EEME NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 026.5] E 390038 ioO 
3023838202 10/21/78 196 30 ?895 0 38.95 145.67 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 026.53 E 390039 338 
3019707171 10122/78 135 30 2741 D 42.41 142o07 NA MM4M NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 042.29 E 0 0 
3021307055 10/29/78 133 32 '964 D 37.35 147.12 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 045.17 E 390039 832
 
3019210150 10/08/78 216 30 2673 0 43.88 140.35 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 43.02 N 002.13 W 390038 569
 
3017510203 10/08/78 217 30 2436 D 48.50 134.05 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 43.02 N 003.57 W 0 0
 
3017610262 10/15/78 218 30 2450 0 48.34 134.43 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 43.02 N 005.00 W 0 0
 
3023413071 10/29/78 2 4 30 2842 0 40.16 144.48 80 Mm1m NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 045.16 W 0 0
 
3022515075 10/29/78 16 30 3136 D 33.36 150.25 30 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 43.02 N 075.28 W 390040 48
 
3020915191 10/29/78 18 30 2913 0 38.54 146.05 NA E222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 078.15 W 390039 188
 
3021015245 10/29/78 19 30 2927 D 38.21 146.35 90 FEEF ND CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 079.59 W 390039 192
 
3021117135 10/22/78 53 30 2942 D 37.86 146.68 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 106.84 W 390039 526
 
3011117584 10/21/78 16 30 1548 0 58.96 119.76 70 EEEE0 NO CCCLL LLLLL 43.02 N 118.30 W 390039 496
 
3017909002 10/29/78 223 30 24)91 D 47.56 135.55 80 FFEE ND CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 016.46 E 390038 38
 
3013903373 10/22/78 1939 30 2696 D 43.59 140.70 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 022.20 E 390038 728
 
3019208314 10108/78 193 30 2672 0 43.89 140.33 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 025.63 C 390038 562
 
3019198260 10/08/78 197 30 2658 D 44.19 139.97 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 025.06 E 390038 466
 
3019310204 10/22/78 217 30 2687 D 43.58 140.71 1NA MMMH NO CCCL HHLL 43.03 N 003.58 W 0 0
 
3018815015 10/22/78 15 30 2620 0 44.99 138.96 I10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 073.88 W 390038 190
 
3018915073 10/08/78 16 30 2634 0 44.70 139.53 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 075.31 W 0 0
 
3019015132 10/22/78 17 30 2648 0 44.41 139.69 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 076.73 W 0 0
 
309'115190 10/22/-78 18 30 2662 0 44,. 1.40.05 1.00 EFEE NO, CCCL LLLL 43,. N. 0,78,16 W 390038 718
 
3617i15244 10/09/78 19' 30 2425 0 48.80 133.77 NA EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 079.62 W 390038 274
 
30613152H3 10/08/78 20 30 190 0 38.03 139.25 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 081.03 W 390038 423
 
3021115304 10/29/73 0 30 2941 D 37.89 146.65 50 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 081.04 W 390039 193
 
3021615592 10129/78 25 32 3011 0 36.25 148.05 NA MmM9 NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 088.21 W 0 0
 




12/13/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 119
 
01:09 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OdSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROd OIRT 0AY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CON NODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLm
 
I) DATE 9 ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER '5678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTA LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3019916050 10/22/78 25 30 2774 0 41.68 142.87 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 089.64 W 390039 257
 
3020816564 10/29/78 55 30 2900 D 38.B3 145.78 80 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 102.55 W 390039 678
 
3020917023 10/29/78 i6 30 914 0 38.51 146.08 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 104.00 w 390040 18
 
3013908143 10/29/78 195 30 2630 0 44.77 139.25 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 027.92 £ 0 0
 
3017902071 10/22/78 151 30 2487 0 47.43 135.43 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 13.04 N 119.70 1 3q0038 694
 
3021502073 10/29/78 131 30 2989 0 36.77 147.62 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 119.70 1 390039 769
 
3019702072 10/29/78 131 30 2738 D 42.47 142.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 119.71 C 390039 88 
6021432014 10/29/T 150 30 ?975 D 37.09 147.35 0 EEEC NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 121.14 C 390039 757 
3019501555 10/08/78 129 30 2710 0 43.07 141.30 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 122.56 1 390079 7 
3021301560 10/29/78 129 30 29S1 D 3T.41 147.07 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 122.56 £ 390039 808 
3021201501 10/22/78 128 30 2947 0 37.74 146.78 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 124.00 1 390039 541 
3019401501 10/22/78 129 30 2S96 0 43.38 140.95 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 124.01 E 390039 124 
301931442 10/21/78 127 30 ?682 0 43.67 140.59 0 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 125.43 1 390038 353 
3019201384 10/21/78 125 30 2668 D 43.97 140.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 126.81 1 390038 337 
3021001385 10/29/78 1 6 30 919 0 38.39 146.19 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 126.86 1 390040 42 
3023801272 10/29/78 124 30 7891 0 39.03 145.59 10 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 129.73 £ 390039 161 
3023521100 10/29/78 122 30 2849 D 39.99 144.64 10 MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 43.04 N 134.04 1 0 0 
3018613070 10/08/78 2%6 30 2592 D 45.58 138.21 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 045.22 W 390036 259 
3013S14502 10/08/78 13 30 2592 0 45.56 138.22 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 071.02 W 0 0 
301215585 10/22/78 25 30 2258 D 51.67 129.38 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 088.23 J 390038 655 
3813015591 10/08/79 25 3D ?509 D 47.22 136.01 10 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 088.25 W 390038 91 
301S916391 10/08/78 32 30 2356 0 50.03 131.93 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 098.28 W 390038 436 
3020518393 10/29/78 32 30 2858 D 39.79 144.85 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 098.28 W 390039 650 
3020G6451 10/29/78 35 30 2872 ) 39.45 145.17 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 099.70 6 390039 664 
3021716510 10/29/78 34 30 2886 D 39.15 145.48 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 101.14 W 390039 152 
3019016563 10/09/73 55 30 2649 D 44.37 139.75 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 102.58 W 0 0 
3019117022 10/08/78 36 30 2663 0 44.08 140.11 NA E2EF NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 104.02 W 390038 776 
301917193 10/22/78 39 30 705 D 43.18 141.17 10 ECEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 108.32 V 390038 803 
3013117483 10/03/73 )4 30 524 0 46.92 136.43 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 115.50 6 390038 113 
3015813164 10/08/78 k9 30 2343 0 50.25 131.59 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 122.67 V 0 0 
3021101443 10/21/78 1?7 30 2933 D 38.06 146.50 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 125.41 E 390039 47P 
3017401363 10/07/78 126 30 2417 D 48.95 133.55 NA MMMX NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 126.84 1 0 0 
3019101325 10/22/78 125 30 2654 0 44.26 139.88 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 128.28 E 340038 787 
3022901330 10/21/7B 125 30 2995 0 38.71 145.90 10 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 128.29 1 390039 347 
3017201270 10/08/73 124 30 2389 0 49. 6 132.77 10 EFFE N3 CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 129.71 1 390038 23 
3013001271 10/09/78 124 30 2640 0 44.59 139o52 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 k 129.72 C 390038 619 
3020501155 10/22/78 122 30 2863 0 39.68 144.96 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 132.59 r 390039 432 
3018516275 10/09/78 30 30 2579 0 45.82 137.89 40 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 095.43 l 390038 P8 
3020316280 10/29/78 50 30 2830 D 40.42 144.21 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 095.43 W 390040 97 
3013516333 10/22/78 31 30 2593 D 45.53 138.27 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 096.86 W 390039 98 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
 PAGE 120 
01:05 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROJ ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE 
 PICTURE MICRdFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567B OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
6013816450 10/08/78 33 30 2621 0 44.96 139.01 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 
 43.05 N 099.75 W 390038 272
 
3020318111 10/29/78 48 30 2831 0 40.41 144.22 10 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 43.05 N 121.25 V 390040 111
 
3013518165 10/22/78 49 30 2594 D 45.51 138.30 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 122.67 W 0 
 0
3016918222 10/08/78 50 30 2357 O 50.01 131.97 80 FEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 124.11 % '90038 5
 
3013818282 10/22/78 51 30 2622 D 44.93 
139.04 NA MMVI NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 125.53 W 0 0
 
3022304103 10/29/7 139 215 5101 N 00.00 301.62 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.38 N 108.68 W 0 0
 3022404162 10/29/78 140 215 3115 N 00o.00 301.39 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.38 N 110.10 v 0 0
 
3022504220 10/29/78 11 215 5129 N 00.00 301.16 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.39 N 
 111.53 W 0 0
 
3021709114 10/29/78 235 29 3021 D 34.99 149.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 014.19 E 390039 690
 
3021509001 10/29/78 23 29 2993 D 35.64 148.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 44.43 N 017.03 E 390040 72
 
3023908254 10/22/78 137 29 2909 D 37.62 147.09 NA 
 MMMV NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 025.64 E 0 0
 
3023503200 10121/78 136 29 2895 D 37.94 146.81 
 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 027.08 E 390039 337
 
302 10751,2 10/29/78 11 29 3076 D 33.70 150.21 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 034.26 E 
 390039 598
 
3021907395 10/29/78 139 29 3048 D 34.36 
149.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 037.12 E 390039 564
 
3019210143 10/08/75 216 29 ?573 0 42.97 141.7! 0 ECEE NO CCCL 
 HPLL 44.43 N 001.5p 390038 568
 
3017S10O55 10/15/78 213 29 ?450 0 47.56 136.08 10 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 44.43 V 004.44 V 390038 151
 
3011117581 10/21/78 45 29 1548 
 D 58.50 122.32 80 CEFEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.43 N 117.76 W 390039 495
 
3017908595 10/29/78 231 29 2491 0 46.75 137.15 90 FFEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 44.44 N 017.01 r 390038 37
3019709000 10/21/78 2)3 29 
 2742 0 41.45 143.39 0 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 017.02 E 390039 32
 
3017708482 10/15/78 231 29 2R43 D 47.31 136.42 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 019.89 E 390038 481
 
3019508483 10/08/78 231 23 2714 0 42.07 142.73 
 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 019.89 E 390038 588
 
3021308484 10/29/78 201 29 2965 D 36.31 148.21 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 019.90 E 0 0
 
3017508365 10/08/78 199 29 2435 D 47.85 135.70 20 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 44.44 N 022.76 1 390038 450
 
3019108253 10/08/78 197 
 29 2658 0 43.30 141.36 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 025.61 E 390038 465
 
3019003195 10/21/78 135 29 2544 0 43.39 141.02 NA 6662 NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 027.06 E 
 0 0
 
3013307393 10/07/78 139 29 546 D 
 45.66 138.52 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 037.10 E 0 0
 
3020107394 10/21/78 139 29 2797 0 40.21 144.67 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 037.10 E 39039 375
 
3019707164 101d2/78 145 29 2741 D 41.47 143.36 100 
 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 042.84 E 390039 250
 
3021307052 10/29/79 133 29 2954 
 0 36.33 148.19 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 % 045.72 E 390039 831
 
3017510201 10/08/78 217 29 2436 0 47.83 135.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 
 44.44 N 003.02 W 390,038 457
 
3022515072 10/29/78 16 29 1136 n 32p7 151.17 20 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.44 N 
 074.73 W 390040 47
 
3011015125 10/22/78 17 29 2648 9 43.52 141.09 NA 
 M'M NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 076.18 W 0 0
 
3019915043 10/22/78 26 29 2774 0 
 40.73 144.13 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 089.10 W 390039 256
 
3021117133 10/22/73 3 29 2942 D 36.14 147.76 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 106.30 W 390039 525
 
3019308370 10/09/78 199 23 2686 
 a 42.68 .1g.06 NA 666M NO CCL LLLL 44.45 N 022.75 E 0 0 
3018909140 10/29/78 195 29 2630 0 43.89 140.67 90 CFEE NO CCCL LLLL A45 N 6O .A5 E 3V0038 2Y18 
3023704474 10/22/78 159 29 2879 D 38.32 146.47 
 NA MMVI NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 v 080.09 r 0 0
 
3019401494 10/22/78 1?9 
 P9 2694 0 42.46 142.30 0 EEE NO CCCL LLLL '445 N 124.55 E 390039 123
3013414382 10/22/78 i1 29 2564 0 45.28 139o00 NA MMVm NO CCCL LLLL 
 44.45 N 067.60 W 0 0
 
5013915012 10122/78 15 29 2620 L) 44.11 140.40 40 
 EPPP NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 073.35 W 390038 1R9
 




12/15/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 121
 
01:05 FROM 10/01/7a TO 10/31/78
 
DS:RVATIO4 ENTRY PAl ROJ ORSIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 4ICFLM
 
ID DATE v /SDCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3013915071 10/08/78 16 23 2534 D 43.81 140.76 90 MFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 074.78 W 390038 762 
3021615585 10/29/78 25 29 3011 0 35.21 149.08 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 087.67 W 390040 128 
3016213583 10122178 25 29 2258 D 50G.99 131.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 087.68 W 390038 664 
3020716503 10/29/78 54 29 2886 2 38.15 146.63 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 100.59 W 39 0 03q 151 
302916562 10/29/78 55 29 2900 D 37.33 1A.91 PO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 102.01 W 390039 677 
3019016561 10/09/78 55 2) 2649 D 43.47 141.16 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 102.03 W 0 0 
3023917020 10/29/78 36 29 2914 0 37.50 147.19 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 103.44 W 290h40 17 
3019104590 10/21/78 151 29 2656 D 43.33 141.32 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 077.21 E 0 0 
301)302124 10/21/78 132 29 2732 2 41.21 143.65 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 118.79 F 390039 37 
3017902065 10122/78 131 29 2487 0 46.83 137.05 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.25 E 390038 693 
3013702070 10/29/78 131 29 2738 0 41.53 143.30 40 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.25 E 390039 87 
3021502070 10/29/78 1l1 29 2989 0 35.73 148.68 0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.25 C 390039 768 
3021402012 10129/78 150 29 2975 0 36.06 148.41 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 121.68 E 39 0 03q 756 
3021301553 10/29/78 129 29 2961 0 36.39 148.14 10 EEEE_ NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 123.10 E 390039 007 
3013501553 10/0t17R 129 29 2710 0 42.15 142.64 90 FEEE ND CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 12 .I E 390053 6 
30212D1495 10/22/78 123 29 2947 D 36.72 147.87 0 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 124.53 E 390039 54O 
3019301440 10/21/78 127 29 ?682 D 42.77 141.95 10 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 125.98 E 390038 352 
3021001382 10/29/78 126 23 2919 0 37.37 147.31 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 4 127.40 E 390040 41 
5G19201381 10121/78 124 23 ?668 3 43.07 141.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL \.LLL 44.46 N 127.41 r 390038 334 
3020901324 10121/78 125 29 2905 D 37.70 147.05 10 rEEE£ NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 128.84 E 390039 346 
3017201263 10/08/78 124 29 2389 48.71 134.52 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 130.27 E 390038 22 
3020801265 10/29/78 1?4 29 2891 0 38.03 146.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 130.28 E 390039 160 
EE p
3022601152 10122/78 1?! 23 853 D 38.69 14G.13 10 N0 CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 133.14 E 390039 431 
3013614495 10/08/78 13 29 2592 0 44.70 139.70 NA MIMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 070.48 6 0 0 
3013015584 10/08/73 25 29 2509 9 46.40 137.59 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44o46 N 087.70 W 390038 90 
3013516272 10/09/78 30 29 2579 0 4A.96 139.39 la EEPE No CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 0o4.88 W 390038 287 
3020314273 10/29/78 30 23 2330 D 39.45 145.41 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 094.88 w 390040 96 
301051631 10/22/78 51 29 2593 9 44.67 139.75 10 EE E NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 096.32 W 390039 97 
301916384 10/08/78 32 29 256 0 49.29 133.71 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 097.73 W 390038 455 
3020516390 10/29/78 32 29 2858 D 38.80 146.02 , 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 097.73 W 390059 649 
302061G445 10129/7 53 29 2872 D 39.48 146.32 in EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 099.16 W 390039 ;63
 
3013515444 10/08/78 33 2) 2521 D 44.08 140.45 10 EFFE ND CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 099.18 W 390038 271
 
3019117015 10/08/78 356 29 663 9 43.18 141.50 NA E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 V 103.48 W 390038 775 
5013417191 10/22/78 39 29 2705 0 42.26 142.51 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 107.78 W 39003P S02 
3013117474 10/08/78 44 29 2524 D 46.09 138.00 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 114.95 W 390038 112 
3023318105 10/29/78 48 29 2831 0 39.43 145.42 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.70 W 390040 110, 
3016818161 10/08/78 49 29 2343 D 49.53 133.39 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 122.12 W 0 0 
3013613163 10/22/78 9 29 2594 9 44.64 139.78 80 LEEr NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 122.13 W 390039 109 
6015918220 10/08178 50 29 2357 D 49.28 133.73 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 123.56 W 390038 4 
3013318275 10/22178 51 2) 26?2 D 44.05 140.48 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 125.00 W 390038 203 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 122
 
01:05 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBS:RVATION ENTRY PAT ROJ ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CL3 DUALITY CCM CCM MODE 
 GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE, # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021101441 10/21/78 127 29 2933 
 D 37.04 147.60 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 125.96 E \390039 471
 
3017401380 10/07/73 126 29 2417 D 48.18 135.25 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 127.38 E 
 390038 371 
3019101323 10/22/78 125 29 26 4 0 43.37 141.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 128.83 E 390038 786
 
3019001264 10/09/78 124 29 2640 0 43.67 140.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 130.26 E 390038 618 
3022304110 10/29/78 159 216 5101 N 00.00 302.09 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.79 N 109.25 W 0 0 
3022404164 10/29/78 140 216 5115 N 00.00 301.87 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.79 N 110.67 V 0 0 
302?504222 10129/78 141 215 3129 N 00.00 301.65 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.80 N 112.09 W 0 0 
3G21709111 10/29/78 205 28 3021 D 33.93 150.26 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N 014.75 E 390039 680 
3023908252 10/22/78 197 23 2909 0 36.61 148.19 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N 026.21 E 390039 *65 
3022307505 10/29/78 191 28 3076 D 32.62 151.17 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 45.84 V 034.83 C 390039 597 
3017908593 10/29/78 233 23 2491 0 45.92 138.71 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 017.58 C 390038 36 
3019708594 10/21/78,2)3 28 2742 D 40.49 144.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 017.59 E 39003q 31 
3021508594 10/29/78 2)3 28 2993 0 34.59 149.78 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 017.60 E 390040 71 
3017708480 10/15/78 231 28 2463 0 46.49 138.03 20 EEF9 NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 020.46 C 390038 480
 
30195)8481 I10B/OB/- 2)1 23 2714 0 41.13 144.04 10 EEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 020.46 E 390038 5S7
 
6U21308481 10/29/78 2)1 23 2q65 0 35.27 149.25 NA MMMM Io CCCL LLLL "5.55 N 020.47 E c 3
 
3017508363 10/08/78 199 23 2435 0 
 47.P4 137.34 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 023.33 E 390038 449
 
3o1&908020 10/29/78 133 23 2351 0 48.64 135.31 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 031.93 E 390039 5
 
5023598022 10/29/78 193 23 2853 D 37.93 147.06 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 031.95 E 390039 141
 
302)137392 10/21/78 119 23 2797 0 3q.23 145.88 40 EErE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 037.66 C 390039 374
 
3013307391 10/07/78 139 23 2546 D 44.80 140.03 NA 
 ?MMm NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 037.67 E 0 0
 
3019707162 10/22/78 135 28 ?741 0 40.52 144.63 90 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 043.40 E 390039 249
 
3021307050 10/29/78 133 28 2964 D 35.29 149.25 20 
 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 046.28 E 390039 930
 
3019210141 10/OB/78 216 23 ?673 D 42.05 
143.08 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 49.85 N 001.02 w 390038 567
 
3017510194 10108/78 217 28 2436 0 47.02 137.37 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 45.85 
N 002.45 W 390038 456
 
3017610253 10/15/78 218 28 2450 D 46.75 137.71 0 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 45.85 N 003.88 W 390038 150
 
3011117575 10/21/78 46 23 1548 D 57.19 124.85 90 EEFFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.85 N 117.19 W 390039 494
 
3314308354 10/09/78 139 23 2686 D 41.75 143.40 40 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 023.30 F 390038 661
 
3019108251 10/08/78 1?7 29 265q 0 42.38 142.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 026.18 E 390038 464
 
3618908134 10/29/78 193 28 2630 0 42.99 142.07 90 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 029.04 E 390038 217
 
3023604413 10129/78 158 
 23 2865 0 37.54 147.32 30 2FrF NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 082o10 C 390040 1
 
3021615583 10/29/78 ?5 25 3011 D 34.15 150.10 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 087.10 W 390040 127
 
3019916041 10/22/78 26 29 2774 D 39.76 145.37 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 088.53 W 390039 255
 
3020915555 10/29/78 35 28 2900 0 36.81 148.03 90 EEEE 14O CCCL LLLL 
 45.86 N 101.44 W 390039 676
 
3020917014 10/29/78 36 23 2914 0 36.48 148.29 0 EEEE N13 CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 102.87 ' 390040 16
 
3021117131 10/22/78 38 23 2942 
 0 5.91 148.83 60 EEC! NO CCCL LLLL 45'86 N 105.75 w 960639 524
 
3019104584 10/21/78 151 
 23 2656 D 42.41 142.69 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N .077.77 E 390038 312
 
3017304583 10/07/78 1;1 PS 2409 D 47.62 136.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 077.78 E 350038 365 
3020704471 10/22/78 159 28 '879 0 37.30 147.61 70 EFE! NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 080.66 E 390039 449 
3019702063 10/29/78 151 29 2738 0 40.57 144.59 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 120.80 F 390039 86 ­




12/13178 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 123
 
01:05 FROM 10/01/178 TO 10/31178
 
OBSEAVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD OUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
1) DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021502064 10129178 151 28 2989 D 34.68 149.71 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 120.80 1 390039 767 
301792062 10122/78 131 28 2497 D 46.00 138.63 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 120.81 1 390038 692 
3021402005 10/29/78 130 28 2975 D 35.01 149.46 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 122.25 1 390039 755 
3019501550 10108/78 129 28 2710 D 41.21 143.95 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 123.67 1 390039 5 
3021301551 10/29/78 129 23 2981 0 35.35 149.20 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 123.67 1 390039 80 
3019401492 10/22/78 123 23 2696 0 41.52 143.63 0 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 125.12 1 390039 122 
3019301433 10121/78 1?7 28 26S2 D 41.84 143.30 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 126.55 1 390038 351 
3019201375 10/21/78 126 28 2658 0 42.14 142.98 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 127.97 1 390038 335 
3029901321 10/21/78 125 25 2905 0 36.68 148.14 40 LEECE N0 CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 129.41 E 390039 345 
3023801263 10129/78 124 28 2891 D 37.01 147.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 130.84 1 390039 159 
5022801150 10/22/78 122 29 2863 D 37.63 147.29 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 133.71 1 190039 430 
3013414380 10122/78 11 28 2584 D 44.41 140.47 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 067.04 W 0 0 
3013614493 10/08/78 L3 23 2592 D 43.82 141.15 NA 1M4M NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 059.9p W 0 0 
3015215580 10/22/78 )3 28 '258 D 50.28 133.16 10 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 087.12 W 390038 683 
3011315532 10/08/78 ?5 23 ?509 0 45.55 139.15 10 FEEt NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 087.13 W 39003b 89 
301&916382 10/08/78 32 28 2358 0 48.53 135.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 097.17 W 390038 434 
3020516384 10/29/78 32 23 2858 D 37.80 147.17 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 097.17 W 0 0 
3023616442 10/29/78 53 23 ?B72 0 37.47 147.46 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 098.61 W 390039 662 
3022718501 10/29/78 54 23 2888 D 37.14 147.75 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 100.03 W 390039 150 
3019016554 10109173 53 28 2849 D 42.58 142.53 E0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 101.47 W 390038 835 
3019417184 10/22/78 59 28 2705 0 41.32 143.83 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 107.21 W 390038 Ro 
3013117472 10/08/78 44 23 2524 D 45.24 139.51 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 114.38 W 390038 111 
3315B18155 10/08/78 19 28 2343 0 48.77 135.14 90 E=E NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 121.56 W 390038 221 
3015915213 10/08/78 50 2R 2357 D 48.52 135.47 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 123.00 W 390038 3 
3013304412 10/21/78 15 28 2614 D 43.33 141.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 082.06 1 390039 501 
3019902122 10/21/78 15? 23 2752 D 40.25 144.91 30 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 119.35 1 390039 36 
3021201492 10/22/78 1 8 23 2947 D 35.G8 148.94 0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 125.10 1 390039 539 
30211014 4 10/21/78 127 29 2933 0 36.01 148.69 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 126.53 1 390039 470 
3017401374 10/07/78 126 23 2417 D 47o39 136.91 90 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 127.95 1 390038 370 
3021801380 10/29/78 128 28 2919 D 36.35 148.41 8o EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 127.96 1 390040 40 
3019101320 10/22178 125 23 2654 0 42.45 142.66 20 IEEE ND CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 129.39 E 390038 785 
3019001262 10/09/78 124 23 2640 0 42.78 142.33 10 CEEE ND CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 130.83 1 390038 617 
3017201261 10/08/78 124 28 2389 0 47.91 136o22 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 130.84 C 390038 21 
3d20316271 10/29/78 30 28 2830 0 38.45 146.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 k 094.31 W 390040 99 
3013516270 10/09/78 30 23 2579 0 44.08 140.86 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 094.32 W 390038 286 
3019616324 10/22/78 31 28 ?593 D 43.78 141.19 10 CEED NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 4 095.75 V 390039 96 
30153IS441 10/08/78 53 28 2621 D 43.18 141.86 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 098.62 W 390038 270 
3013117013 10108/78 38 28 263 0 42.26 142.85 NA E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 102.92 W 390038 774 
3u20318102 10/29/78 43 28 2831 D 38.43 146.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 120.13 V 390040 109 
5013815160 10/22/78 49 23 2594 0 43.76 141.22 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 121.57 W 39n039 108 




12113/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 124
 
01:05 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBS71VATION ENTRY PAT ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 4ICFLM 
ID DATE U /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER' 45678 OLTY 45676 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3013318273 10/22/78 51 28 2622 0 43.15 141.90 90 FFFF NO 
 CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 124.43 W 390038 202
 
3021118562 10/22/78 56 28 2943 D 
 35.77 148.87 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 45.88 N 131.59 W 0 0
 
3022304112 10/29/78 159 217 3101 N 00.00 302.50 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.20 N 109.84 W 0 0
 
3022404170 10/29/78 140 217 3115 N 00.00 302.29 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.20 N 111.26 W 0 0
 
3022504225 10/29/78 II 217 3129 N 00.00 302.08 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.21 
N 112.68 W 0 0
 
3021709105 10/29/78 225 27 3021 D 32.36 151.25 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 015.34 E 390039 688
 
3020908245 10/22/78 137 27 2909 0 35.57 149.29 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 026.82 E 0 0
 
3022308020 10/29/78 193 27 3104 D 30.87 152.53 
 0 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.25 N 032.56 E 390039 850
 
3022107503 10/29/78 9l1 27 3076 9 31.54 152.12 20 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 035.42 E 390039 596
 
3017908590 10/29/78 233 27 2491 D 45.07 140.25 NA MMMM 
 NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 01B.18 E 0 0
 
3021508592 10/29/78 
233 P7 2993 D 33.53 150.79 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 018.19 E 390040 70
 
3017708473 10/15/78 201 27 24S3 D 
 45.64 139o60 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 021.05 E 390038 479
 
3019508474 10/08/78 2)1 27 2714 0 
 40.16 145o32 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 021.05 E 390038 586
 
5021308475 10/29/78 231 27 2955 0 34.22 150.31 NA MPMM 
 NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 021.06 E 0 0
 
301l928013 10/29/78 133 27 ?351 D 47.05 137.02 50 EE7E NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 032.52 E 390039 57
 
3020508015 10/29/78 193 27 ?853 D 36.91 148.21 0 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 47.26 N 032.54 E 390039 140
 
3023107385 10/21/78 139 27 2797 D 38.24 147.08 20 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 
 038.25 E 390039 373
 
3013307385 10/07/78 
139 27 2546 0 43.92 141.50 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 038.26 E 390038 128
 
3019707155 10/22/78 135 27 2741 0 39.55 145.89 
 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 044.00 E 390039 248
 
3021307043 10/29/78 133 27 964 D 34.23 150.29 10 FEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 046.87 E 390039 829
 
3019210134 10/08/78 216 27 2673 D 41.11 144.41 0 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 47.26 N 000.42 W 390038 566
 
3017510192 10/08/78 217 27 2436 
 0 46.19 138.98 10 EEEEt N3 CCCL HHLL 47.26 N 001.86 W 390038 455
 
3o17610250 10/i5/78 18 27 2450 D 45.91 139.30 
 0 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 47.26 N 003.29 W 390038 149
 
3017710505 10/15/78 219 27 ?464 0 45.52 139.64 0 EEtE NO CCCL HHLL 47.26 
N 004.73 W 390038 484
 
3013510310 10/08/78 219 P7 2719 D 40.15 145.34 20 
 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 47.26 N 004.75 W 390038 592
 
3011117572 10/21/78 46 27 1548 D 57.42 127.32 80 EEFEO 
 NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.26 N 116.60 W 390039 493
 
3019708591 10/21/78 233 27 2742 D 39.52 145.93 40 
 EEEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 018.17 E 390039 30
 
3019308361 10/09/78 139 27 2686 D 40.80 144.71 10 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 47.27 N 023.89 E 390038 660
 
3019108244 10/08/78 197 27 2658 0 41.44 144.08 30 FEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 026.78 E 390038 463
 
3018908131 10/29/78 115 27 2630 D 42.07 143.45 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 
 029.64 E 390038 216
 
3021615580 10/29/78 5 27 3011 D 33.09 151.09 60 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 086.51 W 390040 126
 
3013916034 10/22/78 26 27 2774 
 D 38.77 146.60 80 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 087.94 W 390039 254
 
3023916553 10129/78 35 27 2900 0 35.77 149.13 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 47.27 N 100.86 W 39003 675
3020917011 10/29/78 36 27 2914 0 35.49 149.38 10 
 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 102.28 W 390040 15
 
3021117124 10/22/78 53 27 2942 0 34.77 149.90 NA MNMM ND CCCL LLLL 
 47.27 N 105.15 w 0 0
 
3020704465 1O/22i78 139 27 2879 D 
 36.28 148.73 80 FEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 031.25 E 390039 444
 
3019702061 10/29/78 131 27 ?739 0 39.61 145.84 100 IEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 121.39 E 390039 85
 
5021402003 10/29/78 130 27 2979 0 33.95 150.50 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 122.83 E 390039 754 
3019401485 10/22/78 128 27 266 0 40.57 144.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 125.71 C 390039 121
 
3019301431 10/21/78 127 27 2682 0 40.89 144.63 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 127.14 E 390038 350.
 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13178 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 125 
01:05 FROM 10101/78 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 

















































3u13614490 10/08/78 13 27 2592 D 42.91 142.57 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 069.33 W 390038 759 



















































































3013117465 10/08/78 44 27 2524 D 44.37 141.02 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 113.79 W 390038 110 
3021917583 10/29/78 %6 27 3054 0 32.05 151.80 90 CEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 116.64 W 390039 572 

































3G13704351 10/15/78 157 



































































3019501544 10/08/78 129 27 2710 D 40.25 145.25 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 124.26 E 390039 4 
3021301544 10/29/78 129 27 961 D 34.29 150.25 10 EEEE N4 CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 124.26 E 390039 805 
3021201490 10/22/78 1 8 





























3017401371 10/07/78 126 27 2417 D 46.56 138.55 80 FEFE No CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 128.55 E 390038 369 
3021001373 10/29/78 1 6 27 2919 D 35.31 149.50 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 128.55 E 390040 39 
3019201372 10/21/78 125 27 2668 D 41.20 144.32 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 128.56 E 390038 334 
3019101314 10/22/78 125 































3017201254 10/08/78 124 
3023701202 10/29/78 123 
3023316264 10/29/78 50 
3013515263 10/09/78 50 


































































3U13816435 10/08/78 33 27 2621 0 42.25 143.25 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 098.03 w 39001b 269 

































































3016915211 10/08/78 50 27 2357 0 47.72 137.19 80 EECE N3 CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 122.40 W 390038 2 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
 PAGE 126
 
01:0S FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH 
ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
DATE /SPCL 45678 CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
1  I ELEV AZIM COVER QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT 

3013818271 10/22/78 31 27 2622 
 0 42.23 143.28 90 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 123.89 W 390038 201
 
3013918325 10/22/78 52 27 2636 D 41.92 143.60 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 
 47.29 4 125.27 W 0 0
 
3013618154 10/22/78 49 27 2594 D 42.85 
142.64 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL' 47.30 N 121.00 W 390059 107
 
3021709102 10f29/79 2)5 25 3021 
 D 31.78 152.25 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 015.97 E 390039 687
 
3020908243 10/22/78 137 25 2909 D 
 34.53 150.36 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 027.44 E 390(39 A64
 
3022308013 10/29/78 193 25 3104 D 29.78 153.45 10 EEEEO 
 NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.65 N 033.18 E 390039 849
 
3015210132 10/08/78 216 26 2673 0 40.15 145.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL 
 HHLL 48.66 N 000.16 E 39003P 565
 
3021909215 10/29/78 217 25 3049 D 31.10 152.67 70 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 48.66-N 013.09 E 390039 570
 
3021508585 10/29/78 2)3 26 2993 0 32.47 151.80 90 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 018.81 E 390040 69
 
30 21308472 10/29/78 2)1 25 2965 D 33.15 151.34 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 021.68 £ 0 a
 
3022107500 10129/78 191 26 3076 D 30.45 153.06 50 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 036.03 E 390039 595
 
3017510244 10/15/78 213 26 2450 0 
 45.05 140.86 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 48.66 N 002.67 W 390038 148
 
3019708585 10/21/T8 233 
 26 2742 n 36.53 147.16 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 018.79 E 390039 29
 
3017908584 10/29/78 ?33 2S 2491 0 44.19 141.76 NA 6656 NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 018.80 E 0 0
 
3017708471 10/15/78 291 2; 4365 0 44.78 141.15 
 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 0?1.67 E 390038 478
 
3019508472 10/08/78 21l 26 2714 ) 39.19 14S.5q 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 021.67 E 390038 585
 
3019108242 10108/78 137 26 2658 D 40.49 145.41 70 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 027.39.E 390038 462 
301&908011 10/29/78 193 2; 2351 0 47.04 138.70 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 033.13 E 39003 56 
3023508013 10/29/78 
193 2S 2853 0 35.88 149.34 20 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 033.15 E 390039 139 
3020107383 10/21/78 133 26 
 2797 D 37.25 148.26 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 038.87 E 390039 211 
301a307382 I07/7B 130 26 2546 D 43.01 142.96 30 EFEE ND CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 038.88 E 390038 127 3019707153 10/212/78 155 26 2741 D 38.56 147.14 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 044.61 E 390039 247 
3021307041 10/29/78 133 26 2964 D 33.17 151.35 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 047.48 E 390039 828
 
3017510185 10/08/78 217 26 2436 D 45.33 140.56 
 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 48.67 V 001.25 W 390038 45A
 
3017710302 10/15/78 219 25 2454 0 44.75 141.18 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 48.67 N 
 004.12 W 0 0
 
3019510303 10/03/78 213 2; 2715 D 39.17 146.60 
 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 48.67 4 004.13 V 390038 591
 
3011117570 10/21/78 46 26 1548 D 56.31 129.73 60 EEFED 
 NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.67 N 116.00 V 390039 492
 
3019308395 10/09/78 193 25 2686 D 39.93 146.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 48.48 N 024.51 E 390038 659
 
5013908125 10129/7B 133 
 25 ?630 D 41.12 144.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 030.26 E 390038 215
 
3021305205 10/29/73 1;5 25 2963 D 33.20 151.30 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 073.29 E 39003q 820
 
3020716492 10/29/78 54 26 2886 0 35.08 149.96 90 FFEE N3 CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 098.82 w 390039 148
 
3020917005 10/29/78 36 25 2914 0 34.40 150.45 10 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 101.67 W 3590040 14 
3021017063 10/29/78 37 26 2928 0 34.05 150.71 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 103.10 W 390039 792 
3021117122 10/22/78 38 26 2942 
 D 33.71 150.95 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 104.53 U 390039 523
 
3023704462 10/22/78 159 25 2879 
 D 35.24 149.84 70 MPEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 081.87 E 390039 443
 
3019401483 10/22/78 1 B 26 2696 D -39.60 -146.-22 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N L26z.32 c 390033 12e
 
3019301424 10/21/78 127 25 2682 D 39.92 145.93 30 EEFE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 48.69 N 127.75 E 390038 349
 
3020901312 10/21/78 125 25 2905 D 34.60 150.31 
 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 130.62 E 390039 543
 
&020601141 10/22/79 122 26 2953 D 35.53 149.54 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL '8.69 N 134.92 E 390039 - 42fl 
302)316262 10129/78 30 25 2830 D 35.43 148.91 40 -EFEC NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 093.10 1 390040 93 




12/13178 LANDSAT 3 SS SENSOR PAGE 127
 
01:0 	 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10131/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PArd ROd ORBIT DAYINITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 4ICFLM
 
1D DATE i /SPCL ELEV AZIN COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
6020516375 10/29/78 32 2S 2858 0 35.75 149.44 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 095.95 W 0 0
 
302081G5,0 10/29/79 35 2S 2900 0 34.73 150.21 90 EE!F NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 100.25 1 390039 674
 
3013117463 10108178 44 25 2524 D 43.47 142.50 NA 6MMG ND CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 113.18 W 0 0
 
3019519065 10/22/78 .58 25 2720 D 39.05 146.71 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 48.69 N 133.25 W 0 0
 
3019520501 10/08/78 76 25 2721 D 39.03 146.73 NA 222E NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 159.07 W 390038 610
 
3U17304574 10/07178 151 25 2405 0 45.96 139.88 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 078.97 E 390033 363
 
3013104575 10/21t78 181 28 7656 0 40.52 145.37 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 078.98 E 390038 310
 
3013704345 10/15178 157 28 2600 D 41.80 144.16 0 FF2F NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 034.71 F 390038 165
 
3019802113 10/21/78 152 25 2752 D 38.28 147.33 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 4A.70 N 120.56 E 0 0
 
3017902053 10/22/78 131 26 2487 D 44.28 141.69 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 122.00 E 390038 690
 
3019702054 10/29178 131 26 2738 D 38.62 147.09 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 122.01 E 390039 84
 
3021502055 10/29/78 151 26 2989 D 32.55 151.75 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 122.01 f 390039 745
 
5021402000 10/29/78 130 2S 2979 D 32.89 151.52 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4 .70 N 123.44 E 390039 753
 
3021301542 10f29/78 129 2S 2961 D 33.23 151.29 20 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 124.87 E 390039 804
 




60212014R3 10122178 12 28 2947 D 33.37 131.05 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.7D N 126.30 L 
3021101425 10/29/78 127 28 2933 D 33.92 150.81 50 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 4e.70 N 127.73 r 390039 £02 
3021001371 10/29/78 IS 2S 7919 0 34.28 150.58 'O ENEF NO CCCL LLLL 4b.70 N 129.16 E 390040 38 
5019201370 10/21/78 128 28 2668 D 40.24 145.63 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 129.17 E 390038 333
 
3017401365 10/07/78 12 26 2417 0 45.71 140.16 30 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 129.18 E 590038 368
 
3019101311 10/22/78 1 5 28 2654 D 40.57 145.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 130.61 E 390035 783
 
3013516261 10/09/78 50 28 ?579 D 42.28 143.71 40 EEPE 
 NO 	 CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 093.12 W 390038 284
 
CCCL LLLL "8.70 N 094.55 1 390039 94
3013518315 10/22178 31 24 2593 0 41.95 144.01 90 E225 NO 

3015916373 10/08178 32 26 2356 0 46.93 138.83 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 095.97 d 0 0
 
3020816433 10/29/78 	 53 
 28 2872 D 35.41 149.71 10 EEET NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 097.41 W 390039 660
 
501816432 10/08!78 33 26 2621 D 41.32 144.62 
 10 EFF! NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 097.42 W 390038 268
 
SU19016545 10/09/7g 35 2. 649 D 40.69 145.22 90 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 100.28 V 390038 633
 
3019117004 10108178 58 28 2663 D 40.36 145.52 NA E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 101.72 W 390038 772
 
D 39.39 146.41 20 PEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 106.01 l4 390038 799
3019417175 10/22/78 39 28 2705 

3020117580 10/21/78 48 25 2803 0 37.07 148.39 80 EEEF NO 
 CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 116.05 W 390039 383
 
5020318093 10/29/78 43 25 2831 0 36.40 
148.93 60 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 118.93 W 390040 107 
3018818150 10/08/78 49 25 2343 0 47.17 138.56 NA E22F ND CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 120.39 V) 390058 219 
501&918204 10/08/78 50 2; 2357 D 46.90 138.87 50 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 12178 W 390038 1
 
3013518264 10/22/78 31 25 2622 0 41.29 
144.65 	 90 PE22 NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 123.23 W 390038 200
 
3013918322 	10/22178 52 28 2636 D 40.97 144.95 NA MMHM NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 124.65 W 0 0
 
52 25 2776 0 57.71 147.86 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 139.00 W 0 0
3019919295 10121/78 
3020219471 10/21178 55 28 2818 D 36.71 148.69 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 48.70 N 143.31 W 0 0 
Sf13921131 10/22/78 30 26 2777 D 37.70 147.87 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 4s.70 N 164.80 W 0 0 
3018618151 10/22/78 k9 26 2594 D 41.92 144.04 go EEEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N 120.37 A, 390039 106 
3020119412 10/21178 S4 2S 2834 D 37.03 148.43 NA MMMM NO CCCL 4ILL 48.71 N 141.88 W 0 0 




1 /13f78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 128
 
01:0; FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN 
 PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM VICFLM
 
1) DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CVTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3022209384 10/29/78 210 25 3091 D 29.00 154.20 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.05 N 009.46 E 390039 725
 
3022109325 10/29/78 209 25 3077 D 29.33 154.02 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.05 N 010.88 E 390039 602
 
3020908240 10/22/78 197 25 2909 0 
 33.48 151.43 60 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.05 N 028.09 E 390039 463
 
3020439383 10/29/78 ?10 25 Z840 0 35.18 150.21 0 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N 109.43 E 390039 624
 
3021909213 10/29/78 207 25 3049 D 30.01 153.64 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 50.06 N 013.73 E 390039 569
 
3021709100 10/29/78 205 25 3021 B 30.72 153.22 NA 6266 NO 
 CCCL LLLL 50.06 N 016.61 E 0 0
 
302 308011 10/29/78 193 25 3104 D 28.68 154.38 10 EEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 50.06 N 033.82 E 390039 848
 
3022107494 10/29/78 131 25 3076 D 29.35 154.01 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N 036.68 E 390039 594
 
302 306175 10/29/78 175 25 5103 D 23.58 154.38 so EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 50.06 N 059.64 E 390039 83q

3013210125 10/08/78 215 25 2673 U 59.17 147.01 50 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 50.07 N 000.81 E 390038 564
 
3013309211 10/07/78 237 25 2547 D 42.07 144.40 40 CPEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 013.71 E 390038 133
 
3023109212 10/21/78 27 25 2798 D 36.19 149.45 100 EEEE 43 CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 313.72 Z 390039 379
 
3017908581 10/29/78 233 25 ?491 D 43.28 143.26 NA MkMm NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 4 
 019.45 E 0 0
 
3021508583 10/29/78 203 25 2993 0 31.39 152.81 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 50.07 N 019.46 E 390040 6F
 
3019508465 10/09/78 V11 25 271A 0 38.20 147.84 so EECE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 022.31 E 390038 584
 
3017738464 10/15/78 231 25 2453 P 43.49 142.67 50 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 022.32 E 390038, 
 477
 
302130B470 10/29/78 231 25 2965 D 32.08 152.37 NA MM41 NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 022.33 E 0 0
 
3613708005 10/21/79 1)3 ?3 ?602 P 40.32 145.56 10 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 % 033.79 C 390039 372
 
3020508010 10/22/78 193 25 2853 D 34.54 150.46 
 50 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 033.79 E 390039 427 
3013307380 10/07/78 139 25 2546 D 42.09 144.38 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 039.52 E 0 0 
3021307034 10129/78 133 25 2954 D 32.10 152.35 10 FEEE NO cccL 
 LLLL 50.07 N 048.13 E 390039 827 
3021903545 10/29/78 171 25 3047 0 30.05 153.61 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 065.35 E 390039 556
 
3017610241 10/15/78 213 25 2450 2 44.17 142.39 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 
 50.07 N 002.02 W 39003e 147
 
5017710300 10/15/78 219 25 ?464 0 45.86 
142.70 NA MM'I NO CCCL HHLL 50.07 V 003.47 W 0 0
 
3013708582 10/21/78 233 25 2742 0 57.53 148.39 NA MM4M D 
 CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 019.43 r 0 0
 
3019103235 10/08/78 197 25 2658 0 
 39.52 146.72 NA MMEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 028.04 E 390038 462
 
3013908122 10/29/78 135 
 25 2630 D 40.17 146.14 60 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 V 030.90 E 590038 214
 
3016908'04 10/29/78 193 25 2351 0 46.19 140.35 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 033.78 E 390039 55
 
302117350 10/21/78 139 23 2797 D 36.01 149.44 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 K 039.51 E 390039 210
 
S01970715D 10/22/78 135 25 
 2741 D 37.55 148.38 10 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 045.25 E 390034 246
 
3013106404 10/21/78 179 23 ?657 D 
 39.54 146.70 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 053.85 E 0 0
 
3020706292 10/22/78 177 25 2880 P 34.17 150.95 10 EECE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 056.73 E 390039 450
 
3020306062 10/22/78 173 25 2824 0 35.54 149.94 NA EMEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 062.45 E 390039 405
 
3020105545 10/22/78 171 25 2796 D 
 36.22 149.42 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 045.32 F 390039 279 
30,21315203 10/29,78 1,55 25 29 3 D j 52 34 100 FEEC? .3j2 NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 073.94 E 390039 819 
3021802224 10129/78 134 25 3031 D 30.44 153.38 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 4 118.39 E 390039 7b4
 
3017510193 101D8/78 217 
 25 ?436 D 44.45 142.12 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 50.08 N 000.61 V 390038 453 
3019510301 10/09/78 19 25 2715 ) 3R.18 147.86 NA MM4M N CCCL HHLL 50.08 N 003.48 A  0 
3011117563 10/21/78 1S 23 1548 0 56.15 
132.09 70 FEEF N0 CCCLL LLLLL .50.08 N 115.35 V 390039 491­
3019309352 10/09/78 199 25 26R6 D 38.35 147.30 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 4 025.15 £ 390038 655 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIN 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13t78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SNSOR PAGE 129 
01:08 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OBS:RVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCN CCH MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM XICFLM
 
1) DATE if /SPCL CLEV AZIN COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 C4TR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3020704460 10122/78 159 25 2879 0 34.19 150.94 70 MEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 082.52 F 390039 442 
3019104572 10/21/78 161 25 2656 D 39.55 146.69 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 079.62 E 390038 309 
3013704342 10/15/78 157 25 2600 D 40.85 145.53 0 FF2E NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 085.36 E 390038 164 
3017203081 10108/78 142 25 2390 0 45.39 141.20 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 106.88 E 390038 28 
3013202222 10129/78 154 25 2529 0 42.45 144.06 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 118.35 E 0 0 
3019702052 10129/78 131 25 ?738 0 37.61 148.32 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 122.65 E 390039 83 
3021502052 10/29/78 151 25 2989 0 31.46 152.76 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 122.65 C 390039 764 
3021401594 10/29/78 130 25 2975 0 31.82 152.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 124.09 E 390039 752 
30193501535 10/08/78 129 25 2710 0 38.28 147.77 100 EEEE NO COCL LLLL 50.10 N 125.52 E 390039 2 
3619401480 10122/78 123 25 2696 0 38.61 147.50 80 EEEE vO CCL LLLL 50.10 N 126.96 E 390039 119 
3019301422 10/21/78 127 25 2652 D 38.94 147.21 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 128.39 E 3q0038 348 
3019519063 10/22/78 58 25 2720 o 38.05 147.97 NA NMMM NO CCCL HHLL 50.10 N 132.61 U 0 0 
3013921124 10/22/78 30 23 2777 0 36.56 149.07 NA tfMf NO CCCL HHLL 50.10 N 164.17 W 0 0 
3017304571 10/07/78 161 25 2405 D 45.09 141.48 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 079.61 E 390038 362 
301980211f 10121/78 132 25 1752 0 37.28 148.59 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 121.21 E 39003R 34 
3017902051 10122/78 151 25 2457 0 43.35 143.13 70 EEEE VO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 122.63 C 390038 689 
3021301535 10/29/78 1 9 25 ?961 D 32.15 152.33 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 125.51 F 390039 80 
3021201481 10/22/78 123 25 2947 0 32.50 152.10 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 1 126.95 C 3900V3 536 
3021101423 10/29/78 127 25 2933 0 32.85 151.86 40 EEEE NO CCL LLLL 50.11 N 128.38 E 390039 p01 
3019919293 10/21/78 52 25 2776 0 36.70 149.06 NA MmMM NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 138.36 W 0 0 
3020219464 10121/78 65 25 2818 0 35.68 149.85 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 50.11 N 142.67 V 0 0 
3019520494 10108/78 TS 25 ?721 0 38.02 148.00 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 158.43 W 390038 609 
3020119410 10/21/78, 54 25 2804 0 36.01 149.60 NA M4'M NO CCCL HULL 50.12 N 141.25 W 0 0 
3u22209381 10/29/78 210 24 3091 0 27.98 155.14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.45 % 010.14 E 390039 7P4 
302090t234 10/22/78 197 24 ?909 0 32.41 152.51 40 FEEE vo CCCL LLLL 51.45 N 028.77 E 390039 462 
3021907374 10/29/78 133 24 3048 0 28.94 154.58 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.45 N 040.25 E 390039 563 
3023409381 10129/78 210 24 2840 D 34.13 151.34 10 tEEF NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 1 010.11 E 39003q 623 
3022109323 10129/78 239 24 3077 D 28.22 154.97 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N 011.S6 E 390039 601 
302 303004 10/29/78 1)5 24 3104 D 27.56 155.31 60 EEEEO N3 CCCLL LLLLL 51.46 N 034.50 E 390039 847 
3022107491 10/29/78 10l 24 3076 D 28.24 154.97 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 1 037.36 E 390039 593 
3022306173 10129/73 175 21 5103 D 27.56 155.32 90 EEECO vO CCCLL LLLLL 51.46 N 060.31 E 390039 q38 
3020209264 10/21/78 208 24 2812 D 34.81 150.86 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 012.96 E 390039 232 
3013309205 10/07/78 237 24 2547 0 41.12 145.82 80 FFFr NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 014.34 E 390038 132 
302)139210 10/21/78 237 24 2798 0 35.15 150.62 100 EEC[ 1O COCL LLLL 51.47 N 014.40 F 390039 378 
3021939210 10/29/78 237 24 304 0 2q.91 154.80 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 014.40 E 390039 568 
3021508580 10/29/78 203 24 2993 0 30.29 153.82 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 020.14 E 390040 67 
3017708462 10/15/78 231 24 2453 0 42.98 144.17 60 tEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 023.00 E 390038 476 
3021308463 10/29/78 2)1 24 2965 D 31.00 153.40 OQ EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 023.01 E 390039 743 
3023508004 10/22/78 193 24 2853 0 33.80 151.5$ 80 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 034.48 C 390039 426 










12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 130
 
01:06 FROM 10/01/7B TO 10/51/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH RO DORBIT DAY/NIlE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE 
 PICTURE MICROFILM MfCFLM
 
11 DATE 0 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER q5878 OLTY q5678 45678 CVTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021307032 10/29/78 133 24 2964 0 31.01 153.39 EEEE 
 ND CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 048.81 E 390039 826
 
3D21905543 10/29/78 171 24 3047 D 28.94 154.59 10 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 066.03 E 390039 555
 
3017908575 10/29/78 233 24 2491 0 42.36 144.75 90 EFEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 51.48 N 020.12 E 390038 35
 
30197085B0 10/21/78 )33 24 2742 0 36.52 149.60 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 020.12 E 390039 26
 
3019508463 10108/78 201 
 24 2714 0 37.19 149.09 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 023.00 E 390038 583
 
3013908120 10/29/78 135 24 '630 0 39.19 147.47 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 031.58 E 390038 213
 
5015308002 10/29/78 133 24 2351 0 45.32 142.00 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 034.46 F 390059 
 54
 
3013708003 10/21/78 133 24 2602 0 39.85 146.92 
 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 4 034.46 £ 3900N9 371
 
3023107374 10/21/78 139 24 2797 D 35.17 150.61 40 CEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 040.19 E 390039 209
 
3019707144 10/22/78 185 
 24 2741 0 36.53 149.59 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 045.93 E 390039 ?45
 
3019306514 10/09/78 131 24 2695 0 37.99 148.53 10 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 051.67 E 390038 645
 
3019106401 10/21/78 179 24 2657 0 
 38.55 148.00 30 EECE NO CCCL LLLL 51.4B N 054.53 E 390038 319
 
3023706285 10/22/78 177 24 2830 D 33.11 152.05 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 057.41 
E 390039 449
 
3020306055 10/22/78 173 24 2824 D 34.50 151.09 20 FEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 51.48 V 063.13 E 390039 404
 
3021305200 10/29/7S 155 24 ?93 D 31.04 153.37 80 EErE N'3 
 CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 074.62 E 390039 737
 
3011117561 10/21/73 45 24 1548 9 55.45 134.41 EECEO 
 NO CCCLL LLLLL 51.48 N 114.67 W 390039 490
 
3019308350 10/09/78 L39 24 2686 9 37.85 148.57 20 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 53.49 N 
 025.84 F 39003b 657
 
3013706171 10/21/78 173 24 2601 D 39.87 146. 0 10 E7ECU 
 NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 060.26 E 390039 362
 
362)135542 10/22/78 171 
 24 2796 0 35.19 150.60 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 066.00 C 390039 278
 
3020704454 10/22178 159 2 2879 0 33.13 152.03 BO MEE 
 N3 CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 083.21 E 390039 441
 
3013105424 10/29/78 1;9 24 ?517 D 41.79 145.25 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 51.50 
N 068.84 E 390038 57
 
3019104570 10/21/78 151 24 2656 D 38.56 148.00 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 4 080.31 E 390038 308
 
3013704340 10/15/78 157 24 2600 0 39.88 146.89 0 FF2E ND CCCL 
 LLLL 51.50 V 036.05 E 390038 163
 
3017203074 10/08/78 142 24 2390 0 44.50 142.78 
 90 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 51.50 N i07.56 E 390038 27
 
3019003O0 10/08/78 142 24 2641 0 38.92 147.70 
 NA M4Mm NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 107.56 E 0 0
 
3013722204 10/09/78 92 24 2192 
 D 48.33 139.15 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 179.28 E 0 0
 
3019305083 10/22/78 153 24 2684 0 37.90 148.53 30 EEE N3 CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 077.42 E 390039 114
 
6017304565 10071/78 131 24 2405 D 
 44.21 143.05 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 080.29 E 390038 361
 
3013904453 10/29178 159 24 2628 D 39.22 147.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 91.51 V 083.16 E 390038 207
 
3019303251 10/08/78 145 24 2683 0 37.92 148.52 EEEE 
 ND CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 103.25 F 39003P 472
 
3015301415 10/21/78 127 24 2682 0 
 37.94 148.50 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 129.06 C 390038 347
 
3021101420 10129/78 127 24 29353 31.78 152.92 
 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 129.06 E 390039 SOo 
3019919290 10/21/78 52 24 2776 D 35.67 150.25 NA M44M NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 137.68 W 0 0 
3020119403 10/21/78 64 24 2804 9 34.98 150.76 NA MM44 ND CCCL HHLL 51.51 N 140.96 W 0 0
 
301-9520492 10/08/78 7S 24 2721 0 37.0-1 149.23 90 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 51-.54 N 157.-76 W 390038 608
 
3019921122 10/22/78 30 24 2777 0 35.64 150.27 NA mmiM No CCCL HHLL 51.51 N 163.50 W 0 0
 
3019222152 10/15/78 91 24 2680 0 37.99 148.46 NA MM4m NO CCCL LLLL 
 51.51 N 179.27 W 0 q

3017422151 10/08/78 91 24 2429 0 43.69 143.54 NA 
 M9MM NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 179.28 W 0 0
 
302321946? 10/21/78 ;5 24 2818 D 34.63 151.01 NA MM4M NO CCCL HHLL 51.52 N 142.00 
W 0 0
 
3013921581 10101/78 33 24 2638 0 38.18 147.66 NA 2222 ND CCCL LLLL 51.52 N 174.98 W 0 0
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 131
 
O:0s FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
UBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE a ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3019022035 10/29/78 39 24 2652 D 38.65 147.93 90 6FMM NO CCCL LLLL 51.52 N 176.42 W 390039 75
 
3022209375 10/29/78 210 23 3091 D 26.76 156.10 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.85 N 010.85 E 390039 723
 
3022109321 10/29/78 209 23 3077 0 27.10 155.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.85 N 012.27 F 390039 600
 
3023908231 10/22/78 1)7 23 909 0 31.33 153.58 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.85 N 029.50 C 390039 461
 
3022308002 10129/78 
193 23 1104 0 26.43 156.26 0 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 52.85 N 035.22 E 390039 344
 
3021907372 10/29/78 139 23 3048 D 27.82 155.56 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.85 N 040.96 E 390039 562
 
3020409375 10/29/78 210 23 2840 D 33.07 152.48 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 010.82 E 390039 622
 
3023109203 10/21/78 237 23 279B D 34.11 151.79 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 015.12 F 390039 377
 
3021909204 10/29/78 227 23 5049 0 27.80 155.58 40 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 015.12 F 390039 567
 
3021508574 10/29/78 
203 23 2993 0 29.19 154.84 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 020.85 E 390040 (6
 
3021308461 10/29/78 ?31 23 2965 D 29.90 154.43 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 023.73 E 390039 742
 
3020508001 10/22/78 133 23 2853 D 32.74 152.70 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 035.20 F 390039 A25
 
3022107485 10/29/78 191 23 3076 D 27.12 155.93 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 038.08 C 390039 592
 
302 306170 10/29/78 175 23 3103 D 
 26.44 156.26 90 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 52.86 N 061.02 E 390039 837
 
3020209262 10/21/78 ?08 23 2812 fj 33.76 152.02 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 013.68 F 390039 231
 
3013309202 10/07/78 227 23 2547 0 40.16 147.23 100 FFFE ND CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 015.10 E 390038 131
 
3017708455 10/15/78 ?21 23 2453 D 42.05 145.67 50 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 023.71 F 390038 475
 
6013508463 10/08/73 2)1 23 2714 D 36.17 150.33 90 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 023.71 E 390038 552
 
3013307371 10/07/78 139 23 2546 0 40.19 147.20 30 FFEE NJ CCCL LLLL 52.P7 N 040.92 E 390038 125
 
3021307025 10/29/78 133 23 2964 0 29.92 154.42 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 049.53 F 390039 825
 
3023706283 10/22/78 177 23 2880 0 32.05 
153.14 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 058.13 E 390039 448
 
3021905540 10/29/78 171 23 3047 D 27.83 155.56 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 066.75 E 390039 554
 
3017908572 10/29/78 203 23 2491 D 41.42 146.20 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 020.83 E 590038 34
 
3019708573 10/21/78 2 3 23 2742 
 D 35.49 150.82 60 LEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 020.83 E 390039 27
 
3019308343 10/09/78 19 23 26856 0 
 36.84 149.84 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 026.55 E 390038 656
 
3013928113 	10/29/78 1)5 23 2630 0 38.20 148.80 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 032.29 F 390038 P12
 
390039 53
3U15907595 10/29/78 133 23 2351 D 44.43 143.62 60 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 035.17 E 

3018708000 10/21/78 193 23 
 2602 0 38.87 148.27 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 035.17 E 390039 370
 
3022137371 10/21/78 139 23 2797 D 34.12 151.78 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 040.90 E 390039 208
 
3019707142 10/22/78 135 23 2741 0 35.50 150.82 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 046.64 E 390039 244
 
3019306512 10/09/78 131 
 23 2685 D 36.48 149.80 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 052.38 E 390038 644
 
3019106395 10/21/78 179 23 2657 D 37.55 149.30 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 5?.88 N 055.25 E 390038 1B
 
3013706165 10/21/78 175 23 2601 0 38.88 148.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 060.97 E 390039 361
 
3020306053 10/22/78 173 23 2824 D 33.45 152.23 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 063.84 E 390039 403
 
3022135540 10/22/78 171 23 796 0 34.14 151.77 0 FE'E NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 066.71 E 390039 277
 
3021305194 10/29/78 155 23 2963 
 0 29.95 154.41 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 075.33 C 390019 736
 
3029704451 10/22/78 159 
 23 2879 D 32.06 153.13 90 MEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 083.93 E 390039 440
 
3013105422 10/29/78 1;9 23 2517 D 40.P4 146.68 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 069.55 E 390038 56
 
3019104563 10/21/78 1;1 23 2656 D 37.56 149.29 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 081.03 F 390038 307
 
3013704333 10/15/78 157 23 600 0 38.50 148.25 0 FP2F NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 084.76 1 390038 162
 




12/13178 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 132
 
01:06 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATd ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN 
 % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICtURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CVTR LONG ROLL 
 FRA4E
 
3020304221 10/21/78 155 23 2823 D 33.47 152.22 20 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 089.62 E 390039 233
 
301935080 1D/22/78 153 23 2684 0 36.89 149.80 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 078.14 E 0 0
 
3017334562 10/07/78 1U1 23 2405 D 43.30 144.60 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 081.01 E 390038 360
 
3013904450 10/29/78 159 23 2628 D 38.23 148.78 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 
 083.88 E 390038 204 
3020104104 10/22/78 153 23 2795 0 34.16 151.75 20 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 092.50 E 390039 275 
3019303244 10/08/78 145 23 2683 0 36.91 149.79 70 EEEM NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 103.96 E 390038 471 
3019919284 10/21/78 52 23 2776 D 34.63 151.44 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 136.97 W 0 0 
3021119401 10/21178 54 23 2804 33.93 151.92 NA 2222 ND CCCL HHLL 52.91 N 139.84 W 0 0 
3023219455 10/21/78 55 23 2818 D 33.58 152.15 NA MMIM NO CCCL HHLL 52.91 N 141.27 W 0 1
 
6019520485 10/08/78 75 23 2721 0 
 35.99 150.47 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 157.05 W 390038 607
 
3019921115 10/22/78 30 
 23 2777 D 34.50 151.46 NA MM4M NO CCCL HHLL 52.91 N 162.78 W 0 0 
3019122091 10/01/78 30 23 2656 D 37.32 149.50 NA MSMM NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 177.13 V 0 3 
3017422145 10/08/78 31 23 2429 D 42.76 145.08 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 178.56 W 390038 84
 
6019222150 10/15/78 91 
 23 2680 0 36.98 149.75 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 178.56 v 390038 529 
3013921574 10/01/78 38 23 2639 D 37.98 148.98 80 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 52.92 N 174.27 W 390038 404
 
3019022033 10/29/78 39 23 2652 D 37.65 149.23 
 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.92 N 175.71 w 390039 74 
3013521520 10/01/78 37 25 2624 E 55.32 148.72 60 EECE NO CCCL LLLL 52.93 N 172.85 W 390038 355 
3022209372 10/29/78 210 22 3091 ) 25.;3 137.06 10 EFEE 40 CCCL LL'LL 54.24 V 011.60 E 390039 722 
3020908225 10/22/78 
197 22 2909 D 30.25 154.67 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.24 N 030.25 1 390039 460 
3022307595 10/29/78 193 22 3104 n 25.30 157.22 60 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 54.24 N 035.98 E 390039 849 
3021937365 10/29/78 139 22 3048 0 26.70 156.56 100 FEEE NO CCZL LLLL 54.24 N 041.71 E 390039 561 
3022139314 10/29/78 239 22 3077 D 25.98 156.90 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 013.02 E 390039 5-9 
3021909201 I0/29/78 237 22 5049 0 26.68 156.57 40 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 015.88 E 390039 66 
3021308454 10/29/78 201 22 2965 0 28.81 155.48 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 024.48 E 390039 741 
3020507595 10/22/78 193 22 2853 9 31.67 153.82 NA MMS6 ND CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 035.96 E 0 a 
3022107482 10/29/78 131 22 3076 0 26.00 156.90 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 038.84 E 390039 591 
3022306164 10/29/78 175 22 3103 9 25.31 157.22 90 EEEEO No CCCLL LLLLL 54.25 N 061.78 F 390039 836 
3023209255 10/21/78 2)8 22 2812 D 32.69 153.19 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 014.43 E 390039 230 
3013309200 10/07/78 237 22 2547 D 39.18 148.63 NA FMF2 NO CCCL LLLL 
 54.26 N 015.66 E 390038 130
 
3023109201 10/21/78 237 22 2798 r) 33.05 152.96 90 FFPF NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 015.87 E 390039 376
 
3021509571 10/29/78 33 2? 2993 O 28.08 155.86 40 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 021.61 E 390040 65
 
3017708453 10/15/78 201 22 2463 D 41.09 147.16 30 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 024.46 E 390038 474
 
3019508454 10/08/78 201 22 2714 D 35.14 151.58 80 EEEE N 
 CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 024.46 E 390038 581
 
3013307364 10/07/78 139 22 546 D 39.21 148.61 10 EFEE ND 
 CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 041.68 E 390058 124
 
30213070Z3 10/29/78 133 22 2964 0 28.92 155.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 050.29 E 390039 624
 
3021905534 10129/178 171 22 3047 1) 26.71 156.56 80 EEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 54.26 N 66T70 E 390039 S53
 
3022504445 10/29/78 159 22 3130 D 24.65 157.52 NA MMMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 54.26 4 084.70 E 0 1 
3017908570 10/29/78 233 22 2491 0 40.46 147.66 90 EFEE 1D CCCL LLLL 54.27 V 021.59 E 390038 33 
3013708571 10/21/78 233 22 2742 9 34.44 152.05 NA NMM NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 021.59 C 0 - ­
3019108224 10/21/78 197 22 ?655 0 36.52 150.61 80 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 030.19 E 390038 32­




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 133
 
01:06 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
I DATE 4 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3016907593 10/29/78 193 22 2351 0 43.52 145.22 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 035.93 [ 390039 52
 
3013707594 10/21/78 133 22 2602 D 37.q7 149.62 
 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 035.93 E 390039 369
 
3020107365 10/21/78 189 22 2797 D 33.07 152.95 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 041.66 E 390039 207
 
3019707135 10/22/78 135 22 2741 D 34.46 152.04 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5A.27 N 047.40 E 390039 243
 
3019306505 10/09/78 181 22 2685 n 35.36 151.07 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 053.14 E 0 0
 
3020706280 10/22/78 177 22 2880 0 30.96 154.26 NA MM9R NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 058.88 E 0 0
 
3020306050 10/22/78 173 22 ?824 D 32.39 153.38 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 054.61 E 390039 402
 
3021355191 10129/7 I5 P? 29S3 9 28.55 155.45 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 076.09 E 390039 735
 
3013308341 10/09/78 139 22 2686 D 35.32 151.11 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 027.31 E 390038 655
 
3b18908111 10/29/78 195 22 2630 D 37.19 150.12 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 033.05 E 390038 211
 
3019106392 10/21/78 179 22 2657 D 36.53 150.60 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.28 N 056.00 E 390038 317
 
3013706162 10/21/78 175 22 2601 D 37.89 149.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 061.73 F 390039 360
 
3023105533 10/22/78 171 22 2796 0 33.09 152.94 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 067.47 E 390039 276 
3020904561 10/22/78 161 2' 2907 0 30.27 154.67 90 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 081.81 E 390039 454 
3020704445 10/22/78 1539 2 7879 D 30.99 154.25 90 MEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 084.68 F 390039 43% 
3019104561 10/21/78 151 22 2656 D 36.55 150.59 10 EEEE 43 CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 081.79 E 390038 306 
3018105415 10/29/78 159 22 ?517 0 39.87 148.11 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 070.30 E 390038 55 
3017334560 10/07/78 131 22 2405 0 42.36 146.15 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 081.76 E 390038 35)
 
3022304215 10/21/78 155 22 2823 0 32.40 153.58 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 090.38 g 590039 23e 
3020104102 10/22/78 155 22 ?795 0 33.10 152.93 80 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 093.25 E 390039 272 
3013305074 10/22/78 163 22 2684 0 35.86 151.08 NA MMMM ND OCCL LLLL 54.31 N 078.89 E 0 0 
3013904444 10/29/78 159 22 2628 0 37.22 150.11 50 EFEE ND CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 084.63 E 390038 205 
3019919281 10/21/78 S2 22 2776 0 33.57 152.64 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 136.21 W 0 0 
3023119394 10/21/78 &4 22 2804 D 32.87 153.09 40 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 54.31 N 139.08 W 390039 307 
3023219453 10/21/78 S5 22 7818 D 32.51 153.32 NA MM' NO CCCL HHLL 54.31 N 140.52 W 0 0 
3013520483 10/08/78 75 22 2721 0 34.95 151.72 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 156.30 U 390038 606 
3019921113 10/22/78 30 2? ?777 0 33.55 152.65 NA MM4M NO CCCL HHLL 54.31 N 162.03 d 0 0 
3020121230 10/21/78 32 22 a805 0 32.84 153.11 80 222F NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 164.91 W 390039 396 
3013421283 10/22/78 33 22 25;8 D 38.65 149.O06 30 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 166.34 W 390038 179 
3020701181 10/29/78 123 22 2877 0 31.02 154.23 80 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 54.32 N 136.25 E 390040 12 
3022908222 10/22/78 197 21 2909 D 29.15 155.77 100 EFFP NO CCCL LLLL 55.63 N 031.05 E 390039 459 
302 307593 10/29/78 133 21 3104 D 24.17 158.19 90 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 55.63 N 036.77 E 390039 844 
3022107490 10/29/78 191 21 3076 D 24.86 157.89 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.63 N 039.64 E 390039 590 
3021907363 10/29/78 139 21 5048 0 25.57 157.57 100 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 55.63 N 042.51 E 390039 560 
3021508565 10/29/78 233 21 2993 D 26.97 156.90 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.64 N 022.42 E 390040 S4 
3021308452 10/29/78 201 21 2965 0 27.71 156.53 ZOO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.64 N 025.29 E 390039 740 
3020507992 10/22/78 133 21 2853 0 30.58 154.97 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.64 N 036.76 C 390039 424 
3022306161 10/29/78 175 21 3103 0 24.15 158.19 90 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 55.64 N 062.58 E 390039 835 
3017708D450 10/15/78 231 21 2453 0 40.13 148.65 50 MEZE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 025.26 E 390038 473 
3019508451 10/09/78 291 21 2714 D 34.09 152.83 90 EEEE 14 CCCL LLLL 55.G5 N 025.27 E 399038 5B0 





 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
 PAGE 134
 
01:06 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % OLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
1) DATE v /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3019307362 10/07/78 139 21 2546 D 38.21 150.02 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 55.65 N 042.48 E 390038 123
3021307020 10/29/78 133 21 2964 D 27.71 156.54 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 051.08 E 390039 823
 
3021905531 10/29/78 171 21 3047 0 25.59 157.57 90 EEFE 
 N3 CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 068.30 E 390039 552
 3022534442 10/29/78 159 21 3150 0 23.49 158.48 NA MRMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 55.65 N 085.51 E 0 9
 
3019708564 10/21/78 ?03 21 2742 0 
 33.59 153.28 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 022.58 E 390039 26
 
3017908563 10/29/78 233 21 2491 D 39.48 149.13 90 EFEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 55.66 N 022.39 E 390038 32
 
5019308334 10/09/78 193 21 2686 D 34.79 152.38 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 028.12 E 390038 654 
3019108221 10/21/7B 137 21 658 0 35.48 151.92 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 031.00 r 390038 328 
3013938104 10/29/78 135 21 2630 0 36.18 151.4 50 EEZE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 033.85 E 390038 210
 
301.907590 10/29/78 193 21 2351 0 42.59 146.82 80 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 036.73 E 390039 91
3013707592 10/21/78 193 21 2602 0 36.85 150.98 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 036.73 E 390039 368 
3020107362 10/21/78 139 21 2797 D 32.00 154.14 50 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 042.47 F 390039 206
 
3019727133 10/22/73 135 
 21 71 0 33.41 153.27 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 048.20 E 390035 242
 
3U20706274 10/22/78 177 21 2880 0 29.B7 155.38 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 059.68 E 0 0
 
3013706160 10/21/78 175 21 2601 D 36.88 150.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 062.54 E 390039 359
 
602D306044 10/22/78 173 21 2824 0 31.31 154.55 NA E6EE No CCCL LLLL 35.66 N 065.41 E 390039 431
 
3021305185 10/29/78 15 21 ?963 ) 27.74 156.51 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 55.66 N 076.89 E 390039 734 
3023934555 10/22/ig 1;1 21 957 D 29.17 155.77 80 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 55.64 N 032.62 E 3900!9 455
 
3019106390 10/21/78 179 21 2657 D 35.51 151.90 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 056.79 E 390038 316
 
3020105531 10/22/78 171 21 2796 D 32.02 154.13 20 FEFE ND CCCL LLLL 
 55.67 N 068.27 E 390039 275
 
3020504325 10/22/78 157 21 2851 0 30.61 154.96 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 088.35 E 390039 420
 
3019104554 10/21/78 151 21 2656 0 35.52 151.89 
 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 082.59 F 390038 305 30203D4212 10121/78 155 21 2823 0 11.32 154.54 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 95.68 N 091.19 1 
 39003q 237 
3022104095 10/22/78 133 21 2795 
 D 32.03 154.13 40 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 094.06 E 39003q 271
 
3013105413 10/29/78 159 21 2517 0 38.88 149.55 80 EEEE 
 No CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 071.11 E 390038 54
 
3023119392 10/21178 S4 21 2804 0 31.50 154.27 60 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 55.69 N 138.28 W 
 390039 306
 
3021521052 10/29/78 79 21 3014 0 26.41 157.19 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 159.77 W 390040 1,9

301&221050 10/01/78 79 21 2261 0 44.42 145.47 NA 2222 NO CCCL 
 LLLL 55.69 N 159.78 u 0 0 
3019305071 10/22/78 153 21 2654 D 34.82 152.36 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 079.70 E 390039 113 
3017304553 10/d7/78 161 21 2405 0 41.41 147.70 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 082.56 E 390038 3583013904441 10/29/78 139 21 2628 D 36.20 151.44 NA M'49M NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 035.42 E n 0 
3017104440 10/08/78 159 21 2377 0 42.02 147.26 90 EF2E NO CCCL 
 LLLL 55.70 N 085.43 E 390038 8 
3019919275 10/21/78 S2 21 2776 C 32.53 153.84 NA 22EE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 135.41 W 39003 227
 
3020219450 10/21/78 S5 21 ?818 n 31.43 154.50 NA M1MH NO CCCL HHLL 55.70 V 139.72 W 0 0 
5015321222 10/07/78 32 21 2554 0 37.99 150.20 90 FPFF NO CCCL 
 LLLL 55.70 N 164.10 W 390038 145
 
3U0121223 10/21/78 32 21 - .80 -EEEE18,&5 31%7.7 ,154,Z9 .NO CCCL LLLL 95,..70 N A4 .IJ09 390039 395 
3013421281 10/22/78 33 21 2558 0 
 37.65 150.45 60 PE2E N0 CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 165.54 W 350038 175
 
5020701175 10/29/78 123 21 2877 D 29.92 155.36 60 FFFF 40 CCCL HLL i5.71 N 137.05 E 390040 11
 
3019519045 10/22/7b 58 21 2723 D 33.92 152.96 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.71 N 129.68 W 390038 13
 
5019520480 10/08/78 7S 21 2721 D 33°49 152.98 10 
 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 55.71 N 155.50 W 390038 605
 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 135
 
01: 06 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31178 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFL.'
 
I) DATE 9 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CN7R LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3021308445 10/29/78 201 20 2965 D 26.60 157.61 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.01 N 026.15 E 390039 739
 
3020905220 10/22/78 197 20 2909 0 28.05 156.89 100 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 57.01 N 031.90 E 390039 458
 
3021508562 10/29/78 233 20 2993 0 25.86 157.96 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.02 N 023.28 F 390040 63
 
3020507590 10/22/78 133 20 7853 0 29.49 156.13 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.02 N 037.61 E 390039 423
 
3022307590 10/29/78 193 20 3104 0 23.03 159.19 90 EEEEO 
 NO CCCLL LLLLL 57.02 N 037.62 E 390039 843 
3022107473 10/29/78 191 20 3076 D 23.73 158.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.02 N 040.50 E 590039 98§ 
3021907360 10/29/78 139 20 3048 0 24.44 158.60 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.02 N 043.36 E 390039 559 
3022306155 10/29/78 175 20 3103 0 23.04 159.19 90 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 57.02 N 063.44 F 390039 834 
3021337014 10/29/78 133 23 ?964 0 26.60 157.62 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N 051.94 F 390039 322 
3019508445 10/08/78 201 20 2714 0 33.04 154.10 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 026.12 E 390038 r79 
3019308332 10/09/78 199 20 26RG D 33.74 153.67 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 ' 028.97 E 390038 653 
3019108215 10/22/78 197 20 2658 D 34.45 153.23 90 EEEr NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 031.84 E 390038 325 
3013908102 10/29/78 135 20 2630 D 35.15 152.75 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 034.72 E 390038 209 
3016907584 10/29/78 193 20 2351 D 41.45 148.41 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 037.58 E 390039 50 
3013707585 10/21/78 1 3 29 2602 0 35.83 152.35 70 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 037.58 E 390039 367 
3020107360 10/21/78 139 20 2797 C 30.92 155.35 NA E4EE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 043.32 E 390039 205 
3013307355 10/07/79 139 ?0 2546 ) 37.20 151.44 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 043.35 E 390038 122 
3013107242 10/29/78 137 20 2518 0 37.36 151.01 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 046.19 E 390038 65 
3020706271 10/22/78 177 20 2880 0 28.78 156.52 NA EMIE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 060.53 c 390039 447 
3020306041 10/22/78 173 20 2824 D 30.22 155.75 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 066.26 E 390039 400 
3021305182 10/29/78 I5 20 2953 0 26.63 157.60 90 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 077.75 E 390039 733 
3022534440 10/29/78 159 20 5130 D 22.54 159.47 90 FFEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 57.04 N 086.36 E 390040 92 
3019708562 10/21/78 233 20 2742 0 32.52 154.53 90 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 023.23 E 390039 29 
3017308214 10/07/78 197 20 2407 D 40.40 149.28 50 EECE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 031.83 E 390038 367 
3019707130 10/22/78 135 20 2741 0 32.35 154.52 100 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 049.05 E 390039 241 
3019306500 10/22/78 131 20 2695 D 33-7B 153.65 100 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 054.79 E 390039 118 
3019106383 10/21/78 179 P0 2657 D 34.47 153.22 80 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 057.65 F 390038 315 
3013706153 10/21/78 175 20 2601 0 35.85 152.33 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 063.39 E 39 003q 358 
3023105524 10/22/78 171 20 2795 D 30.94 155.33 90 FEEE ND CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 069.13 E 390039 274 
5021105065 10/22/78 153 22 2935 D 27.35 157.26 100 EEFF N3 CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 080.60 E 390039 520 
3020904552 10/22/78 161 20 2907 D 2q.07 156.89 1 50 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 083.47 E 390039 454 
3020504323 10/22/78 157 20 2851 0 29.53 156.11 NA 2222 NO rCCL LLLL 57.05 N 089.20 C 0 0 
3019104552 10/21/78 161 20 2656 D 34.4R 153.21 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 083.44 E 390038 304 
3022104093 10/22/78 133 20 2795 0 30.96 155.33 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 094.92 C 39003Q 270
 
3021521050 10/29/78 79 20 3014 0 25.29 158.25 90 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 158.92 w 390040 147
 
30131053411 10/29/78 169 20 2517 D 37.q8 151.00 90 FF'F NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 071.97 E 390038 53
 
3020304210 10121/78 1iS 20 2823 D 30.23 155.75 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 V 092.04 E 390039 236
 
3019305065 10/22/78 I3 20 2634 D 33.77 153.65 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.08 N 080.55 E 390039 112
 
3015221043 I10/1/78 79 20, 2251 0 43.49 147.17 90 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 57.08 N 158.93 W 390038 741
 
3017304591 10/07/78 151 20 ?405 D 40.44 149.26 20 EEEE NO LCCL LLLL 57.09 N 083.40 F 390038 35-7
 




12/13178 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 136
 
01:06 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE 
GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM, MICFLM
 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CVTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3017104434 10/08/78 159 20 2377 D 41.06 148.83 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 086.28 E 390038 7 
3013904435 10/29/78 159 20 2628 6 35.17 152.78 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 086.28 E 390038 204
 
3019519042 10/22/78 58 20 2720 0 32.86 154.23 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 128.83 W 390038 90 
30199i9272 10/21/78 32 20 2776 0 31.43 155.07 qO FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 134.56 W 390039 226 
3020119385 10/21/78 54 20 2804 D 30.71 155.48 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 57.09 N 137.43 W 0 0 
3020219444 10/21/78 S5 20 
 2818 0 30.35 155.68 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 57.09 N 138.87 W 0 0
 
3003220402 10/04/78 r5 20 448 
 D 36.00 150.00 NA 9 NO L L 57.09 N 155.22 9 0 0 
3013520474 10108/78 76 20 2721 D 32.93 154.25 VA MM4M NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 154.66 W 0 0 
3013021044 10/01/73 F9 20 2512 D 37.97 150.96 90 E222 N0 CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 158.95 W 390038 544 
,013321220 10/07/78 32 20 2554 0 36.98 151.61 100 FPEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 163.25 W 390038 144 
3020121221 10/21/78 32 20 2805 0 30.69 155.50 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 163.25 W 390039 394 
0134?21274 10/22/78 53 23 2568 D 36.64 151.84 90 PE2E NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 164.69 W 390038 177
 
302)938213 10/22/78 137 19 2909 D 26.94 158.05 90 EPFE NO CCCL LLLL 58.38 N 
 032.81 E 390039 457 
3021508560 10/29/78 203 
 19 2993 0 24.74 159.06 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.39 N 024.19 C 390040 62
 
30213984A3 10(29/78 131 19 9;5 D 25.48 158.73 100 EEE No CCCL 
 LLLL 58.39 N 027.06 E 390039 738 
3U21108330 10/22/78 1)9 19 2937 0 26.19 158.41 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.39 N 029.93 C 390039 522 
3022307584 10/29/78 193 19 3104 0 21.83 160.23 100 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 58.39 N 038.53 E 390039 842 
3021907354 10/29/78 139 19 3048 D 23.31 159.67 100 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.39 N 044.27 E 39D039 B58 
3022306152 10/29/78 175 19 3103 0 21.90 160.22 NA EMEFO ND CCCLL LLLLL 58.39 N 064.35 E 390040 74 
3020507583 10/22/78 1)3 13 2853 9 28.40 157.32 80 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 58.40 N 038.52 E 390039 422 
3022107471 10/29/78 1)1 19 5076 0 22.59 159.96 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.40 N 041.40 C 390039 588 
3013908100 10/29/78 1)5 19 S30 0 34.11 15A.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N 035.64 E 390038 208 
3021307011 10/29/78 153 19 2964 0 25.48 158.79 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N 052.85 E 390039 821
 
3013308325 10/09/78 199 19 2686 D 32.68 155.00 70 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 
 58.42 N 029.88 E 390038 692
 
3019108212 10/21/78 197 19 2658 D 33.40 154.57 90 EETE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 032.76 r 390038 324 
30159075B3 10(29(78 193 19 ?351 D 40.68 150.02 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 038.50 C 390039 49 
3013707583 10/21/78 193 19 2602 D 34.80 153.73 40 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 58.42 N 038.50 E 3900u9 366
 
3020107353 10/21/78 139 19 2797 D 29.34 
156.58 NA EMEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 044.22 E 390039 204 
3018307353 10/07/78 133 13 2546 D 36.19 152.87 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 044.23 E 390038 121 
3013107240 10/29/78 137 19 2518 D 36.35 152.47 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 047.10 E 390038 64 
5019707124 10/22/78 135 19 2741 0 31.28 155.79 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 049.96 E 390039 240
 
30207062A5 10/22/78 177 
 19 2880 D 27.68 157.69 90 ME4E NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 061.44 E 390039 446 
3019708555 10121/f78 23 19 2742 D 31.25 155.81 90 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 024.13 E 390039 2A 
3017308211 10/07/78 1)7 19 407 D 39.13 150.84 NA ESEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.43 N 032.75 E 390035 366 
3019306494 10/22/78 131 19 2685 D 32.71 154.97 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 055.69 C 390039 117 
3019106381 10121/78 179 19 2557 0 33.01 154.56 80 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 958.56 E 39103 F i1 
3013706151 10/21/78 175 19 2G01 D 34.81 153.72 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 9R.q3 N 064.29 E 390039 357 
3023504320 10122/78 157 19 2851 0 28.44 157.30 90 FrFF ND CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 090.11 E 390039 419 
3021;21043 10129/78 79 19 3014 0 24.16 159.32 90 EEZE NO CCCL LLLL 513.44 N 158.00 W 3900A0 146 
3015221041 10/01/78 19 19 2261 0 
 4?.54 148.97 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5A.46 N 153.03 W 390038 740
 




12113/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 137
 
01:06 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH RO ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CZM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45679 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3019021042 10/01/78 79 19 2512 D 36.96 152.43 50 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 58.47 N 158.04 W 390038 543 
3013321213 10/07/78 82 19 2554 D 35.94 153.05 100 FPFF NO CCCL LLLL 58.47 N 162.34 W 390038 143 
3013919270 10/21/78 &2 19 >776 0 - 30.34 156.32 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.48 N 133.66 W 390039 225 
3003220395 10/04/73 75 13 448 D 35.00 151.00 40 E NO L L 58.48 N 152.30 W 0 0 
3013520471 10/08/78 75 19 2721 0 31.76 155.54 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 58.48 N 153.75 W 0 0 
3020121214 10/21/78 32 19 2805 0 29.59 156.73 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.48 N 162.35 W 390039 393 
3013421272 10/22/78 33 19 2558 D 35.61 153.25 90 PE2E NO CCCL LLLL 58.48 N 163.79 W 390038 176 
3021138324 10(22/78 139 19 2937 0 25.08 159.57 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.76 N 030.90 F 390039 521 
3022307581 10/29/78 193 18 1104 0 20.73 161.30 100 EFFEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 59.76 N 039.50 E 50039 841 
3021907352 10/29/78 139 13 3048 D 22.17 160.77 100 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 59.76 N 045.25 E 390039 557 
3020507581 10/22/78 193 18 2853 0 27.29 158.55 90 ECEC NO CCCL LLLL 59.77 N 039.50 E 390039 421 
3022107464 10/29/78 1 1 13 3076 0 21.45 161.05 NA 2222 43 CCCL LLLL 59.77 N 042.36 E 0 0 
i021507122 10/29/78 195 18 2992 D 23.53 160.19 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.77 N 050.96 E 390040 61 
3019308323 10/09/78 199 18 2686 D 31.62 156.34 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 030.86 E 390038 651 
3013707590 10/21/78 193 19 2602 0 33.75 155.14 20 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 039.46 E 390039 365 
302137351 10/21/78 139 18 2797 0 28.74 157.84 NA F2FF NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 045.20 E 390039 203 
3013137233 10/29/78 137 13 2518 0 35.32 153.95 30 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 048.07 F 390038 63 
3015507575 10/29/78 193 18 2351 0 39.70 151.65 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.80 N 039.46 E 390039 48 
3021621041 10/29/7B 79 13 5014 D 23.02 160.45 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.81 N 157.02 U 390040 145 
3019320352 10/08/78 74 13 2693 0 31.41 156.47 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.84 N 149.89 w 390038 577 
3003220393 10/04/73 75 15 448 0 34.00 153.00 70 E NO L L 59.84 N 151.33 W 0 0 
301G221034 10/01/78 79 18 2261 0 41.58 150.58 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.84 N 197.06 V 39003P 739 
301391095 10122/78 30 18 2777 D 29.24 157.61 60 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 59.84 N 158.50 W 390039 269 
3013321211 10/07/78 32 13 2594 D 34.91 154o52 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 59.84 N 161.37 W 390031 142 
3013519492 10/01/78 SG 13 581 D 34.25 154.88 90 6EEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 138.43 W 390038 742 
3018021035 10/01/73 79 13 2512 0 35.93 153.92 40 E222 ND CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 157.07 W 390038 542 
3020121212 10/21/78 32 13 2805 0 28.50 158o00 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 161.38 W 390039 39? 
3013519551 10/08/78 S7 13 2595 0 33.59 155.09 90 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 59.86 N 139.86 W 390038 460 
3019520465 10109/78 76 15 2721 D 30.68 156.87 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.86 N 152.78 V 390038 604 
30134212S5 10/22/78 33 13 2568 0 34.56 154.71 90 PE2E NO CCCL LLLL 59.86 N 162.82 W 390038 175 
3021621034 10/29/78 79 17 3014 0 21.87 161.64 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.18 N 155.97 W 390040 144 
3013820061 10/01/78 9 17 2623 0 32.13 156.92 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.21 N 141.67 W 390038 389 
3019020174 10/01/78 71 17 2651 0 31.41 157.30 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.21 N 144.54 V 390038 408 
3005220390 10/04/79 75 17 448 D 33.00 154.00 90 E NO L L 61.21 N 150.28 v 0 0 
3016221032 10/01/78 79 17 2261 0 40.60 152.32 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.21 N 156.01 W 390038 738 
3019921092 10/22/78 30 17 2777 D 28.13 158.94 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL r1.21 N 157.45 W 390039 268 
3018920120 10/01/78 70 17 2637 D 31.76 157.13 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 143.17 W 390038 398 
3017420290 10/08/78 73 17 428 D 36.99 154.36 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 147.42 V 390038 81 
3019320350 10/08/78 74 17 2693 D 30.32 157.87 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.22 N 14B.85 W 390038 574 
301B021033 10/01/78 79 17 2512 0 34.89 155.46 60 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 156.03 W 390038 541. 




 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
 PAGE 138
01:06 
 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROv ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN 
 SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN 
 PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM' MICFLM
1D DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567q 
 GLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
5013321204 10/07/78 32 17 2554 D 353.85 156.02 
 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 150.33 W 390038 141
3013621580 10/01/78 
 35 17 ?596 0 32.80 156.58 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 61.22 N 164.64 W 390038 387
3017120115 10/08/78 70 17 2386 
 D 37.96 153.82 10 FE2E NO 
 CCCL LLLL 61.23 N 143.12 W 390038 11
3019120233 10/01/78 
 72 17 2665 D 31.04 157.51 NA 
 MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 61.23 N 146.00 W 0 0
5019220291 10/01/78 13 17 2679 
 D 30.68 157.69 90 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL £1.23 N 147.43 W 390038 422
6019520462 10/08/78 
 76 17 2721 0 29.59 158.25 
 50 EEE! NO CCCL LLLL £1.23 N 151.73 W 390038 603
3020121205 10121/78 32 17 2805 D 27.39 159.30 
 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.23 N 160.53 W 390039 391
3013421263 10/22/78 33 17 
 2568 0 33.50 156.21 80 PE2E 
 NO CCCL LLLL 51.23 N 161.77 W 390038 174
5013721434 10/22/78 35 17 610 0 32.44 156.78 90 FE2E ND CCCL 
 LLLL 61.23 N 166.08 W 39f038 188
3013720003 10/22/78 68 17 2609 
 0 32.47 156.75 50 FEPE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 61.24 N 140.27 d 390038 180
3016921433 10/29/78 
 35 17 2359 D 38.45 153.52 
 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.24 N 166.10 W 390039 70
3021621032 10/29/78 
 79 15 5014 0 20.73 162.88 
 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.54 N 154.84 W 390040 143
3016221025 10/01/78 79 15 2261 
 D 39.60 154.11 40 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 62.57 N 154.87 W 390038 737
3013320055 10/01/78 E9 16 
 2623 D 31.05 158.42 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL S2.58 N 140.54 W 390038 388
3019020172 10/01/78 71 16 ?631 
 9 50.33 158.78 70 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 62.58 N 143.41 W 390038 407
3017420284 10/08/78 73 16 2428 
 0 35.36 156.01 30 EEFE No 
 CCCL LLLL 62.55 N 146.29 W 390038 80
5019320543 10/08/78 74 15 2693 D 29.23 
159.52 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 62.58 N 147.72 W 390038 575
3003220384 10/04/78 75 
 15 448 0 32.00 156.00 90 
 C NO L L 62.58 N 149.19 W 0 0
3019921090 10122/78 
 30 15 2777 0 27.02 160.34 30 FEE! ND CCCL LLLL 
 62.5A N 155.32 W 390059 267
6013321202 10/07/78 32 IS 2554 0 
 32.79 157.57 100 FFrE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 62.58 N 159.19 W 590038 140
3013920113 10/01/78 70 
 15 2637 D 50.68 158.62 20 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 142.00 W 390038 397
3019220285 10/01/78 
 73 15 2679 D 29.59 159.15 90 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 
 62.59 N 146.29 W 390038 421
3019520460 10/08/78 
 76 16 2721 D 28.49 159.67 60 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 150.60 W 390038 602
3013021030 10101/78 
 79 1; 2512 D 33.94 157.04 60 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 154.90 W 390038 540
3028121203 10/21/78 32 15 2805 D' 26.28 160.67 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 159.20 4 39303S 390
3013421250 10/22/78 33 
 16 2568 D 32.43 157.77 90 PE2E 
 NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 160.64 W 390038 173
3013S21373 10/01/73 33 15 2596 D 
 31.73 158.10 80 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 6P.59 N 163.51 W 390038 386
3d13721432 10/22/78 
 35 16 2610 9 31.37 158.28 50 FE2E NO CCCL 
 LLLL 62.59 N 164.94 W 390038 187
3017120112 10/08/78 
 70 1 2386 D 35.34 155.51 50 
 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 62.60 N 142.00 W 390038 10
3019120230 10/01/78 72 16 2665 0 29.94 
159.00 50 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 62.60 N 144.87 W 390038 412
301;921431 10/29/78 36 IS 
 ?359 9 37.43 155.25 10 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 62.61 N 164.96 4 390039 69
3021521025 10/29/78 
 79 15 3014 S 19.58 164.19 f0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 63.89 N 155.62 V 390040 142
301S221023 10/01/78 79 13 2261 0 
 38.59 155.94 40 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 63.92 N 153.69 W 390038 756
3019020165 10/01/78 71 
 15 2651 D 29.24 160.)2 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 653.93 N 142.18 4 390038 40r
3619320341 10/08/78 
 74 15 2693 D 28.12 160.85 
 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.93 N 146.48 W 390038 5743003220381 10/04/78 75 15 448 0 31.00 157.00 50 C NO L L 63.95 N 147-93-W 0 0
3013920111 10/01/78 70 15 2637 9 
 29.59 160.18 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 43.94 N 140.76 W 390038 396
3011420281 10108/78 73 15 2428 D 
 54.31 157.72 50 EEPE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 1,3.94 N 145.06 W 390038 79
3019220282 10/01/78 
 73 15 2679 0 28.49 160.68 
 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.94 N 145.06 W 370058 420
5013021024 10/01/78 79 15 2512 D 32.78 
158.68 30 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 
 63.94 N 153.67 W 3900!8 539
 





12/13/78 	 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 

01:06 	 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBS:RVATION ENTRY PATH ROO 01BIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY C:M CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM'
 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAMF
 
30 15 2777 0 25.90 161.80 50 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 653.94 N 155.10 w 390039 266
 




D 51.72 159.19 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 63.94 N 157.97 w 390038 139
 
3020121200 10121/78 92 15 2805 D 25.16 162.11 50 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 63.94 N 157.97 W 390039 389
 
3013721425 10/22/78 36 15 2610 0 50.29 159.86 20 FEPE N5 	 CCCL LLLL 53.94 N 163.71 w 3900ib 186
 
CCCL LLLL 653.95 N 149.37 4 390038 601
3013520453 10/08/78 76 15 2721 D 27.38 161.17 O EEEE NO 

3013421254 10/22/78 33 15 
 ?558 0 31.35 159.37 90 PF2E NO CCCL LLLL 63.95 N 159.41 W 390038 172
 
162.29 V 390038 145
6018621371 10/01/78 85 15 2536 0 30.65 159.68 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.95 N 

3017120110 10/08/78 70 15 2386 0 35.80 157.26 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 53.95 N 140.77 W 390038 9
 
331f120224 10/01/78 72 15 2665 0 28.86 160.51 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.94 N 143.64 W 390038 411
 
6D16921424 10/29/78 36 13 2359 0 36.40 157.00 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 53.96 V 163.73 W 390039 68
 
3021621023 10/29178 79 14 5014 S 18.42 165.60 50 EEEE Na CCCL LLLL 65.22 N 152.27 W 390040 141
 
3019220163 10/51/7B 71 14 2551 D 28.19 161.55 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.27 N 140.84 W 390038 405
 
3013220280 10/01/78 73 14 2679 0 27.39 162.28 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.27 N 143.71 W 390038 419
 
3015221020 10/01/78 79 14 2261 D 37.56 157.87 8o CEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 65.27 N 152.30 W 390038 735
 
3019320334 10/08/78 74 14 2693 0 27.01 162.45 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.26 N 145.15 W 390035 573
 
3017420275 10/08/78 73 14 2428 D 33.75 159.51 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.29 N 143.72 W 390038 78
 
3003220375 10/04/78 75 14 448 0 29.00 159.00 10 E NO L L 65.29 N 146.58 W 0 0
 
EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL S5.29 V 149.03 W 390038 400
301)520451 10/08/78 76 11 2721 D 26.27 162.76 90 

3013021022 10101/TB 79 1% 2512 D 31.70 160.42 10 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 152.33 9 390038 538
 
3019921081 10/22/78 30 14 2777 0 24.78 163.35 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 153.76 d 390039 265
 
3020121194 10/21/78 
 32 14 2805 0 24.03 163.64 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 156.62 W 390039 388
 
3013321193 10/07/78 
 12 14 2554' D 30.64 160.88 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 156.63 W 390038 138
 
3013421251 10/22/78 33 14 2568 0 
 30.26 161.06 80 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 45.29 N 158.07 390038 171
 
3013721423 10/22/78 36 14 2610 D 29.20 161.50 20 FEPE N3 CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 162.36 W 390038 185
 
3013821481 10/01/78 37 14 2624 0 28.82 161.69 60 FEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 163.80 w 390038 394
 
3019120221 10/01/78 72 14 2665 D 27.76 162.12 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.30 N 142.31 W 390038 410
 
3013921540 10/01/78 38 14 2638 D 28.47 161.83 70 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 65.30 N 165.25 W 390038 403
 
3013521364 10/01/78 35 14 ?596 0 29.56 I11.35 50 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.31 N 160.95 W 590038 384
 
301&921422 10/29/78 36 14 2359 0 35.36 158.83 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.31 N 162.39 W 390039 67
 
17.26 167.12 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL S6.55 N 150.79 W 390040 140
3021621020 10/29/78 79 15 3014 S 

3019220273 10/01/78 
 73 13 2679 0 26.28 164.00 20 	 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 66.60 N 142.23 W 390038 418 
EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.60 N 150.84 W 390038 734301221014 10/01/78 79 13 2251 0 36.52 159.87 70 
3020121191 10/21178 32 13 805 D 22.91 165.26 'o EEEE V0 CCCL LLLL ,6.60 N 155.14 W 390039 '87 
3017420272 10/08/78 73 13 2428 D 32.69 161.I 0 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 N 142.25 V 390038 77 
3019320332 10/08/78 74 13 2693 0 25.90 164.15 20 ErEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.,2 N 143.68 w 390038 572 
5019520445 10/08/78 75 13 2721 D 25.15 164.A4 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 N 146.55 W 390038 599 
30.S1 162.26 10 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 46.62 N 150.85 w 390038 ;373013021015 10/01/78 1) 13 2512 0 
FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 46.62 N 152.29 W 390039 2643t13921074 10122/73 30 13 2777 0 23.65 165.00 20 
35 15 2610 0 28.10 163.27 40 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL G6.G2 N 160.89 V 39fl03 184 
3015821475 10/01/78 a7 13 2624 0 27.72 163.A3 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL S6.62 N 162.33 W 390038 393 
3013721420 10/22/78 





12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 140
 
018G FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE ft /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3019021592 10/29/78 39 
 13 2652 0 26.99 163.72 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 N 165.19 W 390039 73 
3019122050 10/01/78 90 13 2666 0 26.62 163.87 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 % 166.62 V 390038 416 
3003220372 10/O4f(7 75 15 44n D 28.00 161.00 10 E NO L L 66.63 N 145.12 V 0 a 
3013321190 10/07/78 32 13 2554 9 29.54 162.69 90 FFFE '10 CCCL LLLL 66.65 N 155.15 W 390038 157
 
3013421245 10/22/78 33 13 2568 0 29.17 
162.86 90 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 66.63 N 156.59 W 390038 170
 
3015921415 10/29/78 3 13 2359 D 34.31 160.75 80 
 LEEE No CCCL LLLL S6.63 N 160.91 v 390039 66
 
3019120215 10/01/78 72 13 2665 0 26.65 163.86 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.64 N 140.8? W 390038 409
 
3013621352 10/01/78 35 
 13 2596 D 28.46 163.12 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.64 N 159.48 J 390038 383
 
3013321533 10/01/78 38 13 2638 0 27.35 163.58 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 46.4 N 163.77 W 390038 
 402
 
3021621014 10/29/78 79 11 3014 S 16.10 168.77 8o EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.86 N i49.17 J 390040 139
 
3020121185 10121/78 82 12" 2805 0 21.77 167.02 100 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL &7.91 N 153.51 V 39003q 386
 
3019220271 10/01/78 73 12 2679 0 25.15 165.86 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.93 N 140.60 4 
 390038 417
 
3019320325 10/08/78 74 12 2693 0 24.78 166.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.93 
'1 142.04 V 390038 571 
3015221011 10/01/78 79 12 ?261 0 35.46 162.00 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.93 N 149.22 W 390038 733 
3019921072 10/22/78 30 1? 2777 D 22.52 166.78 70 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.93 N 150.65 V 390039 263 
3003220370 10/04/78 75 12 448 D 27.00 163.00 0 E NO L L 67.94 N 143.50 W 0 0 
3019520442 10/08/78 T6 12 2721 D 24.03 166.26 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 144.92 W 390038 598 
5013021013 10/01/78 79 12 2512 0 29.52 164.20 30 C222 NO CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 149.22 4 390038 536 
3011321184 10107/78 32 12 2554 0 28.45 164.63 90 PFFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 153.53 W 390038 136 
3013721414 10/22/78 36 12 2610 D 26.99 165.16 60 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 57.9q4 N 159.26 W 390038 183 
5019021585 10/29/78 39 12 2652 0 25.27 165.60 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL &7.94 N 163.56 W 390039 72 
3019122044 10/01/78 90 12 2666 0 25.50 165.72 30 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 165.00 W 390038 415 
3017420270 10/08/78 73 12 2428 9 31.S0 163.42 90 EEPM NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 140.61 W 390038 76 
30189421242 10/22/78 83 12 2568 0 28.07 164.77 50 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 154.96 390038 169
 
3016921413 10/29/78 36 12 2359 0 33.25 162.79 80 EEEL NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 159.27 V 390039 65
 
3013021472 10/01/78 87 12 2624 0 26.61 165.31 10 CEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 
 160.70 W 390058 392
 
3013921531 10/01/78 38 12 2638 D 26.25 165.45 100 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 162.14 3 401
590038 

3013621355 10/01/78 35 12 2596 0 27.35 165.03 30 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 67.96 N 157.85 W 390038 382 
3021621012 10/29/78 79 11 3014 S 14.93 170.57 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.16 N 147.36 V 390040 138 
30201211§2 10/21/78 32 11 2805 0 20.62 168.95 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.21 N 151.69 W 390039 385 
3019222100 10/15/78 31 11 650 0 24.03 167.82 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.21 N 164.60 V 390038 528 
3019520323 10/08/78 74 11 2693 0 23.66 167.97 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.23 N 140.23 W 390038 570 
3003220363 10/04/78 75 11 448 0 26.00 165.00 0 E NO L L 59.23 N 141.65 w a 0 
3015'21005 10/01/78 79 11 2251 D 54.39 164.26 60 EEEL NO CCCL LLLL S9.23 N 147.40 J 390038 732 
30199'1065 10/22/78 30 11 2777 0 21.38 168.72 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 148.83 W 390039 262 
30193021583 10129/78 39 11 265? ,0 24,76 167.58 NA 22 NO .CCCL LLLL 69.23 ,N 161.75 V 0 0 
3019520440 10/08/78 7G 11 2721 0 22.49 168.25 90 E22 NO CCCL LLLL 49.24 N 143.09 k 390038 597 
30190 1010 10/01178 79 11 2512 D 28.42 166.30 40 E222 NO CCCL LLLL ,9.24 N 147.40 W 390036 535 
301a321182 10/07/78 32 11 2554 D 27.35 166.67 so FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 151.72 V 390038 135 
3013721411 10/22/78 35 11 2610 0 25.87 167.21 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 59.24 N 157.45 . 39038 1 82 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 141 
01:0s FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW OIBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
I DATE 4 ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 15678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3019122041 10/01/78 90 11 656 D 24.38 167.73 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 163.19 W 390038 414 
3017422095 10/08/78 91 11 2429 0 30.49 165.59 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 164.61 W 390038 83 
3015722152 10/09/78 92 11 2192 0 35.94 163.85 NA 2M22 NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 166.05 W 0 0 
3013421240 10/22/78 33 11 2568 D 26.97 166.83 70 PE2E NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 153.15 W 390038 168 
3013621353 10101/78 35 11 '596 D 26.24 167.08 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 156.03 W 390038 3RI 
301$921410 10/29/78 35 11 2359 0 32.17 165.01 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL &9.25 N 157.45 W 390039 64 
3013821470 10/01/78 37 11 2624 0 25.50 167.35 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 4 158.89 W 390038 391 
zO15921524 10/01/78 38 11 2638 0 25.13 167.46 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 140.33 W 390038 400 
3021521005 10/29/78 73 10 5014 S 13.76 172.53 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.45 N 145.33 W 390040 137 
3020121180 10/21/78 82 10 2805 S 19.48 171.07 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.49 N 149.66 W 390039 384 
3019921063 10/22/78 30 10 2777 0 20.24 I70.85 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.50 N 146.79 W 390039 261 
3019021580 10/29/78 39 10 2652 0 23.55 169.76 90 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 70.50 N 159.70 W 390039 71 
3019222093 10/15/78 91 10 ?680 D 22.89 170.02 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.50 N 162.57 W 390038 527 
3013021004 10/01/78 79 10 2512 0 27.32 168.58 30 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 70.51 N 145.37 4 390038 534 
5019322152 10/08/78 92 10 2694 9 22.51 170.14 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.51 N 164.01 W 390038 57s 
301221002 10/01/78 79 10 2261 0 33.33 166.69 NA E222 NO CCCL LLLL 70.52 N 145.37 W 390038 731 
30174?2092 10/08/78 91 10 2429 0 29.40 167.92 90 EEPE ND CCCL LLLL 70.52 N 162.58 W 390038 82 
30175 2151 10/08/79 92 1 2443 D 29.05 168.03 90 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 70.52 N 164.02 W 390038 459 
3013521175 10/07/78 32 10 2554 D 26.23 168.94 30 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 149.67 " 390038 234 
3013421234 10/22/78 33 10 Z548 0 25.56 169.08 90 2E2E NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 151.12 W 390038 167 
3018721405 10/22/78 36 10 2610 0 24.75 169.45 100 FF2E NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 155.41 W 390038 181 
3016921404 10/29/78 36 10 2359 0 31.07 167.41 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 155.42 W 390039 63 
3018821463 10/01/78 87 10 '2624 D 24.37 1 9.57 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 156.85 W 390038 390 
3019122035 10/01/78 30 10 2666 0 23.24 169.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 141.14 v 390038 413 
3015722145 10/09/78 32 10 2192 D 34.77 166.34 80 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 164.03 W 390038 611 
3013621350 10/01/78 35 10 2596 0 25.11 169.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.54 N 153.98 W 390036 380 
3013921522 10/01/78 39 10 638 D 24.00 169.69 100 EEEE N3 CCCL LLLL 70.54 N 158.29 J 390038 399 
3017613420 10/15/78 3 4 2452 D 22.14 188.82 10 FFFM NO CCCL LLLL 77.39 N 016.55 W 390038 158 
3017613413 10/15/78 2 3 2452 D 20.72 195.70 NA 222M NO CCCL LLLL 78.54 N 009.83 w 0 0 
3017413411 10/15/78 2 2 2452 S 19.60 201.94 0 EEEM ND CCCL LLLL 79.33 N 003.61 V 390038 157 
3011012305 10/29/78 241 1 1531 D 32.15 210.20 NA 66660 No OCCLL LLLLL 79.97 N 020.72 E 0 0 
3017511573 10/15/78 ?35 1 2q51 S 18.47 209.34 90 FFPP NO CCCL LLLL 79.97 N 029.33 E 390038 155 
3011010474 10/29/78 ?23 1 1530 0 32.15 210.25 90 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.97 N 046.53 E 390038 30 
3017613404 10/15/78 2 1 2452 S 18.45, 209.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 79.98 N 003.52 E 390038 156 
3011014141 10/29/78 8 1 1532 D 32.14 210.25 90 22220 NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.99 N 005.07 W 0 0 
5020423394 10/29/78 103 61 ?848 0 94.90 089.70 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.41 S 147.81 E 390039 631 
3022121505 10/29/78 34 61 3084 D 55.77 101.29 40 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 01.41 S 175.06 E 390039 614 
3021421103 10/29/78 77 61 2986 D 55.60 096.50 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 01.41 S 174.87 V 0 0 
3023304380 10/22/78 155 61 2823 D 54.72 088.50 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 073.23 E 390039 397 
3019802260 10(22/78 152 61 ?752 D 54.15 085.17 NA MMMM ND CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 106.25 E 0 0 




1211317 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 142 
Ol:OS FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
03S:RVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY COM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID OTE # fSPCL ELZV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3017902200 10/07/78 131 61 2487 0 51.37 073.90 NA MRMN NO CCCL LLLL 01.42 S 107.67 E 0 0 
3019101454 10/22/78 125 61 2654 0 53.22 080.76 B0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 0I.42 S 116.26 E 390038 792 
3023901455 16/29/78 125 61 2905 D 55.25 092.50 NA MM M NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 116.28 E 0 0 
3020501230 10/29/78 11 61 2849 D 54.91 089.75 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 122.01 E 390019 648 
3018601170 10/08/78 120 61 2584 0 52.46 077.76 NA MM2M NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 123.43 F 0 0 
3023523452 10/29/78 134 61 862 0 54.99 090.38 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 146.38 E 390039 144 
3013523335 I0/0n/78 1)2 61 '583 D 52.46 077.75 NA 2MEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 149.26 E 390038 743 
332318525 10/29/7B i3 41 2901 0 55.'2 092.28 NA MiM NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 140.41 W 0 0 
3023913584 10/29/78 54 61 2915 D 55.30 092.98 NA MM'M NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 141.8& 0 0 
3020401171 10/21/78 120 61 2835 0 54.81 089.08 100 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.43 S 123.49 E 390039 309 
3020304382 10/22/78 153 6? 2823 D 54.43 086.50 NA FSEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.86 S 072.90 E 390039 198 
3017902203 10/07/78 131 62 2487 D 50.74 072.29 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 02.86 S 107.33 r 0 0 
3023501232 10/29/78 1 1 62 2849 D 54.65 087.73 NA MM?m NO CCCL HHLL 02.86 S 121.67 E 0 0 
3020523455 10/29/78 104 62 2862 D 54.75 088.35 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 02.86 S 146.05 E 0 0 
302015301 10(29/78 135 
























390038 632 744 
3023223284 10/21/78 121 62 2820 D 54.41 086.38 NA MMM4 NO CCCL HHLL 02.86 S 150.36 E a 0 
3013423283 10/08/78 1)1 62 2569 0 51.73 075.42 30 EEFE N3 CCCL H-IILL O?.86 S 150.37 E 390038 243 
3019006501 10/21/78 173 62 2643 0 52.60 078.43 NA NM14 NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 039.94 E 0 0 
3019302262 10/22/78 132 62 2752 D 53.78 083.25 NA MMNM NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 105.91 E 0 0 
3317602031 10/22/78 1?8 62 2445 0 50.22 070.78 80 EEPE NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 111.65 E 390038 686 
30174D1514 10/08/78 1?5 62 ?417 0 49.87 069.79 40 Er E NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 114.51 390038 224 
3019101461 10/22/78 123 62 2654 0 52.74 078.94 90 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.8T S 115.94 F 390038 7 5 
3020901462 10/29/78 I5 62 2905 0 55.06 090.42 NA MM$.1 NO CCCL HILL 02.87 S 115.95 E 0 0 
302040117A 10/21/78 12 62 2835 D 54.54 087.08 90 EEE NO CCCL -HLL 02.81 S 123.12 E 390039 310 



































30235234S1 10/29/78 134 ;3 2862 D 54.45 086.35 NA MMI-iM NO CCCL HILL 04.30 8 145.71 r 0 0 
3023423403 10/29/73 133 63 2848 D 54.33 085.70 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.30 S 147.14 E 390039 633 
3013523344 10/08/78 132 63 2583 0 51.32 074.33 3D 2EEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.30 S 148.60 E 390038 749 
3018423255 10/08/78 102 43 D559 0 51.13 073.77' 30 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 04.30 S 150.04 E 390038 244 
3021422544 10/29/73 95 63 2987 0 55.36 092.35 NA MM4M NO CCCL HHLL 04.30 S 158.62 E 0 0 





































3U131 5591 10/29/78 159 63 2517 0 50.45 071.81 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 052.51 E 390038 5e 
3019605435 10/21/78 155 63 2726 9 53.06 080.18 NA MM NO CCCL $HLL 04.31 S 056.81 E '1 
3019802255 10/22/78 152 63 2752 D 53.36 081.36 NA MMMI NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 105.57 0 
3017902205 10/07/7B 132 3 ?437 0 50.06 070.75 NA M4PM 0 CCCL LLLL 04.31 S 107.00 . 0 0 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 143
 
01:07 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBS:RVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE AICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE 4 ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45878 QLTY 45G78 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3017602034 10/22/78 128 63 2445 0 49.50 069.27 40 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 111.31 E 390038 687 
3017401521 10/08/78 126 63 2417 D 49.14 068.32 40 EF2E NJ CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 114.19 E 390038 225 
3019101463 10/22/78 1?5 63 2854 D 52.22 077.19 90 EEEr NJ CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 115.61 F 390038 794 
3023901464 10/29/78 125 A3 2915 D 54.91 088.38 NA MM4M NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 115.61 E 0 0 
3020401180 10/21/78 120 63 2835 0 54.21 O85.11 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 122.78 E 0 0 
30222232q0 10121178 111 63 2820 0 54.06 084.42 10 MEEE NO CCCL PHLL 04.31 S 150.03 E 390039 234 
3022304391 10/22/78 155 64 2823 " 53.70 082.62 NA 9Mmm' NJ CCCL HHLL 05.74 S 072.22 E 9 0 
30225234&4 10/29/78 134 84 ?SIP 0 54.11 084.41 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 05.74 S 145.37 0 0 
3020423405 10/29/78 133 64 2848 0 53.97 083.78 NA Mmmm NO CCCL HHLL 05.74 S 146.82 E 0 0 
3023223293 10/21/78 101 64 2820 D 53.67 082.51 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 05.74 S 149.70 C 0 0 
3021422550 10129/78 95 64 2987 0 55.17 090.29 VA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 05.74 S 158.29 E 0 0 
3021419283 10/29/78 59 64 2985 D 55.15 090.19 30 EEFF NJ CCCL HHLL 05.74 S 150.05 W 390040 115 
302119400 10129/78 ;1 64 5013 0 55.34 091.53 NA MVIM NO CCCL HHLL 05.74 S 152.93 W 0 0 
3019006510 10/21/78 178 64 2643 0 51.48 075.00 NA MMmm NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 039.26 E 0 0 
3019105592 10/29178 159 64 2517 D 49.76 070.29 40 EEEE NJ CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 052.18 E 390038 59 
3019805422 10/21/78 1&6 64 2726 0 52.35 078.39 NA M'Mm NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 056.48 E 0 0 
3013302271 10/22/78 152 64 2752 0 52.39 079.54 NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 105.25 F 0 0 
3017902212 10/07/78 131 64 ;4R7 D 49.35 069.28 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 05.75 S 106.68 C 0 0 
3017602040 10/22/78 128 64 2445 0 48.76 067.83 60 EEME N3 CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 110.98 C 390038 688 
3017401523 10/08/78 125 64 2417 D 48.37 066.92 30 EC2E NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 113.85 E 390038 226 
3019101470 10/22/78 125 64 2654 0 51.85 075.48 50 EEEE NJ CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 115.28 E 390038 795 
3023901471 10/29/7B 125 84 2905 0 54.51 088.39 NA MMM N CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 115.29 C 0 0 
3020501241 10/21/78 121 64 2849 D 53.97 083.81 NA MMmN ND CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 121.00 E 0 0 
3022401183 10/21/78 120 64 2835 0 53.93 083.18 50 CEEE No CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 122.44 E 390039 311 
3013523350 10/08/78 122 64 2583 D 50.68 072.71 30 2EEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 148.28 E 390038 746 
3013423292 10/08/78 1)1 64 ?569 D 50.49 072.18 30 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 149.71 E 390038 245 
3021322492 10/29/78 94 64 2973 D 55.07 089.62 NA M4MM NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 159.72 C 0 0 
3021500384 10/29/78 113 65 2988 D 54.93 088.31 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 07.18 S 132.12 E 0 0 
3020523470 10/29/78 134 65 2852 D 53.71 082.51 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.18 S 145.03 C 0 0 
3023423412 10/29/78 133 65 ?88 D 53.56 081.91 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.18 S 146.50 E 0 0 
3021419290 10/29/78 59 65 2995 0 54.90 088.16 NA MMMM ND CCCL HHLL 07.18 S 150.39 W 0 0 
3013008344 10/21/78 196 G5 2644 B 50.89 073.43 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 013.11 E 390038 301 
3019006513 10/21/78 173 65 643 0 50.87 073.37 NA MMVI No CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 038.92 E 0 0 
3013105595 10/29/78 1;9 65 517 0 49.04 068.83 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 051.84 r 390038 s0 
3013605424 10/21/78 1;5 65 726 D 52.03 076.66 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 058.14 E 0 0 
3020304394 10/22/78 155 65 2823 0 53.26 080.76 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 071.89 E 0 0 
3019802274 10/22/78 132 65 2752 f) 52.38 077.77 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 104.90 E 390039 138 
3017902214 10/07/78 131 65 487 0 48.51 067.84 NA M9Mm NJ rCCL LLLL 07.19 S 106.33 E L 0 
3019532102 10/08/75 129 65 710 D 51.92 076.05 80 FFrF NJ CCCL LLLL 07.19 S 109.18 E 390039 22 
3017602043 10/22/78 1?3 65 ?445 D 47.9 068.46 60 MMVm N CCCL 44LL 07.19 S 110.64 C 0 




12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 144
 
01:07 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
0jS: VATION ENTRY PATH kOW DIIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % OLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURr MICROFILM MICFLM
 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3017401530 10/08/78 126 65 2417 D 47.58 065.58 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 113.51 E 0 0
 
3019101472 10/22/78 125 65 2654 D 51.04 073.83 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 114.93 E 390038 796
 
312330l473 10/29/78 1 3 63 2905 D 54.17 084.45 NA MMMX ND CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 114.94 E 0 0
 
3020501244 10/21/78 121 ,5 2849 0 55.57 081.93 NA MMMM ND CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 120.66 E 
 0 0
 
3020401185 10121/78 1 0 65 ?835 D 53.41 081.51 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 122.10 S 390039 312 
3013401071 10/15/78 113 65 556 ) 49.62 070.20 30 CE2E NO CCCL -LL 07.19 S 124.97 E 390038 489 
3013523353 10/08/78 132 65 '59 9 50.01 071.16 40 EEEE N0 CCCL MHLL 07.19 S 147.93 E 390038 747 
30232232q5 10/21/78 131 65 820 V 53.23 000.66 60 MEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 149.36 E 390039 235 
3013423294 10/08/78 101 65 2569 0 49.81 070.67 70 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 149.37 E 390038 246 
3D21422553 10/29/78 95 65 '987 D 54.92 088.25 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 157.95 E 0 0 
3021322494 10/29/78 34 65 2973 0 54.80 087.61 NA MN1 M NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 159.38 E 0 0
 
3023523473 10/29/78 1)4 6; 2862 0 53.28 080.67 70 EEEE NJ CCCL HHLL 08.62 S 144.69 E 390039 145
 
3018523355 10/08/78 132 66 2583 0 49.31 069.68 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 08.62 S 147.58 5 0 G
 
3022418433 10/29/78 51 65 3124 0 55.61 092.60 40 EEEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 06.62 S 139.28 W 390040 84
 
3019038351 10/21/78 136 6S 2644 0 50.24 071.87 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 012.76 E 390038 
 302
 
301810B001 10/29/78 159 66 2517 0 48.29 067.43 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 051.50 E 390038 61 
3019605431 10/21/78 1;5 6S 2726 0 51.45 075.00 30 EEE: NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 055.80 F 390039 23 
3017602045 10/22/78 1 8 AS 2445 0 47.19 065.16 NA 6MMM NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 110.31 E 0 0 
3017401532 10/08/78 12 6S 2417 0 46.75 064.31 NA MMIM No CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 113.17 E 0 0 
3019101475 10/22/78 125 66 2654 0 50.39 072.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 114.59 E 390038 797 
3022901480 10/29/78 125 6 2905 0 53.78 082.56 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 114.60 E 0 0 
3020501250 10/21/78 121 65 2849 0 53.11 080.09 NA MMMX NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 120.32 C 0 0 
3020401192 1021/78 120 66 2835 0 52.94 079.50 NA MMMX NO COOL HHLL 08.63 S 121.77 E, 0 0 
3013401074 10/1'5/78 113 66 2556 0 48.89 068.75 Ia EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 05.63 S 124.63 F 390038 490 
3021500391 10129/78 113 65 2938 D 54.63 086.32 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 131.79 E 390039 760 
3013100043 10/09/78 107 6S 2655 0 50.37 072.20 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 140.41 E 390038 636 
3020423414 10/29/78 103 66 2848 0 53.10 080.06 N 2M2M NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 146.14 E 0 0 
3013423301 10/08/78 131 65 2569 a 49.10 069.21 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 149.04 E 390038 247 
3021322501 10/29/78 94 66 2973 0 54.49 085.64 NA MMXM NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 159.05 E 0 0 
3021419292 10/29/78 59 6; 2985 0 54.60 086.15 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 150.72 W 0 0 
3021020494 10/29/78 73 6S 2930 D 54.06 083.69 NA MMMX NO COOL HHLL 08.63 S 170.79 Q 0 0 
3021621241 10/29/78 79 66 5014 D 54.85 087.50 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 179.40 W 0 0
 
3011101010 10/29/78 117 66 1538 D 40.10 049.16 30 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 08.65 S 126.13 F 390038 3]

3023523475 10/29/78 114 67 2852 D 52.79 078.89 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 10.06 S 144.35 E 0 0
 
3020423421 10/29/78 133 67 2848 D 52.60 078.27 90 EFEF NO CCCL HHLL 10.06 S 145.78 E 390039 634 
'3013523362 10f08/78 132 67 2583 'D 4.g5 7 068;27 NA kMn'M NO CCCL HHLL '10.06 S 147.25 E 0 0 
3022418440 10/29/78 51 67 3124 0 55.42 090.54 30 EEEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 10.06 S 139.61 4 390040 85 
3022420271 10/29/78 ;9 67 3125 D 55.43 090.6? 50 EFEEO NJ CCCLL HHLLL 10.06 S 165.42 W 390040 91 
3019008353 10/21/78 136 67 2644 0 49.55' 070.38 VA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 012.42 F 0 0
 
3018106004 10/?9/78 1S3 (7 2517 0 47.30 066.11 40 LEEE NO CCCL HLL 10.07 S 051.15 E 39003P 62
 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGZ 145 
01:07 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OaS rVATION ENTRY '4r ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY fCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 41SrLM 
ID DATE 0 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL rRAME 
5020501253 10/21/78 121 67 2849 D 52.61 078.30 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 119.97 E 0 0 
5023401194 10/21/78 120 67 835 D 52.42 077.73 NA EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 121.43 E 390039 313 
30134010B0 10/15/78 113 67 2556 0 48.14 067.37 10 EE2E NO CCCL 'HLL 10.07 S 124.29 E 390036 -31 
3020101023 10/22/78 117 67 2793 0 51.13 076.02 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 125.72 E n 0 
3021500393 10/29/78 113 67 2988 0 54.28 084.36 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 131.44 r 390035 781 
3010300163 10/21/78 109 67 2651 0 50.15 071.75 90 EEE4 NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 137.19 E 390038 340 
3019100050 13/09/78 137 67 2653 0 q9.70 070.71 90 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 140.07 390038 £37 
3021419295 10129/78 59 67 ?985 D 54.24 084.21 NA M44M NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 151.05 v3 0 
3022120100 10/29/78 6 67 3083 0 55.13 088.64 50 EEEE NO CCCL HMLL 10.07 S 161.10 v 390039 609 
3021020501 10/29178 73 67 2930 0 53.64 081.79 NA MM'M NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 171.13 W 0 0 
302121243 10/29/78 79 67 3014 1) 54.54 085.53 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 179.75 W 0 0 
3013806405 10121Y78 176 67 2615 D 49.10 069.38 NA MMH NO CCCL HHLL 10.08 S 041.13 E 0 0 
3018423303 10/08/78 101 67 2559 0 4e.35 067.81 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 10.08 S 148.69 E 390038 248 
3021500400 10/29/78 113 68 2988 0 53.88 082.46 10 LEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.50 S 131.09 c 390039 762 
3021523482 10/29/78 124 63 2B62 D 52.27 077.17 NA MM44 N) CCCL HHLL 11.50 S 144.02 E 0 0 
5022423423 10/29/7B 1)3 63 2948 0 52.06 076.57 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.50 S 145.43 Z 390039 635 
302 418442 10/?9/78 51 63 5124 0 55.19 088.52 20 EFFEO NO CCCLL HMLLL 11.50 S 139.95 W 399040 5 
3013008360 10121/78 196 68 2644 0 48.84 068.96 70 EEEE NO CCCL HhLL 11.51 S 012.08 r 390098 303 
3021401201 19121/78 120 69 2835 0 51.87 076.03 NA MH4M ND CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 121.09 E 0 0 
3013401083 10/15/78 118 63 2556 D 47.36 066.07 40 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 11.91 S 123.95 E 39003$ 492 
502121025 10122/78 117 6B 2793 D 51.24 074.38 NA MMl NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 125.38 E 0 0 
3019300155 10/21/78 109 65 2681 0 49.46 070.26 50 EECE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 136.84 E 390038 541 
3020900053 10129/78 137 68 2934 D 52.84 078.86 NA MNI-4 No CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 139.71 E 0 0 
3019100052 13/09178 137 63 2653 0 48.98 069.26 40 EEFE ND CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 139.72 E 390038 638 
3013923594 10109/78 1]S 63 639 0 48.77 068.82 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 341.17 E 390038 551 
3017123593 10/08/78 136 69 2388 0 44.59 061.19 NA N64S NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 141.18 E q 0 
3020G23540 10/29/78 115 68 2876 D 52.46 077.72 NA MM'M NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 142.59 F 0 0 
3013523364 10/08/78 132 63 2533 D 47.81 066.92 NA MM M NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 s 146.89 E 0 0 
3013423310 10/08/78 131 65 ?559 0 47.57 066.47 90 EEFE 4D CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 143.35 E 390038 249 
3021621250 10/29/78 79 63 3014 ' 54.15 089.59 NA 656M NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 179.88 C 0 0 
3021419301 10/29/78 59 68 2985 D 53.84 082.33 NA MHM4 NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 151.34 W I0 

































301823542 10/21/78 135 69 2625 0 47.76 067.00 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.94 S 142.25 E 390039 512 































3019008362 10/21/78 215 60 2644 D 48.09 067.60 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 011.75 E 0 0­
3015406184 10/08/78 172 69 2559 0 46.O 064.91 70 FEPE NO CCCL HHLL 1,2.95 S 046.16 E 350038 37 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIN 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGF 146 
01:07 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10131/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH R0 OiBIT DAY/NITE SUV SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTJRE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE 4 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3020206185 10/21178 172 69 2810 0 50.88 073.45 30 FEFE NJ CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 046.16 E 390039 293 
3013501144 10/08/78 119 69 ?570 D 46.79 065.25 NA M222 NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 122.18 r a 0 
3013401085 10(15/78 118 69 2556 0 46.55 064.83 30 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 123.61 E 390038 493 
3u23101032 10/22/78 117 69 2793 D 50.61 072.82 10 2P22 NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 125.03 E 39003 474 
3019300172 10/21/78 139 69 2691 9 48.74 068.86 60 EEEE M3 CCCL HHLL 12.9i S 136.50 C 390038 342 
3019200113 10/21/78 138 69 2q57 D 48.49 068.37 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 137.96 F 390038 328 
3020900060 10/29/78 1)7 69 2904 D 52.31 077.14 8o EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 139.36 C 390039 165 
3019100055 10/09/78 107 





























3017123595 10/08/78 136 69 238A 0 43.58 060.13 50 MFEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.99 S 140.84 E 390038 12 
3023&23543 10/29/78 135 69 2876 9 51.90 076.02 30 FEFP NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 142.25 ' 390039 184 
3022523484 10/29/78 134 69 2862 0 51.70 075.48 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 143.68 E 0 0 
301B523371 10/08/78 102 69 2583 0 47.01 065.64 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 146.55 E 390038 748 
301B423312 10108/78 131 69 2559 0 46.77 065.21 80 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 148.00 E 390038 250 
3021419304 10/29/78 59 69 2935 D 53.40 080.48 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 151.75 W 0 0 
3021020510 10/29/78 73 69 a930 D 52.67 078.18 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 171.83 W 0 0 































3023423432 10/29/78 1)3 70 2848 D 50.86 073.35 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.38 S 144.73 E 390039 636 
5021723145 10/29/78 38 70 5029 0 53.48 080.56 10 EEEE No CCCL HHLL 14.38 S 151.92 E 390039 691 
3u22418451 10/29/78 51 70 3124 0 54.53 084.58 10 FFEEO NO CCCLL HHLLL 14.38 S 140.63 '4 390040 AR 
3013806420 10/21/78 176 70 2615 D 46.78 065.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 040.09 E 390039 506 
3023206192 10/21/78 172 70 ?810 0 50.22 071.91 10 FEFE N3 fCCL HHLL 1.39 S 045.81 r 390039 294 
3013416190 10/08/78 t12 70 2559 0 45.76 063.73 20 FF2E N3 CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 045.82 F 391038 23h 
3013501150 10/08/78 119 70 2570 0 45.96 064.04 NA mmmm NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 121.83 F 0 0 

































3013000462 10/29/78 114 70 2500 D 44.69 062.05 10 FFEF NO CCCL HHLL 14.59 S 129.01 1 39003F 50 
3019300174 10/21/78 1)9 70 681 0 47.99 067.52 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 136.16 F 390038 343 
3019200120 10/21/78 1)8 70 2G67 0 47.72 067.04 20 EEEE ND CCCL HHLL 14.37 S 157.61 E 390038 329 
3019100061 10/09/78 127 70 P653 D 47.46 066.58 30 EEEE N3 CCCL rHLL 14.39 S 139.02 r Y9003P 640 
3020)00062 10/29/78 137 70 2904 9 51.74 075.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 139.02 0 39009 166 
3019000003 10/08/78 106 70 2639 0 47.23 066.17 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 9 140.48 F 0 0 
3013523544 10/21/78 105 70 Pc29 0 46.96 065.72 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 141.90 E 390039 513 
3018523373 10/08/78 































5020q19022 10129/78 54 70 '915 0 51.90 075.88 NA MMMM N3 CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 144.91 4 c 0 
3021419310 10/29/78 59 70 2985 D 52.90 078.69 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 152.09 d 390040 116 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM 
STANDARD CATALOG 
12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 147 
01:07 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78 
OjSERVATIO ENTRY PAT- RO O1IT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
I DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45673 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTq LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3021020512 10/29/78 73 70 2930 0 52.12 076.48 NA MMMX NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 172.18 1 0 0 
































































6U21020515 10/29/78 73 71 2930 D 51.54 014.86 NA Mmmm NO CCCL HHLL 15.82 S 172.54 W 0 0 
3013806423 10/21/78 176 71 2615 2 45.95 064.20 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 039.73 E 390039 507 
3020206194 10/21/78 172 71 810 D 49.53 070.44 10 EE'E NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 s 045.46 E 390031 295 
3013406193 10/08/78 172 71 2559 0 44.90 052.59 20 FE2E NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 045.47 F 390038 239 
3U13501153 10/15/78 119 71 )570 D 43.11 052.91 0 FEFF NO CCCL HILL 15.83 S 121.48 E 390036 508 
3013401094 10/15/78 118 71 2556 D 44.85 0f2.52 0 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 , 122.91 E 390038 499 
3022101041 10/22/78 117 71 2795 3 49.24 069.88 0 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 124.31 F 390039 '81 
3019303181 10/21/78 139 71 2631 D 47.20 046.22 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 135.81 C 390038 344 
302)90065 10/29/78 137 71 ?904 0 51.13 073.89 NA M','M NO CCCL WHLL 15.83 S 133.67 Z 0 0 
30191300464 10/09/78 137 



























3017200004 10/08/78 10 71 2398 n 41.79 058.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 1D.83 S 140.14 E 39003A 14 
3013S23551 10121/78 135 71 26?5 0 46.14 064.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 141.55 E 390039 514 
J013523375 10/08/78 1)2 71 553 D 45.35 063.28 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 149.86 E 390038 750 
3013423321 10/08/78 131 71 2569 0 45.08 062.88 40 EEFE NO CCCL HLL 15.85 S 147.30 E 390038 252 

































3019200122 10/21/78 108 71 2667 0 46.93 065.78 20 FEEF NO CCCL HHLL 15.84 S 137.27 E 390038 330 
3023501273 10/21/78 121 72 2849 0 49.52 070.40 NA FFEF NO CCLL HHLL 17.26 S 118.22 E 390039 325 
3023900077 10/29/78 1)7 72 '2904 D 50.48 072.34 30 ECCE NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 138.31 1 390035 147 
302)523554 10/29/78 135 72 2876 0 50.00 071.35 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 141.18 E 390039 187 
30135P3332 10/08/75 1)2 



























3021723154 I0729/7S 3S 72 3029 0 52.45 077.07 NA M4MM NO CCCL iHILL 17.26 S 151.21 r 0 0 
3021522594 10/29/78 94 72 2973 3 51.51 074.90 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 156.97 C 330039 746 
302392?294 10/29/78 90 72 2917 D 50.71 072.84 NA MMMX NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 162.71 2 n 0 



































































5021020521 10/29/78 73 72 2930 D 50.92 073.29 10 EEEE 'NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 172.90 W 390039 176 




 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
 PAGE 14801:07 
 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OoSERVATION ENTRY ATi Od 3RIT DAY/NITE SUN 
 SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CC? MOCE 
 GAIN PICTJRE PICTURL MICROFILM 'ICFLM
1) DATE 'I /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CVTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
 
3u21421151 10/29/78 77 72 2986 D 
 51.91 075.38 10 EEEE NO CCCL 
 HHLL 17.26 S 178.63 Y 390040 118
3013906425 10/21/78 175 
 72 ?615 0 45.10 063.07 20 EEFE NO CCCL 
 HHLL 17.27 S 039.37 C 390039 508
3G232;201 10/21/78 172 7? ?910 D 49.91 069.05 0 EEVE NO CCCL HILL 17.27 S 
 045.10 F 39003 294
3u13406195 10/08/78 172 
 72 255q 9 44.00 061.52 20 
 FE2E NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 045.11 E 3'003F 2403015091155 10/15/78 119 72 2570 
 0 44.23 061.83 10 FEFE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 121.13 E 399038 509
6313401101 10/15/78 118 
 72 2556 P 43.96 061.4 0 
 EE2E N3 CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 122.59 F 390038 494
3 19)19070 13/09/79 I7 72 2653 9 45,4 064.16 10 ECrE N CCCL HILL 17.27 S 13.33 3,005b (,41
6G17200011 10/08/78 136 72 2388 9 40.12 057.30 NA 22EE No CCCL HHLL 
 17.27 S 139.78 390038 19
3019000012 10/08/78 136 72 ?639 
 9 45.57 063.76 NA MmfM NJ 
 CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 139.7S E 0 0
3013823553 10/21/79 135 72 
 2625 D 45.2; 043.36 10 EEEE 
 NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 141.19 E 390039 515
5313423323 10/08/78 131 
 72 ?5 6 0 44.21 041.81 50 EEFE 
 NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 146.95 Z 390038 253
3015323255 10/08/78 130 72 2555 D 43.32 
051.41 10 EEFE NO CCCL HILL 
 17.27 S 148.38 E 390036 2283023522240 10/29/78 59 72 ,903 9 
 90.47 072.32 NA 9M99" NO CCCL 
 HHLL 17.27 S 164.13 E 0 0
3017514043 10/0/78 2 
 72 2438 D 41.71 08.46 NA 
 222 N3 CCCL LLLL 17.27 S 071.03 W 0 030219204S3 10/29/78 
 72 72 2916 0 50.69 072.79 
 20 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 17.27 S 171.43 g 390039 173
3022218350 10/29/78 
 49 73 5096 D 52.R4 077.97 40 
 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.69 S 18.85 390039 729
3U21421153 10/29/78 77 73 ?98 
 0 51.19 073.79 20 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 18.69 S 179.00 * 390040 1193023501280 10/21/78 
121 73 2849 9 48.80 069.02 10 
 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 117.8, E 390039 326
5013401103 10/15/78 118 
 71 ?556 D 43.05 060.46 
 10 EE2C N0 CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 122.19 F 390038 497
30231?3273 10/21/78 1)0 73 2806 
 0 47.38 067.61 10 EEFE NO 
 CCCL HILL 18.70 S 148.00 E 390039 213
3021723160 10/29/78 98 73 3029 
 D 51.08 075.43 NA MMMM N0 
 CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 150.86 r 0 03021722530 10/29/78 94 73 2973 
 0 50.98 073.34 20 EEEE N3 
 CCCL HILL 18.70 S 156.61 E 390039 747
6023922301 10/29/78 
 90 73 2917 9 50.04 071.35 NA 9999 0 CCCL HIHLL 18.70 S 152.35 p0 0602)822242 10/29/78 39 73 2903 ) 49.79 070.86 NA MqMM NO CCCL HHLL lb.70 1 63.78 r 0 0302 118291 10/23/7B 49 73 3082 0 52.54 017.43 10 
 ECEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 137.40 * 39003Q 6063023818575 10/29/78 
 53 73 2901 D 49.74 070.77 
 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 144.57 V 0 5
5022120123 10/29/78 SS 75 5085 0 
 52.65 077.45 NA M99M NO 
 CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 163.22 V 0 0
302J090455 10/29/78 72 73 2916 
 0 50.01 071.30 10 EEEE N0 
 CCCL HILL 18.70 S 171.80 W 390039 174
3021020524 10/29/78 73 
 73 ?930 0 50.?6 071.79 20 
 EEEE N0 CCCL HILL 18.70 S 173.25 d 90039 177

,019006545 10/21/78 
178 73 2643 0 44.78 062.76 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 
 10.71 S 036.15 F 0 0
3022206203 10/21/78 172 73 2810 0 48.06 
047.73 0 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 
 18.71 S 044.79 E 390039 297
301a406202 10/08/78 172 73 2559 
 D 43.1O 060.51 O PEEE NJ 
 CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 044.75 t 390038 2413313501162 10115/78 
119 73 2570 0 43.33 060.81 10 
 MFFE N CCCL HPLL 1.71 S 120.78 F 390038 510
3017200013 10/08/78 
135 73 2388 0 39.§3 056.47 0 FEEE IN3 DCCL -HHLL -18.71 S 139.42 E 390038 163018423330 10/08/78 111 73 25S9 D 4,.31 060.7) 50 EE E N0 CCCL 
 HHLL l.71 S 146.59 E 39003 254
3017514050 10108/178 2 73 
 2438 0 40.74 057.57 NA M66S 
 NO CCCL LLLL I.71 S 071.39 4 0 0
3320408271 10/29/178 
194 74 '867 0 48.,9 068.27 80 
 [FFF NJ CCCL HILL 20.5 S 012.7q - 3900n0
3023501282 10/21/78 12 74 2849 0 48.04 067.6 0 
 EEEE NJ CCCL HHLL 20.13 S 117.50 7 9lf9 327
30217>31G3 10/29/78 98 74 3029 - 51.27 
073.86 NA MM94 NO CCCL 
 HHLL 20.13 S 150.50 E 0 0­3022113294 10/29/78 4 74 
 3092 D 52.07 075.77 20 LEFE 
 NO CCCL HHL'L 20.13 S 137.77 ,390039 607
 




LANDSAT 3 MSS SrNSOR PAGE 149
1I/13/78 

01:07 F9OM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
OBS:RV&TIDN ENTRY PAri R04 ORIT DAY/NITr SUN SUN % CLD aUALITY C:M CC' MDE GAIN PICTJRE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
Ii DATE 4 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 054978 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FPAME
 
302218352 10/29/78 49 74 3096 D 52.28 076.29 00 EEEE N3 CCCL HHLL 20.13 S 139.21 V 390039 730 
3023813582 10'29/78 53 74 2901 9 49.03 069.39 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.13 S 144.93 0 a 
a02120130 10/29178 ;6 74 5083 0 52.08 075.80 50 ECEC N CCCL HHLL 20.13 S 163.58 ; 390030 611 
30214?1160 10/29178 77 74 P-RS D 50.54 072.27 40 EEC! N3 CCCL HHLL 20.13 S 179.36 a 3)0040 120 
301BB08270 10/21/78 194 74 2616 " 43.34 061.01 40 EEEE vo CCCL HHLL 20.14 s 012.82 F 390039 509 
3d2320&205 10/21/7B 172 74 ?813 47.28 066.47 10 ECC' ko CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 044.38 E 380039 21$ 
5020123275 10/21/78 130 74 2804 47.20 066.35 p0 EEEE N3 CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 147.-4 E 390039 214 
3021322533 10/29/78 94 74 2973 9 50.32 071.84 10 LEE N0 CCCL H"LL 20.14 S 156.25 E 39)039 78 
3023922303 10/29/78 ?0 74 2917 9 49.33 069.93 NA M4MM NO CCCL PHLL 20.14 S 162.00 V I c 
332)32245 10/29/78 39 74 2903 0 49.07 O'9.45 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 1'A3.41 C 0 0 
302 920472 10129/78 72 74 2916 0 '9.30 049.88 \A 2222 No CCCL I-HLL 20.14 S 172.17 W 0 0 
3u21020530 10/29/78 73 7 2930 0 49.56 070.35 10 CEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 173.62 A 390039 17P 
3019006551 10/21/78 179 74 2643 0 43.89 061.71 NA MM'44 '4 CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 035.79 P 0 0 
301B402n4 10/8/78 172 74 2559 1 42.17 059.56 VA M.MJ 'O CCCL PHL'L 20.15 S 044.39 r 0 
3013501164 10/15/78 119 74 2570 0 42.41 059.85 10 ME2E NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 120.42 r 39003b Dll 
2 0
3u17 3020 10/08/78 104 74 388 0 3A.82 0,5.68 0 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 13P.06 E 3,3030 17 
3023501285 10121/78 t1 75 2849 D 47.26 066.44 0 [ECE 03 CCCL HPLL 21.57 S 117.13 L 30039 328 
3023123282 10/21/78 1)0 75 2806 9 46.39 065.17 NA 22EF N3 CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 147.28 ' 390039 215 
3021372q35 10129/73 30 75 ?973 0 49.;3 070.41 10 FEEE v3 CCCL H4LL 21.57 S 155.89 F 3-1 0 39 749 
3020922310 10/29/78 )0 75 2917 0 48.59 068.57 NA MIMM N0 CCCL '-iLL 21.57 S 161 .2 E 1 0 
3023822251 10129/78 39 75 2903 0 48.32 08.22 YA MM4M No CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 163.04 F 0 0 
3022118300 10/29/78 49 75 3052 0 51.46 074.15 50 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 138.14 w 390039 SOP 
302313594 10/29/78 53 75 2902 0 48.28 068.06 NA MMM4 NO CCCL HHLL P1.57 S 145.30 W 0 0 
3021419331 10/29/78 59 75 29q5 0 49.52 070.76 90 EEEC N) CCCL -HLL 21.57 S 153.91 V 3 30q0 117 
302?123132 10/29/78 ;S 75 3083 ) 51.48 074.21 30 EEEC V3 CCCL 4HLL 21.57 % 163.95 w 3-003 q 612 
3020920474 10/29/78 72 75 2915 D 48.57 068.5A NA M ml NO CCCL HF$LL 21.57 S 172.54 W 0 
3021020533 10/29/78 73 75 2930 D 48.83 068.98 N !4MM v3 CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 174.o00 ' 0 0 
3021421162 10/29/78 77 75 ?986 0 49.5 070.82 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 21.57 S 179.73 N C 0 
3013007413 10/08/78 104f 75 250 0 40.11 097.43 10 EEE! NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 S 023.93 E 390038 87 
3019004954 10/21/78 173 75 2643 0 42.78 060.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 035.42 E 39005F 299 
3020206212 10/21/78 172 75 2810 ) 46.46 065.27 10 EEFE 4) CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 044.01 E 90039 299 
3013q40211 10/08/78 172 75 '559 D 41.22 058.67 NA 18M NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 044.0p r 0 
3017200022 10/08/78 1)3 75 238P 0 37.79 054.9 0 FEEE N3 CCCL H-LL 21.58 S 138.69 L 390038 1B 
3022208164 10/29/78 192 76 3090 D 50.95 072.94 20 EEEE No CCCL HKLL 23.00 S 014.9? F 390039 71q 
3021421165 10/29/78 77 7S 2986 D q9.13 0&9.45 kA MMMM wO CCCL HHLL 23.00 S 179o.7 L L 0 
3021020535 10/29/78 73 76 29 0 48.07 067.68 NA MMMM v 0 CCCL HHLL 23.00 S 174.836 0 0 
302338163 10/22/78 132 7S '839 0 44.23 06A.95 60 Fv" NO CCCL HHLL P3.03 S n14.94 E 390039 416 
6U13007415 10/08/78 196 76 9504 ' 39.11 05,.e3 VA M4M4 &O CCCL LLLL 23.01 S 023.54 E n D 
3020206215 10/21/78 172 7S ?810 D 45.43 064.13 0 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 23.01 S 043.64 E 390039 300 
6017923053 10'P9/78 36 76 2499 9 39.00 056.53 50 FFEF 43 CCCL LLLL 23.01 S 152.64 E 39003t 4? 
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
 
STANDARD CATALOG 
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3021322542 10/29/78 34 
3Q13406213 10/08/78 172 
3U172000P5 1te/08/78 126 

























































3j21323233 10/29/78 39 77 5043 1 49.45 069.99 10 MEFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.43 ; 147.91 C 390039 770 
30222)9170 19/?9/79 192 77 3090 n 50.27 071.48 30 EEE- NO CCCL H4LL 24.44 S 014.53 F 390039 720 































3015007422 10/08/79 135 77 ?534 0 38.10 055.90 NA 444M NO CCCL LLLL 24.45 S 023.18 r1 P 





















































































3021823235 10/29/78 99 73 3043 3 48.70 068.62 10 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 25.96 S 147.5? L 39903r 771 
3022208173 10/29/78 192 78 3090 0 49.56 070.09 20 CECE NO CCCL HHLL 25.87 S 014.14 E 390039 72! 
3021723181 10/29/78 98 73 502q 3 48.43 068.18 60 FEFF ND CCCL LLLL 25.87 S 149.00 E 390039 6-3 














































3017323062 10/29/78 96 73 2499 0 3608 055.13 50 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 25.8e S 151.89 E 39303A 44 
3021423005 10/29/78 95 79 2987 O 47.62 066.93 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 29.88 S 193.31 E a 0 


































































33130'3123 10/08/78 97 79 2513 D 36.25 054.76 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.31 S 150.06 E 390038 102 
3017923065 10/29/78 9 79 2499 D 35.94 054.50 40 FFEF ND CCCL LLLL 27.31 S 151.50 c 390038 45 



































































3023601364 10/22/76 1?2 so 2463 ( 43.25 061.46 20 CEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.74 S 113.77 E 390039 434 
3023501305 10/21/78 121 80 849 9 42.03 061.12 NA M4M NO CCCL LLLL 28.74 S 115.21 C C 
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3021022385 10/29/78 91 80 2931 0 44.76 063.15 NA 9MMM NO CCCL HHLL 28.74 S 158.22 E 0 
3u191D7035 10/21/78 179 30 ?657 n 38.49 056.92 NA MMVM NO CCCL IHLL 28.75 S 032.05 r 0 
3323431251 10/21/78 120 83 2855 4P.61 060.78 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2b.75 S 116.65 E 39003" 314 
3013501191 10/15/78 It9 82 2570 0 36.43 055.21 0 E:2E NI CCCL LLLL 28.75 5 118.12 r 39003P 512 
a623123302 10/21/78 110 81 804 9 41.5 000.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL -IHLL 2P.75 S 149.35 C 3"00lq ?2C 
3019023130 10/08/78 97 80 2513 p 35.19 054.16 40 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 149.66 C 39(03h 103 
6017923071 10/29/78 96 80 2499 0 34.88 053.92 20 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 151.09 r 39003e 46 
30217231q2 10/29/78 93 81 3021 D 46.00 064.48 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.16 S 147.77 E 39003 694 
3021022391 10/29/78 91 81 2931 D 43.87 062.18 NA EM:E NO CCCL HLL 30.16 S 157.81 E 350' 179 
3023501312 10/21/78 121 e1 2841 D 42.00 060.25 NA M94MM No CCCL LLLL 30.17 S 114.8O E 0 0 
3022001141 10/29/73 113 81 050 D 46.60 065.46 NA MMVM NI CCCL LLLL 30.17 S 119.08 r v 0 
3321323251 10129/78 39 81 3045 m 46.30 065.06 0 ECFE N3 CCCL LLLL 36.17 S 146.34 3 30539 774 
5013107035 10/21/78 179 R1 657 D 37.49 056.25 NA MM4M NI CCCL PHLL 30.18 S 031.64 E 0 0 
302)412253 10/21/78 120 81 2835 0 41.G7 059.92 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.11 S 116.25 E 30039 31 

































3020123305 10/21/78 100 81 2806 0 41.01 059.30 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.18 S 144.94 L 390039 2] 
3017923074 10/29/78 3S 81 2499 D 33.32 053.38 50 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 150.69 L 390038 47 
6U13023132 10/DQ/78 97 31 2513 D 34.13 053.62 10 EEEC NI CCCL LLLL 3C.19 S 149.26 E 390032 104 



































3021901085 10/29/78 117 82 3044 1) 45.45 064.01 0 EEFE '40 CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 123.10 E 300 3 780 
3021801030 10/29/78 11 8? 3030 0 45.16 063.67 0 CE S ND CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 121.55 E 390039 702 
5021030171 10/29/78 138 82 7919 0 42.67 060.97 VA 2222 N CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 133.02 E 0 c 
302090112 10/29/78 107 82 2904 n 42.35 150.416 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 134.47 F 390039 16e 
3022800054 10/29/78 106 82 2890 D 42.03 060.34 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.r0 S 155.89 E 390039 195 
3020700000 10/29/78 105 82 2876 0 41.68 060.01 NA N999 NO CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 137.34 C 0 0 
3021723195 10/29/78 33 8? 509 D 45.14 063.65 10 EEFE NI CCCL LLLL I.60 $ 147.36 r 39003" 697 
30213)2394 10/29/78 91 82 2931 0 42.97 061.28 NA EMEE NO CCCL HHLL 31.0 S 157.41 L 399039 RO 
3019107042 10/21/78 179 82 2657 0 36.47 055.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL H$LL 31.41 S 031.22 E 390038 323 
3013501200 10/15/78 119 82 ?570 r) 34.38 054.07 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 117.28 E 3'D03S 513 
313 401142 10/15/78 118 82 2556 0 34.07 053.84 60 ECC? NO CCCL LLLL 31.;! 1 118.70 r !100IP 4 9 































3019200170 10/21/78 13 P2 2667 P 36.70 055.81 30 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 31.1 s 133.05 , 39003 532 




 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATd ROd OqBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM 
 MODE SAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM
 
I1 DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY A5678 4567h CNTR LAT 
 CNTR LONG ROLL FkAME
 
3019100111 10109/78 137 82 2653 D 36.36 055.55 
 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 134.48 E 390038 642
 £019030053 10108/78 126 82 '639 D 36.03 055.39 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 135.9p 
 0
 
301623481 10/08/78 133 82 2597 0 35.02 054.54 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 31.11 R 140.25 L 39003 266
50231?3311 10121/78 130 a? 280( 9 40.04 058.53 70 EEEE 14D 
 CCCL MHLL 31.01 S 144.52 E 190059 2?2
 
3017923080 10/29/78 96 82 2499 ) 32.75 052.90 70 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 150.27 E 390038 48
3019023135 10/08/78 37 8? 2511 D 33.06 053.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 
S 148.85 Z 7900!b 105
 3022001150 10/29/7R 114 q3 5058 D 44.38 063.08 70 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 33.0? S 119.23 ' 3n a39 575 3u22323544 10/29/78 124 83 3113 46.03 064.76 0 EEEEO 
 NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.0? S 138.32 E 39003' 851
 
3023523544 10/29/78 134 83 2852 n 40.40 058.94 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S 138.33 E 399039 146
 332323485 10/29/78 133 83 2848 D 40.06 058.65 10 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 33.02 S 139.75 F 390039 637
3021373240 10/29/78 )9 85 5043 D 44.55 063.01 0 EErE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 33.02 S 149.50 E 39n03 776
3021901091 10/29/78 117 83 3044 D 44.97 063.02 0 
 EE7E NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 119.68 E 39005 781
 3021801033 10/29/78 115 83 5030 4 44.27 062.70 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLL 33.03 S 
 121.12 E 390039 703
3021000173 10/29/78 138 83 2918 D 41.74 060.14 10 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 
S 132.59 C 390039 375
 3020900115 10/29/78 117 83 2904 0 41.40 059.83 0 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 134.04 F 390039 169
 
3023900060 10129/78 106 85 '890 n 41.07 059.54 
 20 FE-E NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 135.46 T 391039 1566020700002 10/29/78 135 83 ?876 0 40.7? 059.22 NA 
 MMM No CCCL LLLL 33.03 $ 136.91 ' 0 0 3013723542 10/21/78 1)4 83 2611 0 34.32 054.27 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL S3.03 S 
 158.35 E 0 0
3013523425 10/08/78 1)2 83 2583 0 33.64 053.80 90 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 33.03 S 141.23 F 390038 75P
 3013423371 10/08/78 131 83 2569 0 53.29 053.55 100 EEPE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 142.66 r 390038 255
3020123314 10/21/78 130 83 2806 D 39.06 057.82 
 20 EECE NO CCCL HHLL 33.03 S 144.09 E 390039 ?23
 3021723201 10/29/78 98 83 3029 D 44.25 062.67 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 
 33.03 S 146.93 E 390039 (98

3013501203 10/15/78 119 83 7570 9 33.32 053.51 10 Et2E NO
3 CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 116.85 r 390039 91
 
u13431144 10115/78 113 83 )556 0 33.00 053.36 90 EE2r NO CCCL LLLL 
 33.04 S 118.28 E 390038 500
3020201145 10/21/79 113 83 2837 D 39.07 057.83 N1 MMMv NO CCCL LLLL 
 33.04 S 118.29 E n n
3023101091 10/22178 117 83 
 2793 D 38.74 057.6 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 119.73 r 390039 4P3
 
S019300231 10121/78 133 83 2631 D 36.01 055.48 
 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 33.04 S 131.18 E 390038 34'
3519200172 10/21/78 138 83 2667 D 35.67 055.23 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 
S 132.62 r 390038 332
 
3313130114 10(09/78 107 53 2653 0 55.32 054.98 50 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 134.05 E 390038 643
3019000059 10/09/78 136 83 2639 D 34.98 054.75 60 
 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 135.50 F 3'0038 614
3016234 10/08/78 133 83 2597 D 33.96 054.03 
 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 13q.81 E 390038 267
 
3UI 023141 10/08/78 57 83 2513 D 31.98 052.67 10 FEtE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 s 149.42 F 390038 10(

3017923085 10/29/78 ?6 83 2499 D 51.57 052.45 
 90 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 149.84 F 33003P 49
3011007552 10/29/78 133 P3 152 n S 19.81 042.29 
 10 EFEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.05 $ 017.93 E 30D238 ?9
3022323551 10/29/78 134 84 3113 D 45.16 063.79 
 10 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.44 S 137.88 E 39003 892
 
5022001152 10/29/78 118 84 3058 f 43.98 062.43 70 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.45 S 117.79 E 39r03r S76
3021901094 10/29/78 117 54 3044 45.66 062.10 30 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 34.45 S 119.25 ' 39003- 782
 
30235 3550 10/29/78 134 84 ?862 D 59.4P 058.23 70 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.45 S 137.89 r 38nO3q 147 3020423492 10/29/78 103 84 2843 D 39.08 057.95 10 EErE NO CCCL LLLL 34.45 S 139.32 F 30C039 63P
3021323262 10/29/78 39 84 3043 0 A3.65 062.08 0 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 34.45 S 145.05 L 394039 777
 





12/13/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
01:07 FROM 10/01/78 TO 10/31/78
 
0SS:IVATION ETRY PATH R09 ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
it DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CVTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3021723204 10/29/78 38 84 3029 D 43.35 061.78 0 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.45 S 146.50 r 590039 699 
3019607335 0/29/78 134 84 2727 D 36.11 055.75 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 5.46 S 023.17 E 0 0 
3017607221 10/15/78 132 84 244A 0 29.41 051.31 50 EEEE NO CCCL HLL 34.46 S 026.04 F 390038 146 
3b1B401151 10/15/78 118 84 255; D 31.92 052.92 90 EE2E N3 CCCL LLLL 34.A; S 117.84 E 39003A bLI 
6020800063 10/29/78 136 84 2890 n 40.11 058.79 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S 135.03 E 390039 157 
3323700005 10/29f78 135 84 2876 ) 39.74 058.50 NA MM44 NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S 135.47 E 0 0 
3013523432 10/08/7t 102 84 ?583 E. 32.56 053.34 60 EEFr NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S 140.79 E 90038 755
 
301 423374 10/08/78 11 84 2569 0 32.22 053o.12 100 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S 142.22 E 390038 25f
 
3023123321 10/21178 130 P4 2806 D 
 38.05 057.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL 'VHLL 34.46 S 143.65 E 390039 224
 
302291152 10/21/78 113 84 2B07 D 38.08 057.17 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 117.86 E 0 0
 
3022101093 10/22/78 117 P4 2793 0 37.73 056.91 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 119.29 E 3O003 9 484
 
3019000062 10/09/78 106 84 2639 D 33.93 054.25 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 135.06 E 500358 15
 
3013023144 10/08/78 97 84 2513 0 30.9 052.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 147.98 E 390038 i07
 
321923323 10/29/78 130 85 3057 D 43.05 061.55 10 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.87 S 143.18 E 390039 573
 
3013523435 10/08/78 1)? 83 2553 0 31.48 052.93 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.88 S 140.34 E 3900sF 794
 
C 390038 257
3013423380 10108/78 101 85 2569 D 31.15 052.72 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.88 S 141.78 

31218232S5 10/29/78 99 85 3043 0 42.73 061.23 10 [EEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.85 S 144.60 E 390039 778
 
700
3021723210 10/29/78 95 85 5029 0 42.42 060.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.88 S 146.04 E 590039 

3013021314 10/01/78 79 85 2512 D 29.79 051.89 20 EE22 NO CCCL HHLL 35.88 S 173.33 F 390038 545
 
3023123323 10/21/78 130 85 2806 0 37.04 056.55 NA MMNM NO CCCL HHLL 35.89 S 143.20 E 0 0
 
3019023150 10/08/78 37 85 2511 D 29.80 051.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S 147.53 F 390038 108
 
3021323271 1D/29/7S )9 8S 3043 0 41.80 060,45 70 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.29 S 144.14 E 390039 779
 
3021923350 10/29/78 120 85 5057 D 42.11 060.73 10 EEtE ND CCCL LLLL 37.30 S 142.72 E 390039 574
 
3021723213 10/29/78 )3 8; 302q 0 41.48 060.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.30 S 145.58 E 390039 701
 
3019321034 10/22/78 74 86 693 D 33.15 054.19 NA MM'M NO CCCL HHLL 37.30 S 179.99 W 0 0
 
30134a3382 10/08/78 131 86 2569 0 30.05 
052.36 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 S 141.31 E 390038 258 
3620123325 10/21/178 130 86 2806 ) 36.01 056.00 NA MMM NO CCCL HHLL 37.31 S 142.75 C 0 0 
3313021332 10101/78 79 89 2512 D 25.27 050.89 60 EP22 NO CCCL HHLL 41.58 S 171.41 F S9003b bAS 
30130 1335 10/01/78 79 90 2512 0 24.13 050.76 10 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 43.00 S 170.89 E 390038 547 
3013021341 10/01/78 79 91 2512 D 23.00 ObO.67 NA mMm NO CCCL HHLL 44.41 S 170.39 C 0 0 
3013021344 10/01/78 79 92 2512 0 21.95 050.63 10 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 45.82 S 169.78 E 390038 548 
3013021350 10/01/78 79 Q3 2512 9 20.70 050.64 60 EE2E N3 CCCL HHLL 47.24 S 169.19 E 390038 549 
3011022040 10/29/78 31 137 2536 N 00.00 201.31 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL ,6.54 S 013.41 E 0
 
3011023472 10/29/78 99 137 
 1537 N 00.00 201.29 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 66.56 S 012.39 W 0 0
 
3011023465 10/29/78 99 13S 1537 N 00.00 198.91 NA 44440 NO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 67.88 S 010.77 U 0 0
 
3d11023463 10/29/7R 39 155 1537 N 00.00 196.41 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 69.17 S 008.96 W 0 0
 
3211123460 10/29/78 9 114 1537 N 00.90 133.70 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 70.43 S 00;.92 6 0 0
 
3u11011392 10/29/79 ?23 125 1530 N 00.00 149.46 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.96 S 146.35 W 0 0
 
